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FOREWORD
America has been a haven for the world's homeless since the firstcolonists reached these shores four centuries ago. Since then, theAmerican people have a record of accomplishment in offering a help-ing hand to refugees that is unsurpassed by any other nation.We can be proud of this record. Over many years we have respondedgenerously and compassionately to the needs of the homeless, and ournational policy of welcome has served our country and our traditionswell.
But for too long our policy toward refugee assistance and resettle-ment lacked effective programing and planning. We admitted refugeesin fits and starts because our immigration law was inadequate andout of date. Once refugees arrived, our resettlement programs andpolicies were inconsistent and out of touch with today's needs.To bring some long overdue reform to our eountry's refugee policiesand programs, Congress has enacted "The Refugee Act of 1980." ksstated in the first title of the act, the objectives of the act were "toprovide a permanent and systematic procedure for the admission tothis country of refugees of special humanitarian concern to the UnitedStates, and to provide comprehensive and uniform provisions for theeffective resettlement and absorption of those refugees who areadmitted."

The new law accomplishes six basic. objectives :
1. It repeals the previous law's discriminatory treatment of refugeesby providing a new definition of a refugeemoving us away fromonly accepting refugees "from communism" or certain areas of theMiddle Eastto all who meet the test of the 1' N. Convention andProtocol on the Status of Refugees.
2. It raises the annual limitation on regular refugee admissionsfrom 17,400 to 50,000 each fiscal year.
3. It provides for an orderly but flexible procedure to deal withemergency refugee situations ii the resettlement needs of refugees of"special humanitarian concern" to the United States cannot be metwithin the rve-rillar ceiling established prior to the beg nning of thefiscal year.

,4. It replaces the former use of the "parole ant horits" contained insection 212(d) (5) of the Immigration and Nationality Actwhich hasbeen governed only by custom and practice--with new statutory lan-guage asserting congressional control (i.e., formal "const,ltations")
over the entire process of admitting refugees.5. It establishes an explicit asylum provision in oer immigration lawfor the first time.

0. It provides for a full rangy of Federal programs to assist in theresettlement process, and statutorily creates the Office of Refugee Re-
settlement to monitor, coordinate, and implement refugee resettlementprograms.
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IV

Together, these provisions will enable the United States, to meet any
refugee situation. anywhere. and to deal with it more effectively and
efficiently. The new law ends years of ad hoc programs and differing
policies toward different refugees. and puts our refugee programs on
a firmer footing.

To give some perspective to this new law. I asked the Library of
Congress to update an earlier study on V.S. refugee resettlement pro-
grams. and to review for the committee the evolution of U.S. refugee
law and policy. revised edition of that study has now been submitted
to the committee by the Congressional Research Service and is ',tinted
in this volume, along with other background material on refugee pro-
grams and policies.

The committee hopes this report will contribute to a better public
understanding of U.S. refugee programs.

EDWARD NI. KENNEDY.
rthil e. ColllInith I Mt the 12/41iria ry.
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CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE,
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August 8, 1980.
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY.
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W ash,ington, D.0.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : I am pleased to submit a report on U.S. refu-gee resettlement law and policy which was prepared at your request bythe Congressional Research Service.
The report was written by Charlotte J. Moore, analyst in sociallegislation, of our Education and Public Welfare Division. It is arevised and updated version of a 1979 CRS paper of the same title by

Catherine McHugh. Since that time, major legislation, the Refugee
Act of 1980, was enacted by Congress. Ms. Moore's update focuses onthe development of the Refugee Act in the context of past U.S. refugee
admission and resettlement programs and policies.

We hope that this report will serve the needs of the Committee onthe Judiciary, as well as the needs of other Committees and Members
of Congress concerned with U.S. refugee policy.

Sincerely,
GI LBERT GUDE,

Director.
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INTRODUCTION

The Refugee Act,' enacted March 17, 1980, is the first comprehen-
sive Federal statute affecting the admis.sion and resettlement of refu-
gees. The legislation amends the Immigration and Nationality Act to
set forth new procedures for the regular and emergency admission of
refugees into the United States, and provides a uniform authoriza-
tion for Federal resettlement assistance. The major impetus for the
legislation was the need to end an ad hoc approach that had character-
ized I '.S. refugee policy since World War II.

Refugees, as distinct from immigrants, are aliens who flee their
country of nationality generally because of persecution or fear of per-
secution. Immigrants, in contrast, leave their country of nationality
voluntarily to seek family reunification, economic, or other benefits
through reestablishing permanent residence in some other country of
their choice.

From the beginning of our Nation's history, the United States has
been a haven for oppressed peoples. Until the 20th century, there werefew restrictions on inunigration, and this country was equally open to
those seeking freedom and those seeking their fortune. However, sig-nificant limitations on immigration were enacted by Congress which
changed this. For example, the Immigration Act of 1917 2 set forth
qualitative grounds for exclusion of aliens; the Immigration Act of199A 3 established numerical quotas. primarily based on national origin,
limiting immigration. With a few exceptions, refugees were indistinct
from immigrants under these immigration laws.

Millions of people were uprooted during or following World War II,
which required extraordinary measures to reduce the human suffering
and disruption it brought about. During the post war years, the ITnitedStates adopted a series of special refugee admissions programs outsidethe regular immigration law under which thousands of refugees andother persons displaced by the war become permanently resettled here.The United States continued a largely ad hoc approach to refugee
admissions into the 1970's. Although some refugees entered the UnitedStates under normal immigration procedures, the bulk of refugee ad-
missions were authorized outside the normal immigration channelsby special programs. This was true for the Hungarians in the 1950's.
the Cubans in the 1960's, and the Indochinese in the 1970's. The immi-
gration law was not sufficientl:, flexible to bring in large groups of refu-
gees in emergency situations. Instead, the Attorney General's discre-tionary authority to parole aliens into the country temporarily becamethe initial vehicle for admission, and special legislation was then gen-erally required to adjust their status to permanent resident.

Public Law 98-212. Act of Mar. 17, 1980. 94 Stat. 102.*Act of re,b. 5. 1917. 39 Stat. 874.
2 Act of May 20 1924. 43 Stat. 153.

(1)



2

Voluntary agencies and organizations were primarily responsible
for "efugee resettlement, for a number of years. As the admission of
large groups of refugees became more frequent, the Federal Govern-
ment became increasingly responsible for providing assistance and
sin.vices to aid in refugee resettlement and assimilation into our society.
The special assistance programs that were enacted by the Federal
Government for refugees were, like the admissions programs, designed
to meet immediate needs rather than to establish a fundamental policy.

The Refugee Act of 1980 was drafted by Congress in cooperation
with the Carter administration to establish by statute a permanent
I..S. refugee policy. To a great extent the act reflects the experiences
of the I nited States in recent years in coping with massive refugee
migrations. It also affirms that this Nation has a iundamental commit-
ment to providing sanctuary to refugees as part of its immigration
policy.

i I)



PART I. OVERVIEW' OF U.S. REFUGEE
ADM ISSIONS PROG RAMS

The United States has traditionally been regarded as a place ofasylum for persons fleeing religious or political persecution. It was notuntil World War II, however, that immigration programs were estab-lished vItich specifically provided for the admission of refugees. Priorto that time, refugees were subject to the same restrictions that wereimposed on immigrants generally, except that persons fleeing religious
or political persecution were exempted from the literacy test require-merit of the law. Otherwise, admissions were limited by national originquotas; by mental. moral and physical requirements: and by the pro-hi'm ion against aliens becoming public charges.

Immigration to the United States was relatively unrestricted untilthe 1880's when the first Chinese exclusion and contract labor laws wereenacted. Immigration was restricted by quotas based on national originwhich were established temporarily in 1921 and permanently in 1924.Alt hough immigration law was subsequently amended, tuitional originquotas remained a fundamental component of the law until the enact-ment of the Innoigration and Nationality Act Amendments of 1965.The 1965 ament1ments to the Immigration and Nationality Act rep-resented a fundamental revision of V.5. immigration policy, rejectingnationality and ethnic background as determinants of admission andsubstituting a system of priorities based primarily on reunification offamilies and on the alien's skills. Built into this preference systetn wasa permanent statutory basis for the admission of refugees, the so-calledconditional entry provision of the Immigration tnil Nationality Act.5Between Woritl War II and 1965 there had been a series of specificprograms under which refugees were admitted outside the regularr. ,migration law. Under the 1965 amendments. with the new prefer-ence category for the conditional entry of refugees, it was the intentof Congress that such specific admissions programs would cease.Since 1965 however, the vast majority of refugees admitted to theUnited States continued to do so outside the regular procedure pre-scribed by the Immigration and Nationality Act. There was consid-erabie disparity in the treatment of refugees who entered the UnitedStates at different periods of time, who had come from different partsof the world, or who were fleeing from different kinds of political re-gimes under the irregular procedure that has governed their admis-sion. This uneven means of admitting refugees was the major factorleading to the dcvelopnient of the admissions provisions of the RefugeeAct.
The following section summarizes U.S. refugee admissions activitiessince World War II. Particular attention is devoted to the legislation
U 8. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judielari. U 8. immigration Law and Policy :1952-1979 Committee Print, 98th tong. let seam S ashIngton. U.S. Government Printingoffice. 1979, p 51.

8 U.S.C. 1163(0.1(7).

(3)
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and atinnssion:, prOeVCIIIIVI4 store 1965 which formed the backdrop for
the evolution Of the Refugee .1ct.

As an overview, table I indicates that 1.324.699 refugees were ad-
mitted to the United Stites for permanent residence between fiscal
years 1946 and 197s under special refugee legislation and limier the
conditional entry pros ision. Refugee:, whose status %%as not tdjusted
to that of pemneut resident alien as of September 30, 197S, and those
who were admitted under other provision:, of immigration law are not
uicluded in the table. I f these latter mintben, are taken into account,
the total munbcr of refugee:, accepted by the United states for per-
manent resettlement since 19-1: is about 2 million.

I 0ti



TABLE I.-REFUGEES ADMIIIED BY COUNTRY OR REGION OF BIRTH YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 1946-76 /i/LY SEPTEMBER 1976 AND YEARS ENDED SEPT. 30. 1977-78

Displaced Persons Act of 1948
Act of

Sept. 2 Act -of
Act of 1958 Act of Oct. 3, Act OfPrni Displaced Act of July 25 (Azores Sept. 22 Act of 1965 Act of Oct. 30dent's persons Act of Sept II 1958 and 1959 July 14, (condi- Nov 2, 1977.directive Displaced adjusting Refugee July 29, 1957 (Hun- Nether- (sec. 6) 1960 Donal 1966 (Inelz-

N umber of Dec. persons under German Relief Act 1953 (secs 4 avian lands (refugee (retugee- entries by (Cuban chuv4S
Country or region of birth admitted 22, 1945 admitted sec. 4 ethnics of 1953 I (orphans) and 15) parolees) refugees) relatives) escapees) refugees) 2 refugees) refugues)3

All countries _ . I, 324, 699 40. 324 352. 260 3, 670 53, 766 189, 021 466 29,462 30, 751 22, 213 1, 820 19, 783 116, 397 370, 620 94, 146Europe . 778, 688 39, 802 349, 751 1, 794 53, 689 171, 689 140 16, 833 30, 712 9, 896 1, 376 15, 893 79, 499 7, 551 63
Austria 16, 684 2.015 6, 425 2 2, 529 4,658 75 532 102 2 _ _ _ 74 259 10 I
Belgium 1,694 147 947 1 3 451 . 8 8 3 _ _ 94 28 4
Bulgaria. _ . 4. 124 22 567 10 12 478 197 5 515 2, 315 3
Czechoslovakia_ 27, 580 3, 386 9, 522 277 2, 839 2, 916 53 180 82 8, 321 3
Denmark... 115 11 55 7 29 . 8 1 I I 2
Estonia . . 11. 262 145 9.943 221 263 657 . 18 12 2 I __ ___ ___
Finland 163 12 93 1 1 18 _ 36 1

1
France. 2,404 157 791 8 660 1 198 10 5 5 212 279 41 37
Germany.. _ _ 100. 295 16, 071 52, 049 5 10, 069 :II, 922 54 598 29 5 . . 256 204 29 4
Came_ _ 29, 602 7 10, 272 3 2 16. 922 4 1, 504 12 7 397 80 367
Hungary _ _ 69, 684 885 12, 826 297 3, 504 9, 659 . _ _ _ . 5, 172 29, 905 5 1 1, 605 5, 811 13 1
Ireland 65 7 31 2 18 ___ ._ 1 2 1 3
IWy. '',827 154 2.217 12 19 57,026 4 1,625 2 2 953 168 476
Latvia 38. 263 538 35, 150 211 645 1.567. 85 _ _ . _ . _ 3 47 9
Lithuania 27 352 790 23, 202 18 1, 478 1, 681 94 _ _ I 21 iR 38 1
Nortoulinos_ . 17,608 116 53 2 9 11,337 1.031 5,033 2 8 17
Norway. .. . 77 5 25 . 5 20 . _ I 3 5
Poland 167.017 11 660 int 569 341 6, 5'32 11, 912 1, 139 14 2 1 77F 5, 806 464
Portugal._. _ 5,040 8 14 I 1 34 - 125 . 4,811 4 1 13 21 1
Romania.. _ _ 28 421 535 5, 129 136 5, 353 1.369 482 274 3 9 4,438 7, 647 46
Spain. _ 9, 420 31 1 5 123 173

21 2,602 6.460 1
Sweden.. 450 lb 347

3 4 2 3 2
Switzerland _ _ . _ _ 331 66 131 1 3 38 59 I 3_ .. _ 6 9 8 6
U.S.S.R ___ 64, 266 1.982 31. 373 51 4, 323 5, 827 186 9 251 20,159 105
United Kingdom _ 2, 834 183 1, 819 4 7 679 . .. 25 2 3 21 75 11 5
Yugoslavia.. _ _ 84, 110 736 17, 238 193 15, 936 17, 425 3, 002 154 . 1 6, 443 22, 973
Other Europe... 6,940 154 904 4 270 2,184 2 415 4 2 I 762 2,099 139See footnotes at end of table



TABLE I.-REFUGEES ADMITTED BY COUNTRY OR REGION OF BIRTH YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 1946 -16, JULY SEPTEMBER 1976, AND YEARS ENDED SEPT. 30, 1977 -78- Continued

Displaced Persons Act of 1948 Act of
Sept. 2, Act of

Act of 1958 Act of Oct. 3, Act of
Prost- Displaced Act of July 25, (Azores Sept. 22, Act of 1965 Act of Oct 30,

dent's persons Act of Sept. 11 1958 and 1959 July 14, (condi- Nov. 2, 1977
dire'-tive Displaced adjusting Refugee July 29 1957 (Hun- Nether- (sec. 6) 1960 linnet 1966 (lade-

Number of Dec. persons under German Relief Act 1953 (sec. 1 won lands (refugee (refugee. entries by (Cuban chinasCountry or region of birth admitted 22, 1945 admitted sec 4 ethnics of 1953 t (orphans) and 15) parolees) refugees) relatives) escapees' refugees)' refugees) refugees)'

Asia: 172, 586 416 2, 157 1, 848 II 16, 333 321 10, 869 1 12, 262 431 795 32, 078 I, 041 94, 017China and Taiwan_ 28, 692 284 909 1, 729 2 6, 903 3 2, 826 i 115 23 15, 047 620 223India 140 4 1 1 1 46 2 21 7 3 36 9 3Indonesia _ _ . _ 15,995 .... 2 . 1 3,148 612 12,133 I 92 1 2Wool 870 16 8 521 210 I 2 2 96 14Japan._ _ 1,384 3 9 2 2 2,268 287 I, 505 3 269 I 13 II IIKorea .... ,_ 4,182 630 4 3, 793 I 2 9 6 37Palestine 1,098 40 17 46 607 170 . ... _______ . 3 3L 106 10 IPhilippines_ _. 472 3 19 3 121 15 187 4 2 7 26 $5Other Asia . 116,153 82 1, 118 59 2 2,089 18 1, 551 3 100 39 726 16,672 344 93, 655North Amino 363, 081 50 228 3 57 486 191 35 22 II 2 836 361,128 32Canada . _ 134 3 17 ..- 8 15 7 1 1 72 6Mexico_ __. _ 317 3 1 .. 5 I 2 315 10West Indies 361, 399 5 1 1 1 50 164 18 1 1 825 360, 318 IICuba .., . 360, 772
1118 359, 953 1Other West Indies. 627 5 I I I 50 164 18 1 I 7 365 1040041 Americo ... 327 4 3 1 7 3 1 3 302 3Other North A me.ica. 884 38 204 1 47 409 16 31 1 2 I 5 121 2South America 998 24 15 1 43 22 9 2 I 14 1155 9Africa 9, 126 15 78 25 1 405 I I,192 I .... . .. 3 091 3,960 40 14Other countries 220 17 31 I 65 1 55 23 I 10 5 II

Includes 6,130 Hungarian refugees.
I Includes 102,217 aliens who conditionally entered the United States and 14,180 refugees whose

status was adjusted to permanent residents after 2 yr continuous physical presence in the United
States. The 102,217 conditional entrants include those who have been accorded lawful permanent

resident status.
t Includes 3,566 for Cambodia, 4,205 for Laos and 85,651 for Vietnam.

Source' U.S. Department of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Service.
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I. LEGISLATIVE AND ADSIINISTRATI1 E ACTIONS AFFECTIING REFUtiEli
ADMISSIONS : 1945-65

A. Pre.vidential Directive el December *,194<5
In 1945, President Truman announced new administrative pro-cedures would be instituted to facilitate the immigration of displacedpersons under existing inunigration quotas, with emphasis onreestablishing European consularoperations disrupted by World WarII. This program was carried out through June 10, 19t8, when the4 Displaced Persons Act went into effect.

B. Displaced Persona Act of 1948
In his state of the Union message to Congress in January 1947,President Truman referred to th inadequacy of the attempt to admitdisplaced persons within the existing immigration quotas. He proposedemergency legislation which was eventually enacted in the DisplacedPersons Act of 1948, the first significant refugee legislation in U.S.history.
The Displaced Persons Act of 1948 as amended provided for theadmission of over 400,000 displaced persons through December 31,1951. This was accomplished by charging the admissions of displacedpersons to the national immigration quotas of their country of originand, if oversubscribed, the admission was charged to the future annualquotas of the country in question, or "mortgaged."
The Displaced Persons Act originally provided for the admissionof 100,000 persons uprooted during or following World War II, 3,000orphans, and 2,000 Czechs who fled the 1948 Communist coup, throughJune 30, 1950; and provided for the adjustment to permanent residentstatus of 15,000 displaced persons already in the United States. In

1950, the categories of eligible aliens were expanded, possible admis-sions under the Displaced Persons Act were increased to 415,000, andthe art was extended through June 30, 1951, except for certain pro-visions concerning orphans and persons of German ethnic origin whichwere effective through June 30, 1952. In 1951, the Displaced Persons
Act was extended again, through December 31, 1951

In order to be admitted under the Displaced Persons Act, an alienhad to provide assurances that 1. would be able to obtain employmentand housing without displacing an American, and that he would notbecome a public charge. Regular immigration requirements wereimposed, as well as other eligibility requirements designed to keep outpolitically undesirable such as Communists. The assurancesneeded by aliens seeking admission to the United States were generallyprovided by private nonprofit voluntary agencies. The admission of
refugees under the sponsorship of voluntary agencies has remained oneof the principal features of U.S. refugee programs.

mmigration and Ncationcrlity.1ctof 1952
One of the primary purposes of the Immigration and Nationalityt of 1952 wo,-; to consolidate previous immigration laws into onestatute. A !though the Immigration and Nationality Act has been

amended substantially since 1952, it remains the basic law governingimmigration to the United States.

An of June 25. 194s, 62 Stat 1009: as amended by net of June 16, 1950. 64 Stet 219:end net June 28, 1951, 65 Stet 96
*Act of June 27. 102. 66 Stat. 165.
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As originally enacted, the immigration and Nationality Act did not
specifically provide for the admission of refugees. Three of its pro-
visions which remain in effect today and relate to the admission of
refugees are discussed below.

1. Defector prorixion.Section 211, ( a ) (28) (1) (ii) of the Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act permits the immigration of former Com-
munist Party members or other persons affiliated with proscribed
organizations if they Call demonstrate that their membership Was
involuntary and was terminated at least 5 years prior to application
for a visa. Without this provision, certain persons fleeing communism
would be unable to enter the United States.

Parole prorivion.The parole provision of the immigration and
Nationality Act, section 212 (d) (5), incorporated into statutory law a
provision authorizing the temporary pilule of aliens into the United
States, which had been an administrative practice of long standing.
This provision authorizes the Attorney General in his discretion to
parole any alien into the United States temporarily, under sudi con-
ditions as the Attorney General nut3, prescribe, in emergencies or for
reasons deemed strictly in the public interest. l'arole is not regarded
as admission to the United States. When the purposes of parole have
been served, the 'then returns to the status from which he was paroled
and is dealt with in the same manner as any ot her applicant for admis-
sion to the niteil States. Congress originally intended that parole
would be used on a case-bv-case basis on behalf of individual
Parole has since lieen used as the primary basis for entry of large
mini hers of refugees. Section 212((1) t 5) gasanmended by the Refugee
Act to limit its use for the admission of refugee.

.1. Withholding de imirtation herause n illitieipoted perxec-ation.
The Internal Security Act of 1950" authorized withholding the de-
portation of an alien to any country when the Attorney General finds
the alien would be subject to physical persecution. This provision was
ineorporated into the Immigration awl Nationality Act 115 section
,13(11).

Section '213( subsequently aniended," most recently by the
Refugee Aet of 19s, expanding the grounds for relief from
deportat
I), et of Jul y 29,1951

The act of July 9. 1953," permitted the entry of 50 orphans
adopted, or vowing to be adopted, by certain U.S. citizens.

K. The Re tarp,' Relief Art of 195.1
At the height of the ('old War and after the expiration of the Dis-

placed Persons Act, (*.tigress ena.ted the Refugee Relief Act of 1953
primarily to expedite the admission into the Uniteti States of refugees
escaping Iron Curtain countries.

The act, as amended," authorized the admission of 1,1.00( refugees
and was in force between August 7, 1953 an.1 December 31. 1956. In
contrast to the Displaced Persons Act, the admissions were authorized

*Act of Sept 23, 1930, 44 Stat 957
',Section 243(h) was amended by the 11183 amendments to the immigration and Nation-

ality Act (Act of Oct 3, 1965, 79 Stat 913 In part to conform with the language of the
conditional entry provision adopted at that time

"87 Stat. 229.It Act of Aug 7. 1953. 87 Stat 400, as amended by the net of Cog 31. 1934. RN Stat
1044.

C
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otit,ele tile existing !inflow at ion quota,. Vi,a. were !milk a% ailableby categorie, of refugee,. for example. 4.0 to war orphan,: :55.909 toGettot111 eXpences: 1:).0191 to Italian refugee,: 15.00 to Greek andDutch Iefugee,.el retell'. .k, a lleiiartltre front the inintigi at ion policyt hat had existed praet wall% eveluding .k,iatt,. there wa, pro% r-ion forthe admission of refugee, front t he Far F.teit. The Refugee Relief Actpermitted t he adtte.t ment of -talus of up to 5.000 alien- already inhe 'lined States.
The Refugee Relief .ket ineorpointed ,afegnad, to (,recent the 1111nog, at ion of wide-liable alien-. In addition, aliens weie required tohave as,itraoes of employ merit and housing.
Some t),.)IJ imu,ed Refugee Itelie f .tet %isa, were made a% tillable atthe (Rivet mil of l're,idnt Eiseitlymer for Ifungarian refugee, beforethe Refugee Relief Act I» ogi am expired. . total of 189.0 per-osN% Pre adhottiql or :ollo-ted their -tat le- nudes the act.
.k relate() ora-mr. Ilkc act of SepteMber 22, 19-)9.' ee;n iii - igted itspart to facilitate family lelmification by enabling t he ,pon,es and (+O-dle!' of certain alien, admitted mulct the Refugee Relief Act to he1-as outside exist tug iiiiiitigrat ion quotas.
/ /',,,gor;an pmgram
Ian late 1!1.10. 1'i e,nlent t-etilimver announeed that t he UnitedStates woulil accept 21,A(1 refugee, who had fled I f iingary followingthe ie% oho nut of ()coital- 19A. .kbotit 0.:00 refugees wer to be ad-mitted using vt,a, available under the Refugee Relief Art. and theditected the .kttorney ;clic! al to permit the entry of 15,000Ming:trim] refugees midi the parole provision of the Immigrationand Nationality .ct. 'lilt, was the first use of the parole provision onbehalf of a gionp of iefugec , lid 1 95s, 3S.00 ifiingarian refugees hadclue, ed the I-tinted State-. :'2,4i4i0 of t hem under the parole provision..kt that t tine. an alien poi oled into the {.mites States i.- not eligible toailpt,t lo,statii, to t hat of a perm: beta resident.

T* act of J1111 25. 19.0.1.'' pro% ided for the adjustment of stilt'', of
ho had been in the I"iiited State, for at least2 %ears. The.Ae refugee- anti exempted from the documentary re-qui I aeut, for Milo at ion: aml t he date of admission for permanentresidence %vie recorded a- of the date of the alien's arrival in the UnitedState-.

.I,t
"I'he art of Septentlir 11. 1957," i, ,omet Imes referred to as the Ref-ugee E-capee Act.
Section I:, of flu, act authorized 1sJr4; special nonquota immigranti -a' that had been made a% ailable tinder the Refugee Relief Act butremained moused at the expiration of that :wt. to be made availableto "refugee-escapees dfltined al, let its, of racial. religious. or politicalper... volition fleeing Communi,t or Communist- occupied or dominatedcountries or a country in the area of the Middle East. This was theorigin of the eligibility standard for conditional entrants adoptedin the 190:i amendment- to the Immigration and Nationality Act.

'273 Star Oil
"73 !Oat 419
'471 Ate 939
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Section 4 of the Refugee-Escapee Act pro% ided for the admin:,ion
outside immigration quotas through June 30, 1959, of certain orphans
adopted, or to be adopted by U.S. citizens. The legislation also removed
the mortgages on immigration quotas imposed as a result of the Dis-
placed Persons Act.
H. Act of September 2.1958

The act of September 2. 1958." made visas available outside exist-
ing immigration quotas for nationals of the Netherlands displaced
from Indonesia because of political events, and Portuguese nationals
who were unable to return to their homes in the Azores because of
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, and the spouses and children of
such aliens. The termination of this program was extended from
June 30,1960, to June 3, 1!ft by the Refugee Fair Share Law. which
also increased the number of admissible refugees.
I. Refugee Fair Share Law

By 196 a large number of refugee, and displaced persons from
World War II remained in camps in Europe under the mandate of
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. The so-called
Refugee Fair Share Law, enacted July 14, 1960, was passed to provide
a temporary program for the admission into the United States of a
portion of the refugees in the camps.

The Fair Share Law gave the Attorney General a specific mandate
to use his parole authority mule section 212(d) (5) of the Imtnigra-
tion and Nationality AO to admit eligible "refugee-escapees" the
same definition as used in the Refugee-Escapee Act described above)
until July 1, 196.2. in a number not to exceed 2 percent of the total
number of refugee-escapees tinder the mandate of the U.N. High
Commissioner who had been resettled in other countries since July 1,
1959. It is noteworthy that this was eongressional sanctioning of the
use of the parole authority to admit groups of aliens.

Under this program, the Attorney General was authorized to parole
up to 50 "difficult to resettle" refugees, with the assurance of a volun-
tary agency that any such refugee could become self-supporting, or
would be supported by his family.

An alien paroled into the United States under this legislation could
adjust his states to that of an alien admitted for permanent residence
after 2 years in the United States. Refugees adjusting their status
under this legislation were exempted from the documentary require-
ments of immigration law. This Fair Sharc, Law provision was the
forerunner of the conditional entry procedure.

The Immigation and Nationality Aces permanent adjustment of
status provision under section 245(c,) 'a was amended by this enact-
ment to extend eligibility for adjustment of Altus to aliens paroled
into the United States.

The Refugee Fair Share Law was more comprehensive than pre-
vious refugee admission programs; it was not designed to assist
refugee of a particular nationality or to meet a particular emergency,
but to provide an ongoing mechanism for the admission of refugees,
although for a statutorily limited period of time. In 1962 the Refugee

072 tititt. 1712.
la 9 VAC. 1255(c)

S
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Fair Share Law was extended indefinitely by a provision of the Migra-tion and Refugee .tssistainT Act."
The Immigration aml Nationality Act Amendments of 1965 estab-lished a permanent statutory provision for the admission of refugees,and terminated the refugee parole program authorized by the RefugeeFair Share Law.

H. REFITGEE ADMIssIONS LEOISL.ATION N PR' WEDURE APTEAt 1965
.l. intuit entry

The 1965 amendments to the Immigration and Nationality ActMelnikl a permanent statutory authority for the admission of re-fugees, the so-called conditional entry proision." This authorityremained in force until its repeal by the Refugee Aet.The conditional entry provision. section 203(a) (7) of the Imi-gration and Nationality Act, was established its part of the new im-migrant visa preference system for the Eastern Hemisphere createdby the 1965 amendments to the art. A numerical ceiling of 176.000persons per year was imposed on immigration from the EasternHemisphere, with a 26.000 per country limit. Seven immigrant visapreference categories were established, each allocated a portion ofthe animal veiling. The seventh preference category was for the con-ditional entry of refugees and was allocated 6 percent of the ceiling.one-half of which could be 11S4041 for aliens in the United States 2 yearswho were adjusting their status. In 1976 the preference system wasamended awl extended to the Western Hemisphere. under a separatenumerical ceiling on Western Ilempshire immigration. In 1975 theEastern Hemisphere and Western Hemisphere numerical ceilingswere combined into a single worldwide ceiling on immigration, mak-ing 17,100 conditional entry numbers available to refugees each year.In order to be eligible for entry under section '203(a) (7) aliens hadto be examined by all Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)officer in at non-Communist country, and meet the criteria of the sec-tion whirh were the same as the definition of refugee-escapee in the1957 Refugee-Escapee Act (see page CRS-12). These criteria wereas follows:

that ( i) lawatise of lierseention or fear of persecution On I-munt of rare, religion, or politieal opinion they have fled (I)front any Communist or Communist-dominated country orarea, or (11) from any vomit ry within the general area of theMiddle East. and (ii) are unable or unwilling to return tosuch country or area on account of race, religion, or politicalopinion, am! (iii are not nationals of the countries or areasin which their application for conditional entry is made; orB) that they are persons uprooted by catastrophic naturalcalamity as defined by the President who are unable to re-turn to their usini I place of abode.

"Art of June 204 1902. 701 Sint 1210 Art of Ort 1963. 79 Stitt :413 144 amended by the net of Oct 20, 1970, 90 Stat. 2705' .and the art of Oct 3. 1974.002 Stat 007

kj
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As of 1979. the Immigration and Naturalization Service conducted
conditional entry examinations in Frankfurt. Hong Kong, Rome,
Vienna and Athens. Conditional entry was never used to admit vic-
tims of natural disasters.

Conditional entry, as the name implies, was not admission for
permanent residence. A permanent provision for the adjustment of
status of conditional entrants to that of permanent resident alien was
included as sections 203 (g) and (h) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Art. The language of these adjustment of status sections was
similar to that contained in the Refugee Fair Share Law. To obtain
permanent resident status, the alien had to be admissible as an immi-
grant, except for documentary requirements, and he must have been
in the ['lilted States for 2 years. Adjustment of status was effective
retroactively to the date of the alien's arrival in the United States.

Table II indieates the number of conditional entries of refugees
since 1965. The Refugee Act repealed the conditional entry pros ismn.

TABLE 11 ronditomul r utils of refugees uqdt r 294 I ) ( 7 )

1965-66 3.191
1967-65 13.267
1960-70 30,339
1971-72 20,894
1973-74 19.099
1975-76 17, 77M
1977-78 20.720

Total 126, 295
Average per year 9, 020

NovaraU.S. Congress Renate. Committee on the Judiciary The Itctiutor Act of 1979.
Report to accompany R 043. Senate Report No 90 250. titith Cong.. 1st .ow Wa..11ington.
U 8, Government Printing Office. 1979. n. 6

R. Parole
The parole provision, section 212(d) (5) of the Immigration and

Nationality Act of 1952 authorizes the Attorney General in his discre-
tion to parole any alien into the United States temporarily, under
such conditions as the Attorney General may prescribe. in emergen-
cies or for reasons deemed strictly in the public interest." The flexi-
bility of the parole provision has et aided the United States to re-
spond to a variety of refugee situatims by accepting groups of refu-
gees for resettlement outside normal immigration channels.

When the conditional entry provision was established in 1965. Con-
gress intended that thereafter the parole provision would be ad-
ministered solely on a case-by-case basis. As stated in the report of
the Senate Committee on the Judiciary on the Immigration and
Nationality Act Amendments of 1965 :

Inasmuch as definite, provision has now been made for refu-
gees, it is the express intent of the committee that the parole
provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act, which re-
main unchanged by this bill, be administered in accordance
with the original intention of the drafters of that legislation.
The parole provisions were designed to authorize the Attor-
ney General to art only in emergency, individual, and isolated
situations. such as the case of an alien who requires inunedi-

*Art of Jan. 27.1952. 134 Stet I SS.

2 0
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ate medical attention. and not for the immigration of classes
or groups outside of the limit of the law.2"

Because of the limitations of the conditional entiy provision. how-
ever. parole continued to be used ati the major authority for the
entrance of groups of refugees into the United States.

Cuban refugees. for example. Iuegan to be paroled into the UnitedStates in 1961 when diplomatic relations between the United State!,
and Cuba were sevens!. As Western Hemisphere natives. Cubans werenot eligible for c itiditional entry when that provision became law, since
it applied only to the Eastern hemisphere. After the Cuban airlift pro-gram was announced by President Johnson in 1965. the number ofthese refugees adniitted under the parole authority increased dramatic-
ally. Between 1962 and the end of May 1979. over 690,000 Cubans
en'ered the United States under the Attorney General's parole author-
ity. the largest number of refugees from a single nationality ever ac-cepted into the United States.

The vast majority of over 360.1100 Indochines. refugees who entered
the United States between 1975 and mid-19SO did so under a series of
parole authorizations. In the spring of 1975. at the time of the
U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam, about. 130,000 refugees were evacu-ated from Indochina. Most of these refugees were resettled in the
United States. entering the country under the parole provision. Sub-
sequent to the Communist takeovers in Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos,
Indochinese refugees were also eligible to enter the United States under
the conditional entry provision, but the number of conditions entries
available did not approach the umber of refugees the United States
chose to accept. Indochinese refugee parole programs were authorized
or extended by the Attorney General 10 times: three times in 1975.
once in 1976, once in 1977. three times in 1978, twice in 1979.

The original parole criteria in 1975 were fairly specific. designed to
expedite the admission of certain Vietnamese'relatives of U.S. citizens
and permanent resident aliens. As the evacuation continued, the parole
criteria were expanded. almost on a daily basis. to respond to the
emergency situation. In addition to various categories of Vietnamese.the parole of certain Cambodians evacuated by the United States wasauthorized at this time.

In August 1975 two parole programs were authorized, one for addi-
tional Viet name.;e and Cambodian refugees, and another to assist allies
of the United States from Laos. A major parole program was au-
thorized. one for additional Vietnamese and Cambodian refugees, and
another to assist allies of the United States from Laos. A major parole
program was authorized in May 1976 to accommodate 11,000 refugeeswho had escaped from Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos, primarily
persons with relative., in the United States, and persons who had been
associated with the United States or governments friendly to the
United States. Refugees had begun to escape from Vietnam by boat,
and these so-called boat, people were encountering considerable diffi-
nIty in finding safe-havens. Some boat. people were included in the
1976 parole program. but a continuing exodus of substantial numbers
of refugees trom Indohimi was not generally antieipated at this
time.

S. CODIMMI. Senate Committee on the Judiciary Amending the Immigration andNationality Art. and for other purponee. Report to accompany FI R. 2550. Renate ReportNo 74a. anth rung. tat ,(4111 Washington. r R. Government Printing omee. 1941.1. p. 17.

21
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Mciiiher, of ( 'ongre-, and the Ford admini-4 rat ion concluded
the tel% ing on (II) pail ',to% mean- of
formulating I".S. refugee Accordingly. t he Ford admini-t rat ion
dureed not to audio! we ,01,1111ona1 parole progf alle. l fltii Ic.rl-hltioll
(-fedi-lung Ill%%.- -tvIiiallr I Vf adflik1011 1)1'04 cilli11. %a- enacted.

In 1977 ..ontlitlonal ent tolinbel- were begiuniug to In for
boat people. kit the magnitude of do- la ()bleat %%:,.. ifteatel than the
conditional entr provi,ion could accommodate. In part beraii,e of the
In fea -III'! r11Ili1N'1, of telogi.e-. a 1977 parole pi ogi am %% a- 4-4
lot roloo refugee-. iii hiduor HIi ca-e- and refionp, 11110 11 I 1)4.1 I

h% krill (I) Thailand. . It hough the Carter admini-t ration :orreed with
he need for Ilex% le f inset. let:1-10ton. it did Ina t hitt it 1111-obligated

to ((infor)14 to the Flid admini-t at jUa*, ;W101.1111'1)1 1101 to 11,t.
:011110111 leap...I:U1mi %%a...en:ivied

Three II fugue patol- progi am, %%eri. authorizeil in 197'.
fol 7.olto n-ftigee- ul .faunal }. :i.11111) ielliger- nh .Inn'. and 21.s7:5
refugee, in Ifecembei. The pa tole pioi-ion %%a- al-0 being ii-ed cx-
ten-i% el; on 1)1.11:11 I of refugee- from other part, of the s-or Id. 'FL
1)44.1111)er Indochine- telliger p., t Ole pognim ax, I h-igneti Ill part

t%%0 I f Mgt u--11.11.11 vflact !tient - lot t he parole of
..tddit tonal teluger, flow

In April 1979 the kt tot in.% lit nnd authiu ized the pan& of 11.10111
limbs hine e fuge, t eptetiilm.r :10. 1979. Iii reactitm to the
refugee .:111-441 h% ten- of thou-mid- of boat people fleeing Viet
!lain. PI C.111e1 ,innouln NI, in late .inne 1979, that tin, rate
under % ,.1., ,t, hint t mg' ludo, undci the parole author-
,ty %%o111/1 double to I 1,1114 Thi, rate continued limier an-
other parole aliCiorizat ion that %vii- 011111l ell pending t lie enactment
of the Refugee Act.

. fter 172 paioh 11:1- ,11-o ii,ed :In ifIcf Vahig tO
inl'Ilt the 11)11111t1011:11 I1It 1% 1,10% 1.1(111 ;I/ (NW( the (.W1111111' :":0* it4
and other Ka-tetn eittgel.,. Iti .Ianuar 1977 the parole of
Loot, So% let n414:44, wa, authorized by the Attorney I1eneral: the
po role of :I.Ogio m1(111101131 SuV14.1 refugee, ir-, alit horized in 1)ecenilwr
1'177: :n'1 the (,alole of 121110 mon. I c filgee, from the Soviet I'mon
and other Ea-t feropean count Ile- authorized 111 June 197S.
parole of 114 and (tie I Ea- .1'111 V1111)1)1'1111 refugee-. through

:o. 197', wn..,;14111101 izi.(1 pil 1979. Until I lie enact inent
of the Refugee- .ket. the I.nite(1 State, continued the parole Of Soviet
and 1111-44`111 Elil'topcall I Cillget"- at the tale of 3.01)11 per month.

Ninny of the efligee- the I'mted State, ha, accepted have not been
under the ondit ional ent r% prowl -ion berail-e of it, ideo-

logical and geographic limitation,. Refugee, who are fleeing from
non-( 'intittiiini-t commie, or from einiturie-; the Nliddle Ea -t
are ineligible fot condit tonal entry. and til' pa l'ide 1)11/11,1011 has 6'1'11
11,01 to them. Table III prepared by the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee...immunize- the 11-V of the Attorney 1ene1'ar- parole authority
to admit refugee-.

a one peovialon of the tiol )ar 1979 I kparfment of .1w4tIrp ApprlifInftor., A Vt.
Low Ina 4311, t of 141 lu ,,pre.ed the .loge of the co1.19.,e, lb tf the .tttorne%
(ira.ral mboald enrol. ae 10111.1ml 1 -01INI refuge' into the 1 Hired St.iti, 0)ee
a 2 tear Park.1 one Pr.% I -lull nt the ti.,.ei %ear 1974 ,.r Aothort/iition

et Law 1 ::1 1,t of N, 9 1974 diroeted the .torn') (logiern1 fo 14.%1101.

Pligi bIllh ,rtterht to uthle n larhee number of Citiotoolian r.logee. 'o qualify lot
the then ettrrent limo, lotto., retaiva. parole program
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TABLE III HISTORICAL SUMMARY Of REFUGEE PAROLE ACTION

Yar

1956_ __
115641
196045
1962

Country and dm of people

Orphans from Entree Europese countries
Refugees from Hungary

. Refugee escapees from Eastern European eatables
Chinese refugees from Hong Kong and Macao

Total

925
311, 045
19.754
14, 7411162 throuIP May SI, 1171 Refugees from Cuba

692,2191973 through May 31, 1979_ _ .. Refugees from the Soviet Union
35, 75$1975 through May 31, 1379 .. __ Indoduneso refugees.

206,2001973-77. Chilean Mania
I, 3101973-77 Chtleoe refugees tom Pew

1121974-77
Lain American refugees (Chiloins, Bolivians, and Uruguayans) 34315711-71. .. . Lebanese refugees.

1 1, 000
_

1979
Cuben prisoners and families

1 15, 000
Tani

I. 02 407Awn. per year
444, 670

Aube:and.

Source U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the ludtaary, Senate Report No. 96-256, p. 6.

The Refugee Art limited the use of parole for the admission ofrefugees.

Withholding deportation because of anticipated persecution
Section 243(h) of the Immigration and Nationality Act authorize-fthe Attorney General to withhold deportation of an alien to anycountry where the alien would be subject to persecution on account ofrace, religion, or political opinion.22 This provision originally au-thorized relief from deportation because of physical persecution only,but the scope of section 243(h) was expanded in 1965. Section 243(h)is app:icable only to aliens who are in the United States and whoare deportable under the terms of the Immigration and NationalityAct. Section 243(h) was amended by the Refugee Act.

P. Asylum
In 1968, the United States became a party to the 1967 U.N. Pro-tocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, which incorporates by ref-erence provisions of the 1951 United Nations Convention Relating tothe Status of Refugees. The Protocol and Convention do not requirea country to accept refugees, but they insure that refugees within thecountry will have certain legal and political rights and protections.Two provisions which relate to asylum are articles 32 and 33 ofthe Convention. Article 32 prohibits the expulsion of a refugee law-fully in a country except for reasons of national security or publicsafety, and provides that, expulsion must be in accordance with dueprocess of law. Article 33 prohibits the expulsion or return of a refu-gee to any country where his life or freedom would be threatened onaccount of race, religion, nationality, social group, or political opin-ion, except for reasons of the host country's national security or publicsafety.
Before the enactment of the Refugee Act, there was no asylum perse in the Immigration and Nationality Act, beyond withholding ofdeportation under seion 243(h), discussed above. When the UnitedStates became a party to the Protocol, Congress and the administra-tion helloed that the 1'14(41 States could comply with its provisionswithout having to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act, andno immediate change was made in U.S. inunigration policy or pro-
Act of June 27, 1952. 65 Stet 214 , ere emended by the Art of Oct 3, 1065, 79 stat. 918.
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adjust their status w 111 not be charged against the numerical veilingon IV'estern Hemisphere immigration. thus enacting into law anadministrative practirethat had been undo w ay since September 1976.To facilitate t be adjustment of stat tts of I itiliwItinese refugees. title Iof Piddle Law 95 145'!" authorized the creation of a record of permit-twin residence for certain aliens from Vietnam. ('anibolist. and Laoswho were in the lusted States at the time of the evacuation from Viet-oatn or who were Intioled into the 1.nited States prior to Jantutry 1,1979, at the discretion of the Attorney General. Itefugees in the UnitedStates at least 2 years (amended to 1 year by the Refugee Act) canobtain permanent residence status retrottetive to March 31, 1975 or thedate of their arrival in the United States. whichever is later. .kiljust-mint of status under this act is not subject to the Immigration andNationality Act's numerical limitatitets, and aliens are exempted frontthe exclusion pro isions relating to labor cert ificat ion. public charges,documentary requirements, literacy requirements, and foreign medicalgraduates.
A 'um i-ion of Public I At w 9.t -112 " enabled aliens paroled into the1-nited States prior to September 30, 198, to adjust their status with-out numerical limitation, to that of permanent resident after yearsin the United State-. The adjustment of status provision of 1' )11cLaw 95-412 was of pal Cicala'. importance to reftiuyes, from the SovietIntim liecatt-e of the increased wise of the parole pro\ ision on behalfof such refugee.. The provision's eligibility date %vas changed toApril 1. 19so, In the Itefugee Act and the rc aired period for resi-dence was reduced to 1 year.

The procedure- for withholding deportation because of anticipatedpersecution, and asylum, do not provide for 11111ir,...1011 to this I-nitedStates. When deportation is withheld or asylum is granted. anotherprovision of the Immigration and ,Nationality Act must be used toenable the alien to acrire it status which will enable him to remainin the United States. It or example, the alien mar he granted voluntarydeparture status, or paroled into the United States. for it specifiedPeriod of time.
F. ()thr,. legivIdt;on en tin,/ nit refugee admi8810118

Tilt. Immigration and Nationality Act .1inendinents of 1976, PublicLaw 94- 571.'" extended the immigrant 1511 preference system to theWestern Ilmisphere. This resulted in the authorization of 7.20 con-ditional entries from the IVestern lIemisphere per year.In addition to it. aditi-ament of status pro% isions discussed above.Piddle Law 95 112 combined the Eastern and Western Hemispheremunigiation ceilin" Into one woidide ceiling of 290.000. This re-sulted in an annual allocation of 17,100 for the conditional entryprovision. liccalise few Western Ilei lisphere natives had heen ableto !Inset the comfit tonal cut ry povisio i's ideological or geographic re-ouirements, the \Western Ilemisphere'; numbers had been largely un-nwd. One effect of the isnlloation of th worldwide ceiling was to makeconditional entry numbers that would have otherwise been allocatedto the 'Western Itettikpliere only. available to refugees all over theworld who meet the eligibility requirements.
24 A r t of Oct 2A 1977 91 Stitt 1223"Act of Oct. .1 1978.92 Stitt 907.
7* Act of Oct 20. 1970, 90 Stitt 703
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Public Law 95412 also established a Select Comnd:.sion On Immi-
gration and Refugee Policy to review that policy and make admini:--
trat ive and legislative recommendations. The report of the Commission
is due March 1, 1981.

2f;



PART II. FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR DOMESTIC
RESETTLEMENT OF REFUGEES

The Federal Government has provided special financial assistance
for resettlement of refugees in the United States since the early 1960's.
The programs providing such assistance have been diverse, affecting
only some refugee groups, the administration of assistance has been
spread over a number of agencies and offices; and a 0,omprehensive,
coordinated approach to the provision of aid for refugees resettling in
the United States was generally agreed to be lacking. A major pur-pose of the Refugee Act was to establish uniform authority for assist-
ance to all refugees resettling in the United States.

Former U.S. Coordinator for Refugee Affairs Dick Clark com-
mented on U.S. assistance policy prior to the enactment of the RefugeeAct:

Like our policy on refugee admission, our domestic assist-
ance program also evoked in 'espouse to specific humani-
tarian crises around the world. flee growth of domestic pro-
grams, through repeated statutory amendment, has resulted
in a wide range of separate programs. * * *

This individualized approach to refugee assistance served
us reasonably well in the past, when the refugee flow came
primarily from a limited number of countries in any given
year. But this approach is no longer adequate to deal with
the increasing flow of refugees from every continent. We be-lieve it is necessary to have a coherent domestic assistance
program that can respond equally well to a wide range of
circumstances across the globe, and to all refugees regardless
of nationality. This situation cries out for rationality. With
a comprehensive refugee policy we can better meet our re-
sponsibilities to all refugees in a prompt and consistent
manner."

The following section provides a broad historical overview of assist-
anee provided refugees resettling in , 'United States. The second sec-,, t ion offers more specific information on the nature of refugee assist-
ance available at the time the Refugee Act was being considered.

I. .SSISTANCE Tel RErUOEES RESETTLING IN THE UNITED STATES :
A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

.1. The in of the pri rate 8ertar
One of the most striking characteristics of the refugee resettlement

process in the United States has been the involvement of private non-
profit voluntary agencies, called "VOLAGS." These agencies which
accepted responsibility for the sponsorship and initial resettlement

Prepared stAt out submitted to the Senate Committee on the Judiciary. Mar 14, 1979.
(19)
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needs of refugees coming to the United States, %%er the first to pi ovule
resettlement assistance and, for a significant period. were unas,isted
by the Federal Government.

rivate nonprofit voluntary agencies assumed primary responsi-
bil v for providing assistance to refugees admitted to the United
St: :,, following World War 11, with the recognition and coopera-
tion of the Federal Government. These organizations played a partic-
ularly important role in facilitating the admissions Of orphans and
unaccompanied children under early refugee admissions programs.

First, under the Presidential Directive of 1945 (see page ('RS-8),
the voluntary agencies sponsored refugees who wool(' otherwise have
been excluded from the United States under the public charge provi-
ion of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1917. VOLAGS pro-

vided assurances of housing. employment and financial support en-
abling refugees to enter the United States. VOLAGS were also instru-
mental in the refugee resettlement efforts under the Displaced Persons
Act and the Refugee Relief Act and, over the tonne of these admis-
sions programs, Federal funds were loaned to the agent -ss to facilitate
refugee resettlement. "Flue Refugee Fair Share Law specifically rec-
ognized the role of voluntary agency sponsorship in its provisions
promoting the immigration of "hard to resettle" persons.

The private sector played a major role in resettling the near 40.000
Hungarian refugees who were accepted by the noted States after
the 1956 Hungarian Revolution. According to a report by the New
Transeentnry Foundation :

It is apparent from all available documents that rapid in-
tegration of the Hungarians was due to the mobilization of
the private sector in the U.S. The voluntary resettlement
agencies and their focal affiliates working in cooperation with
local charitable and service organizations, led the national
effort both at ('amp Kilmer and in communities throughout
the country.'"

A small amount of Federal funding was made available to the vol-
untary agencies to help defray the costs of transporting the refugees
within the country and the costs of caring for excludable health condi-
tions. At that point it was made clear that such payments were not to
constitute a precedent for paying voluntary agencies for similar costs
in the future.31

After 1952 the U.S. Government had contracted with voluntary
agencies to provide certain assistance to refugees abroad, but other-
wise there was no Federal support for their activities.

The old U.S. es, apee program (USEP), first authorized by the
Mutual Security Act of 1951,32 provided reception, supplemental mate-
rial aid and loea I integration assistance to escapees from the Sino-
Soviet block, primarily through contracts with voluntary agencies.
The program was subsequently integrated with similar State Depart-
ment, activities into the U.S. refugee program, generally authorized by
the Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962.33

Taft. Julia Vadala. David )4 North and David A, Ford Refugee Resettlement In the
U R Time for Few Foeum, Washington. New Tranmeentury Foundation, 1979 r 53

°I Ibid.
21 Act of Oct. 10 1951. 85 Stat. 373.

Act of June 28. I9fl'h

28
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'I iS had andel taken domestic refugee reception andplacement primal 11% II% means of then (lass restairre,, In t lie
calk 1:t l', %%1111 the -,11111C11 In/1,Si% e influx of refugees from Castro's
t the V( )1A( -S were hist pro% nled Federal grants and contractshy Ilse Dim! t meta t.f llesaltIi. Education, and Welfare to assist in the
I (wit lenient of t he Cuban refugee population in the I 'nited States.

When the newt massi% e e of refugees cause to the ratted States-
t liolot how.i. in t hi, I tiliart went of State rolitrarli'd with nine%ohunary ageneies to co\ er irceptton and placement expenses for eachrefugee re-ettlrtl. Fmkr the miginal terms of the contract, the State
Department agreed to pay '7,i:,01) for each iefilgee resettled hr the vol-
untary agencies. The agenews had t he responsibility to pros life counsel-
ing at the recept lon oenter, and to place the refugees w ith sponsors."Since the State Department ha, continued to provide initialIe,ettlenu'nt emitrarts to the VOLAGS for Indochinese, Soviet and
other refugee wimps. The dollar amount of the per capita grants has
varied from year to year and among refugee group,. The fiscal year1980 per capital le% els are $51io for mitsal reception and placemnt of
fndochinese and $3.111 for ot lier refugee groups.

lit nate nonprofit oluntary agencies active in the refugee and mi-gration field Melnik organizations which were originally establishedto wrie part ieular religious or nationality groups, as well as organiza-tion, aloe!' wile spec divans established to assist refugees and mi-grants. A. %oluntary agency may have a network of congregations orrooperat ing local agencies throughout the United States, and over-seas staff, or it may have only a national office. 'The voluntary agencyplaces each refugee with a local sponsor. The sponsor may a con-gregation or other !oval agency, or the sponsor may be a family orpo-Nbly e% en a single indi% idua (froups sponsorships generally seemto work hest. Sonie voluntary agencies receive their funds from a irr-milar religions denomination, while other agencies are funded oyrout ributing front the public at large.
er,eas, voluntary agencies often work with the Department ofState and Immigration and Naturalization Service officials to iden-tify refugee, eligible for resettlement in the United States, and tohelp the refugees meet immigration requirements. Prior to immigra-tion, the %ohnitary agencies make arrangements for refugee sponsor-

.
ships in the United States.

The range of services provided to refugees varies from one agencyto another, IOU I from ease to ease within the same agency. GeneralllySpeaking, orientation to .American ciistonts and to the refugee's newemmuunity is one of the primary responsibilities of the local sponsor..services pro% ideil to refugees immediately upon their arrival generallyinclude transportation, housing, some degree of finaneial assistance,and medical and &lila'. care. English language training is of major im-Porlance, as he is helping the refugee find employment. Some offers ofsponsorship unlade job offers, but generally the voluntary agencyhelps the refugee find work through employment counseling, job de-eloi anent. or job training activities. Other services provided throughvolmanr agencies include education counseling, mental health serv-
541' S General Arvoonthur 1)ffieo Domvtle Rerrottlemont of 1 rolochlnemo RefogoenStrogirl. roe Self Itllonee, Report to the Concrefo; by the Comptroller (lenrn1 of theUnited States 13-13:1901. May 1977 Washington, 1977 p 5

2)
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ices, cultural ser% ices, bilingual publications, interpreting. n1'11111;111-
tion counseling and help with family reunification problems. Some vol-
untay agencies !nue developed special programs for particular kinds
of refugees, such as eliddren w ho are imaecompanied by au adult, or
refugees w it I i part wida 1. sk i Ils. stall as fishermen.

bate services are provided directly by the voluntary agency, while
in other cases the %oluntary agency Itelps the refugee take advantage of
public programs that p1-0 VII II. Ilet.tlell services. For example. a olun-
tary agency might oiwi ate its own English language training program.
or it Might help refugees enroll in an English class as a seeomi lan-
guage program offered by the public schools system, or it might utilize
a combination of pri% ate and public programs.

In other countries which reset. le substantial numbers of refugees,
go% el tialellt agencies often perform many of the functions that vol-
untary agencies pet form in the United States. For example. a recent
General Accounting Office sur%ey of the immigration policies of se-
lected countries indicated that in .tustralia. re fo,,,,e benefits include
passage costs; funds to local ageneies for clothing and other items
for Indochinese refugees; social ser% ices provided through government
grants; imemploy input lalietit-. including special additional Ienefits
for newly arrived Indochinese refugees: low-cost housing aml food at
go% (.1111114,m hotels for up to 1 y ear; free English-langniage courses and
a li% ing allo%vance for refugees taking intensive English: employment
counseling: and job training; as well as medical bene!its.3'

Canada provides refugees with adjustment assistance, which in-
clwles money for food. clothing. housing. and such item, as furniture;
limbed care; and assistance in finding a job. Refugees may also he
sponsored by organizations or groups that agree to provide the refu-
gees with services and material. aid. France provides housing, Illef heal
assistanee. and 0111(010111d IIS:-1! t 1111CP to refugees whose claims for asy-
lum are being adjudicated. When refugee status is granted, refugees
may also revel ve employment training.

Umlet. the Indochinese refugee prograni, where the involvement of
%arioits Federal. State, and local public agencies was relatively exten-
si%e, at least in terms of expenditures, the work of the voluntary agen-
CH..; was regarded as crucial to successful refugee resettlement. The
% ohintary agencies played an e% en niore important role in the resettle-
ment of refugees w ho were not eligible for the benefits of the major
Federal refugee prograta for f'ilbaii and hulochinese refugees. Assist-
alive from link ate agencies was part it 4,1a rly important to refugees
from the Soviet Union and other coilvtries not covered by the Cuban
and Indochinese programs. in part in cause these refugees were un-
able to obtain permanent resident status if they were receiving public
assistance. In contrast. special adjustment of status legislation had
been enacted which exempted Indochinese refugees from the public
ehage provision of the Immigration iind Nationality Act.
/1. Federrt1 in rol rem( 1+1 111 osmistiny re fuller rexcltlemeat

The refugee resettlement process is complex, and ti- stall, has in-
volved the participation of a number of Federal agencies.

11111 8 General Accounting Other. Information on Immigration in 17 eountries. Report
to the Congress by the romptrelfrr General of the United States. It 121951. January 1979
wasn't:Won. 1979. 112 P.

1 (1
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report %%as recently prepared fm Congress on Feileral, State, and
local refugee astiistance, in accord with a requirement of a 1979 law."
Table IV, summarizing the anticipated expenditures of Federal agen-h's, indicate, tlw maim. and extent of anticipated Federal fundinga ffect ing refugees for fiscal years 1980st. as well as the variety of Fed-
eral agencies involvol in the refugee resettlement process.

TABLE IV SUMMARY OF FEDERAL FUNDING FOR REFUGEES

pis millions of dollarsl

Fiscal Year

1990 1981

international refugee assistance
Department of State, Agency for International Development

Migration and refugee assistance. .... . . $201.1 $253.0UNRWA __
52 0Food for Peace
55 0 55(4Sec. 435 F .....
142Secs. 533 and 534 ESF
25 5 Fl)Mampuchean relief.
25 0

-15
U.S Emergency Refugee and Migration Assistance Fund. 40.0 0Department of Defense_

4 0 4 0Peace Corps
2 7

Subtotal....

initial U.S. resettlement
417 0 327,7

Department of State
Migration and refugee assistance

255 1 299.3Officit of the U.S Coordinator for Refugee Affairs
5 5Immigration and Naturalization Scam__

2.5 2.5Security clearances
1 5 1. S

Subtotal.. _
259 6 304.2

Domestic resettlement services
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Refugee assistance.
524.0 598.5AFDC
22 9 41.0SSI . 10.6 17.4Medicaid . _ 14 0 2; 5Indochina Refugee Children Assistance Act
12.0Department of Agriculture

Food and nutrition service_ ... 126 0 212.0Other programs. ..- - 2 0 2.0Department of Commerce
3 3Department of Housing and Urban Development.

12.2 17 6Department of Justice. . .
1 0 1.0Department of Labor._

53.0 53.0ACTION... -
8 8

Subtotal...
779.0 980.1

Total..
1, 455 6 I, 611 0

These programs are consolidated in the Migration and Refugee Assistance Appropriation in 1981.

Ihe major responsibility for refugee policy and as has restedwith t he I )(part ment of state. the Department of I lealth, Education.
and Welfare, and the 1)epartment of Justice. '1'h, roles of these De-
partments are discussed below.

Pcpat!ment.--A niajor aspect of the State Department's
refugee work is to provide assistance to the ii.ajo international or-
ganizations responsible for refugees abroad : the I'nited Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (1 NII('R) and the International com-
mittee of the Red Cross ( ICIW) which are, among othei things, re-

" Publie Law is:, 1 to Supplemental Refugee Assistance/Cambodian Relief AssistanceArt The report Is reprinted In I' Y Congress Senate Committee on the Judiciary11.1 'Igo... l'r..grn Fn. II' -. ri i.g loith C. o ['ems. 211 sess , A pr 17, 11141) Washington, El fi00%ernwent Printing °Mee. 1880 p. 150 (tier/quarter referred to as "Assistance Report '1
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sponsible for the rare and maintenance of refugt .s in camp, in areas
of first asylum: and the Intergmernental Committee for European
Migration (ICENI) hic I, responsrlde for medical screening ui
camps. and transportation of refugees to areas of permanent resettle-
ment. The United States also makes di reet vont' Ilan ions to amelioate
refugee problems abroad through State Department program..

As discussed in the previous, section of this report, the State Depat-
ment has also been responsible for pro% riling support to the major
voluntary agencies for activities abroad and in this country. The vol-
mitar agencies hate reprt sentat... es in the areas of tiNt ast bun who
pro% ide for purposes of sponsorship initial screening of retugees po-
tentially resettling in the United States. The State Department's ini-
tial rer4.IIIIgellf 1011tEltrIS with the VOLAGS to provide reception and
placement of refugees once they are di the I 'lilted States is the Depat-
ment's only domestic arti% n r. The Refugee .1st of 19so provided for
the tran,fer of this act ivit.s to the Department of III IS beginning
fiscal year 19s subject to further stilly by the President.

The Department of State recentl% underwent a reorganization in-
tended to imp!. e the planning and com tin at ion of domestic and in-
ternational refuvee loogranis. rota that time. the (Wive of Refugee
and Migration .ttrairs (ORM ) '.as generally responsible for formu-
lating 1.S. refugee policy. planning and coordinating V.S. r-frigee
efforts. en -raring that refugee concerns are included in the considera-
tam of foreign ldle.% and immigration question,. and representing the
United States regarding refugee activities carried out by the United
Nation, and other international organizations. or br private voluntary
agencies. It was throng-li ORNI that the I'nited States cooperated
with and contributed to the 1*.N. Ili =h Commissioner for Refugees
If- N [WIZ). the Intergot ernmental Committee for European Migra-
tion ( 'EM). and the International Committee of the Red Cross
( ICR('). ORM's adnanistration of refugee acti% it a, was seriously
criticized. .tccording to an April 1979 Hon-4. Committee On .tppro-
print ions report.

Until .tiigte-t 1977. when the Bureau of H11111811 Rights
and Ifinnanitat Ian .1 Iran, ( IIRI l.1) was established in the
U.S. Department of State ( USDS ) under an .tssi,tant Sec-
retary of State. the Office of Refugee and Migration Affairs
( OHM ) was considPm I a temporary program and was

about under various offices with in the USDS. Even
though ORM has inm been a component of the New Bureau
of II Rfl.k for about 11 yea.; * * management of the rim-
migration and refugee as.istancel effort continues to be piece-
meal. incon,ktent, and undisciplined." "

In July 1979 a new Office of Refugee Programs was established in
the Depai fluent of State. headed by a director with a rank equivalent
to .Assistant Secretary. The office was generally made responsible for
all State Department functions relating to refugees consolidating
responsibilities previously handled by AID and other department
offices." Earlier that year a U.S. refugee coordinator was appointed

"11'S Congrorin Ihmee 0.mmItten on Approprintionm foreign A4sIstnnee and Related
Progrnme Atmr.prIntlott. her 19,m Ilearinge, Stith rongre..4, part .1 trnnnitr
ment and Administration of the 051,0 of Rvfngv's and Migration Affnlre Wipititnaton, t S
government Printtng °Mee. 1979 p I

oi Foreign Affair,' Manual FAMC N. 8(Y. fisted Jut) 19711



at the State Departnwnt to oet,ie all domestic and international
program, I see below 1 lw hivrtm- of the Office of Refugee

Programs currnt13 also -erne, a, the Deputy .S. Coordinator for
Refugee A frit i

I. / he 1),1,,ertee,, Id o f lli I fe-.
partment of Health, Education. and IVel fate 1111;11') lawane the
agency primarily responsible for the domestic re,ettlemut assistance
provided refugees a it Ii the adept of a special program for Cuban
refugees The Cuban iefugee program began at IIW in 1961 with
a nine point program recommended by then-IIEW Secretary .1bra-
ham Rilocoti. Late, ,tat titoril authorized (:,ee below), local agencies
,hould 10 used to pito ob. assistance to needy refugees through exist-
ing wlfare The Indochinese refugee as,i,tam.t. program
t IRAI'). patterned after the Cuban w a, administered by

after it, incept ion in 1975.
Both the Cohan and Indochinese refugee program, were admit)-

: d by the Social Sectitit Administration until recently '.:hen a
reorganization mo.-ed the refuge operation to the Office of the Seere-
tary..t special matching giant program for Soviet and other refugees
beginning in 197!) %xi], also administered b% this office.

tonal a-se-noire under the Cuban and Indochinese programs
Other hpeCrti 1411Wat ional its,r-tantae for refugees was ad-

mini-tei ed b4 tit ( Mice of Education within Other offices
in the (limit !most ha.. adini-tered acti it ies that affect refugees
but do not ,1eciticall3 ,ohless the needs of this group. For example,
the NMI( IleaItIi Set Ice monitor- overseas health screening Of
refugee- 4ulnulg to t -111t11 'tat.. ;111(1 1'X:1111111e. health 114'011S at
ports of Flit 1.1.

Under pro% i,ions of the Refugee .1t.t. all Federal domestic refugee
ii,st,tance atithot 'zed lo the act tall be administered by HEW", suc-
ce,,or agew. he Depa rt mew of lIetilth and I Inman Services (MIS),

a new ()like of Iteftiget. Resettlement.
3. The /),portm, ut of ./ +Y7 e. The I )epart ment of .1w-tire's Immi-

gration and Naturalization SCI or ( INS) i, the principal agency
revonsible for et, foteing immigration law. and in this regard has
participated in the re-et Heiman of refugee,. IN;1 has been charged
with -creening refugee, abroad for admi,,ion. ,cleening them upon
entry into the United States. inspecting refugee, for adjustment of
shun, to that of permanent resident alien. and naturalizing refugee.;

ho e%entuall% qua I f to become citizens. "I'lle Just ice 1)epartment's
'omintinity Relation, Set %ice is available to assist local communities

experiencing potential) conflict lwt ween lefitgees and citizen,;"
4. ()tin rag', ov.tivtittire. Refugee., are eligible

for and hair e bent tiled from Federal assr,tance that i, targeted general-
ly to I".S eitizehs in need. 'n II as-istance aailable front the fol-
io.... lizencie- anis a- follow,

Department of .kg ohm.. Food stamp, school lunch and break-
fast !mignon-. Ennui% Eten-,1011 Sell, I( I. and F011.4 StI'11111' j01)
Corp, Center

'4.4. I ril -4 . 1,4 -. p 46
in The (tltlM+ thv Or %* re owlolt 1,.tolt/1 I1 111., I . I,.lorrtmetIL

frf
(4 A.141.04114.4. ttop,r1 i

tbI4 . p 147 149
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Department of ('ommerce: Special counseling program for refugees
in Texas financed under the National Sea Grant Program and Mi-
nority Business 1)evelopent Administration.

Department of Housing and Urban Development : Various low
income housing programs.

Department of Labor :.lob Corps, CE TA. U.S. Employment Serviet
programs.

Arl'1ON : Volunteer programs assisting in refugee resettlement.
U.S. Coordinator for I:elvers' Affairs.--Many members of Con-

gress. administration officials, and persons involved in the refugee
and migration field. had 1)elieved that effective coordination of U.S.
refugee assistance activities had not been achieved. and that a new
approach was needed. For exanqde, the Senate Committee on Appro-
priations assessed the situation in 197s as follows:

Operating under the direction of three major Federal agen-
ies and tIir nigh one t ran a dozen indeliendent organizations
the U.S. refugee assistance effort has be a "crazy quilt"
assemblage of overlapping and frequently rompeting pro-
grams that ha% e reSNI el I morgamint ion. cent ral direction and
refiirm at least since 1972. Ongoing programs bear little
relationship to established need a lid have perpetuated inex-
plicable inequities in the types and levels of assistance to
whirl' itolit ideal refugees are entitled * * the time has
come riot to assess blame hut to establish a rational and co-
herent refugee polio' for the United States.4.

`nde a direct 1% e issued by President Cartel' on February 2s, 1979,
the position of Ambassador at Large and U.S. Coordinator for Refu-
gee Affairs was established in the State Department as a first step
toward a coordinated referee effort. The President appointed
former Senator Dirk ('lark as the first 1'.S. Coordinator. The responsi-
bilities of the coordinator were generally to formulate the overall
r.S. refugee policy and goals; coordinate 1`.5. domestic and inter-
national refugee assistance; represent the United States and maintain
liaison with foreign governments, international organizations and
voluntary agencies regarding refugee matters; act as the focal point
within the State Department for guidance on refugee affairs; and
provide policy direetion to the Direetor of Refugee Programs there.

The U.S. Coordinator's position and responsibilities were statutorily
authorized by the Refugee Aet. The current Ambassador is Victor TT.
Palmieri ttho,ticceeded Senator ('lark in Tkeember 1979.

II. 141.:(1181X1-140; AND PROGRAMS AUT11ORIZING REFUGEE
RESP=1.10.MENT AssPrra

A. Migrotitm and &logo, Ami.vianre Art of '962
The Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962," the first com-

prehensive refugee assistance statute, formed the legal basis for much
of the State Department's migration and refugee assistance efforts as
well as for HMV's Cuban refugee program. The law was neither re-

1'14 'Comoros Renate Committee on AppropriatIona Foreign Ammstanee anti Related
Programs Appropriation h111, 1979 Report to nerompany 11 ft 12931 Renate Report roc
9t -1191 145th song, 2,1 mos Washington, UM thoernment Printing etlire. 197x, p, 121.

*6 Foreign Affairs Manual Circular, FAMC No, 804. dated July 30, 1970
al Act of June 2/1, 1902. 78 Stat 121
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pealed not- signifit.ant amended prn to the enactment of 110_4 Refugee
Act.

Tim Migration and Refugee A-sistimyy Act specifieally authorized
the membership of the Fnited States in the Intergovernmental Com-
mittee on European Migration t I('EM) and contributions to that
organization and to t he I -.N. Mgt, Commissioner's office. It also pro-
vided general authority for the President to a sist refugees throughout
the world if he tleenied it in the defense. security or foreign policy
interest of the United States. The art also authorized the U.S. Enter-.
gency Migration and Refogee Assistance Fund to he used for refugee
assistance at the President's discretion in emergency situations.

The authorization level for the i".5. Emergency Fund was increased
by the Refugee Act flout $25 million to The original level
w as $10 million.

Section, 2(b) (3) through h t (0) of the art provided the authority
for the Cuban refugee program. The authority so stated was broad
and included : financial assistance to needy refugees: assistance to State
m local peoln, agencies pro% iding health serviees, educational services,
anti employment training and related services to substantial numbers
of ming...es; transportation to. and resettlement in; other areas of the
"'nited States: and the establishment anti maintenance of employment

or refresher professional training projects.
Federal assistance had been provided for Cala n refugees since 1960

and the Cuban refugee program had been a part of IIEW sine,: 1961
when the Refugee Art wa, being considered by emtgre!,s. As table V
indicate,. over $1 3 bullunthall I wen exiiended for the program over its
long life.

'1. %Hi k V PHI tr/Inpt program

Fiscal year- thlig..t intim Motions
1961 _ _ _ $4.1
1962 :38. 5
1963 50.0
1944 46.0
1965
1961; 35. *
1967 45.6
1968 55.2

71969 70.6
1970 _ _ _ 87.4
1971
1972

112. 1

1

136. 7
973 143. 7

1974 114.8
1975 84.2
1976 103. 3
1977 80.5
1978 55.5
1979 testiniatetb_ 57.3

Total 1. 359. ti
I neloti..m quarter, ink 1 Sypt. 30, 111711

Sot RCN -U $ Coottryvy Senate. r.antnittee the Judiciary The Rodney Act of 1970.S 043 Hearing 9t1th congre.... 1.1 mesm , Mar 1 t, 1970, Washington, t..1,1. tinverarnearPrinting 0fliet.. 1979, I) 30

The long duration of the Cuban program was a subject of contro-
versy. The tpiest ion of' how long special refugee assistance should be
provided by the Federal Government could not Is' easily resolved. as
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the history of the program demon-trate-..t phasedown of the Cuban
refugee program was announced by the Department of Health. Edu-
cation, and Wel fair twice. in 197:1 and in 1974, lint both proposed
phasedowns were suspended beran-e funding was continued hr ('on-
gress at a nonphasedown lei el.

Public 1.a.. 91 .24)5,4" the ti-cal year 1978 Labor-DEW Approria-
tions Art, inaugurated a ti -ear plot-4410a a of the Cuban refugee pro-
gram through ti,cal year 1983. The program was in its .-444Mil year
of tlw phaseinit when the Refugee Art was being considered h Con-
gress. The pha-edoa n rates acre a- follows:

Fiscal year rreent
1978 15
1979
1980 ___ 75
1981 uo
1982 45,
1963 _

rIltter 1)111-4410WO, the Federal Government reimlnirse, State.;
primarily Flornlat at the phasedown nibc for the non-Federal share

of cash assistance, mrdwal assistance and adnune,tratine costs pro-
vided needy Cuban refugees under pro% isiors of the Swial Sernrity
Art. Snell reinibursement hail characteristically aillointed for the
largest portion of expenditures under the Cuban program.

The Federal ernment also provided funding to offset the costs
of 0111(11611g Culmn refugee eloldren in Dade County, Fla., under
the Cuban refugee program. The phasedown rate was applied to a
base expenditure for education pmgrams during ti -ctrl year 1977 of
IC12,510,000,

The only aspeet of the Cuban program that was not :subject to the
phasedown was Federal reimbursement for the State's costs of pro-
viding medicaid to Cuban refugees receiving :supplemental security
income (551) I,emause they were aged. blind. or disabled.

Expenditures under the phasedown. which was continued under
provisions of the Refugee Art, have been estimated by HEW as
follows:

TABLE VI ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES UNDER THE CUBAN PROGRAM PHASEDOWN

Cash and medical
Total Education Medicaid assistance

Fiscal whorl* $53, 708.000 $9, 8113, 000 $13,000,000 630.925, 000
1911 44,800.000 7.506,000 13, 500,000 23, 794.000
1912 . 36,700,000 5,629,500 14,000,000 17,070,500
1991 29, 600, 000 3,127, 500 14, 300,000 12,172.500

The Refugee Act amended the Migration and Refugee Assistance
Act repealing the provisions relating to the Cuban program, except
for purposes of the pliasedown of the program, but leaving the re-
maining provisions relatively intact.
B. The Indochina Migration and Refugee Assi8tonce Act 47

The Indochina Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1975, as
amended, served as the authority for the Indochinese refugee as-

" Act of Dee. 9. 1977.
Act of May 23. 1975, 89 Ste , as amended by art of Juno 21. 1976, 90 Stat 691,

act of t. 28. 1977, 91 Ste 1224. act of Oct 30. 1978, 92 Stat. 2065.
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assistance available to refugees at the tune the Refugee Act was being
considered by (7ongress.

The Indochinese resettlement assistance program was similar to
the Cuban program in the benefits it provulI. The major aspect of
both programs was rimbilmemnt to States for rash and medical as-
sistance to needy refugees. The most recent annual report on the Indo-
chinese refugee assistam- prow desrilies tilts assistance.

Needy aged, blind, alai disabled refugees are eligible for
the Federal supplemental security income (551) program on
the same basis as citizens and other aliens legally admitted
for permanent residence; Federal refugee program funds are
provided for any State sit t any payments for whirl'
Indochinese refugee 551 recipients qualify.

Assistance to whet needy Indochinese refugees is jinn hied
on the Mille basis as aid to families w ith dependent children
( AFD(') for other residents of it State, except that require-
ments relating to family composition are waived. Refugees
eligible for AFDC are placed on that program, and States are
reimbursed dining!' the refugee program for that portion of
the costs ( about 46 percent on a nat tonal average) which
would be paid by the States in the case of non refugees. For
needy refugees not eligible for the regular APIA' or SSI pro-
gram, full Federal reimbursement is provided to States
through the refugee program; assistance to such refugees is
based on the same income limitations and payment levels as
apply in a State's .t FN. program.

Full Federal funding is similarly provided for medical as-
sistance to needy refugees. For refugees eligible for a State's
regular medicaid program, the refugee program reimburses
what would not nally he the State share of costs (about 44 per-
cent on a national average). For other needy refugees. the
refugee program itself reimburses the full cost of medical as-
sistance. To be eligible for medical assistance, it refugee must
generally meet the same financial requirements as apply in a
State's meilieaid program.

Needy refugees are also eligible for food stamps on the
same basis as non refugees; however, no special funding is pro-
vided through the refugee program for this purpose."

The Indochinese refugee assistance program also provided funds
for special projects in the areas of English language training, em-
ployment services, mental health, and others to facilitate the adjust-
ment. of the Indochinese refugees resettling here under the Indo-
chinese refugee assistance prograin.

' ocial services for refugees were provided through the State's title
XX Social Security Art plan. Recently, special pored ase-of-service
agreements have been made available for special refugee social serv-ice plans.

Unaccompanied refugee children were cared for through State and
local child welfare structure:infidel. the Indochinese refugee program.

VA Department of Health, RdneatIon. and Welfare (Ace of Refugee Affairs, Indo-chinese Refugee Assistance Program Report to the Congress Dee 31 1979. WaNhIngton.PA. Government Printing Office. 1980 p 7
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The following table-, indicate obligations by 11EW under tile Indo-chinese refugee aN-,ista nee program tlirough fiscal year 1979.
TABLE VII -HEW obligations under Indochina Migration and Refugee Assist-finre I.Vt through fiscal year 1977
Social Security Administration

Social and rehabilitation service obligations May 1975 throughAugust 1976
Social Security Administration obligations September 1976through September 1977

Total

$66.

105.

068.

681,

588

905

171, 75o, 493
Mike of Education

Language training and cultural orientation at receptiol. centers_ 1, 408,000Expanded elementary, secondary. and adult education programsat centers
2, 319, 000Transitional assistance to school districts and to State educa-tion agencies

14, 796. 286Adult education grants to States 4, 991, 278Center for Applied Linguistics_
641, 033Bilingual education technical assistance centers_ 800,000Supportive services itechnical assistance. postsecondary hotline,credential evaluation project
280, 000Administration of program
200, 000

Total
115, 495, 597

Health obligations.
Public Health Service

Ca re in PHS facilities
1, 4-48, 429Contract medical care__ 975,096Other expenses_

134, 393Subtotal
2, 557, 918Center for Disease Control : Itunittniza thins and wreetling. 612, 253

Health Resources Administration :
Physicians retraining

1, 294, 198Dentists retraining_
366, 136

Subtotal
1, 660, 334

Total
4, 8.30, 505

Total obligations
202, 076, 595Solutes.- -11 H. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, melee of Family Assistance.Report to the congrem of the 11EW Refugee Task rorce, Sept 20, 1976 And. Report tothe congress of the 11EW Refugee Task Force, Dee, 31, 1977

TAm F, V111.-111,211' obligations under Indochinese Migration
Issistanee let, fiscal year 1978

Ca.sh assistance, medical assistance. social service, and administra-

and Refugee

tive costs_
$100, 924 586

Special project
English language and employment services projects___ -- 7, 200, 000Mental health grants

2,800, 0011
Total

- - 10, 000, 0(X)Federal administration and direct services-
1, 442. 890

Total obligations
112, 367. 476Monner.--D N. Department of Health. Education. and Wet' ire Office of Family Assistance.Report to the Congress Indochinese Refugee Program, Dee, 31, 1978.
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TABLE IX.--11EIV obligations under Indochina Migration and Refuge' Assistance
Act, fiscal year 1979

anding to States : Thousand.
Cash assistance_ pal, 570
Medical assistants._ ___ 34,153
Social .te ry ices 30, 5Ti7
Adual nist ra five costs_ _ _ _ 11.140

Subtotal, States 137, 420
Health Services Administration for medical services 150
Special projects for employment/training and mental health _ 7, 49S
Federally administered supplemental security income 1 551) State

supplementation 2,577

Total obligations
Lapsing

147.945
6

Total appropriation 147.951

Monaca ti 8 Department of lIettlth. Education, and WrIfare ()thee of Refugee Affairs
Report to the Congrew, Itotoehluese Refugee Assistance Program, new Si. 1979

I'. holochhoo Refugee .Essintance Act of 1976 49
The Indochina Refugee Children Assistance Act of 19713 authorized

otvitwnts to State Murat tonal agencies for the costs inctirret1 by State
and local educational ageneies pro% iding education for Indochinese
refugee children. The act also authorized grants for special adult edu-
cation programs for Indochinese refugees.

The Indochina Refugee Children .Assistance Act was passed by Con-
gress largel3 because it was felt at that time that reimbursement foi
educational expenses would not lie forthcoming limier the ter.4 of the
Indochina Migration anti Refugee Assistance Act."

Title. I of the legislat loll authorized entitlements for fiscal year 1976,
but this title net er took effect line to the delayed passage Of the legisla-
tion.

of the original legislation. applying to the fiscal year 1976
transition period and fiscal year 1971, authorized entitled payments to
school districts of lip to $300 per refugee child 5 to 17 years old, up to
104) children or 1 percent of the total enrollment in each school district.
whichever was less: in addition, $600 was authorized for each Indo-
ehmese refugee child in excess of 100 students per school district or
1 percent of total enrollment, whichever was less. States could receive
up to 1 percent Of their entitlement for administration of the grants.

Title iIi of the Indochina Refugee Children Assistance Act
amended the Adult Education Act authorizing the Commissioner of
Education to provithe grants to State and local educational agencies
for operating adult education programs for Indochinese refugees.

Title II was extended through fiscal year 1981 by the Education
Amendments of 1918. These amendments provided entitlements at a
rate, up to $451i per refugee child paroled into the United States after
January 1, 1977. Funds for the administration of the program by
States n as raised to 5 percent of the State s entitlement. Title III also
was originally to expire at the end of fiscal year 1977 and was extended
through fiscal year 1953 by the Education Amendments of 1978.

Act of Sept. 10. 1978. 90 Stat. 1225
a 17.S. Congress, Ilouce committee on Education and Labor. Indochina Refugee Children

Assistance Act of 1975, report to aerompolm; H.R. 7897, 04th Congress, let sees., wash
Ington, 1.M. Government Printing Office, 1075, p. 4 (94th Congress. 1st setae. Houle
Report No. 94-719).

'4 0
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I'nder prove-em, of the Supplemental Appropriation, Act of May 4.1977, 818.5 I. Ikon was appropriated to implement title 11. This fund-ing was e%entually made available through fiscal year 1978. The shinesupplemental appmpriation, bill appropriated 810,250,0o0 for theadult education grants under title III of the act.No new fundiug ea, provided for the title II program until the Con-tinuig Appropriations Act for 1980 51 when $12 million was madeavailable for fiscal year 1980. These funds were distributed by the Officeof Education 11 elltifielnelas to prOVi 4ervices to 66300 children Inthe 30 States and t Di-triet if Columbia The per child expenditurehad to be considerably reduced from the authorized maximum dueto the low appropriation, Title III adult education programs wereprovided $2.5 million under the same legislation.
The legislation is now administered by the Department of Educa-tion. The Department is not requesting funds for the programs underthe Indochina Refugee Children Assistance Act, for fiscal year 1981.Related activities will continue under the authority of the Refugee Actof 1980.

1). :1:w:ea/lee forSo viets and other refugees
The Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Public Law 95-426,52authorized 820 million for a w domestic refugee assistance program.'['he fiscal ear 1979 Foreig, Assistance Appropriations Act, PublicLaw 95-481." appropriated this amount. and a Senate amendment as-signed administrative responsibility for the new program to the De-partment of Health, Education, and Welfare.The new program initiated at HEW provided Federal funds tovoluntary agencies on a dollar for dollar matching basis. It. was de-signed to serve refugees not already covered by the Cuban refugeeprogram and the Indochinese refugee program, which provided assist-ance for followup resettlement services provided by public agencies.It was expected that the majority of refugees be served by this pro-gram would be from the Soviet Union, so this new program is some-times referred to as the "Soviet and other" refugee program. Un-like the Cuban and Indochinese refugee pro rams, however, this pro-gram was not limited to refugees of particular nationalities. The newprogram e as designed to remove disparity in the treatment of da-

y.

ferent grin ips of refugees receiving Federal assistance.Funds were to be used to meet resettlement needs after the refugeearrives in the United States. This program was to complement the re-ception IVIkri'Mlit grants povidNI by the Depari:nni of stab,,which met the refugee's immediate needs, by enabling the voluntaryagencies to provide more followup services such as English languaget raining and employment counseling.
Increased Federal funding was regarded as necessary because themnuber of refugees seeking to resettle in the United States has in-creased dramatically in recent years, particularly since emigrationfrom Communist countries has been facilitated by the Helsinki Ac-cords. Private voluntam agencies bore much of the financial impact ofthis increased refugee flow from Eastern Europe at a time when manyof tin smile agencies were also involved in assistance 1- Indochineserefngees.

" Puhlle LW" 90 123
"Aet of Oct. 7 ltritt
"Act of Oct 18. 2918
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This program has continued under the authority of the Refugee Act,
primarily for the resettlement of Soviet refugees. In fiscal year 1979,
$2.8 million was obligated for the program and $D million was made
available for fiscal year 1980.

Funds are distributed in the form of grants made under contracts be-
t een HIES and participating- voluntary agencies. Voluntary agencies
with Department of State reception and placement contracts were
chosen by HEW to receive the additional. Federal assistance under
this program.

Initial reception and placement grants
As discused in the section on the participation of voluntary agen-

cies ni refugee resettlement, the State Department contracted with
major voluntary agencies in refugee resettlement, to provide for the
reception and placement of refugees in this country with sponsors.

Table X indieates the evolution of these expenditures at the State
Department sinc their inception.

TABLE X U S DEPARTMENT OF STATE INITIAL RECEPTION AND PLACEMENT GRANTS

Fiscal year
1975
1976
1977
1978__
1919
1980 1
19811

$5, 500, 000

5, 500, 000
30, 300, 000
84, 000, 000
89, 880, 000

Indochinese Soviets and others Total

$3.000, 000
4, 100, 000
8, 985, 000

12, 600, 000
1$ 500, 000

9$ 500:060
3, ON, 000
9, 600, 000

39, 285, 000
96, 600, 000

103, 380, 000

1 Estimates based on 7 percent inflation rate

Source U S Department of State, Office of the U S Coordinator for Refugee Affairs.
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PART III. THE REFITGEE ACT OF 1980

Congress passed t he Refugee Act of 1980 to provide a permanent
statute revising U.S. refugee admissions policy as well as authorizing
uniform resettlement assistance for all refugees arriving in the UnitedStates. The legislation was intended to be an appropriate reflection
of today's inimigrat ani and arsistace policies while being sufficiently
flexible to meet the regular and emergent needs of the future.

Past U.S. refuges policy was often characterized as being "ad hoc,"
"piecemeal," or "stopgap" in nature. Former Senator Dick Clark,
U.S. Coordinator for Refugee Affairs, used the words "patchwork"
and "makeshift"' in testimony before the Senate Committee on the.Tudiciary :

Until now, we have carried out our refugee programs
through what is essentially a patchwork of different programs
that evolved in response to specific crises. The resulting legis-
lative framework is inadequate to cope with the refugee prob-
lem we face today. It was originally designed to deal with
people fleeing Communist regimes in Eastern Europe or re-
pressive governments in the Middle East in the immediate
postwar period and the early cold war years. This frame-
work still assumes that most refugees admitted to the United
States come from these two geographic areas, or from Com-
unist-dominated countries * * *.

Until now, our refugee laws have hampered our ability to
accommodate the demands for resettlement in the United
States in anything but a makeshift way * * *.

The combination of conditional entry and parole pro-
cedures has become increasingly cumbersome and inadequate
over the years. In both the administration and Congress wehave come to see the need for a comprehensive and long-term policy."

hate in the 95th Congress Senator Edward M. Kennedy, Chairmanof the Subcommittee on Refugees of the Senate Judiciary Committee,
wrote to Carter administration officials lequesting their cooperation
its the development of comprehensive refugee reform legislation. TheSenator noted that legislation he had introduced that Congress, S.'2751, represented significant progress toward a new national refugeepolicy but,

* * * this basic reform of the immigration law deals withonly half the problemthe admission of refugees into the
United States. We must also consider the problei ,s involved
in their re-sett letnent in communitiesacross our land, and what

t4U S. Congress Senate Committee on the Judiciary. The Refugee Act of 1979, 8. 643.Hearing on $1 643. 96th Congresa, let sees. Star 14, 1979, Washington, U.S. GovernmentPrinting Ofileo. 1979, p 9-11 (Hereinafter referred to as Senate Hearing.)
(35)
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the Federal responsibility is to help in the resettlement
process."

Legislation %a, subseqntiv developed by the Senate and House
Jud.ary Committees in consultation with the administration. and
its major feature as the teo-pronged approach advocated by Senator
Kennedy.

The Refugee Art ea.; oltioduced in the l)eginning of the 96th Con-
gress on bhalf of the Carter administration by Senator Kennedy,
chairnian of the Senate Judiciary Committee. and Representative
Peter W. Rodin°. Jr., chairman of the House Judiciary. Committee,
and Representative Elizabeth Holtzman, chain%onion of the House
Judiciary Subcommittee on Innnigrat ion. Refugees and International
Law.

The proposed Refugee Art tepre,entetI a major amendment to the
Immigration and Nationality .et. The definition of refugee would
be broadened, removing the geographical and ideological limitations
of the conditional einry pros unon. Th, number of regular refugee
admission, would use to :.)o,00 per year. There would be provision
for the President. to increase this number annually, if necessary, or
in emergency' situation,. therd)v shifting the discretion for large
refugee admission, Imo t he Attorney General to the President.

Also, the Refugee Act proposed amending the Migration and Refu-
gee Assistance Act of 1962 to use it as the authority for temporary
transitional tu,s1.49lict, for all refugees entering the United States re-
gardless of their country of origin.

When ( 'ongress considered the Refugee Act it addressed a number of
major issues. Wilily t he bask structure of the original Carter anunis-
tration bill remained intact, there were some significant changes in the
legislation after committee and floor amendments were adopted. Most
particularly, the resettlement assistance provisions were completely
rewritten by an amendment in the natioe of a substitute offered by
Representative Elizabeth Holtzman, chairwoman of the House immi-
gration subcommittee, and adopted in the (louse Judiciary Committee's
version of the legislation.

The following is an overview of the (i,''elopment of the Refugee Act
and a summary of its provisions The first s.f.tion is a,1 analysis of the
most. important, issues that. aros.' over the cows, of the legislation's
consideration by Congress; the se.-ond seetion is a legislative history;
the final section summarizes the nro.i -ions of Ile act.

I. M %,TOR ISSUES

During consideration of the Refugee Act, the Congress focused on
certain broad areas of emwern. One was the numerical limits that would
be elaceil on refugee dmissions and congrecsional participation in
setting these limits. Another was the administration of U.S. refugee
programs at the Federal level and policy coordination. A. final concern
was the Federal assistance that would be made aailable for refugee.
resettlement and the duration of the assistance.

letl El Congress. Senate Committee on the Judiciary The Refugee Act of 1979 Report
to accompany S 1341. Senate Report No IM 9611. Congress, 1.t mess Waslitogtom
tt S. tiorernment Prititine °the.. 1979. p, 3
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The follom.ing are -tune of the specific inaior that wereaddressed during the development of the Refugee Act and theirresolution.
1. l/-fin/Thin of rc (ogee

As discie-sed in part I I of tin, report, there was no specific definitionof the term "refugee- in the Immigration and Nationality Act beforethe Refugee Act. Alien eligibility for conditional entry, the refugeecomponent of the normal tinuograt Um process, was restricted ideologi-cally to aliens who tied communism ; anti geographically, to aliens whofled Communist or Communist-dominated countries of the MiddleEast. It was commonly agreed that these standards uure too narrowto serve the needs of I7.S. refugee policy.
As introduced, the Refugee Act proposed a definition of the term"refugee," designed to bring the United States into accord with ourtreaty obligations tinder the United Nations Convention and ProtocolRelating to the Status of Refugees. Under this original language, arefugee was,

* * any person who is outside any country of his nationalityor, in the case of a person having no nationality, is outside
any country in which he last habitually resided, and who isunable or unwilling to return to, and is unable or unwilling
to avail himself of the protection of, that country because of
persecution or a %sell- founded fear of persecution on accountof race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular so-cial group or political opinion.

Persons within their country of nationality are not covered by the1-.N. definition, apparently because 't was felt that flight out of one'scountry would constitute a certain proof of an alien's deserving refu-
gee statics 5' Both the Senate and House Judiciary committees addedlanguage t9 the administration version of the definition, specifically toinclude persons within their country of nationality as being eligiblefor refugee status. Both committees cited the need for the United Statesto have the additional flexibility to respond to all situations of persecu-tion; for example, the Vietnamese who were evacuated from Saigonin W73 after the war would not have been covered under the U.N. defi-nition alone.

Language was added to the definition by the Senate Judiciary Com-mittee to include a person within_hic,istrfr trf :""' s dis-placed by military or civil disturbance or uprooted because of arbi-trary detent ion and who is tillable to return to his usual place of abode,"The conimittee felt that, the "arbitrary detention" language wouldcover political prisoners or detainees which were groups of major con-Nol." The (louse Judiciary Committee's amendment to the definitionwas broader, including any persecuted person within his country ofnationality. The House bill, however, specifically excluded from thedefinition of refugee persons who in any way had participated in thepersecut ion of others.
An amendment td, the [louse committee amendment to the definitionwas offered by Representative Dante Fascell, chairman of the House

W Falwell. Dante. Remarks in House, Congressional Record. Daily Edition, 125, Dee, 2o.1079 c H 12349.
w Rezone Report No 96-256, P. I.
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1:nreign ( 011 International )ittI a
lion,. (luring t on;,olration of the Itefugee .1(1 It.% the full I lou-e.
The Fa-well :intendment. %%filh a, agreed to. re-t Hoed "auhut coun-
t %.** refugee, to tho-t -Teeth. all de-Agnate(' by the I'le,ident after

1t11 Nir Fa-cell argued that the Jittlielar
Cooltittee., Iti.tad definition eteated the potent 1111 for long lint?; of
refugee applit ant - at ahl oat! who are not !call.% refugee,.
I ft. said that ht, amendment %%mild take rare of tho-te %%lin %%di ill
tended to het o% ered It% the committee amendment. but %%mild riot open
;le door to -gtoundh.-, applicat ion- fur refugee status...
The t onfrience rnuunlilee tiiiiipid the I1011:4' language fur the 'lett-

ait ion ief ogee.-

R. Nam. /.// tiI /;ata. f ill1-VO.0114

lit'lat (41 to the IOWA Ion of the tletiiiit mil of refugee, 1%a-, t he quest ton
of the annual mullet it al limit, t hat %%mild be placed on their :ohmslim
to till, count y%. It wa, le. that t he hi oader t he definition. the
greater the nntuLer of alien, 110 1.1)11}11 potent qualify for entry
into the United Stan., a- lef

iguially int toduced, the administ tat ion bill pro% 'fled for an
animal -normal iltm of :.o.tiott iefilgees indelinitt.1%. There %%a, also
pro% 1,1oti lot at hill --out. in ewe., of till, number for a gi%eti
.year if a witithel %%eh. the Pre,ident prior to the bgin-
ning of the ii-t al y Pal after t on,ult at ion with 'ongress. At anytime.
the ht....okra al-4)1'011H A:11111-11 after con,ultat ion a number of ewer-
gefo refugee iiii1111--11111, ti) In- :11:tilable fur lip to a ,,iteeeeditrig
mom It period.

Senate and I loll, 1411111111th'i. 11.1101t- argot-II that the propoSed
.11)0 normal tItm ttoultl nut. In fact, anlea,e annual ittimigi at ion
flim into the 1.'111141 :.statt.,. Tile kw-101011 haul 1141114441 the
dolt and Nation:11u krt., annual 11,1%% ilk 1111111 on mainigrant vi-as
froth 9o4o ti, 71)oot1 t I7.t000 of Iii, IdtlurtIon wi, represented by
the repealed etaidat ional coil% tom 1,1on ). Therefore, the total immi-
gration ,ilbject to mime, wal litnit, under the Iegl-httunl %%mild ac-
tuallk or.l% met ea-te ft 31).000 The Senate Judiciary ( 'ommittee ,uni-
marited the pa -t of the parole authority to admit refugee, %%hick
indicated that all a%er age of itt.uo refugee.; had been admitted an-
nually -1110C 19.-Wi. It ;1..., argued, tinId 11011}(1 In no 94111111
Illereltm. Ili the immialation 11()%% a, I£ result of the 1{efagee

.";0 t ht.,- I .!1;,1:4,ittry
potent a -I inela.e, In tinting] at Inn flea if exce-, or emergency atl-
tift,lote, axle authorized.

When the Ietligee krt aa. dehated ill the Semite. Senator AA'alter
f filddle,ton it, pal twillarl% concerned about the potential total int-
migrat out that mild he alit horized li the !terve,. .kt. He -aid:

* * * tent admis.,itais program
tt little congrt.,,iona I control. It 111-4) the prece-

dent of ,iik,tatitially mei ea:,ing total Immigration quotas
without tleterminang the donie,t Ic impact of ...ith inerease,
prior t o making t 11(.111.4

FiceII remark. In 11,,ty. "n Ili, 20 1,179, f. It t
"stterinte Hoptirt 941 p

ifinbIlftton. Waiter Iteni.trk 111 Sena otigrolodonnl Edition, s 1.45
Sept 11. 197D p. V 1201:,
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The Senate agreed to:111 amendment offered 1,3 Seriatot Iludolleston
-,tin-et- aft ti,eal %ear Is the author ization for a normal flow

of .10.000 refugee-. tie that date the 1111111141 a refugees admi.sions
would be oh termitic(' 1)3 the President after «niseltat ion w itli Con-

The Senator argued that his amendment would fort 4' OnigreNSto 144.14 allialt tilt' IIIII.M11)11 of 'Unit, on regular refugee adnii.;.101e,after revel% ing the tecommenolations of the Select t'ommission on
[rnnllgtatlon and Refugee 1'0114.3.

mentlineut -molar to :-;eriato Huddle -ton', was defeated dur_
nig the House Judiciar v Committee', omul.ideration of the Itefugee
:let. On the llou-e floor, however, an amendment offered 1)3 Repre-
sntative Caldwell Butler was agreed to which reduced the nomad
flow to 17,1110 after fiscal 3, ein 1952.

.mother amendment defeated in the Muse .filietary Committee
markup would have deduced the total worltlw tole immigration limita-
tion) of 270.000 1,14 one for eve% trio refugees admitted in ex, ..-s of0,000..E sooilar aimodifiat wa., defeated in floor avtion. Opponents
had ag-tiell that such a scheme would force a choice between the ad-
mission, of refugee, and inintig-iation for purposes of fantil3 unifica-
tion which rompri-w1 about so percent of iminigiant admis,ons.

The voinferee, agreed to -nu-ening the normal flow ate) fi-cal year19!.4'2. a, provided in the ::ettate ter -ion of the legi- .htiun, Their intent
aa that Congress lei ii t he tpie.t ion of numerical 'mutat ions againbefore that t

Comtoritortiino

Executive branch consultation with Congress was en importantaspect of the adiu,son, procedure propo,ed 1,3 the Refugee Act.Under the original ve,ion of the legl,latutn, smelt consultation would
have lend reputed for annual refugee admissions beyond the normal
flow hinit of :0.1)00 and for emergency admissions. There was prece-dent for eonstiltat ion regaiiling ieftigee a matter ofcourtesy. the Attorney (;e:lerat had consulted With the chairmen andranking mmbr,. of Senate and I sou -e Judiciary Committees beforeadmitting refugee grotty, under t lie parole ant horit3.

Because of the importance of consultation as the vehicle for con-glessional part ',Ann loll in setting refugee admissions. both the House
and Senate amended the original administration bill to statutorily
establish and fill malize the consultation) proce.s..ii amendment addedby the Senate Judicial", Committee deyribel the consaltation penc-e,s as -personal contact 113 de-Iglinte41 (prescilt tit 1% es of the Premilent
with member., of the voinitaltees on the Judiciary.- The executivebranch representatives were required to provide certain specific in-formation as described in the amendment. "I'lle Senate Conunittee
stated that it was not all% 'sable to statutorily establish a time limit forthe vonsultation process, Ina it should last no longer than 15 to 30day.. The lemintition of the process, furthermore. w011101 have to be
defined in each sit tuition bv the committee involved.

The Senate agreed to at amendment otrert I senator Walterfluddleston w Inch required the Judiciar3 Committee. to hold hear-ings and e5s10. /1. 1.11011't of the roosoltatIon process, The Senatorfelt that his :intendment would a-sure the participation of the whole
Congress in decision relating to refugee admissions."

01 lluddleaton remarkm to the Senate on Mept 11 1979 p M12020
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The !lous Judietar 'oininittee reported all amendment :,111111111
to that adtled 1).% the :01:01. '011,olittee ihing the (011-aitattufl
process, Major ditfetetice-, %%ell' that it called for ( 'abinet ()theta Is.
to represent, the l're-itlent in the etm,ultation prone -,, and that it re-
quired that..Iat the -1111,4111We of the 1101.'1111 at loll he 1)1 Itited 111 titt COD
gresbunittl 1:eod. Dal nig the omittee walkup. OD ,IttP11114 to 111-
(11121C a tetturenint for a }waing and repot t %%u, ilefeated, %% it 11 oppo
neut." arguing that it %%mild titill,eiNoine.

'The 'louse .1ilia% 'oninlit tee :II.o amended the original tuition-
iht ration hill to ,peritto All% requite erni,silt at ion 101 the 111110'211401 of
041111...,1011-, 14411ge4. :admitted to the 'flood Nate-.

The mit. lutlicatetl that expected the
pet 10/1 for con,tilt at ion to be I 1 0. 111ti111 %%a, t hat only the rhair
1111'11 and ',inking nonoit inebl- of the Suhcommit tee on Immi-
gration, 1:efagers and Inter national LaA% and the full rommutee
%%mild be ink %the.' 111 1111.1110.1.,- far a- the t out In-non of the woe-

%% a,. oneerned, the committee report -tated

.1 It hough the Committee Amendment doe, not ,et forth
ollat action 1- ierprir 14. to conclude the t on-ult Ion No -s,
the ()rummer lk.liee, it 1- clear that the at ion can-
not nor% e ahad to admit addit tonal tefiret.- after eon-riltnon atoll ha- 114 Vice(' Ironic t I « )11-41I-
tat

hht re %%to se% et td atitenditteht, tat the House floor concerning the
eon:Attu t hie Iwlnulug f Judi, rm.% 'onimittee partici-
pation 111 the oevs., 1, durvatvi. .kIothr requiring a hearing ua
part of the 1/11A10-44 at'. ttlitks(1.

1.11111111E4 11111111111114.Itt, 4% hick %%IV, arellted by the I toast.,
provided for it h.gt,litt I% eto of !auger. admission, beond tiro
loymat normal tloo. The lroir-ot of the amendment, Itepre.-entatRo
'arlos Nloorhead. -t ;Ord that the vlalsilltatHat language orr.."11111:,ors,"

Allow ing a few I:wink.' , to derde olie affecting t he entire Nation.°
Iteprehentat e I lantilton the ran1;itig rumorit meinher of the
I loose J11(1101:111 '01111OIttee., Subrommittee on Immigration, Iteftl-
gl 111141 111t1.11111t lo11;11 I.a%%, suppor ted t be amendment, arguing that
oigre-,1011a1 Vfifir iTtllre lXerlIt lV1' action 11.11s 111111'0111'1-

1110 t.i11111 ri.:,pect to their reque,t for adlors,ioril s I of eflIp'es beyond
1110** speelt.1411111 111101111'17,1.11 1)4 .21itIlly." I:Isit 1011rillIA that the
Constit idiot! r:1 % t' Ill.. 1,W...tut Iv,. kno'. ..mt immigration aml
Hutt the amendment would re,toe control regarding refugee ad-

Itepre,entat I kltzilittn. the floor utunger of the hill, called the
amendment "ill coneriml.- She argued t hat the legislative veto would
hamper the l're,ident's alaht to make unemotional commitment, on
refugees, and wad(' disrupt the I .S. refugee 111'0g-ram. pos,-,Ibly on-dangermg I res."'

S. f'ongremm Ilmpte Committee en the .IndleInis The Refugee All 1979 101...rttntether with 4,1.1111onnl and InerIts clew, to nremnpnn% II It 24111 Rou -te Report .s.o94.- MM. thtt h Otni %.1.111110.,11 tam 't 1'HW OM,. 11}79. p I5a Sfrtortiemi ettrItet Retitttrk.4 In the Itolist 4..11{0,4.41.4711 i101.010, im11$ 1:41t11,11. y 12;1,Dec 20, 19711 p 11 1227'1
"Fish. Ifittrillt"n 14.mara4 In the 1101140 remgreotIonn1 Iternnl, malls' Edition 5. 12..Der 20, 979 t, 11 12.175

Holtzman, Ellzatath Remora4 In the Hewn, Outigeemolontil Record, Deny Edition. 5125 Dee 20. 1979 1 112 274
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The con ferenee conunittee deleted t he po% isuni for a legislative veto,
but otherwise ref aino I the Ibinse language regarding the con.,tilta-
tion process. The concession on the legislative % eto was a signifieant
factor in t he close vote in the I louse to accept t I conference report.
/'. Entry Ntattm

As introduced. the Refugee Act would have enabled refugees enter-
ing the I 'nited States under the normal flow of 50,000 to be admitted
as lawful permanent rselents.

lIany commentators have noted that admission for permanent resi-
dence could be bnefielal to refugees in a number of ways. Admission
for permanent residence can convey a sense of emotional security and
acceptance by the (*tilted State-. as well as a degree of legal security.
that coniln ioaal t tit ry or parole could not provide. A number of States
restrict employment in certain professions to citizens and aliens law-
fully at hint teil for permanent residence, so permanent residency couldexpand the job opportunities available to refugees. Other economic
benefits would include eligibility for in-State tuition at public institu-
tions of higher education. In addition, the acquisition of liermanent
resilient status is the first step toward the acquisition of citizenship.
Pei inanent iesidents and tit stens mav also petition for the admission
of relat ives under t he I mmigrat ion and Nationality Act.

While chairing hearings liefore the Judiciary Committee on the
proposed Refugee Act. Senator Edward Kennedy commented on the
change in policy that would provide refugees visas:

Then. are those ttbo ma% wonder about the screening
uhed ul 1,-,nin Ilindit tonal entries that we mayneed that. But in% mg a visa and permanent resident status

doe- not inhibit the Department of State in screening appli-
cants not the Ilt Ill01 tug to deport individ-
nals ttho. for %% bate% et reason, failed to Meet t Ile '41'10111es
of law mule, the refugee program, and other undesirables.
It does not ehange that :It till.

'hat It 110e, It, is 141111M:0e some of the barricailes to en-able refugees to become pi oduct i%e members of the com-munity. oi example, a pel son cannot lie a barber in some
States rf he is a cowl it num! entrant, but he can lie as a perma-nent resident. There ao a whole host of different prohibitions
tutu ale set in State law make, it increasingly

for.-ier, ;11t' 11011,111 le in to becOnte self
sufficient. We are t (instantly iii the situation Where We have to;fit to adjust then status by -Teem' legislation. That takes a
good deal of time. It really has eery little purpose.6

Voluntary agencies test if mg before Senator Kennedy's vonmiittee
stated that they felt that % isas prof iding immediate permanent resi-
deny.% ,tutu- for refugees would in' of -great benefit" especially as faras employment was concerned."

The provision for permanent residency status for normal flow refu-
gees was ut t included in the House version of the Refugee Act. The
legislation called for the conditional entry of all refugees under a new"re f ngee- status. Represent at 1%e Iloltzman, author of the House com-mittee amendment. explained :

ollStiate Hearing. c 38-87
ri
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Admitting the refugees as refugeesin effect granting
them a new statuswill allow officials to conduct better and
more intensive screening prior to granting them permanent
resident status. In testimony before the committee, the At-
torney General stated that he was not satisfied with current
screening procedures and would support a status akin to con-
ditional entry after admission."

The conference committee agreed that all refugees would have to be
in the United States 1 year before becoming permanent resident aliens.
The conference report stated the intent of the conferees that the con-
ditional "refugee status should be viewed as permanent residency
status for the purposes of interpreting restrictions in State and local
licensing laws.
E. The use of the Parole authority to admit refugees

Attorney General Griffin B. Bell described one of the problems as-
sociated with the extensive use of the parole provision in the past to
admit refugees:

The numbers of refugees admitted through the use of the
parole have become greater than was contemplated by Con-
gress. This * * has the practical effect of giving the Attor-
ney General more power than the Congress in determining
limits on the entry of refugees into the country."

Attorney General Bell has previously outlined other problems:
I am not comfortable about the use of the parole authority
* * * situations where I have exercised that authority in the

past. Nor is this discomfort unique to me. Every Attorney
General before me, faced with such requests, has voiced sim-
ilar reservations because the intent of the Congress, in estab-
lishing the parole authority, was to provide a safety valve
for unusual, individual eases of compelling need that could
not otherwise be met. It was not to provide the means to
end-run the other provisions of the immigration law.

And yet, we are repeatedly forced to do just that because
the refugee provisions of the law are inadequate to circum-
stances as we find them around the world and to our policies
as a nation in attempting to respond.

As a result we are unable to give clear signals to other
nation:: abeat !stenof-cur 0.1441ity-te nitet woeiti refugee
needs. We are unable to plan effectively * * *. Finally--and
most regrettablyindividual refugees are hostage to a sys-
tem that necessitates that their plight build to tragic pro-
portions so as to establish the imperative to act."

Among the purposes of the Refugee Act was to provide an admis-
sions procedure that would be sufficiently flexible to do away with the
need for the Attorney General's parole authority as a basis for refugee
admissions. The Senate Judiciary Committee's report on the legisla-

eRoltsnian, Elisabeth. Remarks In the Rouse. Congressional Record. Deity Edition. v.
125. Dec. 20. 1979. v. It 11967.

4,11.8. Cowen. Rouse. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Immtgratior.
Refugees and international Law. Refugee Act of 1979. Hearings on H.R. 2816. 96th Cong..
1st rms.. May 3, 10, 16, 23 and 24, 1979. Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office,
1979, p. 20.

eTweamty beton the Rouse Committee on the Judiciary, Nov. 28, 1978.
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non concluded that the new admi,sions proce,, that u as ploposed.%told(' end ..* * the ..eais of ad hoe ti-e of the parole autIonaN, which
has been iiiiplibmented ItV CiVtolil I at1101* than (le rly defined by law.-

toed alternate mean, for the admission of groupsof refugee-, the admini,t rat ion and Semite-pa-sect versions the Ref-
twee Act did not amend the existing parole proyiion in the Immigra-
tion and Nation:du. Act. Speaking for the administration. 1-.S..1sso-ciate .kttorney ;wile, a I Michael .1. Egan said :

* * * The parol, ;tinhorn. !villain,. It i, thought that in the
future it inaN 1. onl for trid emergeny and hid]-. phial -num w here refugees are desperately (Tying outfor t he help of tin, vomit

Tlw llott-e Judiciary Cotimitttee accepted an amendment to theliefugee .'test n1)1611'1(1113 re-4 rioting the parole ;Imhof tty front being
used to admit refugee, in light of the new admi,sion provia-ions III thelegi,lahout. The l e-t l ict ion was a, follows :

The Anoint.. General may not parole into the tTnited
States au ;111111 %%110 is a refugee unless the .1.ttorne, (Amoral
determine, that compelling ieit-ons in the public interest %with
re.pect to that patt widar alien require that the alien be
paroled into the rnited State- lather than Ix. admitted as arefugee * * *.

'Die House Committee genet:111Y hart unheated concern over what
was viewed a, a libel al ized refugee admi,sions polic,N under the Refu-gee Act, and this amendment a reflection of this concern.

The conference committee accepted the limitation on the use of the
parole nut notify. I t 4101ap.ii the effective date until 6 days after the
enactment of tin' Il 21-lat ion so t hat exist ing admissions program, based
on the p.:role could continue mit il the new admissions provi-
simis took effect. The conferee:, stated their intent that the rest rietion
in no way .ould affect the ability of the Attorney General to use
parole authority to admit alien, uho acre not refugees.

1)49,,), rtie +11r 1114 act emvisto : .1,1,/,;/ilntrathin
The division of iespon,ibilit for refugee resett lement among Fed-

eral agencies ult., perceived by some as hampering the monitoring,
evaluation anlie001111nat loll of refugee programs.Inc Ifoil,e iar t oninuttee s yer,ion of the lietugee Act, an
amendment in the natill I. of it substitute sponored by lieprel, native
Ifoltzman. complotel restructured the domestic refugee resetti, anent
a,-sisttutce elfin t. A her aspect of the proposed title III was the creation
of a lieu office u 'thin the Department of I halt h, Education. and Wel-
fare the Deportment of i halt 1 and !Inman Services) to admin
inter all major donie,t le assistance programs for refugees. The
committee felt that the office, w filch ..mild be directly responsible to
the Secetay, would create a -high-level focal point" for the refugee
program and t.onld promote planning, coordination, and accounta-
bility to the adMIIII-t hat i011 of refugee assistance.

There were at tempt- during the markup and on the I lott,e floor to
amend the llou-c bill vi ith the administration bill',
-.ions %%Inch had ahead% been adopted the Senate. The,e provision,

" Senate Ifearine. P 20
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essentially would have authorized for all refugees the same types of
assistance that had been available for Indochinese refugees under the
IRAP program, as well as have maintained the status quo concerning
the administration by the State Department and HEW of the refugee
programs. In his edditional views presented in the House committee
report, Congressman Robert McClory stated that it was unadvisable to
establish any new office at HEW since no hearings had been held on
the proposal, and since the administration opposed it on the grounds
that its creation by statute would be .'unnecessary and inflexible." Rep-
resentative Holtzman, in contrast, called the assistance provisions pro-
posed by the administration ''a blank check to the executive branch
which says 'Rettle refugees in any way you like.' "

The conferees generally agreed to the House proposal for the title
HI assistance program to be managed by au HEW office. The confer-
ence language did not require the office to be part of the Office of the
Secretary of HEW, in order to allow future flexibility for administra-
tive changes. However, it was the intent that for the time being, the
Director of the Office should report directly to the Secretary. Also, the
conferees stated their intent that the HEW office function under the
``general policy guidance" of the ..S. Coordinator for Refugee Affairs.

A particular issue that arose in the context of the new assistance
program proposed by the House was the transfer of the contract
authority for initial resettlement, grants from the Department of
State to HEW. 'The major voluntary agencies, which had had a long-
standing relationship with the State Department concerning these
grants, opposed the transfer. Wells Klein, testifying on behalf of the
American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service, stated
four reasons why his organization opposed the transfer: (1) a large
portion of the initial resettlement grants was actually expended before
the refugees arrived in the United States, and therefore was au appro-
priate responsibility of the State Neirtment ; (2) the refugee activi-
ties of the voluntary agencies would be lost within the massive HEW
structure; (3) the natural constituency of HEW is State governments
and the (leper' ment might not relate well to the concerns of voluntary
agencies in the refugee area; and (4) there lad been an unsatisfactory
working relationship between HEW and the voluntary agencies in the
past as far as refugee resettlement programing was concerned."

A compromise was reached on the question of the initial resettlement
grants. A transfer to HEW would take place in fiscal year 1982. How-
ever, the legislation required the Vresidpt study the question of
which agency would be most suitable to administer the grants and re-
port to Congress by March 1, 1981. If, after his study, the President
determines that the HEW office should not handle the initial resettle-
ment grants, he may designate the most appropriate office.
C. Coordinating Ofre

Closely related to the issue of the new domestic assistance office that
was proposed for HEW was the question of the future of the U.S.
Coordinator for Refugee Affairs at the State Department.

The House Judiciary Committee's version of the Refugee Act did
not address overall policy coordination. The committee made it clear
in its report on the legislation, however, that the Office of the U.S.

"House Heatinr, p 264 -266.
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Coordinator for Refugee Affairs would continue. The report com-mented on the relationship of the proposed IlEIV office to that of the'oordinator:
The ( 'onunittee wishes to make it cleat that this Office leesnot mterfer it ttII, (1111111rati'. Or V0111110 %% It function Cur-

pOrf01111(q1 b the I 'ilited State, ( '00'11111mo' for Refu-
gee -ktfait- (except for the transfer of reception and place-ment grant, to If EW after fiscal yea! I 9S0). The Committeedoes not intend to diminish in any way the responsibility orauthority of the I ".S. 'oordinat or, The Office is charged withthe responsibility of administering programs which are al-ready being athannstered by IIEW or which are authorizedby tbis bill. The 1-.5, Coordinato's mandate on the otherhand is to coordinate the activities of all Federal agencies
with resiict to efugee affairs."

On the House floor an amendment offered by Ms. Holtzman wasagreed to which removed the Office of the Coordinator for RefugeeAffairs from the State Department to the Executive Office of the Przs-iilent headed by a director as opposed to an Ambassador at Large. Ms.Holtzman argued that the office in this situation would be in a betterposition to coot dinate the activities of a number of government agen-cies than it would be ut the State Depart ment.74
The Senate terston of the Refugee Act would have maintained thestatus quo of State I tepartment refugee policy coordination. In a com-promise between (hi Senate's position and that of the House, the finallanguage of the bill statutorily established a U.S. Coordinator for

Refugee Affairs as an Ambassador at Large, and set forth his func-tions. It left open the question of the location of the Office of theCoordinator, leaving it up to the President to review the situation andadvise Congress regarding the most appropriate location within ayear after enactment of the legislation.
Ponwstio rexettir tio.c tot r Pot ixtu taw P11,011;011

Originally, the administration proposed that the eligibility of arefugee for special Federal assistance and services authorized by theRefugee Act be limited to the first 2 years after the refugee's admissioninto the United States. The justification for the limitation was that itwould preclude
i

ude the open-ended assistance that had been provided inthe past, notably under the Cuban program. Testifying before theSenate Judeuiry Connuittee. U.S. Coordinator for Refugee AffairsIhek Clark conceded that the eoiee of 2 years was arbitrary, but thatthe administration felt that this was a "reasonable point to stop." 75 Incontrast, voluntary agencies testified that 2 years was not a sufficientperiod for resettlement and called for greater flexibility with anylimits on assistance.75
The Senate Judiciary Committee modified the limitation on assist-ance to have it apply to tvibusement for cash and medical assist-ance only. Senator, Alan Cranston and S. I. Ilayakawa of Californiaoffered a Senate floor amenilent postponing the effetite date of the

13 110044 Report Nu 00 1105 pp 20 21
noltztuttn Ethabeth Hemet-km to the House yongreltdona1 Retort', D*11% Edition.125, bee 20, 1070, p 11 121111

" Renato Rearing. p 35
** o 66.
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2-year time limit until October 1. 1980. They argued that the 1-year
transition period they proposed Sias needed for the States to adjust
to the termination of a large portion of Federal assistance that they
were currently receiving reimbursing all public assistance costs for
refugees." The Senate agreed to the amendment.

Holtzman amendment in the nature of a substitute as reported
by her subcommittee provided a 4-year limit on reimbursement for
child welfare benefits, cash and medical assistance for a 1-year tran-
sition period. During the full Judiciary Committee markup of the
legislation, Representatis e George Danielson of Californiaofferedan
amendment, which was defeated, to increase the transition period
before the 4-year time limit would go into effect to 2 years. He pointed
to the high number of Indochinese refugees in California, some of
whom were a result of secondary migration, and the high proportion
of these refugees who were receiving some kind of public assistance.
Ms. Holtzman opposed the amendment, arguing that the subcommittee
had reported a generous period for benefits as compared to that whirl
was proposed by the Senate. The additional transition year would cost
$54.t; million according to committee staff estimates. Representative
Danielson reintroduced hi, amendment the House floor where it
was successful.

The final version of the Refugee Act represented a split in the dif-
ferences between the Senate and the House bills concerning the dura-
tion of reimbursed public assistance and tin length of the transition
period. A 3-year limit was to take effect on April 1, 1981.
I. Doine8tie rexet tient, of axsiRtunce Phina down of the Cuban progron

Under the original administration version of the Refugee Act,
Cuban refugees who arrived in the United States before October 1,
1078, would has e been exempted from the -year time limit on assist-
ance. According to administration officials testifying before the Sen-
ate Judiciary Committee, these Cubans would be eligible for reim-
bursed assistance under the phasedown of the Cuban program which
was established under the 1978 Labor-IIEW Appropriations Act.
Cubans arriving after October 1, 1978, would receive assistance under
the terms of the new legislation."

The administration legislation was amended by the Senate Judi-
ciary Committee to end the exemption for the Cuban refugees, there-
by terminating the Cuban refugee program including all Cuban ref-
ugees under the tennis of tlui-Refuger Act.

Soriatorlawton Chiles of Florida introduced an amendment in the
Senate to continue the phasedown of the Cuban program under spec-
ific statutory language in the Refugee Act. Senator Chiles said that
in the absence of the amendment, assistance for Cuban refugees, which
had been longstanding, would abruptly terminate. Ile argued that the
orderly phasedown had been agreed to by the administration and by
the appropriations committees. Further, SSI recipients as of Sep-
tember 30, 1978. would be exempted from the phasedown proposed
in the Chiles amendment clue to the disproportionately large number
of elderly and disabled among the Cuban refugee group. Senator Chiles
stated that under his amendment this group was intended to receive

n Cranston. Alan. Remarks In the Renate, Congreeetonet Record, Daily Edition, r. 125,Sept. 5. 1979, p 812022
* Renate Marina. p. 25.
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100 percent Federal support as long as they lived. Senator Kennedy.
the floor manager of the bill, supported the (ilies amendment and itwa, subsequently agreed to by the Senate."

No provision to continue the Cuban program phaseibmn wasagreed to by the House. An amendment had liven Mit oducedthe Judiciary Committee markup of the legislat ion, but injected.Opp ()Relit:, had argued that it was against the intent of the RefugeeAct to treat any single refugee group differently, and that the Cubanshad receded special treatment long enough.
The conference committee accepted the Cuban program phasedownas proposed in the Senate bill. This was a matter of debate on theHouse ' r,. One member contending that the cost of the provisionwould be $110 million.'" This matter was another issue that may haleaffected the close House vote on the conference report.

11. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

The first active consideration of refugee reform legislation was inthe House o." Representatives during the 95th Congfess (1977-1978).Representative Joshua Ei !berg, chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee's Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship and Inter-atVional Law had introduced KR 3056 on February 2, 1977, to revisethe procedure for the adinissIon of refugees. Hearings were held onthe legislation and the subcommittee reported a clean bill. H.R. 7175,co the full committee. No further action on this legislation followed.The Refugee Act was introduced early in the 96th Congress onbehalf of the Carter administration. It was drafted by the Senateand House Judiciary Comnuttees in consultation with the admin-istration. Senator Edward M. ;ennetly, chairman of the Senate Judi-ciary Connol:tee, sponsored the Senate bill, S. 643, which was into-dued on March 13, 1979. The House companion measure H.R. 2816was introduced by Judiciary Committee Chairman Peter W. Rodino,J., am' Representatue Elizabeth Holtzman, chairwoman of theeommitt Subetatimittee on Inunigration, Refugees, and Imerna-tional 1. w. The lulls were refi rred to the Judiciary Committee ineach House.

i..Senate' action
The full Senate Judiciary Committee conduct a bearing on theRefugee Act on March 14, 1979. S. t;43 was amended in a markup onJely 10, was approved unanimously, and was ordered favorably re-ported.Aniendt

i
unts included an expansion of the definition of refu-gee to include ilispeed persons; a specification of the consultationprocess with Congress; new statutory provision relating to asylum;special project funding for resettlement; a discontinuation of theCuban piogra phasellown; and a reqiurement that research andmain/Ilion be conducted on federally assisted refugee resettlementprograms. The Judiciary Committee submitted the report on S. 643to the Senate on.luli 23. 1979 ( S. Rept. 96 2:i6 ).

S. 643, as amended by the Judiciary Committee, was debated in theSemite on September 6, 1979 Senator Valter Ilinhileston was the only
'*Chiles. !Anton Rernarka In the Senate. Congrenalonal Record. Daily Edition v 125,1. O. 1979 n 1202(1
'4 Hatter 1'ahle11 Remarks in the !Lase. Congressional Record, Daily Edition, 125,Mar 4, 1940, p H 152o
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discernable opponent of the committee-reported bill. Ile offered a block
of amendments w loch %%ore unopposed b.% the committee -pori-01-- of
S. 64.1 and the administ rat ton. and were -tibsequentl agreed to by the
Senate. Tht-,e ante? dmnts sun -etted the normal flow of :t0.000 refu-
gees aftet fiscal %ea, ed vongle-.-lonal heat nig,. and report:,
as part of the consultation process: and requited any Vx1.-:., numbers
of refugees annual13, to be of -special responsibility" to the United
States.

The Senate also agreed to t%%0 1,01101- lulu-inherits in the area of re-
settlement assistance. (hie. offered 1).) Senators Alan Cranston and
S. I. aka a of California, provided a 1 -year transition period
before limits on Ft-distal resettlement assistant-12 would. take effect. The
-other, offered by Senator Lawton Chiles of Florida. continued the

ti of the Cuban refugee !wog] am.
The Senate passed S. 6-1:1. as amended. linanitiawsly on Septemix2r 6,

1979.

B. II o,:8,, (lotion
'The House Judicial v Committee's Sitbcommittee oft Immigration,

IteftigeA-s arid International La%% conducted se% eral (lays of hearings
on in lit% 1979. During the cou,e of the subcommittee s
markup of the bill on A 1, t lie eolith ()man, Representative
Elizabeth I loltzman. h itrt 41110(41 an amendment in the nature of a sub-
stitute to ILI:. It;

.1.1t hough there %ken- 3 number of significant elianges in the adminis-
tration hill proposed by Kept esent at lye Holtzman. the major feature
of her stbstitlite legr-dat ion %%ils it, nett pro% i-dons a11thortzulg assist-
wive for refugee resettlement. Title III of the bill added a new title
IV to the litinugi at ion and Nationality Act cleating an office within
the Department of Health. Education. and AVelfate to fund and ad-
minister Federal dottiest it- refugee aslstanee programs. The Ifoltz-
man substitute also required States to submit plans for refugee reset-
t lenient Itt order to rt., \-1" Ilt,SItitanee.

The Holtzman amendment to Mk. was amended by the sub-
committe, but its major provisions were retained. The subcommittee
approved the substitute tension of the legislation. anti la% orably re-
ported Il.it 2"t1t1t to the committee.

The House .110liciar% Committee held days Of markup on the
I folt mitan substitute for ILK 2s1f;, AIthough a Tionibur of amendments
itttentlt1 to luitit the admis-ions pro% isions were (di-1141.111°st re-
jected Om s;gnificarit amendment that was agreed to limit the use of
t he rho (ern cal'- pa 1 oh- ant for the purpose of admitting
refugee- moo t Fluted States.

There %yen- also a number of amendment:. to the assistatop peovkions
that %%ere offered. inchillmg- one which would have replaced .. Holtz-
man', title I I I lane-rage w Oh that of the original iidinistration bill.
All of the ma pu assist :nice aim-10111101u, were defeated.

iu .111(10 t:\ 'onlitottee apprmed 11.1?. 2816, as amended. on Sep-
tember 19, 1979, lad the 1111111t tee repot %% a, not submitted to the
Rouse Until Non clutter 9, (lela %%ati apparently due. in part.
to eontroveisy (1%er the sequential referral of certain portions of the
bill to the Molise 'iinimittee on Foreign .ktfairs. The committee

Clement Zahlot 1;1. %% foto Juilicial Committee Chairman I'ete
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Rodino relinquishing his committee's insistence on sequential referral
for the sake of the expeditious consideration of the legislation by the
I louse. However, Mr. Zabloki reserved for the future his committee's
jurisdiction over aspeets of refugee legislation, and wrote:

Since the determination of the numbers and kinds of ref-
ugtasi to be admitted to the ['nib' States are issues involv-
ing U.S. foreign poli% considerations, the Attorne% General
%% ill necessarily 1111%e to consult a ith the Secretary of State on
these matters. In addition, the Committee on Foreign Affairs
will continue to exercise its jurisdiction with respect to ref-
ugee matters including the Office of the 1".S. Coordinator for
Refugee Affair, in the I iepartment of State.TM'

In response to the Zabloki letter, Mr. Rodino stated :
It is evident that the jut isdictional situation regarding ref-

ugee legislanon is in need of clarification and I am hopeful
that appropriate arrangements can be made in the future to
resolve this difficult problem. In this regard. it should be
noted dna the Committee's elimination of proposed amend-
ments to the Migration am I Refugee Assistance Act of 1962
does not represent an, cession of jurisdiction over that Act or
expenditures a loch are made thereunder."'

Mr. Zahlwki also indicated that Representative Dante Fascell,chairman of the Subcommittee on International Operations, wouldoffer floor amendments oh the following specific matters which wereof concern to the Foreign Affairs Committee: (1) the definition of"refugee:" ( ) t lie role of I IEW's new office; and (3) the authorization
for the Emergeney Migration and Refugee Assistance Fund.83

The I louse (Halted the Refugee Act on December 13 and 20, 1979.
While no strong Opposition to the legislation, but a number of amend-
twnts were offered to the version of the hill that had been reported by
the House Judiciary Committee.

Represent at IN !Mute Fa.e{{, ehairmn of the House Subcommittee
on International Operations. offered amendments on behalf of the
Foreign Affairs ( 'mum it tee which had been agreed to by Ms. Holtzman,
the floor manager of the legislation. These amendments were:

-an amended definition of "refugee" which required a Presiden-
tial designation of those aliens eligible to he refugees while still
within t heir count ry of nationality;

new language establishing the responsibility of the Secretary ofSt ate for refugee programs overseas;
an increased authorization for the U.S. Emergency Migration
and Refugee Assistance Fund from $25 million to $50 million.

Another amendment offered by Representative Faseell established a
new title IV of H.R. 2s10 authorizing reimbursement for social serv-
ices provided applicants who had submitted their applications
prior to November 1, 1979. Although the amendment itself dn'. not
refer to the Martian applicants, it was specifically aimed at providing
assistance to South Florida for the costs incurred as a result of their
influx.

"House Report No 96-911R, D R
N Ibid.. p. R-9.
N Ibid.. D. R.
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There were two major amendments to the admissions provisions of
the legislation. One reduced the normal flow number from 50,00 to
17,400 after fiscal ear I9's2. The other provided for a (Me- 1011-,e %et()
of annual refugee admissions requested by the ['resident in excess of
the normal tloa.

With regard to the assistance pro% csions, the House accepted an
amendment by Rept e,entati% e George Danielson of Call Giulia to in-
crease to 2 years the transition period before limits on re'nbursing
cash and medical assistance took effect. The florist! defeated an attempt
to replace the /10Itzman assistance provisions with those in the original

The Rouse accepted Representative Holtzman's amendment moving
the office responsible for coordinating refugee policy front the State
Department to the Executive (Mice of the President and requiring
that it Is' headed by a Director. appointed by the President.

The House passed H.R. 2816 on December 20, 1080, (al a rolleal I vote
of 328 ,ea, to 41. nays. The pa ssage was vacated, and the House
passed S. 643, attended with the I louse-passed language of H.R. 2816.
C. Conference act ion

A conference committee met to resolve the differences between the
House and Senate %el --ions of S. 643 on February 19 and 20. 1980.

The major point, of rout I Met ,y bet %%veil the }forest. and Seinte con-

cerned the assistance pro% Nions. Tlw conferees agreed t hat after fiscal
year 1982, the in it :al iesetIlent( nt assist a nee would be administered by
the new Office of Refugee Re,ett lenient at I I Ell' (now the Department
of I fealth and Human Services), aides, the l're,ident, after onduct-
ing a shin) of the most suitable agency, designate, some other' office.

The eon ferees reached a compion0-e regarding the period for' reim-
bursement for ca-h and medical assistance. .kfter a 11,:,-year transi-
tion period I i.e., an effective date of Apr 1. 1081) 100 percent reim-
buseme t for all public assistance costs would Ire authorized for up to
3 yea IN after tin' r efugee's ent ry into the I 'tilted States.

The Senate provision continuing the phasedown Of the Cuban refu-
gee program was adopted.

.1, far as the arlmissions provisions were concerned, the I fonse-
inisseil definition of refugee %%as agreerl to. The conferee, also agreed
to hate refugee, enter tilt 'nited State, On a eonditional basis a,
opposed to a oermanent busts a, proposed by the Senate. However, the
period before adjust 'tient of -tins was reduced from 2 years to only
I veal. The consultation process described in the ilun,e hill was
adopted. but the «in ferees rejected the one-House veto provision.
Finally. the limitation on the use of the parole authority to admit
ref uge4 s was agreed to from the blouse bill, but the conferee, included
langurgy that postponed the effective date of the limitation until 60
da vs a f.er the enactment of the legislation.

The conferees readied a compromise on the question of polio co-
ordination. Thek ,tits torily provided for alT.S. Coordinator for Pef
gee . ffairs tt ith the rank of .%bassador at. Large, and ,et forth hi,
duties and rr.sponsdnlit les. However, the location of his office was not
prescribed. The rout feree, request-ell the President to review the (111e-
t ion of the most appropriate location of the office and advise Congre,
within a year after tine enactment of the legislation.
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Thl' (i fPrencv report was submitted to the Senate on Fehr nat
19,10 (S. Rept. 9C-590), and agreed to by t he Semite without con-
trio. ers the fie, ,t day.

In the I louse of Representatives, however, there was considerabledebate over the agiTtlielir, that had been made by the en fel ees. Par-
t iculat ly :11 issue It as concession by the House oil It; position regaidif,
tit(' leg:slat IN Pi of excess refugee adniissions. The conference reportwas agreed to by the !louse on a ollcall vote of (17 yeas to 192 nays.

The Refugee .ket of 19sO was signed into law by President Carter on
March 17, 19st L"

111. St.( 11( iv-it -SEcTION: SIIIIM %RI" OF 111E REEL -GEE .ke'r of

A. Title 1---Purpose

1. rtion 101. This title sets forth the eongressiona I declaration of
piirposc for the Refugee Act. It establishes that it is the historic policyof the United States to respond to the need-. of persecuted alICIV,
through :

providing assistance in asylum areas;
promot ing resettlement, opportunities or voluntary repatriation ;

asset tug m t he i ransport at ion, pnessing and admission of ref-ugees into this country as well as pro\ tiling them with h transi-
t mita 1 wisest mice.

The 'ongress also declare:, that it is the policy of the I 'nited States to
encourage other count ries to provide refugee assistance and resettle-
ment opportunities to the fullest extent possible.

The objectR l's of the Refugee Act are : (1) to provide permanent
-ystenialIc procedures for t he admission of refugees ofifecial humani-
tarian concern into the United States; and (.) to pro% ide romprehen-% e unrforni pr Niorv, for the -vireo iv reset t lenient and absorptionof refugees the I .nite(1 States admits.

B. Title II ---.1dm i.v.vion of refugee,

/ ;On 201(4)

( a ) of section 201 of t he Refugee Act amends sec-tion 101( a ) of the Immigration and Nat ionaliti, Act (1.4 U.S.C. 111)1a ) ) with h a new paragraph ( 12), defining "refugee." A refugee is
a person outside his 'her country of nationality, or if he ,shehas no country of nat 'finality the country in Much he 'shelast habitually resided. who fs perseented or has it well-
founded fear of persecution on the grounds of race, reli-
gion. nat lona Itty, membership in a particular social groupor politwal opinion; or,
in such special circumstances as the President may specify
after consultat ton with Congress, a person who is within
his her count ry of , or if he "she has no country
of nationality the country in which lie /she last habitually
resided, v ho is persecuted or fears persecution on thegrounds of race, religion. nationality, mendiership in ap,uticnlar social group or political opinion.

*4 Public Law 90-212. 94 Sint 102

5)
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Persons who in any way participated in the persecution of others are
excluded from the definition of refugee.
d. Sect itiliwi(b)

Ayinds$iou,.Part (b) of section 201 of the Refugee Am, adds new
sections 201 though 209 to the Immigration and Nationality Act (8
U.S.C. 1157 et seq.) which establish the procedures for the unnual
admission of efugees, and their admission in emergencies; the proce-
dure under which aliens may apply for asylum; and the provisions for
adjustment of status of refugees and asylees.

The new section 201 of the Immigration and Nationality Act author-
izes 50,000 regular refugee admissions annually, for fiscal years 1980
through 1982. A number of admissions in excess of this amount may be
designated by the President, after "appropriate consultation- (see be-
low) with Congress. if justified by humanitarian concerns or otherwise
in the national interest. After fiscal year 1982, the President is author-
ized to designate the most appropriate number of refugee admissions
annually, after consultation with Congress. In any case, the President
determines the allocation of admissions among refugee groups of spe-
cial humanitarian concern to the I 'nited States, after consultation with
Congress. (Sec. 207 ( a) )

If an emergency refuge- situation exists, and the admission of an
additional number of refugees is justified by grave humanitarian con-
cerns and cannot he acteenplished under the regular annual nuneieal
I milt, the President. after consultation with Congress, may establish ail
additional number of refugees of gra% e humanitarian concern to be
admitted into the Un it ell States during the succeeding 12-month period.
(Sec. 207(b))

Once the numerical limits are established. refugees may be admitted
into the United States if they are not firmly resettled in any foreign
country, determined to be of special 11,111uit:trial' concern to the
United States and admissible as immigrants. Refugees are exempted
from the Immigration and Nationality Act's exclusion provisions
relating to labor certification. public charge, documentary require-
ments, literacy, and foreign medical graduate eligibility requirements,
The Attorney General may waive, on an individual basis, some of the
other bases for exclusion for humanitarian reasons, to assure family
unity, or for other reasons in the public interest.

Grounds for exclusion that are not waivable are: section 212(a) (27).
providing for the exclusion of aliens seeking to enter the United States
to engage in activities prejudicial to the 1)1114ic interest or safety; sec-
tion 212(a) (29) providing for the exclusion of aliens likely to engage
in subversive activities after entry : section 212(a) (33) providing for
the exclusion of N:71 war erimilials: and section 212(a) (23) provid-
ing for the exclusion of aliens convicted of illicit possession of or traf-
ficking in narcotic drugs or marihuana, insofar as the exclusion relates
to trafficking in narcotics.

Spouses or children of refugees accompanying the refugee, or fol-
lowing to join the refugee. are generally accerded the same refugee
status. and are charged against the numerical limitation against which
the refugee's admission was charged.

A refugee's ..tatns may he terminated f the Attorney General deter-
mines that he or ale was not a, refugee it the time of admission into
the United States. (Sec. 207 (c) )
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Go-b.vdtatm/0.- Before the beginning of the fiscal year, the Presi-
dent Is iequiled to tepoit to the House and Senate Judiciary Com-
mittees regal ding anticipated refugee admissions and allocations
among refugee groups. "I lie President's representatives are re9uiredto keep the committees periodically apprised of any changes in therefugee sit uat nal or necessary inljust mem s to the allocations.

"Ilse substance of consultations bet even the executive branch and
('ongless regal Iiiig allnussus In excess of 50,1MH) and adnussions in
emergency situations must be printed in the Congressional Record.
A hearing must he held In the Judiciary Committees on proposed ex-cess admissions and, to the extent that time and the situation permit,
on emergency admissions unless the public. disclosure of information%%mild jeopardize litt'sortlaesafetyof individuals.

For the purls,-s of allocations and admissions, -appropriate con-sult at ion- means,
* * * discussions in person by designated ('abinet-level rep-
re-ent at II..., of the President with members of the Committees
on the Judiciary of the Senate and of the House of Repre-
setatives to review the refugee situation or emergency ref-
ugee situation, to project the extent of possible participationof the United States therein, to discuss the reasons for believ-
ing that the proposed adnussum of refugees is justified by
humanitarian onerns or grave humanitarian concerns or is
otherwise in the national interest * * *. (See. 20710.)

As part of the consultation process, the President's representatives
must supply a description of the refugee situation; the number andallocation of refugees to be admitted and analysis of conditions in
their vomit' if': a description of the refugees' proposed movement and
resettlement and its cost: an analsis of the anticipated social, eco-
nomic, and demographic impact of the refugees in the United States;
a description of this extent io which other countries will admit and
amist in the resettlement of the refugees; an analysis of the impact ofthe I -.S. refugee lesettlement efforts on our foreign policy interests;and, any other appropriate information 115 may 1)e requested by the
members of the committees. The above-entioned information is tobe supplied at least 2 weeks in advance of the in-person discussions in
the consult at ion process. (Sec. 207 (d).)

Amyl,/ m . The new wet ton 20S of the I itunigrat ton and NationalityAct requires the Attorney lieneraItoestablish a procedure for asylum.The Attorney General may grant asylum to an alien physically present
in the I'mted States, or at a land border or port of entry, irrespective
of the alien's immigration status. if the alien applies for asylum and
the Attorney general determines that the alien meets the definition
of refugee. (Me granted, asylum may be terminated if conditions inthe di', conntry of nation:day, or the country in which he last
habit wally change and the alien no longer meets the definition
of refugee. Spouses and (.1111(111.n itecompanying the alien, or follow-ing to join the Maui, may be granted asylum even if they would not
of herw Ise quail fy.

filluxt me lot of It,lhot. Section 209 of the Immigration and Na-tionality Act as amended by the Refugee Act contains provisions forthe adjustment of status of refugees acid asylees.
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After 1 year.- pliy,Ical pie:wore III i)I. 1 nttetl Stat. .1 1(11g4...(.-
mtatIlm :141111.-ft (I to that Of prrnaanent II.51.111II alien %clI11010
regard to oninei if al limitation-. The pet mationt iesident alien -Mtn,

etoactue to the t of the leftigi'eS entry into the I iiiti>I Stater.
Asylee- mas, appIN for adjit-ttitt.ot of at us to that of pet manent

resident abort after being pi e-"Itt in the United State- for at Ira -.t a
year after lust Big been granted asylum. Up to :000 refugee
adini,ton, may IN n-ed annuall% for the adjustment of -talus of
asy lee-. The fetnttled date of the adjii-tment of -.tat II, for the it,y lee
is 1 year pilot to the appro% al of the application.

Refligee, and a,tlee, seeking adju-tment of stain- ale exempted
front t he 'amp ekelli,lort prof enti log the United
States. There I, 11-4) pi (1% I-ion for the %.115(1 of other
exeeht tim

.1. /1011.202

Section 202 of the Refugee Act aniends -ection 211 of the Inintigia-
holt and Nationality Act I 1..s.C. 11,41 eketopting alien- admitted
a-, refugee, nutlet -.14110II 2117 of the art front being required to have

IIII-mplaa of other 410.11111.10 a, H411111111 by the Attltr-
110 (1(.11.111 11)1 ialtta III.r the 1.1116.11 ShateS 1111.11.1" fno,t cu
I'll III mfalle4.5.

Stiim, 51.1
Part (a) of ',VC{ )1111 ,3 of the Refugee .%et amends section 201 of

the Immigration and Nationality .%ct s (.S.('. 1151 ) to -et the an-
nual immigration ceiling at 711.0141. Visa- 1-11(91 darting the first
three-quarters of ant fi-ea I yea I mas not exceed i9 0(H)

Rep, al of the email:moll I Oro Part (h) of -vet ion 203
of the Refugee Aet amends section 202 of Immigration and Nation-
ality Act S 1".S.( 115 to con form with h t he repeal of t he conditional
entry. pm

Part (4 ) of - croon 203 of the Refugee Act amend, -4.ct ion 03 of
the Immigration and Nationalit% .%cf Is I .S.('. 1153) repealing the
conditional entry pro% ision. The amendment also increase., to .2f1 per-
c,ent, the proportion of l-a, t-rued 1001er -yet ion 23(a) (2) to spouses
Ind sons and daughter; of permanent resident

fart ((I) of section 203 of the Refugee Act pro% ides amendments
to certain ,ections of the Immigration and Nationality Act to conform
with the repeal of the conditional ens ry Astor

1,171thltnfifiny of ,Irportiltiw,. I >9 rt ) of section 203 of the Refugee
,let is new language for section 2 13(11) of the immigration and Na-tionality (4 F.S.( *. 153), relating to St it !Molding of deportation.
The Attorney (ienetal cannot (lejat any alien to a 00mity In which,
the alien's life or freedom st mild be threatened on account of race,religion. nationality membership in a particular social group 0r
political opinion. One exception 1-: a Nazi %%ar criminal as desctibed
In section 211( a ) 119) of t he net Other aliens excepted front the pro-vision are those (1) hate participated in the 1/1.1'stalIt ion of
of hers: have been convicted of a serions crime. therefore con-tit ;d-ing a danger to the Inited States; (3) hate 1.013 in I I 11.(1 3 Se 6011.; non-
political crime before eomiliF to the IToittql sotto,: (I) are a danger
to the security of the United States,

G 7
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Part ( f) of section 203 of the Refugee Act amends the AttorneyGenet al's 'mole authority set forth in section 212(d) (5) of the Ina -migration and Nationality Act. It limits the use of parole to bringrefugees into this country unless the Attorney General determinesthat a11ung reasons in the public interest'. require the use of theparole lather than admission of the alien as a refugee.Part (g) of section 203 of the Refugee Act amends section 5 ofPublic Law 95 412 (8 1-.S.('. 1182 note). It provides retroactive ad-justment of status for refugees not otherwise eligible who were paroledinto the I 'tlited States before April 1, 1980. Such adjustment of statuswould be pursuant to the terms of sections 203 (g) and (11) of theImmigration and Nationality Act which provides for the adjustmentof status of comfit Tonal entrants.
Pcrminy proebion..Part (h) of section 903 of the Refugee Actdeems any reference in law to the conditional entry provision (section2t5 ( a) ( 7) of the Immigration and Nationality Act before the enact-ment of the Refugee Act) in effect on April 1, 1980, to be a referenceto the conditional entry provision before that date and to section 207the admission of refugees) and section 908 (asylum) of the Immi-gration and Nationality Act as amended by the Refugee Act..1 /Pi nd with, to prorigionx of low relating to oditc..stment of status.Part, (i) of section 203 of the Refugee Act amends section 203(g) ofthe Immigration and Nationality Act (8 V.S.('. 1153(g)), relatingto the adjustment of status of conditional entrants. section 101(a) (3)of Public Law 95 -145. relating to the adjustment of status of Indo-chinese refugees, and the first section of Public Law 89-732, relatingto the adjustment of status for Cuban nationals "inspected, admittedor paroled- into the United Mates. In each ease. the amendment re-(hires fioni 2 years to 1 year the period required for the alien's, pres-rIlee in the Vnited States prior to inspection for adjustment of status.5. :4'1'f:two /204

Effeetiee (heel. Section 204 of the Refugee Act sets forth theetreetixe dates of t he at ions provisions of title II.Part (a) of section 204 states that with exceptions, tale 11 provi-sions take effect upon the enactment of the Refugee Act (March 17,1980).
Part (b) pros ides that refugee admissions provisions of section207(e) of the Immigration and Nationality Act as anwnded by theRefugee Act. as well as the repeal of the conditional entry provisionand its conforming amendments take effect April 1. 1980. The reduc-tion in the I .s. residency period required prior to adjustment ofst at 11- undo section 203(x) also takes effect this date.The limitation on the use of the parole authority to admit aliensmidei section 203( f) of the Refugee Act was to take effect 60 daysafter the enactment of the legislation.

Certain adjustments are made by section 204(b) for purposes oftransit ion, as fol lows :

-For fiscal year 1980, the "normal flow" number of admissionsis '25,000 with 2,500 of the annual admissions being made avail-able. for the adjustment of status of asylees.
The worldwide immigration ceiling for fiscal year 1980 is*280,000.
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Conditional entries or adjustment, of >tatn, under sect
203(a) (7) or 0(e) (7) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act between September 30, 1979, and April I, 1980, ale to be
counted against the allotments for the second immigrant pref-
erence categories, sections 203(a) (2) and 1112(e)17) respec-
tively..

Part (c) of section 211.1 state, that the repeal of section, 03 (g) and
(h) pros iding adjustment of status for conditional ent ant, does not
apply to those aliens who entered Under the conditional entry Prot i-
ston before April 1, 1980, or alien, paroled into the linteI States
before that date who arc eligible to have their status atlju-teti under
Public Law 95-412.

Aliens who established a registration date through entitlement to
conditional entry before April 1, 1980, are deemed entitled to refugee
status and accorded the same registration date previously established.

Conditional entrants and parolees who are seeking adjustment of
status are exempted from the exclusion provisions from which refu-
gees are exempted under the terms of the Refugee Act. There is also
provision for the waiver of other exclusions except a, specified.

Part (d) of section 204 requires the President to make any deter-
mination of excess numbers of refugee, adnu-sion, that may be neces-
sary for fiscal year 1980 within 45 days of the enactment of the Refu-
gee Act. The Attorney General is requIred to establish the as} lion
procedure no later than June 1,1980.

Part (e) of section 204 deems any reference in the legislation to the
Secretary of Education, the Secretary of Itr alai and !Inman Services
or the Department of Health and Human Ser% i.es reference to the
Secretary of Ilealt h. Education. and Welfare or to the Department Of
Health, Education and Welfare, respect is ely, prior to the enactment
of the Department of Education Organization Act.

riy/p M____Irnitpd states Coordinator for Pei ugee inairs end .1s-
sr:stance far P.7fertire Resettlement of Refugees in the 1. lilted
States

PIRT .s. a oOltDIN %OR volt ApAnts

I. Section 301
Part A, section 301 of the Refugee Act (It-ate, a 1'.5. Coordinator

for Refugee Affairs. and establishes the responsiliilities of the Aire.
This part is not an amendment to the Immigration and Nationality
Act.

The IT.S. Coordinator for Refugee Affairs, with the rank of Am-
bassador at Large, is appointed by the President with the advice and
consent of the Senate.

The Coordinator is directly responsihle to the President for:
--overall refugee policy;
--refugee budget strategy;
the presentation to Congress of refugee policy and the rela-

tionship of individual program budgets to that policy;
--advising the President and relevant Cabinet members on refu-

gee admissions and eesettlement questions as a function of over-
all refugee policy;
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under the direction of the Secretary of State, representing ornegotiating for the United States with foreign governments orinternational organizations regarding refugee matters;acting as the Federal liaison with States and local governmentsand voluntary agencies regarding U.S. refugee policy ;recommending to the President and Congress policies, objec-tives and priorities regarding refugee admissions and resettle-ments;
reviewing regulations, guidelines and related actions of Fed-eral agencies concerning refugee admissions and resettlement.

The Coordinator is required to consult with State and local govern-ments and private nonprofit voluntary agencies concerning sponsor-ship and the distribution or refugees in the United States. The Secre-
tary of Labor and the Secretary of Education are required to reportto the Coordinator on the efforts of their aepartments it, increase refu-gee access to the programs for which they are responsible.
PART ASSISTANCE FflR Erm-rivE RESETLEMENT OF REFUGEES IN Tilt'

UNITED STATES2. Sertiov 311
Title III, part of the. Refugee Act authorizes assistance for the re-settlement of re gees in the United States. Section 311 amends theImmigration and Nationality Act by adding a new title IV entitled"Miscellaneous and Refugee Assistance'. (sections 411-414).Office of Refugee ReRettlentent.Section 411 of the Immigrationand Nationality Act as amended by the Ittfugett Act, establishes anOffice of Refugee Resettlement within the Devartment of Health andHuman Services (11115). The Office is headed )y a Director, appointedby the Secretary of 11115. The function of the Office is to fund and ad-minister the resettlement programs authorized by title IV of the Im-migration and Nationality Act.
Section 412 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended bythe Refugee. Act, authorizes resettlement assistance.
Duties of the Director of the Office of Refugee Resettlement. Part(a) of section 412 requires the Director to provide resources for em-ployment training and placement; to provide refugees with Englishlanguage training: to insure that any cash assistance made availableto refugees not discourage their eeonomiesel f-sufficiency: and to insurethat women have opportunities equal to men to participate in trainingand instruction.
The Director, with the I.S. Coordinator, is required to consult withState. local and voluntary agencies regarding sponsorship and the dis-tribution of refugees in time United States.
The Director is periodically to assess the domestic resettlementneeds of refugees and allocate resources accordingly.
(rants and contracts may only be made upon appropriate applica-tion. Payments may be made in advance or by reimbursement. Ad-ministering officials are authorized to make loans, and accept gifts orgrants to carry out the purpose of the section. There is a nondiscrimi-nation provision regarding assistance and services funded under thesection.
State !WarmStates must submit plans as a condition for receivingassistance under the -e lion to include, certain elementsas described in
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the legislation. The States also. as a condition for receiving as,ist-
anee, rou,t meet certain standards. goals or priorities for refugee re-
sttlemnt developed by the hrector of the Ofli(*e of Refugee Resettle-
ment. States must report annually to the Director on the HSIS of re-
settlement assi,tance which the State i, responsible for administering.

The Se( retry of MIS the Secretary of State ( for initial re-
settlement grants) are required to develop a system to monitor assist-
anee provided under the legislation to include evaluations. financial
auditing and data col lection.

The Attorney General t, to provide the Director of the Office with
Information -upplied by refugee, to the course of their applieat ion for
adjustment of -.tants -o that it ran be summarized and es ;dilated.

Tla Secretary of IIIIS and. as appropriate. the Secretary of State
may 1,site regulations to carry out the resettlement assi,tance ogram,
authorized by the legislation.

For the purpose of the assistanee provision,. the term -refugee-
includes spouses and children accompant ing a refugee or following to
loin the refugee admitted under section .20i of the Immigration and
Nationality Art.

InitiuJ n t h -Part ( h) of section 41 authorizes the pro-
gram of initial e-ettirment. It 1, administered h the Secretors. of
State through fiscal sear 191 4(11(1 by the DtreetOr of the Offiee of
Refugee Resettlement thereafter. I 'alder the program. grant, are made
to and coat rig, ss oh public or nonprofit pm ate agencies for the initial
reception of refugee, owl t heir placement with sponsors.

The President t. te,pttred to ,t11(1% the of which agency is best
able to adnoni,tel the initial resettlement program and report to Con-
gre,, by March 1. 191. If the President determine, that the 011ice of
Refugee Re,ett lenient I, not the mist appropriate office to administer
the program. the Pie-olent luny designate -,011w other admou,tering
ogency.

Paul 1 b) 91,0 authorize, the secretary of 11115 to establish refugee
IWOre:,,111,1:1 renter- if inwe,,ary.

Part ( to require, t he Secretary of 1(115 to ass.ilie that refugee ". have
appropriate medical screening and care a, specified in the legislation.

S'pet 1)1'0.0'8.- hut ) of ,ect ion t 12 authorize, t he Director of
the (Wire of Refugee Resettlement to make grant, to or contract, with
public or nonprofit private agencies for -lawnyl iefngee projects as
follows:

---project,4 to promote econontie self-,ullicienev including job train-
ing. employment ,erviev,. day care. professional ref train-
ing and recertification: Engli,11 language training: .and
project, in area.; where specifie need, have been identified h
the Director of the ()Mee .1101 a, health serytre4, -14.'191 services.
or educat Iona I services.

foe f ,,qpe ;hi rr . Part (d) of section 412 authorizes
assistance for refugee children. The Director may fund projects to
provide special education ,ers ices to refugee 0111(11.1.n in elementary
and secondary school,. I'{ legislationion ids° authorize, the Director to
provide assistance for child welfare sers ices, including foster rare
maintenance payments and ,ervices, and health rare furnished the
refugee child for his first MI months in the United State,. If the child
is unaccompanied by a parent or chose relative. such services may he

C f
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prot 'tied until the child 1,18. or older if the Sta's plan under t itle IVI; (Intl 10 w ith dependent children) of the social Set in itAct -0 preset thes.
rothryomptotied ht7,/re/t. Part di r(quite, the Dire, tot 1') ar-range for the 1dacement of unaccompanied children accor(ding' to thelaws of the State, a, soon a, possible after they hate been areepred for

admission. ['rad such placement, the Director of tlw Mice of Reftwee
Resettlement i, legally responsible for the unaccompanied child and is
authorized to make pros ision for the ohild's immediate cam. The Di-
rector rims contract %% oh piddle on nonprofit pelt ate agencies to carry
out las iesponsibilitte, for unaccompanied children. lie inust maintain
a list of unaccompanied refugee children who entered the United
States after April 1. 197,). the names and last known location of their
parents, and the childen's cur rent location. status and progress.

Cash ttx I;V/tnirt'. Part (e) of section -112 authorizes tine
Dlrectn- of the (Mice of Refuge,- Resettlement to reimburse States,
public or nonprofit pnlvate agenele, for rash and medical assistance
provided a refugee for up to the first 3(1 month, after the refugee
entered the Inited States. rash assistance to nil employable refugee
is contingent upon the refugee', regrstation for and willingoess to
accept employment after the first )0 days of Ins or her residence in the
United States. The Director is required to detelop plan, to provide
Engli,11 language training and other appropriate service, for refugees
tel ra -h assistance.

If a refugee i, other wise eligible for aid to families with dependent
elolden (A FD('). medwaid, or supplemental seem it" income (S4I)
( including sans State supp)lmentay payments). reimbursement under
part (e) will only be for the non-Federal shale of the assistance.

Also. part Ii) mit hot the Dire( for to prim 1de Medical assistance
for needy refugee, who do not otherwise qualify for medicaid for up
to the first year after their rates into the United State,. Sueh assist
ance may be provided only if it would encourage economic self-suffi-
ciency, ease a burden to State and local government.. and if therefugee meet, income requirement, established by the Director.

h'cpfn-t/ to Congo . lertion 113 of the Inunigrat ton and Nation-
ality Net. as amended by the Refugee Art, requires the Sseeretar of
III ES to ,allanit certain report, to Congress.

Each year prior to January 31, the tieeretary, in con,oltation with
the U.S. Coordinator. must !quit to the Judiciary Committee. of the
Senate and House on resettlement assistance math ities during- the priorrisenl year beginning st ith fiscal year 1980. The report roust corttain
certain specific in formation as set forth in the legislation.

Station -113 also require, a report by the Secretary of 11115, in con-sultation %% nil the I".S. Coordinator, withit»i year after the enactment
of the Refugee .kit %%Inch analyzes the resettlement systems of other
countries and po,,4ible alternative reset t lenient assi lance strategies for
the United States.

Ardltnriztirt;mm Section 414 of the Immigration and NationalityAct, as anwnded by the Refugee Act, authorizes appropriations for
refugee resettlement assistance. For fiscal years 1980, 1981, and 1982,
"such sums as cony be nere,sary" are authorized for the purposes of:(1) initial resettlement grants and contracts (section 412(b) (1)) ;(2) temporary care of refugees in the United States in emergency
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situations including- processing centers (section 112(10(3)) ; nabdical
screening and care (section 412(10(4)) child N% el fare services includ-
ing assistance for unaceopanied children (section 412(d ) (2) ) ; and
cash and medical assistance to refugees (section 412(e) ). All other
activities are authorized $200 million annually for 3 .% ear- fiscal year
1980 throng!' fiscal year 1982.

,s'ertion .1/2
Part ( a) of section 312 of the Refugee Act amends the table of

contents of the Immigration and Nationalit Act to conform to the
changes made in title IV of t he Act.

Anululments to the 31 igmtion aml Refugee Assistanee
(b) of sedum 312 aniends the Migration and Refugee Assistance Act
of 1962 (22 U.S.('. 261)1) by striking its provisions which had author-
ized the Cuban refugee program and by providing nem language for
the authorization for contributions to International organizations for
assistance to refugees, and for assistance to refugees outside the United
States. The annual authorization for the I-.S. Emergeney Migration
and Refugee Assistance Funds is increased to $5 million from $25
million under the amendments.

Repeal of the bulochino .1 1 igcation and Refugee Assistance Art-
Part (c) of section 312 repeal, the Indochina Migration and Refugee
Assistance Act.

Section 1/;
Kfiertire dates.- -Section 313 of the Refugee Act establish , the cf-

feetive dates for the resettlement assistance provisions. Except as
otherwise provide(' the effect lye (late is fiscal year 1980.

The 3-year lonitatlon on cldd welfare seri-ices, cash and medical
assistamv takes effect April 1, 1981.

Phawalown of the (Titan refugee program. The phasedown of the
Cuban refugee program alithonzed by section 2(1)) of the Migration
and Refugee Assistance Act continues for those Cuban refugees re-
ceivig ass;stance prior to October 1, 1978, at the following phase-
down rates:
Fiscal year' Percent

1980 75
1981 60
1982 45
1983 25

The only except ion to the phasedown is t lett the Federal Government
will continue to pro% isle liti percent reimbarseent for the non-Fed-
eral costs aRsociated with supplemental security income payments for
Cuban refugees who were receiving this assistance as of September
30, 1978.

Resettlement plan.- -The requirement for States to submit resettle-
ent plans in ant wipation of receiving assistance under the legisla-

tion is first applicable to fiscal year 1981 assistance.

Title nrSocial Services for Certain Applicants foe Asylum
1. Section 401

Section 401 of the Refugee Act authorizes the Dire,ctor of the Office
of Refugee Resettlement to use funds appropriated for refugee assist-
ance under title III of the Refugee Act to reimburse State and local
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public a.gencies for expenses inclined as a resti!t of pros tiling set-vicesto applicants for asylum. Reimbursement is for the types of activitieswhich received retnibursenient unite!. the Cuban refugee program setforth in the Migration and Refugee Assktance Act. Assistance islimited to those aliens who applied for asylum. prior to November 1,1979, who have not been granted asvinin, and for whom a final orderof deportation or exclusion has not been issued.
Section 401 authorizes the Attorney General to issue work permitsto the applicants for asylum for which the assistance is authorized.

6)
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APPENDIX I.

PUBLIC LAW 96 -212 -MAR ri, 1980
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Public Law 96-212
96th Congress

An Act
To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to revise the procedures for theadmission of refugees, to amend the Migration and Refugee Assistance Act ofLod to establish a more uniform basis for the provision of assistance to refugees,aad for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled That this Act may becited as the "Refugee Act of 1980".

TITLE 1PURPOSE
SEC 101 (a) The Congress declares that it is the historic policy ofthe United States to respond to the urgent needs of persons subject topersecution in their homelands, incluaing, where appropriate,humanitarian assistance for their care and maintenance in asylumareas, efforts to promote opportunities for resettlement or voluntaryrepatriation, aid for necessary transportation and processing, admis-sion to this country of refugees of special humanitarian concern tothe United States, and transitional assistance to refugees in theUnited States. The Congress further declares that it is the policy ofthe United States to encourage all nations to provide assistance and

resettlement opportunities to refugees to the fullest extent possible.
(b) The objectives of this Act are to provide a permanent and

systematic procedure for the admission to this country of refugees ofspecial humanitarian concern to the United States, and to provide
comprehensive and uniform provisions for the effective resettlement
and absorption of those refugees who are admitted.

TITLE 11 ADMISSION OF REFUGEES

Sec. 201 (al Section 101(a) of the Immigration and Nationality ActU S C 1101(a)) is amended by adding after paragraph (41) thefollowing new paragraph:
"(42) The term 'refugee' means (A) any person who is outside anycountry of such person s nationalityor, in the case of a person havingno nationality, is outside any country in which such person Athabitually resided, and who is unable or unwilling to return to, and isunable or unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of,that country because of persecution or a well-founded fear of persecu-tion on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in aparticular social group, or political opinion, or (B) in such specialcircumstances as the President after appropriate consultation (asdefined in section 207(e) of this Act) may specify, any person who iswithin the country of such person's nationality or, in the case of aperson having no nationality, within the country in which such

person is habitually residing, and who is persecuted or who has awell-founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nation-ality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion.The term 'refugee does not include any person who ordered, incited,assisted, or otherwise participated in the persecution of any person on

7
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account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular
social group, or political opinion.".

(b) Chapter 1 of title II of such Act is amended by adding after
section 206(8 U.S.C. 1156) the following new sections:

"ANNUAL ADMISSION OF REFUGEES AND ADMISSION OF EMERGENCY
SITUATION REFUGEES

"Sze. 207. (a)(1) Except as provided in subsection (b), the number of
refugees who may be admitted under this section in fiscal year 1980,
1981, or 1982, may not exceed fifty thousand unless the President
determines, before the beginning of the fiscal year and after appropri-
ate consultation (as defined in subsection (e)), that admission of a
specific number of refugees in excess of such number is justified by
humanitarian concerns or is otherwise in the national interest.

"(2) Except as provided in subsection (b), the number of refugees
who may be admitted under this section in any fiscal year after fiscal
year 1982 shall be such number as the President determines, before
the beginning of the fiscal year and after appropriate consultation, is
justified by humanitarian concerns or is otherwise in the national
interest.

"(3) Admissions under this subsection shall be allocated among
refugees of special humaritarian concern to the United States in
accordance with a determination made by the President after appro-
priate consultation

lb) If the ramclent determines, after appropriate consultation,
that (1) an unforeseen emergency refugee situation exists, (2) the
admission of certain refugees in response to the emergency refugee
situation is justified by grave humanitarian concerns or is otherwise
in the national interest, and (3) the admission to the United States of
these refugees cannot be accomplished under suheection (a), the
President may fix a number of refugees to be admitted to the United
States during the succeeding period (not to exceed twelve months) in
response to the emergency refugee situation and such admissions
shall be allocated among refugees of special humanitarian concern to
the United States in accordance with a determination made by the
President after the appropriate consultation provided under this
subsection.

"(c)(1) Subject to the numerical limitations established pursuant to
subsections (a) and (b), the Attorney General may, in the Attorney
General's discretion and pursuant to such reguiations as the Attor-
ney General may prescribe, admit any refugee who is not firmly
resettled in any foreign country, is determined to be of special
humanitarian concern to the United States, and is admissible (except
as otherwide provided under paragraph (3)) as an immigrant under
this Act.

"(2) A spouse or child (as defined in section 101(bX1) (A), (B), (C), (D),
or (E)) of any refugee who qualifies for admission under paragraph (1)
shall, if not otherwise entitled to admission under paragraph (1) and
if not a person described in the second sentence of section 101(aX42),
be entitled to the same admission status as such refugee if accompa-
nying, or following to join, such refugee and if the spouse or child is
admissible (except as otherwise provided under paragraph (3)) as an
immigrant under this Act. Upon the spouse's or child's admission to
the United States, such admission shall be charged against the
numerical limitation established in accordance with the appropriate
subsection under which the refugee's admission is charged.

Entry
numerical
limitations
s LS(' 11;-7

Emergency
conditions

Attorney
General's
authority

Spouse or child.
admission
status
X US(' 1101
Ante p 102



The provisions of paragraphs (14), (13), (20), (21), (25), and (32) of
section 2121a) shall not be applicable to any alien seeking admission
to the United States under this subsection, and the Attorney General
may waive any other provision of such section (other than paragraph
(27). 291, or (33) and other than so much ofparagraph (23) as relates to
trafficking in narcotics) with respect to such an alien for humanitar-
ian purposes, to assure family unity, or when it is otherwise in the
public interest Any such waiver by the Attorney General shall be in
writing and shall be granted only on an individua/ basis following aninvestigation The Attorney G -r..1 shall provide for the annualreport ow s 'hs surner of waivers granted under this
paragrapn in the previous fiscal year and a summary of the reasons
fur granting such waivers

"(4) The refugee status of any alien (and ofthe spouse or child of the
_Wen, may be terminated by the Attorney General pursuant to such

,silations as the Attorney General may prescribe if the Attorney
General determines that the alien was not in fact a refugee within
the meaning of section 101(a )(42) at the time of the alien's admission.

1) Before the start of each fiscal year the President shall report
to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives
and of the Senate regarding the foreseeable number of refugees whowill be in need of resettlement during the fiscal year and the
anticipated allocation of refugee admissions during the fiscal year
The President shall provide for periodic discussions between desig-
nated representatives of the President and members of such commit-fig -, regarding changes in the worldwide refugee situation, the
progress of refugee admissions, and the passible need foradjustmentsin the allocation of admissions among refugees

2; As soon as possible after representatives of the President
initiate appropriate consultation with respect to the number of
refugee admissions under subsection (a) or with respect to the
admission of refugees in response to an emergency refugee situation
under subsection ds), the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of
Representatives and of the Senate shall cause to have printed in the
Congressional Record the substance of such consultation

( A) Atter the President initiates appropriate consultation prior
to making a determination under subsection (a), a hearing to review
the proposed determination shall be held unless public disclosure of
the details of the proposal would jecparchze the lives or safety ofindividual...

(11( After the President initiates appropriate consultation prior to
making a determination, under subsection (b), that the number of
refugee admissions should be increased because of an unforeseen
emergency refugee situation, to the extent that time and the natureof the emergency refugee situation permit, a hearing to review the
proposal to increase refugee admissions shall be held unless public
disclosure of the details of the proposal would jeopardize the lives orsafety of individuals

"le) For purposes of this section, the term 'appropriate consulta-
tion' means, with respect to the admission of refugees and allocationof refugee edmissions, discussions in person by designated
Cahmet-level representatives of the President with members of the
Committees on the Judiciary of the Senate and of the House of
Representatives to review the refugee situation or emergency refugee
situation, to project the extent of possiblo participation of the United
States therein, to discuss the reasons for believing that the proposed
admission of refugees is justified by humanitarian concerns or grave

i al
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humanitarian concerns or is otherwise in the national interest, and
to provide such members with the following information:

"(1) A description of the nature of the refugee situation.
"(2) A description of the number and allocation of the refugees

to be admitted and an analysis of conditions within the countries
from which they came.

"(3) A description of the proposed plans for their movement
and resettlement and the estimated coat of their movement and
resettlement.

"(4) An analysis of the anticipated social, economic, and
demographic impact of their admission to the United States.

"(5) A description of the extent to which other countries will
admit and assist in the resettlement of such refugees.

"(6) An analysis of the impact of the participation of the United
States in the resettlement of such refugees on the foreign policy
interests of the United States.

"17) Such additional information as may be appropriate or
requested by such members.

To the extent possible, information described in this subsection shall
be provided at least two weeks in advance of discussions in person by
designated representatives of the President with such members.

"ASYLUM PROCEDURE

"Sec. 208. (a) The Attorney General 'hall establish a procedure C.-
an alien physically present in the United States or at a land border or
port of entry, irrespective of such alien's status, to apply for asylum,
and the alien may be granted asylum in the discretion of the
Attorney General if the Attorney General determines that such alien
is a refugee within the meaning of section 101(aX42XA).

"(b) Asylum granted under subsection (a) may be terminated if the
Attorney General, pursuant to such regulations as the Attorney
General may prescribe, determines that the alien is no longer a
refugee within the meaning of section 101(aX42XA) owing to a change
in circumstances in the alien's country of nationality or, in the case of
an alien having no nationality, in the country in which the alien last
habitually resided.

"(c) A spouse or child (as defined in section 101(bX1) (A), (B), (C),
or IE n of an alien who is granted asylum under subsection (a)may, if
not otherwise eligible for asylum under such subsection, be granted
the same status as the alien if accompanying, or following to join,
such alien.

"ADJUSTMENT or STATUS or REFUGEES

"SEC. 209 (a)(1) Any alien who has been admitted to the United
States under section 207

"(A) whose admission has not been terminated by the Attorney
General pursuant to such regulations as the Attorney General
may prescribe,

"(13) who has been physically present in the United States for
at least one year, and

"(C) who has not acquired permanent resident status,
shall, at the end of Itch year period, return or be returned to the
custody of the Service for inspection and examination for admission
to the United States as an immigrant in accordance with the
provisions of sections 235, 236. and
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"121 Any alien who is found upon inspection and examination by an
immigration officer pursuant to paragraph (1) or after a hearing
before a special inquiry officer to be admissible (except as otherwise
provided under subsection (c)) as an immigrant under this Act at the
time of the alien's inspection and examination shall, notwithstanding
any numerical limitation specified in this Act, be regarded as
lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent residence as ofthe date of such alien's arrival into the United States.

"(b) Not more than five thousand of the refugee admissions author-
ized under section 207(a) in any fiscal year may be made available by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney General's discretion andunder such regulations as the Attorney General may prescribe, toadjust to the status of an alien lawfully admitted for permanent
residence the status of any alien grantedasylum who

"(II applies for such adjustment,
"(2) has been physically present in the United States for at

least one year after being granted asylum,
*1:31 continues to be a refugee within the meaning of section

101(aX42)(A) or a spouse or child of such a refugee,
"(4) is not firmly resettled in any foreign country, and
"(Si is admissible (except as otherwise provided under subsec-

tion (c)) as an immigrant under this Act at the time of examina-
tion for adjustment of such alien.

Upon approval of an application under this subsection, the AttorneyGeneral shall establish a record of the alien's admission for lawful
permanent residence as of the date one year before the date of theapproval of the application.

"(e) The provisions of paragraphs (14), (15), (20), (21), (25), and (32) of
section 212(a) shall not be applicable to any alien seeking adjustment
of status under this section, and the Attorney General may waive anyother provision of such section (other than paragraph (2?), (29), or (33)and other than so much of paragraph (23) as 'elates to trafficking innarcotics) with respect to such an alien for humanitarian purposes, to
assure family unity, or when it is otherwise in the public interest ".

(c) The table of contents of such Act is amended by inserting after
the item relating to section 206 the following new items:
See 207 Annual admission of refugees and admission of emergency situation refu-gee,

"Sec 2014 Asylum procedure
!WC 209 Adjus.ient of status of refugees."

Sec 202. Section 211 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8U SC 1181)isamended
( I) by inserting "and subsection (c)" in subsection (a) after

"Except as provided in subsection (b)"; and
(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(c) The provisions of subsection (a) shall not apply to an alienwhom the Attorney General admits to the United States under
section 207 "

Sec. '203. (a) Subsection (a) of section 201 of the Immigration andNationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1151) is amended to read as follows.
"(a) Exclusive of special immigrants defined in section 101(a)(27),

immediate relatives specified in subsection (b) of this section, and
aliens who are admitted or granted asylum under section 207 or 208,the number of aliens born in any foreign state or dependent area who
may be issued immigrant visas or who may otherwise acquire thestatus of at, alien lawfully admitted tone United States for perma-
nent residence, F hall not in any of the first threequarters of any fiscal

t/
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year exceed a total of seventy-two thousand and shall not in any fib-al
year exceed two hundred and seventy thousand.".

(b) Section 202 of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1152) is amended
(1) by striking out "and the number of conditional entries" in

subsection (a);
(2) by striking out "(8)" in subsection (a) and inserting in lieu

thereof "(7)";
(3) by striking out "or conditional entries" and "and condi-

tional entries" in subsection (e);
(4) by striking out "20 per centum" in subsection (eX2) and

inserting in lieu thereof "26 per centum";
(5) by striking out paragraph (7) of subsection (e);
(6) by striking out "(7)" in paragraph (8) of subsection (e) and

inserting in lieu thereof "(6)"; and
(7) by redesignating paragraph (8) of subsection (e) as para-

graph (7).
(c) Section 203 of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1153) is amended

(1) by striking out "or their conditional entry authorized, as the
case may be," in subsection (a);

(2) by striking out "20 per centum" in subsection (aX2) and
inserting in lieu thereof "26 per centum";

(3) by striking out paragraph (7) of subsection (a);
(4) by striking out "and less the number of conditional entries

and visas available pursuant to paragraph (7)" in subsection
(aX$);

(5) by striking out "or to conditional entry under paragraphs
( D through (8)" in subsection (aX9) and inserting in lieu thereof
"under paragraphs (1) through (7)";

(6) by redesignating paragraphs (8) and (9) of subsection (a) as
paragraphs (7) and (8), respectively;

(7) by striking out "(7Y in subsection (d) and inserting in lieu
thereof "(6) "; and

(8) by striking out subsections (f), (g), and (h)
'd) Sections 212(aX14), 212(aX32), and 244(d) of such Act (8 U.S.C.

1182(aX14), 1182(aX32), 1254(d)) are each amended by striking out
'section 203(aX8Y' and inserting in lieu thereof "section 203(aX7)".

(e) Subsection (h) of section 243 of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1253) is
amended to read as follows:

"(hX1) The Attorney General shall not deport or return any alien
(other than an alien described in section 241(aX19)) to a country if the
Attorney General determines that such alien's life or freedom would
be threatened in such country on account of race, religion, national-
ity, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion.

"(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to any alien if the Attorney
General determines that

"(A) the alien ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise partici-
pated in the persecution of any person on account of race,
religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or
political opinion;

"(B) the alien, having been convicted by a final judgment of a
particularly serious crime, constitutes a danger to the com-
munity of the United States;

"(C) there are serious reasons for considering that the alien has
committed a serious nonpolitical crime outside the United States
prior to the arrival of the alien in the United States; or

"(D) there are reasonable grounds for regarding the alien as a
danger to the security of the United States.".

(f) Section 212(dX5) of such Act (8 U.S.C. 11132(dX5)) is amended

Deportation
$ US(' 1.:51
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(1) by inserting "(A)" after "(5)";
(2) by inserting " except as provided in subparagraph (B),"

after "Attorney General may"; and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new

sehPerelirePh:
"OD The Attorney General may not parole into the UnitedStates an

alien who is a refugee unless the Attorney General determines that
compelling reasons in the public interest withrespect to that particu-
lar alien require that the ellen be paroled into the United States
rather than be admitted m a refugee under section 207.".

(g) Section 5 of Public Law 95-412 (8 U.S.C. 1182 note) is amended
by striking out "September 30, 1980" and inserting in lieu thereof"April 1, 1M".

Ch) Any reference in any law (other than the Immigration and
Nationality Act or this Act) in effect on April 1, 1983;- to section
203(aX7) of the Immigration and Nationality Act shall be deemed tobe a reference to such section as in effect before such date and to
sections 207 and 208 of the Immigration and NationalityAct.

(i) Section 203(g) of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1158(e), section 101(aX3) ofPublic Law 95-145, and the first section of Public Law 89-732 areeach amended by striking out "two years" and inserting in lieuthereof "one year".
Sec. 204. (a) Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c), this title

and the amendments made by this title shall take effect on the date of
the enactment of this Act, and shall apply to fiscal years beginning
with the fiscal year beginning October 1, 1979.

(bX1XA) Section 207(c) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (es
added by section 201(b) of this Act) and the amendments made by
subsections (b), (c). and (d) of section 203 of this Act shall take effect onApril 1, 1980.

(B) The amendments made by section 203(f) shall apply to aliens
=1into the United States on or after the sixtieth day after theof the enactment of this Act

(C) The amendments made by section 203(1) shall take effect
immediately before April 1,1980.

(2) Notwithstanding sections 207(a) and 209(b) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (as added by section 201(b) of this Act), the flEY
thousand and five thousand numerical limitations specified in suchrespective sections shall, for fiscal year 1980, be equal to 25,000 and
2,500, respectively.

1980(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for fiscal year

(A) the fiscal year numerical limitation specified in section201(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act shall be equal to
280,000, and

(B) for the purpose of determining the number of immigrant
visas and adjustments of status wluch may be toads available
under sections 203(aX2) and 202(eX2) ofmob :Li, the granting of
a conditional entry or adjustment of status under section
203(a)f0 or 202(eX7) of such Act after September 80, 1979, and
before April 1,1900 shall be considered to be the granting of an

t visa under section 208(02) or 202(eX2), respectively,of Act during such period.
(cXl) The repeal of subsections (g) and (h) of section 203 of the

Immigration and Nationality Act, made by section 203(cX8) of this
title, shall not apply with respect to any individual who before April 1,
1980, was granted a conditional entry under section 203(aX7) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act (and under section 202(eX7) of such
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Act, if applicable), as in effect immediately before such date, and it
shall not awly to any alien paroled into the United States before
April 112. , 1990, who is eligible for the benefits of section 5 of Public Law
95-4

(2) An alien who, before April 1, 1980, established a date of
registration at an immigration office in foreign country on the basis
of entitlement to a conditional entrant status under section 203(aX7)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act (as in effect before such date),
shall be deemed to be entitled to refugee status under section 207 of
such Act (as added by section 201(b) of this title) and shall be accorded
the date of registration previously established by that alien. Nothing
in this paragraph shall be construed to preclude the acquisition by
such an alien of a preference status under section 203(a) of such Act.

(3) The provisions of paragraphs (14), (15), (20), (21), (25), and (32) of
section 212(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act shall not be
applicable to any alien who has entered the United States before
April 1, 1980, pursuant to section 203(aX7) of such Act or who has
been paroled as a refugee into the United States under section
212(dX5) of such Act, and who is seeking adjustment of status, and the
Attorney General may waive any other provision of section 212(a) of
such Act (other than paragraph (27), (29), or (33) and other than so
much of paragraph (23) as relates to trafficking in narcotics) with
respect to such an alien for humanitarian purposes, to assure family
unity, or when it is otherwise in the public interest.

(d)(1) Notwithstanding section 207(a) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (as added by section 201(b) of this title), the President
may make the deter ..ination described in the first sentence of such
section not later than forty-five days after the date of the enactment
of this Act for fiscal year 1980.

(2) The Attorney General shall establish the asylum procedure
referred to in section 208(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(as added by section 201(b) of this title) not later than June 1, 1980.

(e) A,.; reference in this Act or in chapter 2 of title IV of the
Immigration and Nationality Act to the Secretary of Education or the
Secretary of Health and Human Services or to the Department of
Health and Human Services shall be deemed, before the effective
date of the Department of Education Organization Act, to be a
reference to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfareor to the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, respectively.

TITLE IIIUNITED STATES COORDINATOR FOR REFUGEE
AFFAIRS AND ASSISTANCE FOR EFFECTIVE RESETTLE-
MENT OF REFUCEFS IN THE UNITED STATES

Parr A UNnzD STATes COORDINATOS role Rrruosr AFFAIRS

Sac. 301. (a) The President shall appoint, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, a United States Coordinator for Refugee
Affairs (hereinafter in this part referred to as the "Coordinator").
The Coordinator shall have the rank of Ambassador-at-Large.

(b) The Coordinator shall be responsible to the President for
(1) the development of overall United States refugee admission

and resettlement policy;
(2) the coordination of all United States domestic and interna-

tional refugee admission and resettlement programs in a manner
that Enures that policy objectives are met in a timely fashion;

(3) the design of an overall budget strategy to provide
individual agencies with policy guidance on refugee matters in
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the preparation of their budget requests, and to provide the
Office of Management and Budget with an ovkview of all
refugee-related budget requests;

(4) the presentation to the Census of the Administration'soverall refugee policy and the relationshipof individual agency
refugee budgets to that overall policy;

(5) advising the President. Secretary of State, Attorney
General, and the Secretary of Health andHuman Services on the
relationship of overall Unital States refugee policy to the admis-
sion of refugees to, and the resettlement of refugees in, theUnited States;

(6) under the direction of the Secretary of State, representation
and negotiation on behalf of the United States with foreign
governments and international organizations in discussions onrefugee matters end, when appropriate, submitting refugee
issues for inclusion in other international negotiations;

(7) development of an effective and responsive liaison between
the Federal Government and voluntaryorganization., Governors
and mayors, and others involved in refugee relief and resettle-
ment work to reflect overall United States Government policy;Recommends (8) making recommendations to the President and to thetoms to
Congress with respect to policies for, objectivesof, and establish-

( ongresw ment of priorities for, Federal functions relating to refugee
Prentdrat and

admission and resettlement in the United Stater and

ria, and urea of Federal departments and agencies applica-ble
e-the regulations, guidelines, requirements, crit

ble to the performance of functions relating to refugee admission
and resettlement in the United States.

con.utt.,tmn (cX1) In the conduct of the Coordinator's duties, the Coordinator
shall consult regularly with States, localities, and private nonprofit
voluntary agencies concerning the sponicirship proms and the in-
tended distribution of refugees.

Reports to (2) The Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Education shalltundinntor
provide die Coordinator with regular reports describing the efforts of
their respective departments to lacteale refugee access to programs
within their jurisdiction, and the Coordinator shall include informa-
tion on such programs in reports submitted under section 413(aXl) ofNg/ p > 1 the Immigration and Nationality Act.

PART 8AROVITANCII FOR EVITICTIVI RIGIILTTIJNIIINT or Rzrucess nN
TIM UNIT= STATICS

Sac. 311. (a) Title IV of the Immigration and Nationality Act isamended
(1) by striking out the title heading and inserting in lieuthereof the following:

"TITLE IVMISCELLANEOUS AND REFUGEE ASSISTANCE

"CHAPTIIR 1 1419CILLANEOU8"; and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new chapter:

7o
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"Name 2Rxruosz ANIIITANCE

"orrice OF II/HUGRII RIBRITUCHINT

"Sac. 411. (a) There is established, within the 9epartment of
Health and Human Services, an office to be known ac the Office of
Refuges Resettlement (hereinafter in this chapter referred to as the
'Office'). The head of the Office shall be Director (herein. after in this

referred
and Human Services (hereinafter in this chapter referred

eferred to as the 'Director', to be appointed by the Secretary
chapter

to as the 'Secretary').
"(b) The function of the Office and its Director is to fund and

administer (directly or through arrangements with other Federal
agencies), in consultation with and under the general policy guidance
of the United States Coordinator for Affairs (hereinafter in
this chapter referred to as the roordina ), Programa of the Federal
Government under this chapter.

"AUTHORIZATION Vol PROGRAMS FOR DOIHISTIC 111181THAMINT OF AND
ARBINTANCE 10 WWI=

"Sac. 412. (a) CONDMONS AND Coreameawnores.(1) In providing
assistance under this section, the Director shall, to the extent of
available appropriations, (A) make available sufficient resources for
employment training and placement in order to achieve economic
se -sufficiency among refugees as quickly as possible, (13) provide
refugees with the opportunity to acquire sufficient English language
training to enable them to become effectively resettled as quickly as

(C) insure that cash assistance is made available to refugees
in such manner as not to discourage their economic self-sufficiency,
in accordance with subsection (eX2), and (D) insure that women have
the same opportunities as men to participate in training and
instruction.

"(2) The Director, together with the Coordinator, shall consult
retllarly with State and local governments and private nonprofit

tary agencies concerning the sponsorship process and the
intended distribution of refugees among the States and localities.

"(3) In the prov on of domestic assistance under this section, the
Director seal make periodic armament, based on refugee popula-
tion and other relevant factors, of the relative needs of refugees for
assistance and services under this chapter and the resources availa-
ble to meet such needs. In allocating resources, the Director shall
avoid duplication of services and provide for maximum coordination
between agencies providing related services.

"(4) No grant or contract may be awarded under this section unless
an to proposal and application (including description of
the agency's ability to perform the services specified in the proposal)
are submitted to, and approved by, the appropriate administering
official. Grants and contracts under this section shall be made to
those agencies which the appropriate administering official deter-
mines can best perform the services. Payments may be made for
activities authorised under this chapter in advance or by way of
reimbursement. In carrying out this section, the Director, the Secre-
tary of State, and any such other appropriate administering official
are authorised

"(A) to make loans, and
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"(B) to accept and use money, funds, property, and services of
any kind made available by gift, devise, bequest, grant, orotherwise for the purpose of out this section.

"(5) Assistance and services under this section shall be
provided to refuges without regard to race, religion, nationality, sex,or political opinion.

"(6) As a condition for receiving assistance under this section, aState must
"( A) submit to the Directora plan which provides

"(1) a description of how the State intends to encourage
effective refugee resettlement and to promote economic self -
sufficiency as quickly as possible,

"Ili) a description of how the State will insure that lan-guage training anti employment services are made available
to refugees receiving cash assistance,

"(iii) for the designation ofan individual, employed by theState, who will be responsible for insuring coordination of
public and private resources in refugee resettlement,

"tiv) for the care and supervision of and legal responsi-
bility for unaccompanied refugee children in the State, and

"(v) for the identification of refugees who at the time of
resettlement in the State are determined to have medical
conditions requiring, or medical histories indicating a needfor, treatment or observation and such monitoring of such
treatment or observation as may be necessary;

"113) meet standards, goals, and priorities, developed by theDirector, which assure the effective resettlement of refugees andwhich promote their economic self-sufficiency as quickly as
possible and the efficient provision ofservices; and

"iC) submit to the Director, within a reasonable period of timeafter the end of each fiscal year, a report on the uses of funds
provided under this chapter which the State is responsible foradministering

"(7, The Secretary, together with the Secretary of State with
respect to assistance provided by the Secretary of State undersubsection (b), shall develop a system of monitoring the assistance
provided under this section. This system shall include

"(A) evaluations of the effectiveness of the programs funded
under this section and the performance of States, grantees, andcontractors;

"(B) financial auditing and other appropriate monitoring todetect any fraud, abuse, or mismanagement in the operation ofsuch programs; and
"tC) data collection on the services provided and the resultsachieved.

"(8) The Attorney General shall provide the Director with informa-
tion supplied by refugees in conjunction with their applications to theAttorney General for adjustment of status, and the Director shall
compile, summarize, and evaluate such information.

"(9) The Secretary and the Secretary of State may issue suchregulations as each deems appropriate to carry out this chapter.
"(10) For purposes of this chapter, the term 'ref, gee' includes anyalien described in section 207(c)(2).
"(b) PROGRAM or IrrmAl, RISLITLZMENT.(IXA) Fur

"(i) fiscal years 1980 and 1981, the Secretary of State isauthorized, and
(ii) fiscal year 1982 and succeeding fiscal years, the Director

(except as provided in subparagraph (B)) is authorized,

t - 1 - -
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to make grants to, and contracts with, public or private nonprofit
for initial resettlement (including initial reception and
t with eponyms) of refugee* in the United States. Grants to,

at contract* with, private nonprofit voluntary agencies under this
paragraph shall be made consistent with the objectives of this
chapter, taking into account the different resettlement approaches
and practices of such agencies. Resettlement assistance under this

ph shall be provided in coordination with the Director's
of other assistance under this chapter. The Secretary of

to and the Director shall jointly monitor the assistance provided
during fiscal year 1980 and 1981 under this paragraph.

"(B) The President shall provide for a study of which agency is best
able to administer the program under this paragraph and shall
report, not later than March 1, 1981, to the Congress on such study. If
the President determines after such study that the Director should
not administer the program under this paragraph, the authority of
the Director under the first sentence o sf ubpar gr ph (A) shall be
exercised by such officer as the President shall from time to time
specify.

"(2) The Director is authorized to develop programs for such
orientation, irtruction in English, and job training for refugees, and
such other education and training of refugees, as facilitates their
resettlement in the United States. The Director is authorized to
implement such programs, in accordance with the provisions of this
section, with respect to refugees in the United States. The Secretary
of State is authorized to implement such programs with respect to
refugees awaiting entry into the United States.

"(3) The Secretary is authorized, in consultation with the Coordina-
tor, to make arrangements (including cooperative arrangements with
other Federal agencies) for the temporary care of refugees in the
United States in emergency circumstances, including the establish-
ment of processing centers, if necessary, without regard to such
provisicns of law (other than the Renegotiation Act of 1951 and
section 414(b) of this chapter) regulating the making, performance,
amendment, or modification of contracts and the expenditure of
funds of the Unikl States Government as the Secretary may specify.

"(4) The Secretary, in consultation with the Coordinator, shall
"(A) assure that an adequate number of trained staff are

available at the location at which the refugees enter the United
States to assure that all necessary medical records are available
and in proper order,

"(B) provide for the identification of refugees who have been
determined to have medical conditions affecting the public
health and requiring treatment

"(C) amour., that State or local health officials at the reeettle-
ment destination within the United States of each refugee are
promptly notified of the refugee's arrival and provided with all
applicable medical records; and

"(D) provide for such monitoring of refugees identified under
subparagraph (B) as will insure that they receive appropriate

Land imely treatment.
The Secretary shall develop and implement methods for monitoring
and assessing the quality of medical screening and related health
services provided to refugees awaiting resettlement in the United
States

"(c) Pawner GRANTS AND CONTRACTS FOR SUVICIS FOR R1,11-
aris.The Director is authorized to make grants to, and enter into
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contracts wit)'. public or private nonprofit agencies for projectsspecifically designed
"(1) to assist refugees in obtaining the skills which are neces-sary for economic self-sufficiency, including project.; for jobtraining, employment services, day care, professional refresher

training, and other recertification services;
"(2) to prcvide training in English where necessary (regardlessof whether the refugees are employed or receiving cash or otherassistance); and
"(3) to provide where specific needs have been shown andrecognized by the Director, health (including mental health)

services, social services, educational and other services.
"(d) ASSISTANCI FOR RSTUGZE CHILDIREN.(1) The Director isauthorized to make grants, and enter into contracts, for payments for

project'i to provide special educational services (including Englishlanguage training) to refugee children in elementary and secondaryschools where a demonstrated need has been shown.
"(2)(A) The Director is authorized to provide assistance, reimburse-

ment to States, and grants to and contracts with public and private
nonprofit agencies, for the provision of child welfare services, inch...!mg foster care maintenance payments and services and health .are,furnished to any refugee child (except as provided in subparagraph(B)) during the thirty-six month period beginning with the firstmonth in which such refugee child is in the United Stated.

"(13Xi) In the case of a refugee child who is unaccompanied by aparent or other close adult relative (as defined by the Director), the
services descnbed in subpr.ragraph (A) may be furnished until themonth after the child attains eighteen years of age (or such higher
age as the State's child welfare service; plan ander part B of title IVof the Social Secunty Act prescribes for the availability of suchservices to any other child in that State;.

"(ii) The Director shall attempt to arrange for the placement underthe laws of the States of such unaccompanied refugee children, whohave been accepted for admission to the United States, before (or assoon as possible after) their arrival in the United States. During anyInterim period while such a child is in the United States or in transit
to the United States but before the child is so placed, the Directorshall assume legal responsibility (including financial responsibility)for the child. If necessary, and is authorized to make necessarydecisions to provide for the child's immediate care.

"(Ili) In carrying out the Director's responsibilities under clause (ii),the Director is authorized to enter into contracts with appropriatepublic or private nonprofit agencies under .3;:cli conditions as theDirector determines tf be appropriate.
"(iv) The Director shall prepare and maintain a list of (1) all such

unaccompanied children who have entered the United States afterApril 1. 1975, (II) the names and last known residences of their
parents (If living) at the time of arrival, and (III) the children's
location, status, and progress.

"(e) CASH ASSISTANCE AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO RZFUOIES.(l)The Director is authorized to provide assistance, reimbursement toStates, and grants to, and contracts with, public or private nonprofit
agencies for up to 100 per centum ofthe cash assistance r id medicalassistance provided to any refugee duringthe thirty-six month periodbeginning with the first month in which such refugee has entered theUnited States and for the identifiable and reasonable inistrativecosts of providing this assistance.
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"(2) Cash assistance provided under this subsection to an employ-
able refugee is conditioned, except for good cause shown

"(A) on the refugee's registration with an appropriate agency
providing employment services described in subsection (cX1), or,
if there is no such agency available, with an appropriate State or
local employment service; and

"(B) on the refugee's acceptance of appropriate offers of
employment;

except that subparagraph (A) does not apply during the first sixty
days after the date of the refugee's entry.

"(3) The Director shall develop plans to provide English training
and other appropriate services and training to refugees receiving
cash assistance.

"(4) If a refugee is eligible for aid or assistance under a State plan
approved under part A of title N or under title XIX of the Social
Security Act, or for supplemental security income benefits (including
State supplementary payments) under the program established
under title XVI of that Act, funds authorized under this subsection
shall only be used for the nonFederal share of such aid or assistance,
or for such supplementary payments, with respect to cash and
medical assistance provided with respect to such refugee under this
Paragraph-

"(5) The Director is authorized to allow for the provision of medical
assistance under paragraph

(I)
to any refugee, during the one-year

period after entry, who does not q for assistance under a State
plan approved under title XIX of theocial Security Act on account
of any resources or income requirement of such plan, but only if the
Director determines that

"(A) this will (i) encourag economic self-sufficiency, or (ii)
avoid a eireificant burden on State and local governments; and

"(B; the refugee meets such alternative financial resources and
income requirements as the Director shall establish.

"CONGUISIONAL IMPORTS

"Sac. 413. (aX1) The Secretary, in consultation with the Coordina-
tor, shall submit a activities under this chapter to the
Committees on the J of the House of Representatives and of
the Senate not later than January 31 following the end of each
fiscal year, beginning with fiscal year 1980.

"(2) Each such report shall contain
"(A) an updated profile of the employment and labor force

statistics for refugees who have entered under this Act since May
1975, as eit. as a description of the extent to which refugees
received the forms of assistance or services under this chapter
during that period;

"(B) a description of the geographic location of refugees;
"(C) a summary of the results of the monitoring and evaluation

conducted under section 412(aX7) during the period for which the
report is submitted;

"(D) a description of (i) the activities, expenditures, and policies
of the Office under this chapter and of the activities of States,
voluntary and sponsors, and (ii) the Director's plans for
improvement of gee resettlement;

"(E) evaluations of the eztent to which (i) the services provided
under this chapter are muting refugees in achieving economic
self-sufficiency, achieving ability in English, and achieving
en.oloyment commensurate with their skills and abilities, and

English training

Aid under State
plan

42 USC 601,
1396

42 USC 1361

Medical
assistance
provision

42 USC 1396

6 USC 1523
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(ii) any fraud, abuse, or mismanagement has been reported in the
provisions of services or assistance;

"(F) a description of any assistance provided by the Director
pursuant to section 412(eX5);

"(0) summary of the location and status of unaccompanied
refugee children admitted to the United States; and

"(H) a summary of the information compiled and evaluation
made under section 412(aX8).

"(b) The Secretary, in consultation with the Coordinator, shall
conduct and report to Congress, not later than one year after the dateof the enactment of this chapter, an analysis of

"(1) resettlement systems used by other countries and the
applicability of such systems to the United States;

'(2) the desirability of using a system other than the current
welfare system for the provision of cash assistame, medical
assistance, or both, to refugees; and

"(3) alternative resettlement strategies.

"AUTHORIZATION OP APPHOPHIJTIONS

"Sac. 414. (a)(1) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for
fiscal year 1980 and for each of the two succeeding fiscal years, suchsums as may be necessary for the purpose of providing initial
resettlement assistance, cash and medical assistance, and child
welfare services under subsections (bX1), (bX3), (bX4), (dX2), and (e) ofsection 412.

"(2) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for fiscal year
1980 and for each of the two succeeding fiscal years $200,000,000, forthe purpose of ng out the provisions (other than those described
in paragraph (I)) of this chapter.

"(brfhe authority to enter into contracts under this chapter shall
be effective for any fiscal year only to such extent or in at..h amounts
is are provided in advance in appropriation Acts. ".

Sac. 312. (a) The table of contents of the Immigrationand National-ity Act is amended
(1) by striking out the item relating to title N and inserting inlieu thereof the following:

'Tres W-Me CIILIAN1DUI AND Rsruana Amzerancs

"CHAPTER 1-111SCILLAMP011e;

and
(2) by adding at the end the following new items:

"mums sservos ismsrasca
"Sec. 411 Office of Refugee Reeettletnent.
"Sec 412 Authorisation for programs for domestic resettlement of and 'instance torefuges..
"Sec. 411 Coogremional
"Sec 414. Authorisation of approprietione.".

(1)X1) Subsection (b) of section 2 of the Migration and Refugee
Assistance Act of 1962 (22 U.S.C. 2601) is amended by striking out
paragraphs (1) through (6) and inserting in lieu thereofthe foil.. wing:

11) for contributions tc the activities of the United Nations
High Commitsiorar for Refu gia.. for assistance to refugees under
his mandate or persons on behalf of whom he Is exercising his
good offices, and for contributions to E a Intergovernmental
Committee for European Migration, the International Commit-
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tee of the Red Cross, and to other relevant International organi-
zations, and

"(2) for assistance to or on behalf of refugees who are outside
the United States designated by the President (by class, group, or
designation of their respective countries of origin or areas of
residence) when the President determines that such assistance
will contribute to the foreign policy interests of the United
States,. ".

(2) Subsection (cX2) of such section is amended by striking out
"$25,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$50,000,000".

(c) The Indochina Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1975
(Public Law 94-23) is repealed.

Sec. 313. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this section, the
amendments made by Dart shall apply to fiscal years beginning
on or after October 1, 'J79

(b) Subject to subsection (c , the limitations contained in sections
412(dX2XA) and 4121eX1) of the Immigration and Nationality Act on
the duration of the period f.m. which child welfare services and cash
and medical assistance may be provided to particular refugees shall
not apply to such services and assistance provided before April 1,
1981.

(c) Notw'thstanding section 412(eX1) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act and in heu of any assistance which may otherwise be
provided under such section with respect to Cuban refugees who
entered the United States and were receiving assistance unCer
section 2(b) of the Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962
before October I, 1978, the Director of the Office of Refugee Resettle-
ment is authorize"

( 1) to provide reimbursement
(A) in fiscal year 1980, for 75 percent,
18) in fiscal year 1981, for 60 percent,
(C) in livid year 1982, for 45 percent, and
(D) in ;iscal year 1983, for 25 percent,

of the non-Federal costs of providing cash and medical assistance
(other than assistance described in paragraph (2)) to such refu-
gees, and

(2) to provide reimbursement in any fiscal year for 100 percent
of the nonFederal costs associated with such Cuban refugees
with respect to whom supplemental security income payments
were being ',Rid as of September 30, 1978, under title XVI of the
Social Security Act.

(d) The requirements of section 412(aX6X A) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act shall apply to assuitance furnished under chapter 2 of
title IV of such Act after October 1, 1980, or such earlier date as the
Director of the Office of Refugee Resettlement may establish.

TM.'" IVSOCIAL SERVICES FOR CERTAIN APPLICANTS
FOR ASYLUM

Sec. 401. (a) The Director of the Office of Refugee Resettlement is
authorized to use funds appropriated under paragraphs (1) and (2) of
section 414(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act to reimburse
State and local public agencies for expenses which those agencies
incurred, st any time, in provithag aliens described in subsection (c)
of this section with social services of the types for which reimburse-
ments were made with respect to refugees under paragraphs (3)
through (6) of section 2(b) of the Migration and Refugee Assistance
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Act of 1962 (as in effect prior to the enactment of this Act) or under
any other Federal law.

(b) The Attorney General is authorized to grant to an alien
described in subsection (c) of this section permission to engage in
employment in the United States and to provide to that alien an
"employment authorized" endorsement or other appropriate work
permit.

(c) This section applies with respect to any alien in the United
States (1) who has applied before November 1,1979, for asylum in the
United States, (2) who has not been granted asylum, and (3) with
respect to whom a final, nonappealable, and legally enforceable order
of deportation or exclusion has not been entered.

Approved March 17, 1950
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APPENDIX II

CONFERENCE REPORT AND ANAtr'..IS OF THE REFUGEE ACT CF

Mr. Kennedy.

Mr. President, as the chief sponsor of 5. 643, The Refugee

Act of 1960, and as one of the Conferees on the bill, I want to

express my strong support to the Senate for this Conference Report.

This report combines the best features of both the Senate and

House versions of this bill. As reported, I believe 5. 643 repre-

sents the single most significant reform of our Nation's immigration

statute in IS years since the major amendments in 1965.

This Act gives statutory meaning to our national commitment

to human rights and humanitarian roncerns which are not now

reflected in our immigration law. It reforms our law governing

the admission and resettlement of refugees a fundamental human

rights issue.

This legislation will also insure greater equity in our treat-

ment of all refugees. It will rationalize and write into the

statute how we respond to refugee emergencies. And it will make

OUT law conform to the United Nations Convention and Protocol

Relat to the Status of Refugees, which we signed in 1969.

President, over the years America has responded generously

to 'ieeds of the homeless. We have a proud record of accomplish-

ment in offering a helping hand to refugees. This Act -- which has

the strong support of the voluntary agencies and church groups, as

well as many other organizations and groups will help us to do

this job better, and to resettle. refugees more humanely with greater

planning and at reduced costs.
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For too long our Nation's policy and programs for refugees

have been worked out on an ad hoc basis, without any overall

statutory authority or programatic guidelines. Recognizing this

need for national refugee policy, I initiated consultations in

late 1978 with the Executive Branch and the voluntary agencies and

others concerned over refugee reform, in an effort to develop a

consensus over what needed to be done.

Using the text of an earlier refugee bill I had introduced,

I wrote on September 11, 1978 to the Secretary of State, the Attorney

General, the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, and to the

Chairman of the American Council of Voluntary Agencies' Committee

on Migration and Refugees, the following letter.

*** I believe there is an urgent need for the United

States to begin to take the steps necessary to establish a

long range refugee policy -- a policy which will treat all

refugees fairly and assist all refugees equally. Such a

national refugee policy is now clearly lacking, and there

is too little coordination between the various branches of

Government involved with refugee programs, and with the

voluntary resettlement agencies.

Given the Senate calendar, there probably will not

be the opportunity to act this year on S. 2751, aSth

Congress7, or on refugee legislation generally. However,

it is my firm intention early in the next session of
9

Congress to pursue in an orderly and thoughtful way the

growing probl,ms our country faces in meeting the resettle-

ment needs of refugees around the world. With this goal inam
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mind, I would like to begin now to work with you and

others in the Executive Branch to shape proposals that

will help lay the basis for early legislative action on

a national refugee policy.

The refugees of tomorrow, like the refugees of today,

will continue to look to the United States for safe haven

and resettlement opportunities -- and our Goverment w.11

continue to be called upon to help. Yet all agre..

present law and practice is inadequate, and that the piece-

meal approach of our Government in reacting to individual

refugee crises as they occur is no longer tolerable. We

must learn from our recent experience with the Indochinese

refugee program, and explore new methods for meeting the

growing demands for refugee resettlement in the United States.

I believe the provisions of my bill, S. 2751, go long

way in helping to establish a national policy of welcome to

refugees. However, this basic reform of the immigration

law deals with only half the problem the admission of

refugees to the United States. We must also consider the

problems involved in their resettlement in communities

across our land, and what the Federal responsibility is

to help in that resettlement process.

Working closely with the House Judiciary Committee, this

began a process of consultations between the Congress and the

Executive Branch that led to the introduction of S. 643 and to

the Conference Report we have before us today.



Mr. President, with this background on the evolution of

this bill, and as a Conferee qn it, I would like to comment,

for the Record, on several specific provisions of this important

legislation, and on the reforms of current law and practice it

will change.

Definition of a Refugee

First, Mr. President, one of the most important achievements

of this Act is the change in the definition of a refugee. It

repeals the cold war definition of a refugee, which has been in

the law since 1952. The new definition makes our law conform to

the United Hatious Convention and Protocol Relating to the Status

of Refugees, and provides as well for "displaced persons" within

their own country. This is to provide for situations such as

Saigon in 1975, where refugees of special humanitarian concern

to the United States were directly evacuated from their country.

In addition, it is the clear legislative history behind this

bill, as expressed in both the House and Senate reports on it,

that the definition in the Act also applies to people in detention

who may be permitted to leave their country if accepted by other

governments -- such as the "state of siege" detainees in Argentina

or the Cuban prisoner release program in Havana today.

Admission of Refugee:

For the first time in nearly three decades, Mr. President,

this legislation establishes realistic provisions governing the

admission of refugees -- both "normal flow" refugees and those

admitted under emergency situations. Until fiscal year 1983

the normal flow will be 50,000. But this number can be increased
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by the President prior to the beginning of the fiscal year follow-

ing consultations with Congress. Contrary to current law, the

_consultation process is now specifically outlined in the statute,

ending the current parole process which is merely governed by

custom and practice.

During an emergency situation, the President may also admit

additional refugees following consultations with Congress.

Admission Status of Refugees

S. 643 as it passed the Senate would have ended years of

admitting refugees as -conditional entrants" or "parolees,"

and treat all refugees as we treat all other Immigrants b, admitting

then as permanent resident aliens. However, the Conferees concluded

a one-year "conditional entry" status as a "refugee" would be useful

until the new system and procedures unuer the new Act were fully

implemented.

Bence, the Conferees compromised on the House version and

established a new "refugee" admission status -- different from

either the present "conditional entry" or "parolee" status. This

new status will end after only one year -- rather than two years

after which the refugee can adjust to permanent resident status.

This one year "refugee" status would also be counted towards the

five-year period required for naturalization.

More importantly, the provisions of S. 643 will not require

an officer of the Immigration and Naturalization Service to process

all "refugee" applications. Poth consular officers in the United

States Embassies overseas, as well as officers of the Immigration

and Naturalization Service, are authorized to process refugee
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applications. It would be my strong view that arrangements

between the Attorney General and Secretary of State should be

immediately concluded to carry out this provision, so as to avoid

unnecessary duplication of work between INS and Depainsent of

State personnel such as in Bangkok, Thailand today, where

Embassy officials now complete al- the interviewing and screening

of Indochinese refuge applicants, but INS officers must nonethe-

less fly in, on expensive temporary duty, to simply bless the

exhaustive paperwork and processing already done by Department

of State personnel. There is no need for INS personnel to duplicate

or second guess what consular officers have done.

Also, in individual refugee cases, in the many areas of the

world where no INS offices are located, it only makes sense to

permit consular officers to process refugee applications.

Asylum Provisions

For the first time, Mr. President, this Act establishes a

clearly defined asylum provision in United States immigration law.

It provides that up to SADO of the "normal flow" numbers can be

used to grant asylum to persons within the United States, or to

persons reaching our shores, who can claim to be refegees. This

provision also conforms to our international treaty obligations

under the United Nations Convention Ind Protocol Relating to the

Status of Refugees.

It is the intention of the Conferees that the Attorney General

should immediately create a uniform procedure for the treatment of

asylum claims filed in the United States or at our ports of entry.
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Present regulations and procedures now used by the Immigration

Service simply do not conform to either the spirit or to the new

provisions of this Act.

Also, relative to the suspension of deportation, under

Section 243(h) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, it is the

intention of the Conferees that the new provisions of this Act

shall be implemented consistent with the relevant provisions of

the United Nations Convention and Protocol.

Regarding the application of Section 245(c) on asylum cla:ms,

it is the intention of the Conferees that Section 245(c), on its

face, only applies to adjustments of status under that section

alone and not under the new provisions added by this Act.

Thus, refugees. such as some Ethiopians who have come to my

attention in Boston, who have been granted asylum in the United

States but who have been unable to adjust their st tus under

Section 203(a)(7) in current law, because of the limitations of

Section 14S(c), can now apply for adjustment of status under the

new Section 209(b) of this Act. This is also intended to apply

to those granted asylum before the enactment of this Act.

Limitation on Parole

The Conferees agreed to write into the new law the clear

legislative intent of both Houses that the parole authority in

Section 212(d)(S) should no longer be used to admit groups of

refugees -- since the new provisions of this Act should provide

ample flexibility and authority in dealing with foreseen or

unforeseen refugel situations.

(I
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However, Section 212(d)(S) of theI 8 N Act remains intact,

and while the Conferees accepted the limitation in the House bill

we clearly recognize that they do not limit the Attorney General's

parole authority to admit individuals or groups of aliens who are

not deemed to be refugees under the terms of this Act.

It is also the clear intention of the Conferees that existing

parole programs will continue until the consultation process under

this Act is completed, and that such parole programs as the Western

Hemisphere Parole Program should go forward until reviewed by

Congress under the provisions cf this legislation.

Domestic Resettlement Assistance

Mr. President, a crucial part of this Act is Title III, which

authorizes federal assistance in support of resettling refugees

in the United States. Because the admission of refugees is outside

our normal immigration procedures rnd is the result of a national

policy decision, obviously the federal government has direct

responsibility to assist State and local communities in resettling

such refugees -- assisting them until they are self-supporting and

contributing members of their adopted communities.

The issue before the Conferees was how long should this

federal responsibility be reasonably extended. In adopting the

compromise language in the Conference Report on Title III reimburse-

ments, the Conferees were mindful of the deep concern of many State

and local agencies that federal assistance must be long enough to

41 assure that local communities will not be taxed for programs they

did not initiate. Yet, the Conferees were also concerned that we

must not have an open-ended authorization.
p
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As the bill was originally submitted by the Administration,

there was a two-year limitation on most resettlement programs

authorized in Title III. Both Committees, in considering the

bill, felt that this two-year limitation across the board was

too restrictive, and was inadequate to meet the resettlement needs

of refugees. In the Senate we amended the bill to lift all

limitations on social service and training programs and on special

projects. And on the floor we provided for a one year transition

period, and then a two-year limitation only on the reimbursement

for cash and medical payments. The House bill had a two-year

transition period, and thereafter a four-year limitation.

The Conferees compromised on a IS year transition -- since

we are so far into the current fiscal year and a three-year

limitation on federal reimbursements after that date to all

refugees. I believe this compromise, and the other authorities

in Title III which have no time limitation, more than adequately

fulfills the federal responsibility in helping to resettle refugees.

Tais Act also authorises $200 million annually for discretionary

grants and contracts for special projects, programs, and services

for refugees. It is the intent of the Conferees that the term

"public and private nonprofit agencies" who shall be eligible to

receive and program these funds include: "State and local govern-

ment agencies, private voluntary agencies, post-secondary educa-

tional institutions, as well as other qualified private nonprofit

agencies."
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U.S. Coordinator for Refugee Affairs and

Office of Refugee Resettlement in H.E.W.

Recognising that the administrative structure in the Executive

Branch has been inadequate to fully support the refugee resettle-

ment effort, both Congress and the Executive Branch have moved

in recent months to strengthen governmental structures in this

area. The Conferees, building upon these initiatives, took the

essential elements of the House version of the bill, which give

statutory authority to two offices recently created by the Presi-

dent or by administrative regulation.

The Act establishes a United States Coordinate: for Refugee

Affairs, to be appointed by the President, with the advice and

consent of the Senate. The President has the discretionary

authority to place the Coordinator whereve. he fee's this office

is most appropriate over time. However, it is th: current view

of most of the Conf hat the President should move the

Coordinator to the Executive Office, co give the Coordinator

the government-wide authority the office needs.

The Conference substitute also establishes an Office of

Refugee Resettlement in the Department of Health and Hunan

Services. It 11 the intention of the Conf hat this

Office function "in consultation with and under the general

policy guidance of the U.S. Coordinator for Refugee Affairs."

Initial Resettlement Grants

In resolving the different approaches of the Senate and

House versions of the bill towards the administration of initial
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resettlement grants, the Conferees were very sensitive to the

concerns of the voluntary agencies, who carry the initial

responsibility in helping refugees resettle in the United States.

The Conferees share their view that the new legislation should

not freeze into the statute the arbitrary decision that H.B.M.

will administer these resettlement grants in two years, until

it has proven its ability to do so, and until it is clearly in

the Nest interest of the resettlement program. Therefore, the

Conferees require the President to undertake a study on which

agency and/or official in government is best able to administer

the iritial resettlement grants and to report to Congress no

later than March I, 1981 on his findings. If the President,

over the following fiscal year, decides that the Office of

Refugee Resettlement in H.E.R. should not administer these

grants, ho may determine by Presidential order where they should

be administered.

Concluding Comment

Mr. President, S. 643 deals with one of the oldest and most

important themes in our Nation's history -- welcoming homeless

refugees to our shores. It relates to our country's ability

to respond to the resettlement needs of refugees around the

world, which touches at the heart of America's foreign policy.

It reflects the humanitarian tradition of the American people.

For all these reasons and more, I strongly urge the adoption

of this Conference Report by the Senate.
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96TH Coma= I SENATE RzscusrId Session s No. 96-590

REFUGEE ACT OF 1980

Faaavaav 25, 1980.Ordered to be printed
Filed under authority of the order of the Senate of February 21

(legislative day January 3), 1880

Mr. KENNEDY, from the committee on conference.
submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
(To accompany 8. 6481

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendment of the House to the bill (S. 648) to amend
the Immigration and Nationality Act to revise the procedures for the
admission of refugees, to amend the Migration and Refugee Assistance
Act of 1962 to establish a more uniform basis for the provision of as-
sistancs to refugees, and for other purposes, having met, after full
and free conference, have agreed to recommend and do recommend to
their respective Houses as follows :

That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the House and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by th a House amend-
ment, insert the following :
That this Act may be cited as the "Refugee Act of 1980".

TITLE IPURPOSE
Ste. 101. (a) The Congress declares that it is the historic policy

of the United States to respond to the urgent needs of persons subject
to persecution in their homelands, including, inhere appropriate, hu-
manitarian assistance for their care and maintenance zn asylum areas,
efforts to promote opportunities for resettlement or voluntary repa-
triation, aid for necessary transportation and processing, admission to
this country of refugees of special humanitarian to the United
States, and transitional assistance to refugees in the United States.
The Congress further declares that it is the potiey of the UnitedStates
to encourage all nations to provide assistance and resettlement oppor-
tunities to refugees to the fullest etetent possible.

(b) The objective,. of this Act are to provide a permanent and sys-tematic
procedure for the admission to this country of refugees of

special humanitarian concern to the United States, and to provi

on
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comprehensive and uniform provisions for the effective resettlement
and absorption of those refugees who are admitted.

TITLE 11 ADMISSION OF REFUGEES

SAY'. 201. (a) Section 101(a) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)) is amended by adding after paragraph (41)
the following new paragraph:

(42) The term 'refugee' means (A) any person who is outside any
country of such person's nationality or, in the case of a person having
no nationality, is outside any country in which such person last habitu-
ally resided, and who is unable or unwilling to return to, and is unable
or unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of, that
country because of persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution
on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular
social group, or political opinion, or (B) in such special circumstances
as the President after appropriate consultation (as defined in section
207(e) of this Art) may specify, any person who is within the country
of such person's nationality or, in the case of a person having no
nationality, within the country in which such person is habitually
residing, and who is persecuted or who has a well - founded fear of per-
secution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a par-
ticular social group, or political opinion. The term 'refugee' does not
include any person who ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise par-
ticipated in the persecution of any person on account of race, religion !
nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion.".

(b) Chapter 1 of title II of such Act is amended by adding after
section 206 (8 U.S.C. 1156) the following new sections:

"ANNUAL ADMISSION OP REFUGEES AND ADMISSION OP ammo MCP
SITUATIOV REFUGEES

"SAY,. 207. (a) (1) Except as provided in subsection (b), the number
of refugees who may be admitted under this section in fiscal year 1980,
1981, or 1982, may not exceed fifty thousand unless the President de-
termines, before ihe beginning of the fiscal year and after ap
con* Potion (as defined in subsection (e)), that ad' scion of a specific
number of refugees in excess of such number is :notified by humani-
tarian concerns or is otherwise in the national interest.

"(2) Except as provided in subsection (b), Oa number of refugees
who may be admitted under this section in any fiscal year after fiscal
year 1982 shall be such number as the President determines, before the
beginning of the fiscal year and after appropriate consultation, is justi-
fied by humanitarian concerns or is otherwise in the national interest.

"(3) Admissions under this subsection shall be allocated among
refugees of special humanitarian concern to the United States in ac-
cordance with a determination made by the President after appropri-
ate consultation.

"(b) If the President determines, after appropriate consultation,
that (1) an unforeseen emergency refugee situation exists, (2) the
admission of certain refugees in response to the emergency refugee
situation is justified by grave humanitarian concerns or is otherwise
in the national interest, and (3) the admission to the United States of
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these ielugees canned be accomplished under subsection (a). the Presi-
dent ingy fir a number of refugees to be admitted to the United States
during the succeeding period (not to exceed tirelce months) hi re-
sponse to the emergency refugee situation and such adinissiams shall
be allocated among refugees of special humanitarian eoneern to the
United States in deco-re/Tare with a determination mode by the Presi-
dent after the appropriate consultation prorided under this subsection.

"(c) (1) Subject to the numerical limitations established pursuant
to subsections (a) and (b), the Attorney General may, in the Attorney
General's discretion and pursuant to such regulations as the Attorney
General may joy arribe.ad mit any refugee who is not firmly resettled in
any foreign country, ix determined to be of special humanitarian con-cern to the oiled states. -:nd is admissible (except as otherwise pro-
rifled under paragraph (:,)) ax an immigrant under this Act

"(2) A spouse or child (as defined in section 101(b)(1)(A). (B),
(C), (D), or (E)) of any refugee who qualifies for admission under
paragraph (1) shall, if not otherwise entitled to admission under para-graph (1) and if not a person described in the second sentence of sec-
tion 101(a) (42). he entitled to the same admission status as such
refugee if accompanying, or following to join, such refugee and if
the spouse or child is admissible (except as otherwise provided under
paragraph. (3)) as an immigrant antler this Act. Upon the spouse's
or child's admission to the United States, such admission slum! be
charged against the numerical limitation established in accordance
with the appropriate subsection under which the refugee's admission
is charged.

"(3) The provisions of paragraphs (14). (15), (10). (21), (25).
and (32) of section 212(a) shall not be applicable to any alien seeking
admission to the United States under this Aubsection, and the Atto ney
General may waive any other provision of such section (other than
paragraph (27), (2.9), or (33) and other than so much of paragraph
(23) as relates to trafficking in. narcotics) with respect to such an alien
for humanitarian purposes, to assure family unity, or when it is other-
wise in the public interest. Any such waiver by the Attorney General4
shall be in writing and shall be granted only on an individual basis
following an investigation. The Attorney General shall provide for the
annual repoitinf to Congress of the number of waivers granted underthis paragraph in the previous fiscal year and a summary of the reasonsfor granting such waivers.

"(4) The refugee status of any alien (and of the spouse or child ofthe alien) may be terminated by the Attorney General pursuant to
such regulations 04 the Attorney General may prescribe if the Attor-
ney General determines that the alien was not in fact a refugee within
the meaning of section 101 (a)(42) at the time of the alien's admission.

"(d1(1) Before the start of each fiscal year the President shall
report to the Committees on the Judiciary of the [louse of Repre-
sentatives and of t,ic Senate regarding the foreseeable number of
refugees who will h.' in need of resettlement during the fiscal year and
the anticipated animation of refugee admissions during the fiscal year.
The President shall provide for periodic discussions between desig-
nated representatives of the President and members of such commit-
tees regarding changes in the worldwide refugee sitrition.tlw progress

1u1
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:fil,:atfugee admissions, and the possible need for adjustments in the
son of admissions among refugees.

"(f) As soon as possible after representatives of the President
initsate appropriate consultation with respect to the number of refugee
admissions under subsection (a) or with respect to the admission of
refugees in response to an emergency refugee situation undersubsec-
tion (b) the Comdata on the Judiciary of the House of Representa-
tives and of the Senate shall cause to have printed in the Congressional
Record the substance of such consultation.

"(3) (A) After the President initiates appropriate consultation
prior to making a determination under subsection (a), a hearing to
review the proposed determination shall be held unless public dis-
closure of the details of the proposal would jeopardize the lives or
safety of individuals.

"(B) After the President initiates appropriate consultation prior
to making a determination, under subsection (6), that the number of
refugee admissions should be increased because of an unforeseen emer-
gency refugee situation, to the extent that time and the nature of the
emergency refugee situation permit, a hearing to review the proposal
to increase refugee admissions shall be held unless public disclosure of
the details of the proposal would jeopardize the lives or safety of
individuals.

"(e) For purposes of this section, the term 'appropriate consulta-
tion ' means, with. respect to the admission o refugees and allocation of
refugee admission., discussions in person designated Cabinet-level
representative; of the President with me ers of the Committees on
the Judiciary of the Senate and of the House of Representatives to
review the refugee situation or emergency refugee situation, to project
the extent of possible participation of the United States therein, to
dims.s the reasons for believing that the proposed admission of refu-
gees is justified by humanitarian concerns or grave humanitarian con-
cerns or is otherwise in the national interest, and to provide such mem-
bers with the following information:

"(I) A description of the nature of the refugee situation.
"(2) A description of the number and allocation of the refugees

to be admitted and an analysis of conditions within the countries
from which they came.

"(3) A description of the proposed plans for their movement
and resettlement and the estimated cost of their movement and
resettlement.

"(4) An analysis of the anticipated social, economic, and de-
mographic impact of their admission to the United States.

"(5) A description of the extent to which other countries will
admit and assist in the resettlement of such refugees.

"(81 An analysis of the impact of the participation of the
United States in the resettlement of such refugees on the foreign
policy interests of the United States.

"(7) Such additional information as may be appropriate or
requested by such members.

To the extent possible, information described in this subsection dual
be provided at least two weeks in advance of discussions in person by
designated representatives of the President with such members.

111',
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"ASYLUM PROCEDURE

"Sic. 208. (a) The Attorney General shall establish a procedure foran alien physically present in the United States or at a land border orport of entry, irrespective of such alien's status, to apply for asylum,and the alien may be granted asylum in the discretion of the AttorneyGeneral if the Attorney General determines that such alien is arefugee within the meaning of section 101(a) (42) (A).
"(b) Asylum, granted under subsection (a) may be terminated ifthe Attorney General, pursuant to such regulations as the AttorneyGeneral may prescribe, determines that the alien is no longer a refugeewithin the meaning of section 101(a) (42) (A) owing to a change incircumstances in the alien's country of nationality or, in the case ofan alien having no nationality, in the country in which the alien lasthabitually resided.
"(c) A spouse or child (as defined in section 101(b) (1) (A), (B),(0), (D), or (E)) of an alien who is granted asylum under subsec-

tion (a) may, if not otherwise eligible for asylum under such sub-section, be granted the same status as the alien if accompanying, orfollowing to join, such alien.

"ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS OF REFUGEES

"See. 209. (a) (1) Any alien who has been admitted to the UnitedStates under section 207
" (A ) whose admission has not been terminated by the Attorney

General pursuant to such regulations as the Attorney General may
rescrThe,
"(B) who has been physically present in the United States for

at least one year, and
"(C) who has not acquired permanent resident status,*hall, at the end of such year period, return or be returned to the

custody of the Serriee for inspection and examination for admission tothe United States as an immigrant in accordance with the provisionsofsections 936, 2$6, and L37.
"(2) Any alien who is found upon inspection and examination by

an immigration officer pursuant to paragraph (1) or after a hearingbefore a special inquiry officer to be admissible (except as otherwiseprovided under subsection (c)) as an immigrant under this Act at thetime of the alien's inspection and examination shall, notwithstanding
any numerical limitation specified in this Act, be regarded as lawfullyadmitted to the United States for permanent residence as of the date
of such alien's arrival into the United States.

"(b) Not more than five thousand of the refugee admissions author-
ised under section 207(a) in any fiscal year may be made available by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney (7enerata discretion and undersuch regulations as the Attorney General may prescribe, to adjust tothe statue of an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence thestatus of any alien granted asylum who

"(1) applies for such adjustment,
"(1) has been physically present in the United States for at

least one year after being granted asylum,
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"(3) continues to be a refugee within the meaning of section
101(a) (42) (A) or a spouse or child of such a refugee,

"(4) is not firmly resettled in any foreign country, and
"(5) is admissible (except as otherwise provided under subsec-

tion (c)) as an immigrant under this Act at the time of examina-
tion for adjustment of such alien.

Upon approval of an application under this subsection, the Attorney
General shell establish a record of the alien's admission for lawful
permanent residence as of the date one year before the date of the
approval of the application.

"(e) The provisions of paragraphs (14), (15), (20), (21), (25), send
(32) of section, 212(a) shall not he applicable to any alien seeking ad-
justment of status under this section, and the Attorney General may
waive any other provision of such section (other than paragraph (27),
(99), or (33) and other than so much of paragraph (23) as relates to
trafficking in narcotics) with respect to such an alien for humanitarian
purposes, to assure family unity, or when it is otherwise in the public
interest.".

(c) The table of contents of such Art is amended by inserting after
the item relating to section 206 the following new items:
"Sec. 207. Annual adtnission of refugees and admission of emergency situation

refugees.
"See. 208. Asylum procedure.
"Sec. 209. Adjustment of status of refugees.".

S at: . 202. Section 211 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8
U.S.C. 1181) is amended --

(1) by inserting "and subsection (e)" in subsection (a) after
"Exeept as provided in subsection (h) "; and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(e) The prorisions of subsection (a) shall not apply to an alien

whom, the Attorney General admits to the United States under section
937.99.

SFr. 203. (a) Subsection (a) of section 201 of the immigration and
.Volionalify :let (8 [...c.c. [151) is amended to read as follows:

"(a) Exeliesi e( of special immig.ants defined in section 101 (a) (27),
immediate relatives speeifed in subsection (h) of this section, and
aliens who are admitted or granted asylum under section 207 or 208,
the number of aliens born in any foreign state or dependent area who
maybe issued immigrant rises or who may otherwise acquire the status
of an alien lawfully admitted to the United States for perma-
nent residence. hall not in any of the first three quarters of any
peal year (veer', a total of serenty-two thousand and shall not in any
fiscal year e.reced two hundred and seventy thousand.".

(h) Section 209 of such .4 et (8 P .8 .0 . 1152) i8 amended
( 1) by striking out "and the number of condition( 2 'dries" in

subsection (a)
(2) by striking out "(R)" in subsection (a) and inserting in lieu

thereof "(7) ";
(3) by striking out "or conditional entries" and "and eondi-

tional entries" in subsection (e) ;
(4) by strikin out "20 per eentum" subsection (e) (2) and

inserting in lieu thereof "2/i per rentum";
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(5) by striking out paragraph (7) of subsection (e);
(6) by striking out "(7)" in paragraph (8) of subsection (e)

end inserting in lieu thereof "(6)"rand
giw

(7) by etignating paragraph (8) of subsection (e) as para-h (7).
(c) Section 203 of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1153) is amended

(1) by striking out "or their conditional entry authorized, asthe case may be." in subsection (a) ;
(2) by striking out "20 per eentum" in subsection (a) (2) and

inserting in lieu thereof "26 per centum";
(3) by striking out paragraph (7) of subsection (a);
(4) by striking out "and less the number of conditional entriesand rim available pursuant to paragraph (7)" in subsection

(a)(8);
(5) by striking out "or to conditional entry under paragraphs

(1) through (8) ' in subsection (a) (9) and inserting in lieu there-
of "under paragraphs (1) through (7)" ;

(6) by redesignating paragraphs (8) and (9) of subsection (a)
as paragraphs (7) and (8), respectively;

7) by striking out "(7)" in subsection (d) and inserting in lieuthereof "(6)"; and
(8) by aril-mg out subsections (f), (g), and (h).

(d) Sections 212(a)(14), 812(a) (32), and 244(d) of such Act (8
U.S.C. 1188(a) (14), 1188(a) (32), 1884(d)) are each amended by
striking out "section 2031a) (8)" and inserting in lieu thereof "section803(a) (7)".

(e) Subsection (h) of section op of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1253) is
amended to read as follows:

"(h) (1) The Attorney General shall not deport or return any alien
(other than an alien described in section 241(a) (19)) to a country ifthe Attorney General determines that such alien's life or freedom
would be threatened in such country on account of race, religion, na-
tionality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion.

"(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to any alien if thi. Attorney
General determines that

"(A) the alien ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise par-
ticipated in the persecution of any person on account of race,
religion, nationrlity, membership in a particular social group, or
political opinion:

"(8) the alien, haring been convicted by a final iudgment of a
particularly serious crime, constitutes a danger to the community
of the United States;

"(C) there are serious reasons for considering that the alien
has committed a serious nonpolitical crime outside the United
States prior to the arrival of the alien in the United States: or

"(1)) there are reasonable around* for regarding the alien as
a danger to the security of the United States.".

(f) Section 212(11)(5) of such Art (8 r.s.e. 1182(d) (5)) isamended
(1) by indoerting "(A)" after"(5)":
(2) by infiertinq ". e.reept as provided in subparagraph (B),"

after "Attorney General may": and
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(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-
paragraph:

"(B) The Attorney General may not parole into the United States
an alien who is a refugee unless the Attorney General determines that
compelling reasons in the public interest with respect to that particular
alien require that the alien be paroled into the United States rather
than be admitted as a refugee under section 207. ".

(g) Section 5 of Public Law 95-412 (8 L' .S.C. 1182 note) is amended
by striking out "September 30, 1980" and inserting in lieu thereof
"April 1, 1980".

(h) Any reference in any law (other than the Im.migration and
Nationality Act or this Act) in effect on April 1, 1980, to section 203
(a) (7) of the Immigration and Nationality Aot shall be deemed to
be a reference to such section as in. effect before such date and to sec-
tions 207 and 208 of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

(i) Section 20,1(g) of such Act (8 IT.S.C. 1153(g)), section 101(a)
(3) of Public Law 95-145, and the first secam of Public Law 89-732
are each amended by striking out "two years" and inserting in leiu
thereof "one year".

Sic. 204. (a) Except as provided in subeections (b) and (c), this
title and the amendments made by this title shall take effect on the
date of the enactment of this Act, and shall apply to fiscal years be-
ginning with the fiscal year beginning October 1,1979.

(b) (1) (A) Section 207 (e) of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(as added by section 201(b) of this Act) and the amendments made
by subseetions (b), (c), and (d) of section 203 of this Act shall take
effect on April 1,1980.

(B) 7'he amendments made by section 203(f) shall apply to aliens
paroled into the United States on or after the sixtieth day after the
date of the enactment of this Act.

(C) The amendments made by section 203(i) shall take effect im-
mediately be fore April 1, 1980.

(2) Notwithstanding sections 207(a) and 209(b) of the Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act (as added by section 201(b) of this Act),
the fifty thousand and five thousand numerical limitations specified
in such respective sections shall, for fiscal year 1980, be equal to 25,000
and 2,500, respectively.

(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for fiscal year
1980

(A) the fiscal year numerical limitation spe:'ified in section
201(a) of the Immigration. and Nationality Act shall be equal to
280,000, and

(B) for the purpose of determining the number of immigrant
visas and adjustments of Stabis which may be made available
under sections 203(a) (2) and 202(e) (2) of such Act, the grant-
ing of a conditional entry or adjustment of status under section
203(a) (7) or 202(e) (7) of such Act after September 30, 1979,
and before April 1, 1980, shall be consulered to be the granting
of an immigrant visa under section 203(a)(2) or 202(e)(2), re-
spectively, of such Act during such period.

(c)(1) The repeal of subsections (g) and (h) of section 203 of
the Immigration and Nationality Act, made by section. 203(c) (8) of
this title, shall not apply with respect to any individual who before
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April 1, 1980, was granted a conditional entry under section 203(a)
(7) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (and under section 203
(e) (7) of such Act, if applicable), as in effect immediately before
such date, and it shall not apply to any alien paroled into the United
States before April 1, 1980, who is eligible for the benefits of section
5 of Public Law 95-412.

(2) An alien who, before April 1, 1980, established a date of regis-
tration at an immigration office in a foreign country on the basis
of entitlement to a conditional entrant status under section 203(a)
(7) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (as in effect before
such date), shall be deemed to be entitled to refugee status under
section e07 of such Act (as added by section 201(h) V this title) and
shall be accorded the date of registration previously established by
that aolien. Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to preclude
the acquisition by such an alien of a preference status under section 203
(a) of such Act.

(3) The provisions of paragraphs (14), (15), (20), (21), (25). and
(32) of section 212(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act shall
not be applicable to any alien who has entered the United States be fore
April 1, 1980, pursuant to section 203(a) (7) of such Act or who has
been paroled as a refugee into the United States under section 212(d)
(.) of such Act, and who is seeking adjustment of status, and the
Attorney Gerrral may waive any other provision of section 212(a)
of such Act (other than paragraph (27), (29), or (33) and other than
so much of paragraph (23) as relat.,s to trafficking in narcotics) with
respect to such an alien for humanitarian purposes, to assure family
unity, or when it is otherwise in the public interest.

(d) (1) Notwithstanding section 207(a) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (as added by section 201(b) of this title), the Presi-
dent may make the determination described in the first sentence of
such section not later than forty-Pe days after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act for fiscal year 1980.

(2) The Attorney General shall establish the asylum procedure re-
ferred to in section 208(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(as addea by section 201(b) of this title) not later than June 1, 1980.

(e) Any reference in this Act or in chapter 2 of title IV of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act to the Secretary of Edue(lion or the
Serraary of Health and Human Services or to the Department of
Health and Human Services shall be deemed, before the effective date
of the Department of Education Organization Act, to be a reference
to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare or to the Depart-
ment of Health. Education, and Welfare respectively.

TITLE IIIUNITED STATES COORDINATOR FOR REFU-
GEE AFFAIRS AND ASSISTANCE FOR EFFECTIVE RE-
SETTLEMENT OF REFUGEES IN THE UNITED STATES

PART ATINtrrn Srirrs COORDINATOR FOR RFFITIIFF AFFAIRS

Sic. 301. (a) The President sle.777 annoint, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, a United States Coordinator for Refugee
Affairs (hereinafter in this part referred to as the "Coordinator").
The Coordinator shall have the rank of Ambassador-at-Large.

1 "
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(b) The Coordinator shall be responsible to the President for
(1) the development of overall United States refugee admission

and resettlement policy;
(2) the coordination of all United States domestic and inter-

national refugee admission and resettlement programs it a man-
ner that assures that policy objectives are met in a timely fashion;

(3) the design of an overall budget strategy to provide individ-
ual agencies with policy guidance on refugee matters in the_prep-
oration of their budget requests, and to provide the Office of
Management and Budget with an overview of all refugee-related
budget requests;

(4) the presentation to the Congress of the Administration's
overall refugee policy and the relationship of individual agency
refugee budgets to that overall policy;

(5) advising the President, Secretary of State, Attorney Gen-
eral, and the Secretary of Health- and Human Services on the
relationship of overall United States refugee policy to the admis-
sion of refugees to, and the resettlement of refugees in, the United
States;

(6) under the direction of the secretary of State, representa-
tion and negotiation on behalf of the United States with foreign
governments and international organizations in discussions on
refugee issues for inclusion in other international negotiations;

(7) development of an effective and responsive liaison between
the Federal Government and voluntary organizations, Governors
and mayors, and others inrolved in refugee relief and resettlement
work to reflect overall United States Government policy;

(8) making recommendations to the President and to the Con-
gress with respect to policies for, objectives of, and establishment
of priorities for, Federal functions relating to refugee admission
and resettlement in the United States; and

(9) reviewing the verdations, guidelines, requirements, cri-
teria, and procedures of Federal departments and agencies ap-
plicable to the performance of functions relating to refugee ad-
mission and resettlement in the United States.

(e) (1) In the conduct of the Coordinator's duties, the Coordinator
shall consult regularly with States, localities, and private non-
profit voluntary agencies concerning the sponsorship process and the
intended distribution of refugees.

(2) The Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Education shall
provide the Coordinator with regular reports describing the efforts of
their respective departments to increase refugee access to programs
within their jurisdiction, and the Coordinator shall include informa-
tion on such programs in reports submitted under section 413(a) (1)
of Or Immigration and Nationality Act.

PART BASSIST AINCR FOR Evert I. A. RESETTLEMENT Or Rrstforrs IN
THE UNITED STATES

See. 311. (a) Title IV of the Immigration and Natiaiality Act is
amended

(1) by striking out the title heading and inserting in lieu there-
of the following:
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-TITLE IVMISCELLANEOUS AND REFUGEE
ASSISTANCE

"CHAPTER 1MISCELLANEOUS j and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new chapter:

"CHAPTER 2REFUGEE ASSISTANCE

"OFFICE OF REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT

"Sic. 411. (a) There is established, within the Department at
Health and Human Services, an. office to be known as the Office of
Refugee Resettlement (hereinafter in this chapter referred to as the
'Office'). The head of the Office shall be a Director (hereinafter in this
chapter referred to as the 'Director'), to be appointed by the Secretary
of Health and Human Services (hereinafter in this chapter referred to
as the 'Secretary').

"(b) The function of the Office and its Director is to fund and
administer (directly or through arrangements with other Federal
agencies), in consultation with and under the general policy guidance
of the United States Coordinator for Refugee Affairs (hereinafter in
this chapter referred to as the 'Coordinator'), programs of the Federal
Government under this chapter.

"AUTHORIZATION FOR PROGRAMS FOR DOMESTIC RESETTLEMENT OF AND
ASSISTANCE TO REFUGEE'S

"SEC. 412.17) CONDITIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS.(1) In providing
assistance r this section, the Director shall, to the extent of avail-
able appropriations, (A) make available sufficient resources for ern-

nt training and placement in order to achieve economic se/-
among refugees as quickly as possible, (B) provide refugees

with the opportunity to acquire sufficient English language training
to enable them to become effectively resettled as quickly as possible,
(C) insure that cash assistance is made available to refugees in such
a manner as not to discourage their economic self -fruffici, y, in accord-
ance with subsection (e) (2), and (D) in' re that women have the
same opportunities as men to participate in training and instruction.

"(2) The Director, together with the Coordinator, aka consult
regularly with State isnd local governments and private nonprofit vol-
untary agencies concerning the sponsorship process and the intended
distribution of refugees among the States and localities.

"(3) In the provision of domestic assistant- under this section,
the Director shall make a periodic assessment, basedon refugee popula-
tion. and other relevant factors, of the relative needs of refugees for
assistance and services under this chapter and the resources available
to meet such needs. In allocating resources, the Director shall avoid
duplication of services and provide for maximum coordination be-
tween agencies providing related services.

"(4) No grant or contract may be awarded under this section unless
an appropriate proposal and application (including a description of
the agency's ability to perform the services specified in the proposal)
are submitted to, and approved by, the approiniate administering offl-

1 90
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riot. Grants and contmetx and r this ,s, Ilion shall he made to thew
off, ncies which the a ppropriot, administering official determines cam
best p, rform the xercices. Pa you Os way he made for activities au-
thorized and, e this chapter io ad ram e nr by way of reimbars0 nu nt.
In carrying oat this section, the /,hector, the S, rr, tory of State, and
any such other appropriate administering official an' authorized

(.1) to make loan.s.awl
"(II) to ,:wept and use money, f unds, property, and serrices of

any kind mad, orailable by gift, fb rho., &gm NI, grant. or other-
far the purpose of weryiag out this section.

-(i) .1sxixtam I and sec funded unit r this section shall be pro-
vided to refugees without regard to race, religion, nationality, sex, or
dolitieal opinion.

-(6) Ax a condition for wee; ring axxistanee wider this section, a
State must

"(A) submit to the Direetor a plan which prorides
"(i) a description of how the State intends to encourage

effentire refugee reseitlement and to promote economic xdf-
sufficiency as quickly as possible,

"(ii) a description of how the Stole will insure that tan-
r(ge twining and employment services are made available
to refugees row; ri no cash assist nee,

"(iii) for the designation of an individual, employed by
the State, who responsible for insuring coordina-
tion of pbblic and 'who'll' iesouree4 in refugee resettlement,

"(iv) for the rare and supervision of and legal responsi-
bility for omicron' ponied refugee children in the State, and

"(r) for Ilii identification of refugees who at the time of
resettlement in the State are determined to hare medical
conditions requiring, or medical histories indicating a need
for, treatment Or ohs, motion and such monitoring of such,
treatment or observation as may be necessary;

" B 11141 t xtnndrrm1 V, goals, and priorities, dereloped by the
Pirector, which wow'e the effective resettlement of refuaeex
which promote their commit. self-safficieney as quickly as pox-
sib!, and the efficient prorision of services: and

"(C) submit to the Pireetor, within a reasonable period of time
after the end of each fiscal pear, a report on the uses of funds pro-
vided awl, r this chapter which the State is responsible for
administering.

"(7) The Seen tory, together with the Secretary of State with re-
spect to awsifitance provided by flu Se,rctary of State umler subsection
(b), shall (treetop a syst( m of n, ;luring the assistance provided
ul. *er this section,. Thlx system she

" (.1 ) reit/with-m/4 of the ,ess of the' programs funded
ond, r this section and the p, rtoemanee of States, grantees, and
co tractors;

"11?) financial auditing and other appropriate monitoring to
deter, any fraud. in the operation of
sr, di programs; ond

r data collection on the si reices provided and the revuitfi
achieved.
(8) Thi t ttorney Gem eol h prorid, the Pilo etfir with in for-

maims xuppli, d by I., flop in conjoin lion with their applicat ;Om tO

lire
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the Attorney General for adjustment of status, and the Director shallcompile, summarize, and evaluate such information.
"(9) The Secretary and the Secretary of State may issue such regu-lations ax each deems appropriate to carry out this chapter.
"(10) For purposes of this chapter, the term refugee' includes anyalien described in section 207 (e) (2).
"(b) PROGRAM OP INITIAI. RESETTLEMENT. (1) (A) For

"(1) fiscal years 1980 and 1981, the Secretary of State isauthorized, and
"(ii) fiscal year 1982 and succeeding fiscal years, the Director

(except as provided in subparagraph (B)) is authorized,
to make ?rants to, and contracts with, public or private nonprofit agen-cies for initial resettlement (including initial reception and placementwith sponsors) of refugees in the U nited States. Grants to, or contractswith, private n.mprotit voluntary agencies under this paragraph shall
be made consistent with the objectives of this chapter, taking into ac-count the different resettlement approaches and practices of work agen-cies. Resettlement assistance under this paragraph shall be providedin coordination with the Director's provision of other assistance underthis chapter. The Secretary of State and the Director shall jointlymonitor the assistance provided during fives' wars 1980 and 1981 underthis paragraph.

"(B) The President shall proide for a study of which agency isbest able to administer the program under this paragraph and shall
report, not later than March 1, 1981, to the Congress on such study.If the President determines after such study that the Director shouldnot administer the program under this paragraph, the authority of theDirector under the first sentence of subparagraph (A) shall be exer-cised by such officer as the President shall from time to time specify.

"(2) The Director is authorized to develop programs for such orien-tation, instruction in English, and job training for refugees, and suchother education and training of refugees, as facilitates their resettle-ment in the r'nited States. The Director is authorized to implementsuch programs, in accordance with the provisions of this section, withrespect to refugees in the United States. The Secretary of State isauthorized to implement such programs with respect to refugeesawaiting entry into the United Stabs.
"(3) The Secretary is authorized, in consultation with the Coordi-nator, to make arrangements (including cooperative arrangement*with other Federal agencies) for the temporary rare of refugees inthe United States in emergeney, eireumsMnees, including the estab-lishment of processing renters, necessary, without regard to suchprovisions of law (other than the Renegotiation Art of 1951 andsection 414(b) of this chapter) regulating the making, .performance,

amendment, or modification of contracts and the expenditure of fundsof the T'nited States Goernment as the Secretary may specify."(4) The Secretary, in eonsultation with the Coordinator, shall
"(A) assure that an adequate number of trained staff are avail-able at the location at which the refugees enter the Trnited Statesto assure that all necessary medical records are available awl inproper order;
"(8) provide for the identification of refugees who have been

determined to have medical conditions affecting the public health
and requiring treatment;

-ii
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"(C) assure that Stab' or loyal health officials at the resettle-
ment destination srithin the ('sited States of each refugee are
promptly notified of the refugee's arrival and provided 'with all
applicable medical records; and

"(D) provide for such monitoring of refugees identified under
subparagraph (1) as will insure that they 'recipe appropriate
and timely treatment.

I he Secretary shall de relop and implement ,thods for monitoring
and assessing flu quality of nteditill 'tare ling and related health seer-
it es provided to refugees owailitty isseitlmeat in the 'sited Sham

'(r) PROJACT GRIvrs I VP CO i rat ICTS FOR SFRFIPFS FOR REFUGITS.
1' hp Piro r for is authorized to node giants to, and enter into contracts
with, public or prirate nonprofit agencies for projects specifically
di sly tl

"(I) to assist re fagot s in obtaining the skills which are tues-
vary fore roman ic self- xn/firirnry, ins lud illy projects for job train-
ing, o mployment 'terriers, day twee, professional refresher train-
ing, and otho r rr certification services;

"(2) to provide trainitig iii English 'eh, re necessary (regard-
less of whether the ref ogees are employed or rereiring cash or
other assistance) ; and

"(.1) to provide where vol.& needs hare been shown and rec-
ognized by the m mrtor. health (indult; ng mental health) services,
social sere wes,edwational and other serrirese

"(d) Assi.sT !W.?: FOR ltr# a cr? 1111E.V.(0 The Director is au-
thorized to make (fronts, end e aft r into vont rads, for payments for
pro), ets to prorido special oducotianal w rrires (including English
language troininy) to nitwit children in do on 'dory and secondary
schools who mw ode monstrted toed has been shown.

"(4) (.1) The Dirortor rx authorized to provide assistance, reim-
bursement to States, and grunts to and rontraets with. public and pri-
vate nonprofit agencies, for the prori.sion of child welfare services,
ineluditu faster rare flUtigtenallee payments and serrices and health
rare, furnished to any refugee child (except as provided in subpara-
graph (8)) during thirty-six month period beginning with the
first month in which such refugee child is in the United States.

"(B)(i) Its the ease of a refugee child who is unaccompanied by a
parent or other close adult ro (ax defined by the Director), the
Aereires do scribed in subpatagraph (.1) may be furnished until the
month sifts r the child attains eighteen years of aye (or such higher
ay, as the state's child welfare Nel'i4reN plan under part B of title IV
of the Sliced SevOily .14 pro scribes fur the availability of such Rem-
its s o any otho r child its that State).

"(ii) The Piro ctor Mall attempt to arrange for the placement under
the laws of the States of such ,snaccompanied refugee children, who
hare been acre pt-d lot admission hato the United States, before (or as
soon as possible after) their orriral in the Prated States. During any
interim period while 'such a child is in the United States or in transit
to the (''sited States but befatr the child is so placed, the Director
shall assa me legal tv'sponsibility (including financial responsibility)
for the child. if necessary, seta ix authorized to make necessary deci-
sions to provide Jot the child's immediate rare,
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"(iii) In carrying mit the DitTetor's responsibilities under clause
(ii), the Director is authorized to enter into contracts with appropriate
public or 'private nonprofit agencies under such conditions as the Direc
for determines to be appropriate.

"(ir) The Director shall prepare and maintain a list of (1) all such
unarrom.panied children who hare entered the United States afterApril /. (// ) the han,ex (Hid 111X, known residences of their
pare, is (if lirino) at the time of arrival, and (III) the ch,ildren's
bnation,statas,and 'Progreso?.

"( e) CASH ASSIAT r IV!) .111DIAL AssisTAAC TO REITGEA'S.( I )
The Director is authorized to provide assistance, reimbursement to
States. and grants to, and eon! rads with, public or private nonprofit
oge levies for op tt; lot pet rental', of the cash assistance and medieol
assistance provided to any re fage,' daring sw.h thirty-sir month period
beginning with the first month in which such refugee has entered the
17 Ord Stoles ond for the identifiable and re asomdple adminishative
«Isis of proriding this assistance.

"(2) Cosh ossodanee proeithd tender this subsection to an employ-
able refugee ;x ry ditione d, r rcept for good cause shown

(A) an the refugee's registration with an appropriate agency
providing employment services described in subsection, (e) (1),
or, if then IX agency et ea:114de, with an opprOprink State
or local employment 4eTekr; and

.(11) on the ref age e's aceeptaare of appropriate offers of
employment ;

exec'', that subporagraph ) does not apply during the first sixty
days rifler the date of the r, fu,gee's entry.

-(.1) The Director shall eh h lap plons to ptweide English trainim
and oth, r appropriat, Ns crier x and training to ref tigers receiving cash
tiNatda Art'.

"(1) f rr ref ag,, uligihle for aid or assistance under a Stole plan
appeared under part A of title IV or under title XIX of the Social
Sl cord y .1, /. or for vopplemt #1151/ ',wordy income benefits (including
State soppl, rn ntary poyobents) under the program established under
title XVI of that Act, funds authorized under this subsection shall
only h, axed for the non -Peels cal sharp of inch aid or axsintunce, or
for such supplementary payments, with, respect to cash and medical
assistance pewrided with revert to such refugee under this paragraph.

"(s) The Director ix authorized to allow for the procision of medi-
cal annintonce under paragraph (1) to any refugee, during the one-
year period after entry. who does not qualify for assistance under a
State plan approred under title XIX of the Social Security Act on
account of any resources or ineonse requirement of suehplan,but only
if the Director determine that

"(.4 ) this will (i) encourage economic el fotufficiency, or (ii)
avoid a gignificont hornen on. State and local gorernments; and

"(R) the r- fsrgee ,,sects such alternative financial resources and
inrome requirements an the Director shall establish.

r OVORENRIO VA t. mermen;

"Sty % ;13, (a)(1) The Secretary, in. 'consultation with the ro-
mqinator, shall submit a report on aelivities under thin chapter to the
rommittees on the Judiciary of the Rome of Representatives and of

1 I-41 4.1
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the Senate not later than the January 31 following the end of each
fiscal year. beginning with. fiscal year 1980.

"(2) Each such report shall contain
"(A) an updated profile of the employment and labor force

statistics for refugees who have entered under this Act since May
1975, as well as a description of the extent to which refugees re-
ceived the forms of assistance or services under this chapter dur-
ing that period;

"(B) a description of the geographic location of refugees;
"(C) a summary of the results of the monitoring and evalua-

tion conducted under section 412(a)(7) during the period for
which the report is submitted:

"(D) a description of (i) the activities, expenditures, and
policies of the Office under this chapter and of the activities of
States. voluntary agencies, and sponsors, and (ii) the Director's
plans for improvement of refugee resettlement;

"(E) evaluations of the extent to which (i) the services pro-
vided under this chapter are assisting refugees in achieving eco-
nomic self-sufficiency, achieving ability in English, and achiev-
ing employment commensurate with their skills and abilities, and
(ii) any fraud, abuse, or mismanagement has been reported in the
provisions of services or assistance;

"(F) a description of any assistance provided by the Director
pursuant to section 412(e) (5) ;

"(C) a summary of the location and status of unaccompanied
refugee children admitted to the 1 I,tited States; and

(II) a summary of the information compiled and evaluation
made under section 412(a) (8).

"(1) The Secretary, in consultation with the Coordinator, shall con-
duct and report to Congress, not later than one year after the date of
the enactment of this chapter. an analysis of

"(1) resettlement systems used by other countries and the ap-
plicability of such to the United States;

"(2) the desirability of using a system other than the current
welfare system for the provision of cash assistance, medical assist-
ante, or both, to refugees; and

"(3) alternative resettlement strategies.

"4,,7408184rioN or APPROPRIATIONS

"Sec. 414. (a) (1) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated
for fiscal year 1980 and for each of the two succeeding fiscal
years, such sums as may be necessary for the purpose of providing
initial resettlement assistance, cash and medical assistance, and child
welfare serigces under subsections (b)(1), (b)(4), (b) (4), (d) (2),
and (e) of section 412.

"(2) There are hereby authorized to he appropriated for fiscal year
1980 and for each of the two succeeding fiscal years 000.000.000,
for the eurpose of carrying out the provisions (other than those de-
veribed la paragraph (1)) of this chapter.

"(b) The authorit to enter into contracts under this chapter shallauthorit
effective for any cal year only to such extent or in such amounts

as are provided in ranee in appropriation Ark".
Sire. 310. (a) The table of contents of the Immigration and Nation-

ality Act is d-
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(1) by striking out the item relating to title IV and insert in
lieu thereof the following:

"Tires 1VAftscsa2.4N10118 4.v!) REFUGEE ASSISTANCE

"oil rr se 1m [see Less's° s"; and
(2) by adding to the end the following new items:

-CHAPTER tREFI1GEE ASSISTANCE
"See. p11. Office of Refugee Resettlement.
"See. 412. .4.1aliorization for programs for domestic resettlement of and assist-ance to refugees.
"dee. 413. Congressional reports.
"See. f14. Authorization of appropriations.".

(b) (1) Subsection (b) of section 2 of the Migration and Refugee
Assistance Act of 1962 (22 U.S.C. 2601) is amended by striking out
paragraphs (1) through (6) and inserting in lieu thereof thefel/owing

"(1) for contributions to the activities of the United Nations
High rommissiemer for Refugees for assistance to refugees under
his mandate or persona on behalf of whom he is exercising his
good offices, and for contributions to the Intergovernmental Com-
mittee for European Migration, the International Committee of
the Red Cross, and to other relevant international organisations;
and

"(2) for assistance to or on behalf of refugees who are outside
the Plaited States designated by the President (by class, group,
or designation of their respective countries of origin or areas of
residence) when the President determinei that such assistance
will contribute to the foreign policy interests of the United
States. ".

(2) Subsection (c) (2) of such section is amended by striking out
"n5,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$50,000,000".

(c) The Indochina Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1975
(Public Law 94 -it) is repealed.

Ste. 311. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this section, the
amendments made by this part shall apply to fiscal years begin-
ning on or after October 1,1979.

(b) Subject to subsection (c), the limitations contained in sections
.12(d) (2) (A) and 412(e) (1) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act on the duration of the peiod for which. child welfare services and
cash and medical assistance may be provided to particular refugees
shall not apply to such services and assistance provided before April 1,
1981.

(e) Notwithstanding section 412(e) (1) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act and in lieu of any assistance which may otherwise be
provided under such section with respect to Cuban refugees who en-
tered the United States and were receiving assistance under section
0(6) of the Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962 before
October 1, 1978, the Director of the Office of Refugee Resettlement is
authorized

(1) to provide reimbursement--
( .4) in fiscal year 1980, for 75 percent.
(B) fiscal year 1981, for 60 percent,
(C) in fiscal year 1916, for 46 percent, and

115
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(I)) in *cal year 1983, for 25 percent,
of the non-Feral costs of providing cash and medical assistance
(other than assistance described in paragraph (2)) to retch re-
fugees, and

(1) to provide reimbursement in any fiscal year for 100 percent
of the non-Federal costs associated with such Cuban refugees
with respect to whom supplemental security income payments
were being paid as of September 30,1978, under title XVI of the
Social Security Act.

(d) The requirements of section 412(a) (6) (A) of the Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act shall apply to assistance furnished under
chapter 2 of title IV of such Act after October 1, 1980, or such earlier
date as the Director of the Office of Refugee Resettlement may
establish.

TITLE IVSOCIAL SERVICES FOR CERTAIN
APPLICANTS FOR ASYLUM

Sic. 401. (a) The Director of the Office of Refugee Resettlement 48
authorized to use funds appropriated under paragraphs (1) and
of section 414(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act to reim-
burse State and local public agencies for expenses which those agencies
incurred, at any time, in providing aliens described in subsection (c)
of this section with social services of the types for which reimburse-
ments were made with respect to refugees under paragraphs (3)
through (6) of section (b) of the Migration and Refuges Assist-
ance Act of 1962 (as in effect prior to the enactment of this Act) or
under any other Federal law.

(b) The Attorney General is authorized to grant to an alien de-
scribed in subsection (c) of this section permission to engage in em.-
ployment in the United States and to provide to that alien an "em-
ployment authorized" endorsement or other appropriate work permit.

(c) This section applies with respect to any alien in the United
States (1) who has applied before November 1, 1979, for asylum in
the United States, (2) who hos not been granted asylum, and (3)
with respect to whom a final, nonappealable, and legally enforceable
order of deportation or exclusion A.48 not been entered.

And the House agree to the same.
EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Boo' BATH,
DENNIS I)ECONCINI,
STROM THURMOND,
AL Snn'sow,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.
PETER W. RODIN,,
ELIZABETH Hovrzatmi,
GEODE E. DANIELSON,
SAM B. HALL, Jr.,
Hratazwr E. HARRIS II,
MICHAEL D. BARNES,
CLEMENT J. &atom,
DANTE B. FASCELL,
HAMILTON Fran, Jr.,
JOHN BUCHANAN.

Managers on the Part of the House.
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JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE

The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the con-ference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendmentof the House to the bill (S. 643) to amend the Immigration and Na-tionality Act ;.o revise the procedures for the admission of refuges,to amend the Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962 to estab-lish a more uniform basis for the provision of assistance to refugees,and for other purposes, submit the following joint statement to theHouse and the Senate in explanation of the effect of the action agreedupon by the managers and recommended in the accompanying confer-ence report:
The House amedment struck oc.t all of the Senate bill after theenacting clause and inserted a substitute text.
The Senate recedes from its disagreement to the amendment of theHouse with an amendment which is a substitute for the Senate bill andthe House amendment. The differences between the Senate bill, theHouse amendment, and the substitute agreed to in conference arenoted below, except for clerical corrections, conforming changes madenecessary by agreements reached by the conferees, and minor draftingand clarifying changes.

DEFINITION OF "REFIJOEE"

The Senate bill incorporated the internationally-accepted definitionof refugee contained in the U.N. Convention and Protocol Relating tothe Status of Refugees. It also covered persons who are in their owncountry displaced by military or civil disturbances or who are un-rooted by arbitrary detention and unable to return to their usual placeof abode.
The Ikuze amendment incorporated the U.N. definition, as well asPiesidentially-specified persons within their own country who are be-ing persecuted or who fear persecution. The House amendmentspecifically excluded from the definition persons who themselves haveen gel in persecution.
The Conference substitute adopts the House provision. It is the ex-pectation of the Conferees that a determination of whether a r'fugeeIs "firmly resettled" under the statutory definition should be governedby regulations promulgated by the Attorney General in consultationwith the Secretary of State. The Conferees also direct the AttorneyGeneral to submit periodic reports detailing the numbers, country oforigin, and factual circumstances concerning those refugees who aredenied admission under the "firmly resettled" criteria or who are ad-mitted to the United States after having travelled to another countryfor resettlement.

NUMERICAL LIMITATION ON NORMAL FLOW
The Senate bill provided for an annual flow of refugees of 50,000for fiscal years 1980, 1981, and 1082, with a limitation thereafter to bedetermined as the result of consultation with the Congress.
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The House amendment provided for an annual flow of refugees of
50,000 for fiscal years 1980, 1981 and 198, with an annual limit of
17;100 thereafter.

The Conference substitute adopts the Senate provision. It is the in-
tent of the conferees that prior ta fiscal year 1983, Congress will review
the 50,000 annual numerical limitation and take appropriate action to
retain or adjust this figure.

COMMITTEE ODNORFASIoNAI. PROCEDURES ON ADMISSIONS OF REFUGEES

The Senate bill required a hearing and report by the Judiciary Com-
mittees within thrity days of a continuous session of Congress on pro-
posals to increase refugee admissions beyond the 50,000 normal flow.

The House amendment required the substance of consultations be-
tween the Attorney General and the Judiciary Committees on pro-
posals to increase the normal flow, as well as in emergency situations.
to be printed in the Congressional Record. The House amendment also
requires a hearing on proposals to increase the normal flow, and, if
possible, in emergency :situations, and provided for a on -house veto
of a Presidential determination to increase the normal flow of refugees
beyond 50,000.

The Conference substitute adopts the House provision concerning
the printing of the substance of consultations and the conduct of hear-
ings. but deletes the one-house veto procedure.

ASYLUM .Ni) WITHHOLDING OF DEPORTATION

The Senate hill provided for withholding deportation of aliens to
countries where they would face persecution, unless their deportation
would be permitted under the U.N. Convention and Protocol Relating
to the Status of Refugees.

The House amembnent provided a similar withholding procedure
unless any of four specific conditions (those set forth in the aforemen-
tioned international agreements) were met.

The Conference substitute adopts the House provision with the un-
derstanding that it is based directly upon the language of the Pro-
tocol and it is intended that the provision be construed consistent with
the Protocol. The Conferees. direct the Attorney General to establish
a new uniform asylum procedure under the provisions of Pus
legislation.

LIMITATION oN PAROLE

The I louse amendment limited the use of parole to individual refu-
gees and required that in utilizing parole, the Attorney General must
determine that 'N'ompel I ing reasons in the public interest . require
that the alien la. paroled into the United States rather than be ad-
mitted as a refugee."

The Senate hill had no comparable provision.
The Conference substitute adopt the (balse version and provides

for a sixty day 4h.layed effective date on the parole limitation. The
Conferees. in accept mg the I louse limitation on the parole of refugees.
recognize that it floe.- not affect the Att.,. ney General's authority under
sect ion 21.2(41)(5) 01 the Immigration and Nationality Art to parole
aliens who are not deemed to he refugees. In adopting the delayed

1.15
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effective date, the Conferees wish to make it clear that existing refugee
parole programs will continue until a consultation on future refugee
admission programs is held under the terms of this legislation.

ADMISSION STATUS OF REFUGEES

The Senate Bill provided that refugees entering the United States
under normal flow or additions to normal flow procedures would be ad-
mitted as lawful permanent residents. Those entering in emergency
situations would be admitted conditionally or as lawful permanent
residents in the discretion of the Attorney General.

The House amendment provided that all refugees entering the
United States be admitted conditionally as "refugees' with retroactive
adjustment of status to lawf4I permanent residents after two years.

Ole Conference substitute adopts the House version with adjustment
of status permitted after a period of one year. It is the intent of the
Conferees, in creating this new "refugee" status, that such individuals
not he mthjerted to employment discrimination as a result of state or
local licensing yaws and that for purposes of such laws, they should
1w iewed as having the status of permanent resident aliens.

U.S. eooRDINATOR FOR REFUGEE AFFAIRS

The Ifouse amendment provided for the establishment of a statutoryeffice of Refugee Policy in the Executive office of the President respon-sible for the development and coordination of U.S. refugee policy.
The Senate bill had no comparable position and would have per-

mitted the status quo. ( At the current time, under Presidential direc-
tive, the Office of the V.S. Coordinator for Refugee Affairs, headed by
an Ambassador at Large, is located within the Department of State.)

The conference substitute provides for a statutory U.S. Coordinator
for Refugee Affairs with the rank of Ambassador at Large, to be ap-
pointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate. Given the various agencies involved in refugee assistance, both
foreign and dometic, the conferees request that the President review
the question of the location of the office of the U.S. Coordinator for
Refugee Affairs, and advise the Congress within one year of date of
enactment of this legislation of his decision concerning the appropriate
location for such office.

HEW OFFICE OF REFINIEE RESETTLEMENT

The House bill established an Office of Refugee Resettlement within
the Department of 1I ( Ilealth and Human Services).

The Senate had no comparable provision and would have permitted
the President timier existing law to designate which agency should be
responsible for refugee resettlement activities.

The Conference substitute follows the House provision, but does
not require that the Director report directly to the Secretary. However,
it is the intention of the conferees that the Director should, unless
and until a reorgimization of the Department occurs, report directly to
the Secretary; the conferees desire to maintain some flexibility in the
statute for future administrative changes justified by experience. The
conferees have provide(' that the function of the Office and its director

1 1 :)
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are to be carried out in consultation with and under the general policy
guidance of the U.S. Coordinator for Refugee Affairs.

PROGRAM OF INITIAL RESETTLEMEIVE

The Senate bill retained contracting authority for reception and
placement grants in tie Department of State.

The House amendment transferred the authority for resettlement
and placement grants from the Department of State to the Department
of HEW (Health and Human Services) in FY 1982. During FY 1980
and FY 1981 the House required coordination between the Depart-
ment of State and the Department of HEW.

The Conference substitute adopts the House amendment with the
following addition : The President is required to provide for a study
of which agency is best able to administer the resettlement grant
program and to report, not later than Mai -h 1, 1981. to the Congress
on such study. If the President determines after such study that the
Director should not administer the program he is authorized to desig-
nate the appropriate agency and/or official to carry out such
responsibility.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

The Senate bill authorized necessary funds for projects and pro-
grams designed to assist refugees in becoming self-reliant (including
English language and other training, and social and employment
services.) The Senate bil; also allocated $40 million annually for spe-
cial projects.

The House amendment authorized $200 million over two fiscal years
to fund refugee services, such as English language training, employ-
ment and social service training, health, social, and educational
services.

The Conference substitute authorizes $200 million annually for sup-
portive services to he funded through dicretionary grants and con-
tracts. The Conferees intend that, wherever appropriate, the Director
may expend certain of these funds through special projects which
provide essential, coordinated, and effective resettlement services. It is
the intent of the Conferees that the term "public or private non profit
agencies" shall include state and local government agencies, private
voluntary agencies, post-secondary educational institutions, as well
as other qualified private non profit agencies.

CASH AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

The Senate bill authorized federal reimbursement for cash and
medical assistance provided to refugees for two year after the refugee's
arrival. The two year limitation did not apply during FY 1980.

The House amendment authorized similar reimbursement for a four
year period after the refugee's arrival and the limitation did not apply
during FY 1980 and 1981.

The Conference substitute adopts a reimbursement period of three
years following the refugee's arrival and the three year limitation
does not apply for FY 1980 and the first six months of FY 11981.

The Conferees intend to provide the Director sufficient flexibility,
in providin cash and medical assistance and other assistance, to re-

,--,
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spond to the different problems and needs of the various refugee groups
and to utilize proven resettlement techniques such as the current
resettlement program for Soviet Jews.

CUBAN REFUGEE PROGRAM

The Senate bill provided for the continued phase down of the Cuban
refugee program through FY 1983.

The House amendment had no comparable provision.
The Conference substitute adopts the Senate provision.

A UT HORI Z A TI ON PERIOD

The Senate bill provided for an open-ended authorization of funds
for domestic resettlement activities.

The House amendment provided for a two year authorization of
funds for domestic resettlement activities.

The Conference substitute adopts a three year authorization period.

SOCIAL SERVICES FOR CERTAIN ASYLUM APPLICANTS

The House amendment authorized reimbursement of State and local
public agencies for assistance provided to aliens who applied for asy-
lum before November 1, 1979 and who are awaiting determination of
their claims. The House amendment also authorized the Attorney Gen-
eral to grant permission to engage in employment to these individuals
pending determinat io:1 of their claims.

The Senate bill had no comparable provision,
The Conference substitute adopts the House provision.

EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
BIRCH BAYII,
DENNIS DECONCINI,
&mom THURMOND,
AL SIMPSON,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.
PETER W. RODINO,
ELIZABETH HOLTZMAN,
GEORGE E. DANIELSON,
SAM HALL, Jr.,
HERBERT E. HARRIS II,
MICHAEL D. BARNES,
CLEMENT J. ZABLOCKI,
DANTE B. FASCELL,
HAMILTON FISH, Jr.,
JOHN BUCHANAN,

Managers on the Part of the House.
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APPENDIX III:

REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT IN THE U.S.:

TIME FOR A NEW FOCUS

A Report

by

Julia Va(lcila Taft

David S. North

David A. Ford

with the Research and Editorial Assistance of

Robin Wagner and

Deacon Ritterbuscn

This report was prepared for the Social
Security Administ ation, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare uhaer grant
no. 18-P-00100/3-01. The report does not
necessarily represent the official opinion
or policy of the Social Security Administra-
tion. The authors are solely responsible
for the contents of this report.

New lransCentury Foundation
Washington, D.C.
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New iconsCentury goundotion

1189 Columbia Rood N W
Washington D C 20009

711.11,1KINI C 31.1111111111
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Oblialtho* SNIOtra °MCC MR

Senator Edward Kennedy
Chairman
Senate Judiciar" Committee
u.S. Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Kennedy:

August 23, 1979

During the past ten months I have been working on a study of
refugee resettlement policies in the United States during
the past twenty-five years. Enclosed is the final report
which was prepared under a grant from the Social Security
Administration. As you will see from the text, the studyexamines the historical, demographic, psychological and
institutional contexts of resettlement programs, as well
as an in depth look at the specific efforts for Chilean,
Cuban, Hungarian, Indochinese, Kurdish and Soviet refugees.

Throughout the development of the report Jerry Tinker was
a most helpful resource, and I wish to okpress my appreciation
for his generous and able assistance.

The report contains 56 recommendations for modifying the
current policies and procedures for refugee resettlement
within the United States. As your Committee continues its
deliberations on a National Refugee Policy, I hope you will
find our suggestions useful. Please don't hesitate to let
me know if you would like additional information.

With warm regard,

Sincerely,

J la Vadala Taft
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VIII

EXECUTIW: SUMMARY

This study, Refugee Resettlement in the U.S.: Time for
a New Focus, is an examination of U.S. refugee policies dur-
ing the past twenty-five years. The central issues addressed
in the study are what services should be provided to refugees
in the U.S. and how should these services be organized and
delivered/

The study is in three parts. Part I explores the his-
torical, demographic, psychological and institutional con-
texts in which efugee resettlement programs have been
undertaken in the U.S. Part II is an analysis of specific
U.S. efforts to resettle Chilean, Cuban, Hungarian, Indo-
chinese, Kurdish, and Soviet Jewish refugees. Also included
are analyses of refugee resettlement efforts of some other
nations. Part III contains the findings and recommendations
of the study with regard to the composition and provision of
resettlement services, strengthening the institutional rela-
tionships of public and private agencies providing services,
and expanding the current data base,

A new focus is recommended which views refugees as only
transitionally dependent populations, who initially need con-
:entrated services such as English language and skills train-
ing, cross-cultural orientation and mental health services.
A greater reliance needs to be placed on human investment
services in order to decrease long-term reliance on mainten-
ance programs. !n this regard, the report emphasizes that
every effort should be made to ensure that refugees categor-
ically eligible for existing human services programs receive
those services on the same basis as others in need. However,
those programs need to be sensitive to the particular cultur-
al and linguistic differences of the refugee clientele.

The study underscores the need for permanent authorizing
legislation for refugee assistance and recommends that full
Federal funding should support economic, medical, and social
adjustment services to each eligible refugee for three years
after his arrival. Thus, eligibility for 100% federally
funded services would be conferred on the individual rather
than be based on a program which has a fixed termination date.
Restructuring the cash assistance program is recommended to
remove employahle refugees from the current welfare system,
either through a model similar to Unemployment Compensation
or a program administered directly by the Social Security
Administration. The study also recommends that eligibility
for medical coverage not be tied to welfare eligihility and
proposes a national health insurance package to which all

131
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refugees would be entitled. This is particularly important
due to the fact that the kinds of jobs refugees tend to get
initially have limited, if any, employer-employee health
plan benefits.

To improve the institutions which serve the refugees,
several recommendations are made, including strengthening
the capacity of the Federal Executive Branch to oversee all
refugee activities, developing a clearer delineation of the
relationship between, and the responsibilities of. both the
Federal Government and the voluntary resettlement agencies,
and providing a more active role on the part of the Depart-
ment of Labor.

The development of a consistent and coherent national
refugee policy for the U.S. is long overdue and vitally
necessary given the worldwide refugee situation. This study
should provide a focus for the development of a national ref-
ugee policy consistent with our long-standing historical
concern for uprooted and displaced people.
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PREFACE

This study reviews the wide variety of approaches to
refugee resettlement used in the United States during the past
twenty-five years. The objectives of this study are 1) to
describe past and continuing refugee resettlement strategies
and to analyze the impact of those strategies on the ability
of refugees to resettle effecti'rely; 2) to explore the
possibility of using new approaches to service delivery as
well as different techniques for securing funding for these
activities, and 3) to offer recommendations to practitioners
and policymakers seeking to assure consistent, even-handed,
and effective programs for all refugees admitted to the U.S.

The basic assumption on which this study rests is that
the future will be like the past. There will continue to be
normal, anticipated admissions of refugees annually, in
addition to unforeseen groups of refugees admitted under crisis
conditions." Further, it is assumed that it will be necessary
to resettle these persons as humanely and in as cost-effective
a manner as possible.

Research techniques used included literature searches,
semi-structured interviews of public and private agency
officials who are, or were, active in major U.S. refugee
resettlement activities and discussions with refugees.
Analysis was made of enabling legislation. 'licy statements,
and regulations prepared by Federal agenci as well as
operational instructions of voluntary rese -went agencies
and State and local agencies. Reviews of relevant Congressional
hearings, program evaluations, and published and unpublished
statistical data were included, as well as selected scholarly
works and anecdotal material about the resettlement experiences
of Chilean, Cuban, Hungarian, Indochinese, Kurdish, and Soviet
refugees in the U.S.

In addition to analyzing this nation's refugee resettlement
experiences, the study includes an examination of goals,
strategies, program model., and implementation techniques of
other Western nations faced with similar challenges. The
policies of Australia and Canada, in particular, were reviewed
for their potential applicability to the U.S.

*Aa an illustration of the cyclical nature of refugee programs, It is
important to remember the Jewish refugees in the 1930., the postwar
displaced persons in the '40s; the Hungarians in the '50s; the Cubans in
the 'bOs; and the Indochinese in the '70s.
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This study is not meant to be the definitive evaluation
of past or preser.t refugee programs; nor does it address the
questions of how rtny refugees the U.S. should accept and
from which countries. Rather, it is a policy analysis of the
complex issue of how best to identify and deliver the variety
of assistance refugees need to enable them to become self-
sufficient. When available, statistical sources and research
findings have been used to substantiate statements about
the quality of resettlement services. Where data were incon-
clusive or unavailable, judgments were made in drawing con-
clusions and in identifying areas which merit consideration
and action.

This study is divided into three parts. Part I focuses
on the context in which refugees have been admitted to the
U.S., the profiles of these refugee populations, and the
nature of assistance refugees need to overcome typical problems
in resettlement. Also included are descriptions of the roles
of the public and private agencies engaged in refugee assistance.

Part II is generally historical in nature and describes
the complex, and often fragmented, efforts of our nation to
resettle Chilean, Cuban, Hungarian, Indochinese, Kurdish,
Soviet, and other refugees. In each chapter of Part II
addressing major resettlement initiatives, policy approaches
are analyzed and conclusions about lessons learned are drawn.
A five-point analytical framework is used to address the
following questions for each resettlement program:

1. What were the goals of the resettlement program; i.e., vhat
needs of the refugees were to be met?

2. What resources were available to the program?

3. What services were offered to the refugees?

4. How were those services provided?

5. Is it possible to measure the effectiveness of some segments
of the program and, if so, what worked and what did not?

Also included in Part II is a description of the resettlement
efforts of some other nations.

Part III summarizes the findings of the study and offers
three sets of recommendations. The first group of recommendations
deals with the services to refugees and the context in which
they are delivered; the second with the institutional
arrangements for service delivery; ind the third with the
need for a broader data base for refugee policymakers and
practitioners.
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in that process must be sensitive to the struggles the refugees
have undergone, to their sense of dignity and pride in their
heritage, and to their visions of the contributions they will
make to their new society.
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PART I THE REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT PROCESS IN PERSPECTIVE

Introduction

This study is concerned with the refugee resettlement
policies of the U.S. The central questions are what services
should be provided to refugees who have been admitted to the
U.S. and how should these services be organized and delivered'
To put these questions in the appropriate perspective, Part Iof the report summarizes the historical, demographic,
psychological and institutional contexts in which refugee
resettlement programs have been mounted in the U.S. The
first chapter describes how our government makes decisions
about admitting refugees, with an emphasis on those decisions
made in the last twenty-five years. The second chapter deals
with the admitted refugee populations . groups; the varying
Aetegraphic profiles of the recently-admitted populationsar, described. ! the third chapter, the focus is on theindividual refug , his immediate needs as he arrives in
the nation, and the usual experiences he encounters in his
own, personal resettlement process. The fourth chapter
identifies the agencies, public and private, which seek to
assist the refugee in this process.

1 f)tJ 4
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PART I

CHAPTER 1: ADMISSION OF REFUGEES TO THE UNITED STATES

Historically, there have always been refugees present
in the world, persons either expelled by, or who have fled
from,oppressive regimes or hostile, dominant populaces. The
American reaction has .been far from uniform, with the U.S.
taking, at different times, and vis-a-vis different populations,
positions ranging from rigorous exclusion through laissez-
faire to warm welcome. This chapter explores the current
ii776Wing world-wide supply of refugees, the development of
U.S. policies towards immigrants generally, and toward
refugees in particular, and finally our specific refugee
ads ssions decisions in the last twenty-five years. A basic
understanding of how the nation decides to accept or reject
a refugee is usef in assessing the services the nation
provides to the retugee it does admit.

Refugees generally leave their homelands because of
change: wars, new regimes, new attitudes and new borders
create groups of refugees, and the more drastic the change,
the more refugees. This century has been one of substantial
change, marked, for example, by the rapid break-up of the
continental empires of the Ottoman Turks and the Hapsburgs
during World War I and the somewhat slower dissolution of the
European overseas empires after World War II. The
reverberations of the withdrawal of the colonial powers are
still being felt in refugee camps all over Africa and Asia.

Kingsley Davis, the eminent demographer, contends that
most international human migration in this century has been
that of refugees who have been uprootea as a result of
political events:

"Between 1900 and 1970 independent nations multiplied
two and a half times, from 56 to 142. The combination
of political independence and economic weakness made
the greatly expanded failings of under-developed states
receptive to systems of government that promised
short cuts to Utopia in exchange for political freedom.
The wars, revolutions and ideological struggles that
Accompanied these changes not only urooted people
against their will, but also made migration a
political instrument. Unlike slavery or kidnapping,
the force was usually applied by the sending region
rather than the receiving one and in the name of
ethnic purity or ideological correctness rather than
personal gain." 1

'Kingsley Davis, "The Migration of Human Populations," in The Human
Population (New Tork: Scientific American, 1974) p. 60.

3
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Davis estimates that between 1913 and 1968,71.1 million
persons were forced into international migration. When one
divides Davis' estimate of the total flow by the fifty-five
years in which those movements took place, it is clear that
more than a million refugees a year were forced away from
their homelands; unfortunately that pace has not slackened.
Annual estimates of the numbers of refugees worldwide were
about 11,200.000 in 1977, and about 13,200,000 in 1978.
The distribution of refugees in 1978 was as follows 2

Area of Exile Number of Refugees

Africa 3,440,797
America(' 598,622
Asia 6,126,930
Europe 194,731
Middle LW 2.677.746

TOTAL 13,238,826

What has been the U S. reaction to this worldwide pheno-
enon/ The U.S. accepted in the period 1945 to early 1979
nearly 2,000,000 refugees.3 The number is clearly a large
one, and one that represents a substantial portion of the
immigrants admitted in that period. but a modest proportion
of the world's refugee population.

U.S. policies on this subject, specifically, and on
immigrants, more generally, have been developing, fitfully,
for centuries.

During the colonial days, when such decisions were made
on the other side of the Atlantic, America was regarded as an
appropriate dumping ground for populations that the British
Establishment found distasteful but not so disruptive that
execution was appropriate. Thus the Puritans and the Quakers
were more or less exiled to the colonies, as were quantities
of minor criminals and the (lei:an poor.

2 U.S.
Committee for Refugees, 1978 World Refugee Survey Report

(Washington, D.C.: USCR, 1978), P.
3.

3u.S. Control.., Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, The Refugee
Act of 1979, S. 643; Rearing before the Committee on the Judiciary,
United States Contras', 96th Cong., let Sess., March 14, 1979
(Washington: U.S.G.P.O. 1979). p. 193.

4Sis for examEls, Abbott Emerson Smith,_ColoAJW inRondege:
white seriiamie and Convict Labor in America 1601 -1776. (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1947.)
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When the United States became a nation, it decided, in
effect, to have an open door immigration policy.5 Anyone
who could make his or her way to our shores was free to settle
among us. There were neither quotas nor government-financed
resettlement programs. Thus we had until 1875, a laissez-
faire policy. Refugees from the European revolutions of 1830
and 1848, for example, came to the U.S. during this period,
but they were treated no differently from other immigrants.

U.S. policies towards aliens became progressively less
welcoming starting in 1875, when the first Immigration Act
was passed (barring certain categories of aliens, such as
coolie laborers and prostitutes) and culminating in 1921, when
the U.S. passed the first of the country-of-origin quota laws.
These laws not only established, for the first time in our
history, numerical limits on the total number of immigrants,
but also a system for assigning immigrant visas by nation of
origin. The latter made it easy for potential immigrants from
the Northern and Western European nations to come to the U.S.,
quite difficult for those from Southern or Eastern Europe,
and next to impossible for those from Asia. This restrictive
system remained in place until 1965, when in a period of
liberal's= and concern for human rights, the Congress passed
the Immigration Amendments of 1965.

The Immigration law was largely silent on the subjeLt
of refugees until after World War II.° Between 1875 and
1945 refugees were not regarded as different from other
immigrants. If they met the admission criter'a of the time
they would be admitted; if not, they were excluded. Thus
Jewish refugees from the pogroms of Czarist Russia fit into
a class of admissible aliens during the first decade of this
century and were accepted. Many of the Jewish refugees from
Hitler's Germany, thirty years later, did not so qualify, and
were not admitted.7

SThe importation of slaves, however, was made unlawful in 1808.
For further information on the development of U.S. immigration and refugee
policy see the first chapter of Eliz.oeth J. Harper, Immigration Lave of
the United States 3rd ed. (New York: The Dobbs-Merrill Company, 075),
the second chapter of David S. North and Allen LaBel, V.4npower and
Immigration policies in the United States (Washington: The National
Commission for Employment Policy, 1978) and John K. Speer, "America's
Post War Refugee Measures," Interpreter Rel , Vol 48, No. 3, January
25, 1971 (New York: American Council for Nationalities Services).

OThe earliest known reference to refugees in immigration law came
in the 1917 legislation which required literacy tsts of most immigrants,
but_ excused .,-s46.14eelog from religi.ue ocgoe,utIOTrff0R Chis-Tfquirement.

?For a framatic account of America'o attitude at that time, see the
motion picture "Voyage of the Damned," 1977, AVCO Embassy Pictures Corporation.
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When World War II ended, the problems of some refugees
were solved. The Free French who had spent the war outside
their own country were able to return, for example. But for
many others the problems were just beginning. Many natives
of Eastern Europe who had fled from Nazi dictatorship did not
want to return to live under Communist rule. Still others,
living in East Europe at the time of the Communist takeovers,
chose to flee to the West. Refugee camps of Western Europe
were full of displaced persons, t'iere being, according to one
authoritative estimate, as many as 30,000,000 displaced
persons in Europe in May, 1945.8

The private, voluntary agencies in the U.S., which were
pressing for the admission of these refugees, worked out an
understanding with the U.S. Government which resulted in the
Truman Directive of necember 22, 1945. That Directive called
for the facilitatioi, of the admission of displaced persons,
under existing quotas, by directing U.S. consular officials
(who issue visas to immigrants) to give preference to refugees
over non-refugees. The voluntary agencies, in turn,
guaranteed that they would meet all the costs of the resettlement
program, and see to it that none of the refugees became public
charges.8

The Truman Directive was the first in a 20-year-long
series of executive and legislative acts which enabled the
entrance of more refugees, without changing the nation's
fundamentally ethnocentric country-of-origin system for
distributing immigrant visas. There were two basic approaches
to this theme. The first was through congressional enactment
of such measures as the Displaced Persons Act of 1948, the
Refugee Relief Act of 153, and the Refugee-Escape Act of 1957
all of which provided short-term exceptions to the immigration
law allowing the admission of refugees who would not otherwisebe admissible.

The other approach was the Executive one in which the
President would, as administrator of the immigration laws,
interpret them to permit the temporary acceptance of refugees
who would not, otherwise, have been allowed to enter the nation.

8J. Verant, The Refugee and the Postwar World (New Raven: Tale
University Press, 1953) p. 30, as cited by Gerald E. Dirks, Canada's
Refugee Policy (Montreal and London: McGill-Queens University Press,
1977) p.289.

9The Papers of Harry3. Truman (quoted in a telephone conversation
with the Truman Library, Independence, Mo. July, 1979,.

11t
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A brief immersion into the language of the Immigration
and Naturalization Services (INS) is in order, at this point,
as five words need to be defined:

immigrant - an alien legally entitled to live the
rest nis life in the U.S. if he so desires and
if he stays out of major legal trouble. Such a
person is also called a permanent resident alien
and carries a document known as the "green card."
After the passage of time, most refugees in the
U.S. secure this status.

nonimmigrant - an alien admitted to the U.S. for
a specific length of time and for a specific
purpose. Visitors, foreign students and diplomats
are three of the numerous categorie- of nonimmigrants.
Some refugees pass through this status while in
the U.S.

admission - a definitive ruling by an INS official
(generally made at a port of entry) that an
immigrant or a nonimmigrant may enter (be admitted
to) the U.S.

arole a tentative ruling by an INS official
t at a person may enter the U.S.; most
refugees are allowed to enter the nation as a
parolee or as a conditional entrant, a roughly
similar condition, but based on a different
provision of the law.

adjustment of status parolees, conditional entrants
and nonimmigrants (under the right sets of circum-
stances) may, without leaving the country, adjust
their status to that of immigrant. Generally refugees
must wait for two years in parolee, or conditional
entrant status before applying for adjustment;
however, unless there is special legislation, refugees
must wait for available numbers for their country of
origin. Thus, the delay in many cases could be for
many years. Special legislation was enacted for the
Hungarians in 19SS, the Cubans in 1966, and the
Indochinese in 1977 to provide immigrant status after
two years without regard to numerical limitation.

During the two decades following the end of the War,
American Presidents, acting through their Attorneys-General,
frequently made use of their powers as administrators of the
immigration laws to parole refugees into the nation. Whereas
it Je a:itted that tA,c parl:c authority w.a granted by
Congress for urgent and individual exceptions to the

iv,
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have repeatedly used it to
- The Congress in 1952 revised

ty Act, preserving the country-
te President Truman's sustained
the same time writing the
The Congress did not,
be used.

During the last twenty-five years the nation has used
the parole authority to admit three major groups of refugees
and numerous smaller ones. The first of the major groups
were the Hungarians, some 38,000 of them, who were admitted
in late 1956 and during 1957, following the collapse of the
attempted anti-Communist revolution. In this instance, most
of the refugees fled on foot to Austria and Yugoslavia, the
nations of first asylum. Only a minority of the some
200,000 Hungarian refugees came to the U.S., about an equal
number went to Canada, and most of the rest resettled else-
where in Europe. About 6,500 of the Hungarians were admitted
under the terms of the previously mentioned Refugee Relief
Act of 1953, while the rest were paroled in by the President.

The second of the major groups were the Cubans, who
began drifting into the United States when the Batista regime
showed signs of imminent collapse in late 1958, and then in
larger numbers as Castro took power on January 1, 1959. The
total reached a quarter of a million by the time of the Cuban
Missile Crisis, in October 1962. Relations between the two
nations deteriorated, direct travel between the two nations
was ended, and the flow of refugees from Cuba slowed until
the inauguration of the airlift in 1965. The total number
of Cuban refugees ha,, reached 750,000, making it the largest
refugee mosement in U.S. history. Unlike the Hungarians, most

10Two examples of such urgent and individual uses of the parole
authority can be cited; it could be used to permit the entrance of a
non -admismable alien seriously hurt in an accident which occurred Just
on the other side of the border, the nearest U.S. hospital being a mile
away but the nearest hospital in the other nation being fifty miles
away. Similarly, noted alien criminal, who would be otherwise barred
from the U.S., could be permitted to enter the country solely to testify
at a U.S. criminal trial, and then be escorted back out of the country.

11Section 212(d) (5) of the Denigration and Nationality Act of 1952
states; "The Attorney General may in his discretion parole into the United
States temporarily under such conditions as he may prescribe for emergent
reasons or for ....Inn. d..mad arrirrly In the nubile Interest' any alien

applying for admission to the United States, but such parole of such alien
shall not be regarded as en admission of the alien and when the purposes of
such parole shall, in the opinion of the Attorney General, have been served
the ulion shall forthwith return or be returned to the custody from which
he was paroled and thereafter his case shall continue to be dealt with in
the same manner as that of any other applicant for admission to the United
States."
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of the Cubans came to the U.S. as the nation of first asylum
and few of them settled anywhere but in the U.S.

Cuban refugees were largely admitted outside the normal
operations of the immigration law. At the end of Fiscal Year
1962, for example, INS reported that of the 125,600 Cubans in
the country at the time, 62,500 were in parole status, 6,500
were (nonimmigrant) visitors, and 56,800 were visitors who had
formally overstayed their period of admission, but who had
been permitted to stay for an indefinite period.

In 1965 the country-of-origin visa allocation system was
finally repealed, and the U.S., for the first time in its
history, wrote into continuing legislation provisions for the
acceptance of refugees. The 1965 Immigration Amendments pro-
vided for the year-after-year acceptance of a limited number
of narrowly defined refugees, those fleeing from Communist
regimes and from the continuing turmoil in the Middle East.
The 1965 Amendments allowed for the conditional entry of
10,200 normal flow refugees, a number which was increased,
by the 1978 Amendments, to 17,400. The allocations have been
filled each year, generally, by refugees from Eastern European
countries, by Chinese refugees who managed to reach Hong Kong,
and by a variety of persons, such as Kurds, Jews, and Arabs
fleeing from Middle Eastern tensions.12

Refugees are defined by the Immigration and Nationality
Act, as amended, as:

allens..."(A) that (1) because of persecution or fear of persecution
on account of race, religion, or political opinion they have fled
(I) from any Communist of Communist-dominated country or area, or
(II) from any country within the general area of the Middle East,
and (11) are unable or unwilling to return to such country or area
on account of race, religion or political opinion, and (111) are not
national, of the countries or areas in which their application for
conditional entry is made; or (S) that they are persons uprooted
by catastrophic natural calamity as defined by the President who
are unable to return to their usual place of abode...."

(Section 203(a) (7))

120f the 106,080 conditional entrants admitted under the 1965 Act
by September 30, 1977, 22,929 were from Yugoslavia, 27,563 were from other
Eastern European nations, 15,630 from USSR, 14,277 from Chins and 14,960
from other Asian countries (Indochina and Iraq primarily). See INS Annual
Report, 1977, Table 6E.

j44
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The distinctions between the U.S. definition and that of
the United Nations are essentially geographical and ideological.
The definition of refugee adopted by the United Nations follows:

"Any person, who owing to a well-founded tear of being persecuted
for reasons of rase. religion, nationality or political opinion,
is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing
to such tear or for reasons other than personal convenience. is
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or,
who not having a nationality and being outside the country of his
normal habitual residence, is unable or, owing to such fear or for
reasons other than personal convenience, is unwilling to return
to it."

This definition is contained in the 19S1 Convention Related to
the Status of Refugees, and was incorporated in the 1967 Pro-
tocol on the Status of Refugees, to Ouch the U.S. became
a signatory on November 11, 1s68. The Congress, however, has
not adopted the U.N. definition.

Despite the more open attitude towards refugees reflected
in the 196S legislation, the Ford and Carter Administrations
had to use the parole mechanism when the fall of the non-
Communist Governments of South Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos
created the most recent wave of refugees. Most of the 200,000
plus refugees accepted from Indochina (with an exception of
a few conditional entrants) entered as parolees.

Currently, draft legislation is under consideration by
Congress which would provide for the admission in immigrant
status of up to 50,000 "normal flow" refugees annually. The
S0,000 level may be raised by the President if he determines
that it is in the national interest that additional refugees
should be included in the "normal flow". Another section
of the proposed bill provides procedures for the acceptance of
refugees in unforeseen emergency situations. Refugees entering
through this provision would come as conditional entrants.

Although most arriving refugees are delighted to be in
a safe land when they finally arrive in the U.S., no matter how
their entrance was accomplished, their status as parolee or
conditional entrant becomes a troublesome one, because their
rights are more limited than those of immigrants (and, of course,than those of citizens). This is a subject which will be dis-
cussed throughout the renort.

66.439 0 - SO - 10
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PART I

CHAPTER 2. PROFILES OF REFUGEE POPULATIONS

Policymakers need to he familiar with the characteristics
of the populations they seek to serve, if they want to serve
them effectively. Clearly different groups of persons have
different needs, different frames of reference, and different
desires. To provide programs that ignore those differences is,
in many irstances, counter-productive. This chapter describes
how refugee populations are selected, sketches the resulting
demographic profiles of recent U.S. refugee populatiuns, and
finally, explores the policy and service-delivery implications
of these profiles.

Most refugees in recent decades have fled from other human
beings -- not from natural disasters; most are, to use a broad
definition, political refugees. While an erupting volcano will
turn all of its neighbors, from prince to peasant, into refugees,
in the sense of forcing them all to leave their homes, political
events are often more selective in that certain kinds of persons
are more likely to be forced by such events to leave their home-
land than others. Further, different events have different
consequences in terms of the demographic characteristics of
the refugee populations that the events create. Thus some
populations of refugees are younger than others; some have
more children than others; some are predominantly male; and
some predominantly female.

Despite these demographic differences, refugee populations
have much in common. All refugees, by definition, have been
exiled from their homeland; most are in strange surroundings;
virtually all of the adults must find new ways of suppo-:ing
themselves; and all experience varying degrees of strain as
a result. Further, five general statements can he made about
resettled refugee populations. Such populations are:

1. the product of a negative selection process; they have been
selected out in some way by their former homeland;

2. the product of a positive selection process; they have been
selected in by the host nation;

l. to some extent accidentally selected,

4. often not homogeneous;

S. often have characteristics which vary with the date of
their arrival (i.e., earlier waves of the same nationality
of refugees are different from later ones).

The most obvious of these statements is the first one;

1 1 G
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refugees are refugees because they have been forced to flee
from theifNomelands. (Persons who simply decide to leave
their homeland voluntarily are called immigrants.) But,
refugees are rarely a cross-section of the population of
any nation, they are likely to have been forced out of their
nation for one or core of the following reasons:

Politics. The Hungarian revolutionaries who fled to America
after losing to the Communists in the 1950, and the Loyalists
who fled from America in the lath Century after losing the
American Revolution, both belong in this category. Political
refugees sometimes return to their land of origin, either be
cause strife has ended and old feuds forgotten (as in the case
of Spain recently) or because the refugees have become the
Establishment. Lenin, once refugee in Switzerland, returned
to Russia, came to power, causing Czarist (White) Russians to
become refugees in turn.

Race and ethnicity. Probably most of the refugees in the world
are in this category, particularly those In Africa. Thum there
are black refugees from white rule in Rhodesia/Zimbabwe, and
white ones from black rule in Angola and Mozaabique; black
refugees from violent internal conflicts within Nigeria and
Rwanda and the Asians expelled from Uganda by Idi Amin. The
Hmong tribesmen as well as the ethnic Chinese, among the
current Indochinese refugees in the U.S., suffered from eth-
nic discrimination in their homelands.

Religion. The Muslim-Hindu division in tie subcontinent have
created millions of refugees (and a couple of new nations,
Pakistan and Bangladesh). Historically, the Pilgrims came
to Massachusetts and the Quakers to Pennsylvania as religious
refugees, as did the Mennonites and Hutterites to Canada.

Some combination of the above. A number of refugee populations
have been forced to leave their homelands because of 'several
of these factors; the Jews who fled Hitler's Germany are in
this category.

'There are those who would argue that one more category should be
added, that of "economic refugee." While neither the United Matinee nor
the U.S. recognize such persons as refugees, there has been substantial
debate on the issue, and it should be mentioned here. There are at
least two subclasses among the economic refugees; first, there are those
fleeing from poverty so drastic that they are fleeing from virtual
starvation. Secondly, there are instances in which one's ability to
earn a living may be conditioned by one's political activity or lack of

it, in which case the status of economic refugee way blur into th. of
Political refugee. There is suffirlent ambiguity in snow nennami,
refugee situations to warrant further debate and investigation.
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While negative selection factors force a segment of a
population out of a given nation, that rarely assures the
arrival in the host nation of all who were ejected or who
fled. Typically, there is a second filtering process by
which the host nation chooses among the available refugees.
There is a continuing surplus of such persons, and host
nations can, and do, pick and choose among the refugee
populations.2

The positive selection of refugees has two phases, the
macro and the micro. First the receiving nation (unless it
is a nation of first asylum, as Thailand and Malaysia are
to the Indochinese refugees) decides which of the world's
populations of refugees it will accept. Thus, the U.S. is
currently accepting large numbers of Indochinese refugees,
as well as limited numbers of others from Eastern Europe
and the Middle East.

Australia accepts some Indochinese refugees and is pre-
paring to cope with white Rhodesians in the near future.
Sweden, which has accepted a high proportion of refugees
to its population, has no apparent interest in the Rhodesians,
but has resettled a number of Chileans fleeing that nation's
right-wing government, as well as thousands of Assyrians,
members of an obscure Christian sect in Turkey.

After the macro decision has been made, the government
then decides who among the refugees (within the selected
population) are to he admitted. Preference is often given to
those with skills, those with relatives in the host nation,
and those who have previously served the interests of the
host nation. On the other hand, obviou., criminals, people
with communicable diseases and the handicapped tend to be
excluded.

The result of these two quite separate selection processes,
those of the expelling and those of the welcoming governments, is
the refugee population admitted for resettlement. Sometimes
these populations -- at least initially -- are relatively
homogeneous. The Hungarian rebels were largely middle class
in origin, fairly well educated, and an urban population.
Ethnically they were Magysis and linguistically they spoke
Hungarian. The first waves of Cuban refugees were similarly
homogeneous.

2While the selection process is usually self-serving, sometimes it
is ,he reverse; thus, during World Refugee Year, 1959-1960. Canada . _,....-

specifically chose to make roem for vc....a with tuberculosis,
and subsequently ...rrra: o.snoinavian nations have deliberately selected
...,..alrapped refugees.
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On the other hand, the Indochinese refugees consist of
several distinct subgroups. There are, for example, the
largely urbanized Vietnamese, the Cambodians, the lowland
Lao, and the mountain tribesmen, the Hong. Each group
speaks a separate tongue, and in the case of the Hmong,
a hill people with relatively little contact with the Twen-
tieth Century, there is no written language. Clearly one
cannot use the same set of resettlement tactics for all
Indochinese refugees.3

Sometimes the lack of homogeneity results from accidents
which often play a role in the selection process, particularly
in wartime. Thus, while many enlisted men in the Vietnamese
Army had no opportunity to become refugees, many of their
opposite numhers in the Vietnamese Navy were able to escape.
Similarly, some Vietnamese fisherfolk who may not have in-
tended to flee the country were swept up in the evacuation
following the collapse of the Government of South Vietnam.

Soot refugee movements happen quickly and are soon over.
This was the case with the Hungarians. Others continue, as
have those of the Cubans and the Indochinese. There is a
pattern of changing characteristics among such flows. The
first to leave are the wealthiest members of the recently-
ousted establishments: the planters, landlords, bankers and
high government officials; next come the professionals, other
businessmen and middle level government officials; then persons
lower on the occupational scale, as well as continuing flows
of relatives of all of the above. Generally It is the most
assertive, the most prominent and the most ideological who
leave the nation first.

Given the dynamics of the refugee selection processes,
what are the results/ While a large number of variables
might be studied, the focus here will be on the following
characteristics of refugee populations

aggregate size of the population;

relative size of that population, compared to that of the
ethnic community in the U.S. at the time of the refugees'
arrival;

310r a description of five distinct cyltural-rearephiell groups
within the Ae.te..164...4. lw:vgerpopulation, see Jerome M. Bilison, ed.,
The Soviet. Jewish Emigre, Proceedings of the National Symposium on the
Intsrstion of Soviet Jews into the American Jewish Community (Baltimore:
Baltimore Hebrew Galles*. Macomber 26-27, 1976) pp. 64-70.
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distribution of the refugee populaton across the nation;

sex and age ratios (which affect labor force participation
rates);

occupational background (in homeland) and years of education;
and

extent of the cultural gap between homeland society and that
of the U.S.

Refugee populations come in a variety of sizes; the
United States admitted about one thousand Kurds in the
1970s when they became refugees after the Government of
Iran stopped supporting their revolt against the Government
of neighboring Iraq. The Hungarian refugees numbered about38,000. By June 1, 1979, the U.S. had admitted more than
200,000 Indochinese refugees, and approximately 750,000Cuban refugees.

Some refugees arriving in the U.S. find that there are
substantial communities of their own landsmen (e.g., the
Soviet Jews) and some do not (e.g., the Kurds). Table 1
shows the relative size of the refugee groups and that of
the existing ethnic communities. For every Hungarian refugee
in 1957, there were 18 H.S. residents of Hungarian descent.
The arriving Cubans, on the other hand, in the first five
years, almost equaled the size of the existing community, andthe Indochinese refugees outnumbered the resident Indochinese
by a margin of more than 11 to 1. At that time approximately
901 of the U.S. residents of

Vietnamese descent were women,largely servicemen's spouses.

The initial distribution of the refugee population withinthe U.S. is another variable, one over which the Government
can exercise some influence. It can attempt to distribute
newly arrived refugees around the nation (as it did with the
Indochinese), And it can seek to influence the post-arrival
distribution of refugees through a series of incentive and
disincentive programs (as it sought to do with the Cubans).The Hungarians settled in major cities in the Northeastern
quadrant of the U.S., where there were existing communities;
the Cubans (thinking initially

that Castro was a short-term
phenomenon) wanted to stay in Southern Florida, and mostof them did so. The secondary migration of the Indochinese

41NS information on this subject is imprecise, as those data are notcollected on the basis of ethnicity, only on the basis of nation of
birth, citizenship and lest residence. The Kurds are an ethnic group
spread over several Middle Eastern nations.
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TABLE 1

Relative Sizes of Incoming Refugee Populations an Comparable
Ethnic Community in the U.S. at the Time of Arrival

(numbers rounded to nearest thousand)

Size of Existing
Size of Flow Community Ratio of ColuMn 1

(1) (2) to Column 2

38,000 705,000 1: 18
(1956-1958) (1950)

180,000 277,000 1. 1.1
(1958-1963) (1960)

204,000 18,000 11.3. 1
(1975-1979) (1975)

.our-es Flow idtd Hungarians from INS Ann,. Report, 1958, Table 108; Cuban, INS Annual Report, 1963,
kale 4, Indochinese, by telephone from Indochinese Refugee Resistance Program, Social Security kdainis-
trarion, Department of HEW. Existinscommunity data: for Hungarians, U.S. Census data On foreign born
and nativo born of foreign or mixed parentage from Historical Statistics of the U.S., Colonial Times to
1)70, Series C-1,S-227 and Series C-228-295, for Cubans, foreign born (79,000) from Series C- 228 -295,
native born of ,,reign or mixed parentage estimate derived by using the national ratio between native
born of foreign or mixed parentage a d foreign born for all countries in 1950; for Indochinese, total
of netnimese, Cambodian and Laotian aliens who file alien registration cards in 1975 (13,474), INS
Annual Report, 1975, Table 34, and number of Vietnamese naturalized, 1966-1975, (4.342), INS Annual
Reports, 1966-1975, Table 44. (INS does not break out naturalization data for Cambodians and Laotians,
and did not do so for the Vietnamese prior to 1966, when there were 18 naturalizations.)
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within the U.S. is described in more detail in Appendix 2.
To summarize tho.e data, it appears that during a 12-month
span (January 19,7 to January 1978) there were substantial
net movements of Indochinese refugees South and West, as
well as additional clustering in areas where there were
colonies of their countrymen.

As noted earlier, different refugee-causing events create
different demographic mixes of refugee populations. As Table
2 indicates, in terms of age and sex distributions, the pro-
files of specific refugee populations .,re often quite d'ffer-
ent from each other, as well as from the U.S. population as
a whole, and for immigrants generally. Thus, there are major-
ities of women in the U.S. population, in recent cohorts of
immigrants (with that of 1975 being used as an example), and
among the Cuban refugees. The four other refugee populations,
particularly tne Hungarians, were male-dominated.

Some refugee populations contain high percentages of
children (e.g., Indochinese, Hong Kong Chinese) and others
very low percentages (the Hungarians). The incidence of
children also bears on the median age of refugee populations,
with the Soviet and Cuban refugee populations being above
the U.S. norm, and that of the Indochinese remarkably below
it. Populations with few children tend to have more workers
(i.e., a higher labor force participation rate). Similarly,
all else being equal, one would assume that predominantly
sale populations would have higher labor force participation
rates than predominantly female populations, a subject to
be discussed later.

Another significant group of variables regarding the
potential economic adjustment is the educational and occupa-
tional background that the workers among the refugees bring
to the U.S. High-status occupation in the former country,
however, does not assure it in this country; in fact, the
argument is often made, in B --. Stein's words, "Generally,
the higher one's former lccupat.anal status, the worse the
adjustment. As occupational status (in the homeland) de-
clines, the likelihood increases that one will attain or
surpass former levels "5

5 Barry M. Stein, "Occupational Adjustment of Refugees:
The vietnamene in the United States," International Migration Review
11 (Spring 1979) 38.

1 I)1,.
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TABLE 2

Demographic Profiles of Selected Refugee and Non-Refugee Populations in the U.S.

POPULATION
SEX RATIO
(4 Female)

AGE RATIO
(4 Under 15)

MEDIAN AGE

Men Women

(Years)

Total

Non-Refugee Populations

51.3 25.1 27.6 30.0 28.8U.S. Population. 1975

Arriving Immigrants,
FY 1975 53.2 25 5 24.4 24.5 24.4

Refugee Populations

38.1 16.7 n/a n/a 25.2Hungarians, 1957-1958
Of

Hong Kong Chinese,
49.7 38.5 n/a n/a 20.5 84

1966

Cubans, 1967-1976 55.0 19.0 n/a n/a 37.3

Soviet Jews, 1371-1975 48 4 19.3 29.5 32.3 30.8
(HIAS-assisted)

Indochinese, 1975 45.3 38.7 20.0 19.5 19.6

'There to a measurement difference here, since the median age recorded is st adjustment to
permanent resident alien status, not at arrival; since the Cuban refugees had to wait at least two
years prior to adjustment, the 37.3 median age pr.bably would have to be reduced three to four
years to make the data comparable with that of the other refugee populations.

Source. U.S. Population data from Statistical Abstract of the U.S.,1976, Tables 24 and 28
FY 1975 immigrants, from INS Annual Report, 1975, Tables 10 and 10A; Hungarian data from INS Annual
Report, 1958, Table 108; Hong Kong Chinese data from INS Annual Report, 1966, Table 1411; Cuban data
from U.S. Department of Justice, Report of the Task Force on Immigration Law and Policy, pp. 167-68
(forthcoming); data on Soviet Jews derived from American Jewish Year Book, 1977, p. 1661 and Indo-

chinese data derived from Interagency Task Force for Indochina Refugees, Report to Congress, Dec. 15, 1975.

r'
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Two other researchers, Skinner and Hendricks, point out.

"The employment situation for an refugees is perceived
by some ... as being one of "underemployment;" that Is,

that they are employed in jobs below those for which
they are qualified. More accurately, the statement
that refugees are utieremployed refers to the tact that
many are in jobs of Lower status and salaries than those
held in Vietnam. One of the consequences of displace-
ment from one cutture to another is that qualifications
and occupational status achieved within the institutional
structures and value system of one's own culture are
often irrelevant in another. The inference of statements
that refugees are "underemployed," however, Is that some-
how they are being deprived of occupational positions
which Should be theirs. But this ignores fundamental
implications of sudden movement to a radically different
society ..."6

Clearly if the education and the employment of the arriv-
ing refugee has been in people-related, country-specific
matters, transition is more difficult than if the backgrc-ind
has been in the more transferrable physical sciences, such as
medicine, physics or biology. Refugee physicians and dentists
are often singled out for special training in English, and
professional skills upgrading for recertification, but refugee
admirals, judges and politicians are rarely offered such
opportunities.

One of the major difficulties in occupational adjustments
of refugees is an understandable lack of comprehension of the
fluidity of the U.S. labor market. Refugees in the U.S. not
only often have to take less prestigious jobs than those held
in the old country, but also this downward occupational move-
ment is made even more traumatic because they do not realize
that upward job mobility is an important factor in American
life. They do not realize that taking a job washing dishes
is not a life-time assignment, that today's dishwasher may
well be tomorrow's chef or maitre d'.

Many refugee populations come to the U.S. with substantial
academic credentials, as Table 3 ,ndicates. Generally, the
level of education of succeeding movements of refugees, from

( enneth A. Skinner and Glenn L. Hendricks, "Indochinese Refugees:
An Emerging Ethnic Minority," paper presented at the 11th Annual
Meettig of the American Anchtnpolmsiral Association, November 14-18,
1978, Lou Angeles, California.

1 4't



TABLE 3

Distribution of Educational Attainment of Hungarian, Cuban, and Indochinese Refugees on Arrival in the U.S.
(as percents)

HuN,ARIAN CUSAN INDOCHINESE

Lest rhan 4 /Lira .1 Less than 4th Grade 4.0 None 1.3
Elementary 4 p.ar -ourse 36.9 4th Grade to 11th Grade 60.0 Elementary 16.7
Techni,a1 4 year course 29.1 12th Grade to 3 years of Secondary 47.8
.74minasium 8 year course 20.5 college 23.5 University 22.9
university 4 year course 10.6 4 or more years of college 12.5 Post Graduate 4.5
Post ,aduate Degrees 2.7 Not Available 6.8

07:
Total 99 8 Total 100.0 Total 100.0

O
N 5,721 N 1,085 N e 30,628

sources Hungarian data from unpublished data of the President's Committee for Hungarian Refugee Relief; data are
for a sample ,f 5,'21 refugee 16 years of age and older, seeking employment in the U.S. (data mere obtained dare
my employment interviews) Cuban data from Richard R. Fagan, Richard A. Brody, and Thomas J. O'Leary, Cubans in
Exile Disaffection and the Revolution (Stanford. Stanford University Press, 1968), p. 19; data were drawn from
a sample of the roster of Cuban refugees who registered with the Refugee Center in ?ilea. The authors conclude that
the extent of schooling of the refugees as whole is probably understated by these data, because the most affluent
(and best educated) of the refugees did not register with the Center because they did not need its service'.
Data for the Indochinese refugees were drawn from Interagency Task Force for Indochina Refugees, Report to the
Congress. December 15, 1175, p. 12; data are for 30,628 heads of household drawn from sampling of 124,457 people.
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a given location, tends to drop over time. The first refugees
are not only the more prominent (or the more militant) but
they are also likely to have secured more years of schooling.

The occupational distribution of four refugee popula-
tions, immigrants generally and of the U.S. population, is
displayed in Table 4. All the refugee populations have
higher percentages of professionals than the U.S. population,
with that of the Soviet Jews being particularly high. Hidden
within the "other blue collar" category for the Hungarians
is a high proportion of craftsmen; 28.71 of the Hungarian
refugees in the labor force were craftsmen, about double the
proportion of the U.S. labor force at that time.

The size of the gap between the culture of the homeland,
again generally defined, and that of the host ration plays a
major role in the resettlement process. While such differences
are difficult to quantify, they are apparent. If the homeland
society is more or less organized as that of the U.S., then
refugees can make the transition more easily; if not, it is
more difficult. Of the four major refugee movements we have
been describing, the cultural gap was probably greater for the
Indochinese (particularly the Hmong) and for those from the
Soviet Union than i^ was for either the Hungarians (who had
lived under Communism for a relatively short period) or for the
Cubans iwho grew up in a nearby, capitalist nation). Some of
the remarkable problems faced by Soviet Jews, as they seek to
accommodate to the strange ways of a pluralistic, market-
oriented society, have been described in several useful
publications.'

What are the policy and service-delivery implications of
the demographic profiles of the refugee populations/ Obviously
it is easter for the government and its private sector allies
to e.:ettle smaller group- of refugees than larger ones (al-
though, as we will argue presently, sometimes the smallest of
the refugee populations, such as the Kurds and the Chileans,
suffer because their numbers are small). It also helps to
have thiTiniees arrive over time, rather than all at once
(although emeriencies often bring out the best in people and
in institutions).

It is also easier to handle a refugee movement if there
are supporting ethnic communities in place, as there were for

7See for example Joseph Edelman. "Soviet Jews In the United States:
A Profile," American Jewish Year Book 1977 (Philadelphia: Jewish Publi-
cation Society of America) pp. 157 -181, and Gllison, The Soviet Jewish
Pa fire. op. cit.
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TABLE 4

Distribution of oc,upation of Selected Refugee and Non - Referee Populations in the U.S.

(as percents)

Occupational Grouping

NON- REFUGEE POPULATIONS REFUGEE POPULATIONS

Indochinese

U S. Workers
C.enerally,

1176

Arriving

Immigrants
FY 1976 Cubans

Soviet

Jewish

Professional, Technical 1'.2 26.6 17.4 25.0 48.3 14.0
other White Collar 34 7 19.6 14.7 43 0 16.3 12.7

Total White Collar 49.9 46.2 32.1 68.0 64.6 46.7

Servi,e workers 13 7 13.4 4.7 9.0 14.9 8.2
Agroultural i Related 3.2 4.9 4.0 1.0 5.7
Jener Blue Collar 33.1 35.1 59 2 422 20.5 39,4

Total Blue Collar 50.3 53.7 67.9 32.0 35.4 53.3

TOTAL 80111 GROUPS 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number with reported
occupations 87,41' 000 154,654 24,986 55,354 7,376 28,203

t222:221 J.S. workers from Statistical Abstract of the U,S., 1977, Table 6611 FY 1976 immigrants from INS
Annual Report, 1976, Table 10A; Hungarian refugee data from INS Annual Report, 1958, Table 108: Cuban data
from Richard R. Fagan. Richard A. Brody, and Thomas J. O'Leary. Cubans in Exile: Disaffection and the
Revolution (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1968), p. 19; data for Soviet Jewish refugees were com-
piled by Hebrew Immigration Aid Society (HIAS) for refugees assisted by that organization in calendar year
1478, Indochinese data from Interagency Task Force for Indochina Refugees. Report to the Congress. Decem-
ber 15. 1975. p. 13.

cp
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the Hungarians and there are for the Soviet Jews. It should
be noted that earlier waves of refugees, as in the cases of
the Cubans and the Indochinese, can create--over time- -
supportive ethnic communities .for later arrivals.

The question of distribution of refugee populations is
a difficult one; hopefully there is a happy middle ground --
perhaps clusters of several hundred or more -- between a
random sowing of migrants all over the nation, and the con-
centration on one city, which marked the early stages of the
Cuban exodus.

There has been little written about the interaction be-
tween the sex and age ratios of refugee populations and their
labor market experiences. The different models presented by
the Hungarian and Indochinese populations are cases in point.
liecruse of the relatively low incidence of women and children
among the Hungarian refugees, fully 65.7% of those refugees
were labor force participants, compared to 40.71 for the
entire U.S. population at the time. ° Further, three out of
every ten Hungarian refugee workers were craftsmen, ready
for jobs where a complete command of English is not mandatory.
Finally, this predominantly male population (and even more
predominantly male labor force) arrived when the male unem-
ployment rate for the nation was 3.81.

The Indochinese model was quite different, while 65.7%
of the Hungarian refugees were in tne labor market in 1957,
in 1976 it appears that only 38 1% of the Indochinese were
working (a subject covered in more detail in Part II, Chapter
4). A substantial part of the difference presumably relates
to the different demographic profiles of the two groups, i.e.,
the larger incidence of women and children among the Indo-
chinese refugees.

The next chapter focuses on the individual, rather than
the group, and outlines some of the problems faced by specific
refugees and the variety of processes that each refugee
encounters during his entry into American so&.iety.

8
Both percentages are for the entire population of all ages.

Hungarian refugee labor force participation rate derived from Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service, INS Annual Report, 1958 (Washington:
INS, 1958), Table 108; U.S. data computed from U.S. Department of
Commerce, Historical Statistics of the U.S. (Washington: U.S.G.P.0.,
1975), p. 8, and U.S. Department of Labor, Ezmloyment and Training Reportof the ?resident, 1977 (Washington: U.S.G.P.O., 1977), Table A -i.

9 Employment and Training Report of the ?resident, 1977, Table A-1.
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PART I

CHAPTER 3: NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL REFUGEES DURING RESETTLEMENT

Volumes could be written on the needs of the individual
refugee and his experiences as he flees from his homeland,
stays in a camp in the nation of first asylum enters the U.S.,
and eventually (in most cases) makes a successful life for
himself in the new land. The purpose here is more modest, a
brief review of the typical needs and experiences of an
individual refugee as background to subsequent descriptions of
resettlement programs for groups of such refugees. The
refugee's experiences and needs can be divided into three
phases:

journey to the U.S.,

initial reception and placement; and

long-ter resettlement.

What follows is a brief description of the common elements
in the experiences of most refugees. Not all refugees go
through all the steps enumerated; former political leaders
having independent wealth simply need a safe place to reside;
others, such as the most unfortunate of the Vietnamese boat
people, do not survive long enough to have resettlement experi-
ences. Most refugees, however, face most of the needs and the
experiences recounted below.'

A. Journey to the U.S.

This phase of a refugee's life can be divided Into eight
segments.

Fli ht. The refugee's initial experience, as a refugee,
Is flip t ro his homeland (or a decision not to return there).
For many, this is a decision made, or Implemented, in the
middle of the night, It is often a dangerous and/or expensive
undertaking. As time passes, patterns of exodus often become
more regularized and the element of danger decreases. Thus all
Hungarian refugees, all Indochinese refugees to date, and the
first waves of the Cubans fled under crisis conditions. The
later waves of Cubans, and virtually all of the Chileans and
Soviet Jews, on the other hand, left their homelands peacefully,

1 An exhibit, showing the very different ways the United States and
Canada arrests* their resources to meet these individual refugee needs, is
included in Pert II, Chapter S.
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with the consent of their governments. While the latter
departures are non-violent, they are not trouble-free. Those
within the U.S.S.R. and Cuba take substantial risks when they
tell the authorities of their desire to leave the nation.

Choosing the U.S. The next step, often taken at the
same time as deciding to flee, is that of choosing the hoped-
for nation of resettlement. Typically, except in the case of
the early groups of Cuban refugees, the refugee has to make
his desire to come to America known to a U.S. official before
he can be considered for admission to the U.S. This step is
of particular importance in the case of the Soviets, all of
whom must declare they want to go to Israel, in order to secure
a U.S.S.R exit visa. Soviet officials insist on this requirement,
despite the fact that they know that many of the refugees really
want to come to the U.S. Soviet Jews leave the U.S S.R. via
Vienna; those coming to the U.S. then go to Rome where arrange-
ments are made for the balance of the trip.

Being Chosen 1r, the U.S. The U.S. has used different
criteria and different iTirgicfrative procedures to select
refugees at different times. In all refugee movements, except
for that of the Cuban boat people, there is such a selection
orocess, and it is usually handled by INS officers (while
immigrants are screened overseas by consular officers of the
Department of State) Much of the initial interviewing and
data verification in the current Indochinese refugee program is
done by voluntary agency staff members, but final selection is
made by INS, which is also responsible for security clearances.

Coping with Camp Life. In many refugee movements, the
refugee spends some time in a camp in the country of first
asylum. Many displaced persons after World War II spent months- -
and, in many cases, yearswaiting to he resettled elsewhere.
Similarly, there are camps for Vietnamese boat people in
Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and (tong Kong and for Indo
(.ninese who escaped over land, there are camps in Thailand.

Voluntary Agency Asslgnment. At some point in the early
stages of refugee movements in which voluntary resettlement
agencies are involved, each refugee family or individual is
assigned to a specific voluntary agency which will provide sponsor-
ship to help the refugee with the resettlement process. Sometimes,
as in the Cuban program, these assignments are made after arrival.
In the current Indochinese operation, the assignment, are made,
and sponsor% located, prior to the refugee's departure from the
nation of first asylum

11 o
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Travel Today's refugee is usually airborne. Once
the selection process ha, been completed (assuming non-crisis
conditions) the refugee is placed on a chartered plane or a
regular carrier for the flight to the U.S These arrangements
are often complex because land transportation to the airport,
INS clearances, and resettlement agency notifications must
be coordinated. If they are not, seats are wasted or refugees
arrive in the States when and where they are not expected.
The Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration (ICEM)
is the international organization administering the transporta-
tion scheduling.

Port of Lntry Clearance. Although the individual
refugee-1717.71-men selected Tor travel to the U.S., he must he
screened igain at the port of entry (generally an international
airport) in the U.S. by another INS official. This is usually
a formality, a, few re:tigees are denied entry. At this point,
ideally, the refugee is met by a voluntary resettlement agency
representative who helps him through the formalities and on
to hi, ultimate destination.

Reception Center, in the U.S. Some refugees flow through
reception tenter, within the U S., in addition to spending time
in tamp, abroad the Hungarian,, who had been in Austrian
tamps, were first taken to Camp Kilmer2 (near New Brunswick,
%.J 1 and then were ro,ettled elsewhere in the U.S Most of
the Indothine,., who arrived in 197') were first housed in
hastily prepared reception area, in the western Pa) ifi, then
were assigned to one of four military camps in ialifornia,
Arkansas, llorida, and Pennsylvania A few of the refugees
with strong tie, to individuals in the U.S or with independent
mean, went direttll. into the resettlement process without
voluntary agent), sponsorship and without staying in the state-
side reception tenter, ',rich center, tend to he used within
the U.% only when large number, of refugee, arrive in a short
period of time

B Initial Reteation and Placement

[luring this phase the rettigee starts to encounter the
main,tream ot lmerican lift, as distinguished from the largely

2Thc ,amp was later formally renamed the Joyce Kilmer Reception Center
to avoid any negative connotations associated with the word "camp." See

Arthur A. Markowitz, "Humanitarianism Versos Restrl tionism The United States
and the Hungarian Refugees," international. Migration Review I (Spring, 1973)
48.
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governmental aspects of it which he experienced on his way
to this country.

Reception. After clearing the port of entry, or leaving
the stateside center, the refugee generally travels again,
this time within the U.S., to the resettlement site where hts
sponsor (a family, an individual, a church group) is waiting
for him. (The role of sponsors in covered in the next chapter.)
The sponsor is supposed to greet him at the airport or bus
stop. show him around his new community, and take care of his
immediate needs.

Housin . The most immediate need is usually a place
to stay. e ugees are often placed in the sponsor's home, a
hotel or motel for a few days until more permanent arrangements
can be made. Such arrangements are almost always made in the
private sector in the U S., as public housing is relatively
scarce and often has long waiting lists. Sometimes, however,
privately-owned, publicly-subsidized housing is located for
refugees. Often the refugee arrives with clothing that is more
appropriate for the tropics than Minneapolis in the winter,
for example, and the resettlement agencies try to meet this
need as well.

Orientation. Each arriving refugee must quickly learn
a great dear about his new surroundings. While he may have
received some information about U.S. life in the overseas camp,
and probably did receive such information if he lived in a
stateside reception center, he needs specific orientation to
his new community, its facilities and its customs. Orientation
is a responsibility of the resettlement agencies and varies
from the adequate to the skimpy. If the refugee is in touch
with relatives in the new community, and if those relatives
have been in the U.S. long enough to absorb a substantial
understanding of it, the orientation process for the newcomer
is an easier one

Income. Like everyone else, the refugee needs a source
of IncoiiTriw arrive with any savings. Ideally, the refugee
quickly secures a job and becomes self-supporting. The voluntary
resettlement agency may provide a cash grant to bridge the gap
between arrival and the first paycheck. Not all resettlement
agencies make such grants, although all receive a standard
payment from the U.S Government, a subject covered in more
detail in Pait II. If the refugee cannot secure needed funds
from a job, from the resettlement agency or from friends and
relatives. he will probably 'nap to the welfare system, which
is described below.
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C. The Longer Term Resettlement

Over time, the needs of a refugee are no different from
those of other people health, economic security, personal
happiness, a sense of playing a useful role in the larger
world. For the sake of this quick overview, the refugee's
longer-term needs--those which persist beyond the initial
resettlement phase described above--are clustered into five
broad categories.

Family. Refugees are often torn from their families.
Unlike immigrants, they have not made their international move
deliberately and have not been able to say their goodbyes.
Further, unlike immigrants, refugees generally do not have the
opportunity, even if they have the money, to visit their
families in the homeland. In many cases, refugees do not even
know where their families are (in the U.S., in the homeland,
or in some refugee camp in a nation of first asylum). Refugees
who have made it to the U.S. are often plagued by guilt about
the people they left behind. Learning about, locating, and
if possible, rejoining one's relatives are extremely important
to refugees. The nationwide, tollfree hotline operated by
TRAP of HEW is used extensively by refugees seeking information
on members of their families. In fact, half of the calls made
to this line are concerned with locating relatives.3

Economic. The refugee's need for an income, of course,
continues. P many, the need is met by a job, although in
many cases the job is below the level of the last one held in
the old country In order to secure a better job in the U.S.,
many refugees seek ti learn English, some also enroll in vocational
program, or continue with undergraduate or graduate studies.

For those who cannot secure jobs immediately, the Aid to
families with Dependent Children (W(.) program is available
to refugees with sufficiently low incomes Over a third of the
Indochinese refugees were partially or totally supported by this
program at the end of 1978. Refugees who can he viewed as
permanently unable to earn a living, because of age, blindness
or disability, can apply for Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
benefits.

One of the ironies of the resettlement program is that
refugees, far more than other Americans, are forced into either
private sector employment or public sector welfare. The third
option, public employment or publicly-funded training for

Source Weekly profiles of hotline tails prepared by Indochinese
Refugee Assistance Program, Social Security Administration, Department of

Health, education. and Welfare.
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employment, is available to only a tiny minority of the refugees.
This is the case because alitns (including refugees) are largely
barred from Federal employment, may have a difficult time
securing state and substate public employment because of their
parole status and are unlikely to secure public training
opportunities (through CETA and other Pederally-funded but
locally operated programs) because of their lack of political
clout. Perhaps the greatest of these ironies is the decision
of the Defense Ilepaitment that refugees who fought in the
Vietnam War are ineligible to enlist in the U.S. military,
despite their recent combat experience

Health. Refugee health needs vary somewhat from those
of the rest of the population. Some refugee groups are older
than the U S. norm, and some are younger, with the usual health
implications. lo a degree the most ,eseie health problems
have been sorted out, by the non-survival of the feebler among
the boat people, for example, and by the exclusion of most of
the handicapped in the selection process On the other hand,
prolonged stay, in refugee camps under unsanitary conditions
have caused a series of health problems for those finally
accepted into the U.S. (One of the arguments for admitting
refugees quickly is that the nation receives a healthier
cohort of people than if it waits a year or two and then admits
the same group of persons.)

Individual refugees, because of the turmoil they have
experienced, and because of separation from families, may be
more likely to encounter mental health problems than other
people Providing mental health services across substmitial
social and linguistic gaps is particularly difficult. It is
much essier for an Indochinese physician to fix a badly broken
leg of an American, and vice versa, than it is for an Indochinese
psychiatrist to cope with a badly wounded American psyche, and
vice versa

Social. The social need, of refugee, are like those of
the rest 61-11,, if we had endured war, involuntary international
movement, immersion into a strange culture, separation from
friend, and families, and assorted other traumas and ihdignities.
There is a need to find strength from one's countrymen (as
reflected in the previously mentioned secondary migration of
the Indochinese) and to learn to cope with the majority culture.
That need to cope is more of a challenge for some groups than
others. Cuban, who stay in Miami can live in a largely Cuban
world, without too much concern for how the majority thinks,
talks and acts On the other hand, the one Indochinese far'ily
In a small town in South Dakota must face a much more sweeping
set of social adjustments. Whereas the Government seeks to be
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helpful on family reunification matters, and provides substantial
economic and health related services, it has little to offer
in this sphere.

Legal. As mentioned earlier, most refugees enter the
nation in a less-than-immigrant status, which makes it more
difficult for them to secure some jobs and some benefits than
immigrants or citizens. In many states, a resident parolee or
conditional entrant, for example, must pay non-resident tuition
to a state university, which would not be required of anv immi-
grant or a citizen. A widespread problem related to the quality
of refugee related services is the legal barrier in many state
and substate jurisdictions to the employment of aliens who
have not achieved immigrant status. Thus a jur,sdiction, such
as San Diego County (California), was unable for years to hire
otherwise qualified refugees to provide outreach, translation
and other services despite the large concentration of refugees
needing such services.

Two of the processes ..hick retugees go through in the
course of their resettlement are, first, to apply for permanent
resident alien ( immigrant) status from INS, and second, generally
years later, to apply for citizenship

The next chapter des,ribes brietiv tho agencies, public
And private, which handle the various processes and refugee
problem, noted here

4 For more on the disadvantages of the lark of permanent resident alien
status, see the testimony of William Males, HIAS, to Senate Judiciary
Committee, The Refugee Act of 1979, Hearing, march 14,,_ 1979, op.cit.,
p. 5/-55. See also David Carliner, The Rights of Aliens (New York. Avon
Books, 1977). pp. 119-11) for a general discussion on th. rights of aliens
to work in the U S.

1 (.1 :7ti
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PART I

CHAPTER 4- ORGANIZATIONS ENGAGED IN REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT

During the past three decades, numerous humanitarian
policies for refugee resettlement have been carved out by
statutory and executive au horny. Cooperative relation-
ships have developed between the Governmental sector and
the private voluntary sector, which traditionally has as-
sumed a leadership role in providing assistance to refugees.
Further, each sector has enlarged the scope of its activities
so that meeting the refugees' basic needs is now considered
to include much more han the provision of food, clothing
ani shelter. Tools to achieve the long-range goal of self-
sufficiency such as job training, skills upgrading, coun-
seling, and cultural orientation are now considered essential
elements of a good resettlement strategy.

A. Definition of Resettlement

For the purposes of this study, we have used the fol-
lowing definition of resettlement.

"Resettlement is the process of finding new home, obtaining
adequate employment, and developing the ability to function
in a new society, while retaining a sense of appreciation
and pride for one's cultural heritage,"

It is within the context of that definition that the study
analyzes the roles and responsibilities of the many public and
private agencies which assist refugees towards resettlement.
There are four key groups of resettlement praLt,tioners the
U.S Government, the traditional voluntary resettlement agen-
cies, State and local governments, and tne refugee self-help
or mutual assistance groups.

W. Federal Agencies

Roth the Legislative and the Executive branches of the
U S Government have played significant roles in the resettle
went of refugees, the Judicial hrinch has yet to be involved.
The Congress passed the legislation making the refugee admis-
sions possible, approved other legislation authorizing the
resettlement programs, and appropriated the fund. needed to
operate them. Since this report is directed to the Executive
branch, it does not dwell on congressional decision- making,
some of which has been outlined earlier

Four Exetutive departments, 'tate, lu,ti,e, H1W, and
sometimes nefense, carry out most of the Government',
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responsibilities in the refugee field In addition, from
time to time -- generally responding to crises Presidents
have created ad hoc structures within the Executive branch

State The Department of State performs thiee major
retugee related functions it plays A leading role in forming
the Nation's policies regarding the admission of paroled
refugees (1 e , those not admitted as part of the normal
flow 4, seventh preference conditional entrants), it facili-
tates (and helpstinance) the housing, care and transportstion
of refugee, overseas, and it aids, through per capita grants,

fr. the voluntary resettlement agencies' domestic resettlement
program,

v.

It is the Department of State which shape, the Nation's
macro selection processes vis a-st, refugee,, although the
Attorney General formally parole, them into the U.N. The
Department of state also encourages other nations to accept
refugees for first isylAm, and for ultimate resettlement
(As part of the latter process, the state Department prosides
Israel with funds to help resettle refugees from the Soviet
Union Ind other pastern bloc nations

)

Most of the ',tate Department', refugee activities are
extended through international organizations, such as the
United Nation, High Commissioner for Refugees, which helps
support refugee camp, in nations of first asylum, the International
Committee of the Red Cross, which is engaged in related work and
ICEM mentioned earlier, which specializes in handling internitional
travel arrangement for refugees all ocer the world.

The state Department's third funii. n is to help finance
the voluntary resettlement agencies Ibis is something of an
anomaly for the Department, heiause this is its only domestic
program Further, although the resettlement agency funds are
spent largely for service, provided within the li s,., most of
the agreements for the grants are signed in Geneva with
their international affiliates Per capita grants, in dit-
fering amount, at different times, are made to the voluntary
agencies by the State Department. For example, in the Indo
chinese program the initial amount was $500 per refugee,
which fell to $300, and as this is written, is now at the
$330 level. It is expected to rise to $500 'n FY '80 For
the Soviets And other l.astern European refugees, the grant
is currently $250 and will become $150 per capita in FY '80.
The amount of the grant is not based on the Actual cost of
resettlement which is higher but appears to he a
Compromise between the State Department and the resettlement
agencies on an amount which the Office of Managrment and
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Budget and Con,ress would find acceptable 1 The fiscal rela-
tionships between the Government and the resettlement agencies
are described in more detail in the four chapters on specific
refugee movements in Part II.

State Department expenditures on refugee matters are not
inconsiderable. For example, in the period between the col-
lapse of the former Government of South Vietnam and April 15,
1979, tne General Accounting Office (GAO) estimates that the
U S. appropriated $513.1 million to the Department of State
for refugee programs, compared to the $505.4 million used for
refugee purposes by HEW.'

Most of the State Department's expenditure, are for
overseas activities. the FY '78 actual expenditures on the
State Department's first two sets of functions (primarily
conducted overseas) came to $52,593,000, while its payments
to the voluntary agencies amounted to $25,'76,000 '

Justice The Justice Department participates in five
phases of the refugee admission and resettlement process.
It assists in the macro-selection process previously des-
cribed, with the Attorney General using his parole authority
to admit refugees when sufficient numbers are not available
in seventh preference. INS, an arm of the Justice Department,
plays a major role in the micro selection overseas of the
corditional entrants and parolees. It also screens the refu-
gees again, at the ports of entry, adjusts their status from
that of parolee or conditional entrant to that of permanent
resident alien, when the refugees apply for this status
generally two years after the arrival tt examine,
those who apply for citizenship, usually several years after
securing permanent resident alien .tatus

Since the Justice Department's functions are administrative
only, the funds allocated to it for refugee activities are
considerably smaller than those appropriated to State or H1W

1See January 19, 1979 letter to Secretary of State Cyrus Vance from
John E. McCarthy, Chairman of the Committee on Migration and Refugee
Affairs of the American Countil of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign
Service, Inc.

2Comptroller General of the U S.. Resyonse to the Indoihinese ExodusA
Humanitarian Dilemma (Washington U.S.G.A.O., Aprli 24, 19797. p. 100.

3Executive Otfl.e of the President, The Budget of the totted States
Government, Fiscal Year 19801 Appendlx (Washington: U 14791
p.
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For this reason, there is no line item in the 1980 budget for
INS's services to refugees.

HEW. HEW funds the basic continuing support services for
the raligees after their arrival in the U.S The prevailing
policy is that refugees are entitled to services on the same
basis as U.S. citizens in need, and that e effort should
be made to place the refuges 1- maiostream of existing
service structures. In special circumstances, however, the
existing systems are either inappropriate or underfunded,
thus reating a need for specially funded services. Moreover,
the extent of HEW's oversight and funding responsibility
varies considerably depending on the groups of refugees
involved. The political and economic climate at the time
the refugees are admitted and the areas in which they resettle
are strong determinants of the level of support assistance,
as will be explained in Part II of this study.

It is more convenient to descrihe the 111W services to
refugees if the three elements in the Department are ordered
differently, i.e., welfare, health, and education.

HFW's largest expenditures for refugees are for income
maintenance In recent years, low income refugees who, he
cause of advanced age, blindness or other disability, appear
to he permanently incapable of supporting themselves, are
placed on the rolls of SSt, a federally financed program
operated directly by SSA. Only a tiny minority of the
Nation's 4 million '61 recipients are refugees.

Refugees who are not too old, blind or disabled to
work, but who have inadequate incomes, are temporarily placed
on the equivalent of AFDC, a program which is the responsi-
bility of the Office of Family Assistance of the Social
Security Administration, but which, unlike SSI, is admen
istered through the network of State and county human services
or welfare agencies AFDC, like SS!, makes cash benefits
available to its heneficiaries, but unlike SSI, a portion of
the basic grants are State funded the AFDC programs have
been handled quite differently for different groups of refu-
gees in recent year,

The Kurds, the Chileans and other groups of refugees for
whom no special programs have been devised, may apply for
AFDC benefits only if they meet the usual regulations of the
States where they live. If eligible, the State pays part of
the benefits, as it doe, for other eligih1( populations, and
the Federal Government pan,, the rest.

A major departure from this categorical approach exists
for the Cubans and Indochinese. States providing Cuban
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refugees with ca.-11 through AFDC or general assistance programs
currently are reimbursed by HEW for 854 of the costs not
covered by Federal funding under the public assistance titles
of the Social Security Act. Until July 1978 the reimburse-
ment rate was 1001, however, in 1978 the program began a six-
year phasedown in reimbursement costs which will terminate
at the end of 1983.

Indochinese refugees whose incomes are sufficiently low
may receive an AFDC-like benefit even if they are single
persons, childless couples or intact families. Their cash
assistance benefits are 100% Federally funded.

All persons eligible for SSI and AFDC are automatically
eligible for Medicaid, the Federal-State supported program
providing medical care to low income persons. It is through
thi,, program that HEW supplies medical care to refugees, pay-
ing for 1001 of the costs for the Indochinese. 851 for those of
the Cubans. and the normal Federal share for medical services
to other refugees eligible under Medicaid.

One of the patterns of HEW expenditures, a suoject covered
in more detail in Part II Chapter 4, is the heavy concentration
on maintenance payments (cash assistance and medical care) as
opposed to human development programs (education, counseling.
vocational training, etc.). For example. HEW made the follow-
ing expenditure., on Indochinese refugees from FY '78 funds.

HEW INDOCHINESE REFUGEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

FY '784

Category Amount

Cash Assistance s- non SSI
SSI (estimated)
Medical Assistance
Administration (state Level)

Maintenance and Administra-
tion Total

Social Services
Special Projects"

Human Resources Total

54,500,000
8,170.000
22.600.000
10,100000

95.270.000

13,800,000
9,800,000
23, 606, 000

TOTAL $118,870,000

4Soune All categories, except 551 estimate, from Indochinese
Refugee Assistante Program. So, tai Security Administration. and
Department or Health, FduLation. and Welfare.

5Assuming an average monthly payment of $189.40 for twelve months to
each of the 3.594 SSI beneficiaries among the refugees, reported on October
1. 1978. in U.S. Department of Health. Education and Welfare Report to
Congress: Indochinese Refugee Assistance Program (Washington: HEW, Decem-
ber 31. 19741. Table 5.

Mostly job-oriented progress. but includes $2.8 million In mental
health programs.
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The expenditure of HEW funds for the education of ref-
ugees follows no set pattern. For years, the heavily-impacted
Dade County school system received substantial financial
assistance for the education of Cuban refugee children By
FY ''8, it received $11 8 million, a slightly lower amount is
scheduled for this fiscal year, as the program slowly phases
down

During the first phase of the lialochtnese refugee program,
formula grants were made to school districts across the Nation
for their 5-1' year old Indochinese refugees, and project
fund, were awarded for adult education projects These funds
were last appropriated in F) '7'. when there was $18 S million
in the former category and a little more than $10 million in
the latter. Although program, for the education of Indochinese
retugees were re- authorized in the fall of 1978, ne funds were
appropriated for them for FY '79 for FY '80, Congressional
conferences have agreed on $2.5 million for Indochinese adult
education

No special funds have been either authorized or appro-
priated for the education of other groups of refugees The
limited extent to which the needs of refugee children have
seen met by on-going Federal aid to education programs, such
as bilingual education, is described in Part II, Chapter 4.

Defense The Department of Defense (DOD) either plays
a major roTe- in a refugee resettlement program or it plays
none at all. (ailed into action when sudden large movements
of refugee: are on the horizon, DOD's immense logistical
Capabilities are used to transport and to bobse large groups
of refugees, until the civilian agencies can take over the
resettlement process. In the Hungarian program, for example,
military ships and planes brought the refugees to Camp Kilmer,
which was run by the Army. In the early stages of the Indo-
chinese program the military assisted to the evacuation of
refugees from South Vietnam, provided essential services
when they were placed in Western Picific military facilities,
and then moved the., to four military bases in the States,
which were used 4S caging areas for the resettlement
effort. The military was not involved in the Cuban program,
however, nor the smaller programs such as for the Kurds,
Chileans or Soviet,.

Ad Hoc Arrangements lust PS the military 1, called upon
in times or to help with refugee matters, so Presidents
tend to react to crisis refugee situations with ad hoc admin
istrative arrangements

7

HEW, gwport_t"Congress Decmber il, 1978, op. cit., p. 6.
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The Indochinese refugee situation caused the creation of
two different management entities. tollowing the fall of the
Saigon Government in April, 19-5, President Ford established
the Interagency Task Force for Indochinese Refugees. The Task
Force directed the Interagency effort to move the refugees from
Southeast Asia through the Western Pacific transit centers, through
the four Stateside camps and into the resettlement process. The
crisis stage was regarded as terminated on December 11, 197S when
the Task Force completed its work.

To organize the Government's response to the plight of the
Hungarian refugees, President Eisenhower on December 12, 1956
created the President's Committee for Hungarian Refugee Relief,
charred by Tracey S Voorhees 8 It coordinated that resettle-
ment effort until it went out of business on May 14, 19S7

Most recently, the Office of the U.S. Coordinator for
Refugee Affairs, headed by Ambassador-at-Large Dick Clark, was
established by President Carter in February, 1979, for policy
oversight and coordination responsibility in both domestic and
overseas refugee-related matters. That Office, within the
State Department, not only encompasses the functions of State's
Office of Refugee and Migration Affairs, but also serves as
the focal point within the Fxecutive branch for budgetary
review and liaison with Congress, State, local and foreign
governments in refugee-related matters, and is charged with
program direction and coordination across all Federal agencies.
In the latter capacity the Coordinator chairs the Interagency
Working Group on Refugees comprised of senior officials from
agencies with refugee concerns. The establishment of this
Office and the Interagency Working Group are major steps for-
ward in the Administration's effort to rationalize and coordi-
nate refugee policies more effectively.

C. Traditional Voluntary Resettlement Agencies

Since World War II the voluntary resettlement agencies
have heen the most eloquent and effective advocates for refugee
admission. Throughout the years they have been the organiza-
tions in most direct contact with the refugees, as they have
assumed responsibility for the day-to -day pre-migration coun-
seling, reception, placement and other resettlement efforts.

The voluntary resettlement agencies traditionally pro-
vided assistance without government financial support, using
their awn financial resources and volunteers to provide ser-
vices to refugees. The Cuhan, Soviet and Indochinese programs,
however, have been accompanied by per capita grants to the
resettlement agencies, although this funding does not cover
actual costs of resettlement

8
White House, press release. Dereaber 12, 1956.

I ag,
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The non sectarian agencies have normally relied upon
sponsorship of refugees by individuals or community groups
or have taken on the assignment of sponsors directly, relying
upon a network of local offices staffed by caseworkers. The
religiously affiliated agencies have normally linked refugees
with their diocesan structures or local churches which pro-
vide direct services to refugees.

For the purposes of this report we are using a de facto
definition of a voluntary agency as an entity through which
the U.S. Government ensures the resettlement of refugees in
the U.S. The current (July 1, 1979) list of such entitites
iAn be found in Table S. Clearly this is, despite their com-
mon concern in refugee resettlement, a mixed collection of
organizations, some much larger than others, some new to the
field, many with decades of experience. Table 5 shows the
extent to which these Agencies have been tni,olved in the listed
refugee movements, as well as membership or nonmembership in
the American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service,
Inc., the umbrella agency.

Currently there are four refugee programs in which the
Government provides funds for resettlement agencies. The State
Department provides per capita resettlement grants for Indo-
chinese refugees ($350) and Soviet, Eastern European and other
refugees ($250) in differing amounts. The Cuban placement pro-
grams, funded by HEW, at the moment are too small to justify a
per capita system of fund allocations, but some small grants
were made The only matching grant program among the four is
HEW's $1,000 per ,Apita program for Eastern European refugees,
which is primarily for Soviet Jews. The $1,000 grant covers
!og !ern ,crvic:s rath,r than ;ust the reception
and placement expenses

The largest of the resettlement agencies is the Migration
and Refugee Services of the U.S. Catholic Conference, which
operates as an arm of the Catholic Church. There are three
Protestant resettlement agencies the Lutheran Immigration and
Refugee Service, the World Relief Services, a new entity among
the resettlement agencies which relates to the Evangelical
churches, and Church World Service, which works through other
(non Lutheran and non Evangelical) Protestant churches.

IllAs (Hebrew Immigrant Aid So_ietv) offers its asses
lane to refugees through a network of lewi,h family Service
.agencies Ravtov (a Hebrew word meaaing apt toximate,y "much
gmurl is a newcomer to the field, specializing in .he re
settlement of religiously conservative lews,

The Tolstoy loundation was created earlier in this century
to help White Russian refugees, particularly those in the arts,
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TABLE S

Refugee resettlement Activities ,f Voluntary Agencies, 2,s1Y, 1979

.,TATS DEPARTMENT-FUNDED PLACEMENT 'RANTS HEW FUNDED PROGRAMS

FY 'Is Indochinese FY '79 European FY '7d Cuban
Prograts Program Program 1979

European
Number Total Number Total Number Total Program
of '-'1[4r1(.. of '7.tant of ',rant Block Grant

Refugees (000:01/ Refugees (000:)1/ Refugees (000$11/ (000S)1/

Amer) tl for

Na,v,nalit,t4 ,ern e

Ameri 1 t,r rd'
Neflweb

Wu( ; I ,er is e

Hbrew haul {rent Al

stnterratl,n11 4e i '4rIM

J US

11113:14L Sr l MP' 3r _ and
Hettkiee r 21 e

s,,,ltsh ms.. I n Ims14f4t106
and Heil.' ' mmire, hi,

VAJ.OV

eT,.1ttoy lounlatl-n

Athol( o6f.ren,r

4.1W.

75

.7,[5)

Pr')

600

12.500

10,8,1

261

144

115

1.225

175

.,215

211

77

7,792

893

HI

341

274

1,164

1,948

223

[I )

45

69

291

35

1,966

10

10

40

33

33

8,000

586

15

232

150

100

a.
-

Cl
Cl

# '1
yr,r14 1.11,,f Pf,1

Member ,f the American ,ouncil of Voluntary Agencies.
-I./numbers rounded to nearest thousand"Predi,ted total, ,ontra,t not signed as of this date.

logue telephone conversations with State and TRAP, HEW, and with ACVA.
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the Polish and Czechoslovakian organizations were similarl)
created to assist refugees from those nations.

The two non-ethnic, non-religious, non-governmental
entities on the list are the International Rescue Committee,
which operates through branch offices, and the American Council
for Nationalities Service (ACNS). The latter is a nationwide
umbrella organization of local immigrant-serving agencies,
often called International Institutes ACNS also publishes the
highly useful newsletter for those concerned with refugee and
immigration matters, Interpreter Releases.

The State of Iowa, because of Governor Robert Ray's strong
interest in the subject, became, in the sense used here, a
voluntary agency in 1975 Iowa has concentrated on the reset-
tlement problems of the fai Dam tribesmen.9

Fach of these agencies operates with its own guidelines
and program delivery systems While there is a wide disparity
in the procedure- used to resettle refugees, each agency must
agree to provide services leading to self-sufficiency. The
multitude and diversity of the various resettlement structures
has created numerous problems with regard to equity and quality
of treatment for refugees. These issues will be examined in
Part II.

It is interesting to note that of all the agencies cur-
rently utilized for resettlement services, none is primarily
Hispanic or Oriental, although during the past decade the over-
whelming majority of the refugees resettled were Cuban or
Indochine.e. The extent to which existing agencies are sensi-
tive to the ethnic, cultural, and religious diversity of current
refugees IN an issue which is explored in this report. It is a
continuing challenge to the resettlement agencies to adapt to
the changing complexion of refugee movements in a manner which
promotes cross cultural appreciation rather than antipathy orpaternalism.

O. State and local Governments

State and local governments play a critical role in refugee
resettlement. We have been told on numerous occasions by State
and county officials that the Federal Government admits refugees,

tr but refugees are not resettled on Federal land -- they are re-
settled in individual States. Because refugees come under the

9
The Travelers Aid International (which resettled 532 Indochinese

reingems) and the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Asso,!atIon (which reset-*
tied 900 refugees) are no longer on the State Department's list of active
voluntary agency grantees, nor are the States of Maine, New Mexico, Oklahoma,
and Washington, or Jackson County (MiLmouri) and Indianapolis (Indiana), all
of which played that role in 1915.
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Jurisdiction of the States in which they reside, it is under-
standable that States are concerned shout the fiscal impact of
the refugees on State-supported services. County officials
are even more adamant about the resources required to cope with
resettling refugees to local communities, resources which are
scarce and usually barely sufficient for providing services
to already existing dependent populations. In the case of
refugee groups where there is a particularly large cultural
gap, there are very limited special services available to
help meet the needs of these groups These comments, of
course, are made with special vigor in those areas in which
there are substantial concentrations of refugees, and the
extent of such concentrations has varied with the various
refugee movements. The Hungarian refugees, for example, did
not encounter this reaction, as there were few of them and they
were scattered widely The Cuban movement, on the other hand,
was massive and went largely into southern Florida. There
have been some noticeable clusters of Indochinese refugees in
New Orleans, Texas, and southern (alifornia, but these appear
minor when compared to the Mtamt experience.

State and local governments view newly-arrived refugees
as a segment (and hopefully a passing one) of the dependent
population, which has a variety of needs, such as cash, medi-
cal care, education, housing, job placement assistance, and
counseling Some of the needs of the refugees are met directly
and fully with Federal funds, some are partially met with
Federal funds, and some are not met at all. Thus the State
and the local governments play the role of conduits of Federal
funds when they are available, and do the hest they tan for the
refugees when the funds are not sufficient. While local tat
revenues are sometimes ,pent to meet retugee needs, suth funds
come from sources related to the needs of the disadvantaged
generally, rarely are State or substate fund, appropriated
specifically for refugees.

(ash assistance and medi,a1 care funds are relatively
available and are generally «xpended through the State and
country welfare networks. These same networks administer the
limited social services funds made available by ULM, buying a
variety of supporting services (such as language instruction,
vocational training, counseling, mental health services,
referral and interpreting services) And sometimes there are,
as noted earlier, Federal funds to help school districts edu-
cate refugee children.

Interestingly, while MIK reimburses StJte for II01 ,J,h
4,istin,e .ost, for Ind,+,hine.e refugees, the department of
labor has mile no ,omparable ..rrangement. lot

, ',tog.. pi,:
by either the Imploement 'AVreitr. ,r tl IA progrim., optinc not
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to focus on these State and local
systems as methods of helpingthe refugees become self-supporting

Similarly, there appearsto he no special refugee funding
available in such areas ashousing, small business development,

community development, etc

How states and localities organize to deal with refugee
resettlement programs is particularly important to the effec-tiveness of these activities. It is clear that, given the
scattering of Federal activities

administered through variousState, substate and private systems, no single program coordi-
nation can he (or is) imposed from Washington down The levelof interest e-pressed by Governors in refugee resettlement
programs is an important variable,

and when the Governor plays
a strong role, program effectiveness in that state is enhanced.
Similarly, at the county level, where resettlement actually
occurs, iti, very useful if the various public and private
agencies involved can coordinate their

efforts and avoid dupli-cation two highly successful examples of this kind of grass-roots progrim coordination, the
Indochinese Refugee Forum ofOrange county (California) and the Puget Sound Resettlement

Forum (Washington ',tate) will he described more thoroughlylater

I. Mutual Assistance Groups

typically, refugees who come to this country are ableto adjust more effectively if they can he received within acommunity which is ethnically similar I° the pattern of refu-gees receiving assistance from
earlier arrivals is a persistentone in the re :ttlement process. The self-help groups oftenare community or neighborhood

.oriented, rather than nationalin locus for groups of refugees who hive had no receptivecommunity of peers into which
they resettle, the absence ofsupport groups can become a catalyst for newly arrived refugeesto form associations of their own quickly Often these aredeveloped around a religious

organization or a former leaderwho is al-o a refugee
ixamples during the Indochinese refugeeprogram are the mutual assistance

groups which emerged from theBuddhist churches and the Lao family (ommunity, Inc. fa Hmongorganization) founded by for,
( military leader, Vang Pao

10
rhe Importance of the ethnic community in assimilation and accultur-ation ham been explored In. among others, Eleano. Meyer Hogg, The Assimila-tion of Cuban Exiles

The Role of Community and Clans (New York: AberdeenPress. 1914), Skinner and Hendricks.
"Indochinese Refugees," op, oc andWilliam T Liu, et. ml., Transition to Nowherj Vietnam. -w_ Refagees inAmerica (Nashville:

charter House Publishers, Ltd., 1979).

-'119 - I -
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The voluntary resettlement agencies have provided other
groups with seed money and office space to assist the refugees
in developing their own counseling and outreach programs.
While most of the groups begin modestly, with time many are
able to increase their ability to serve as effective advocates
in generating appropriate services for their fellow refugees.

Mutual assistance groups, as well as refugees who are not
affiliated with specific organizations, are excellent resources
in designing and providing services to refugees and should be
encouraged to participate at all levels in resettlement pro-
gramming.

F. Summary

A variety of institutional linkages have been worked out
to integrate the functions of these sets of actors, with dif-
ferent groups having principal responsibility at different
stages in the resettlement process. Although at the Federal
level the programs may appear to be fragmented and uncoordi-
nated, one frequently finds at the local levels a high degree
of interaction by various refugee assistance groups. The
patterns of interaction throughout recent years, however,
range the full ipectrum from non-existent to sophisticated,
depending on the resettlement location, the type of refugee
to he served, the nature of the Federal commitment, and the
philosophy and capability of the sponsoring resettlement
agencies

I well conceived national policy for refugee assistance
must he cognizant of the roles of all the actors and should
provide incentives for the effective interaction of these
elements at all levels of poll,_, development and program
implementation.

Part 11 describes how the public and private agencies
nave dealt with the iddividual and collective prohlems of
the major groups of refugees to irrive in America.
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MAJOR RESETTLEMENr APPROACHES

Introduction

Part I of this report sketched the background for U S.
refugee resettlement programs, the history of U.S. refugee
admissions policies, as well as the demographic, psychological
and institutional frameworks for these programs. The discussion
of specific resettlement programs in this section Includes
both a description of and an a.sessment of each of them. The
latter is ba.ed on a five point analytical framework which
addresses the following quest.ons about each program

I What were its goals' What needs of the retugees wire
t ) be met'

2 What resources were ava.liSle to the program'

1 What services were ottered to the refugees'

4. How were the servtces provided"

S 1, it possible to measure the suxces of the entire
program ur at least some segmetts of it' If so, what
worked well, Ind whit did not"

Clearly judging the extent of ;ucxess or failure of the
various programs s not an exact .,:tence rhe goals of the
various programs differed Ito the extent that they were
articulated At all). As did the resources available, the kinds
of service, offered, And the service delivery mechanisms. It
is pos%ihle to draw slme conclusions from the programs,
however, and to learr at least something from the nation's
prior experience in this field.

The goals of refugee resettlement programs have become
more complex and far-re iching with the passage of time rhefirst goal of any such program is to preserve the lives ofthe endangered persons Ultimately the roils may include a
concern that the linguistic skill, anc: the co!,,ia! integrity
of the rescued people he prserved. The goal, of resettlement
programs, in more recent times, have tncluded the following

sho.t term

guaranteeing the survival of refugees,

moving retugees to the U.S.,

1 "7t ' ',it 1,
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meeting basic food, shelter, clothing and emergency
health care needs, and

placing refugees initially in A reasonably
compatible environment and with an appropriate
sponsor

long. term.

ensuring ,ufficient tncome, preferably through
employment.

provtdtng appropriate, continuing health care,

enabling good mental health,

ensuring appropriate geographical dtstributton,

meeting the social needs of the population,

nurturing adequate linguistic ',kills for success
in the view encironment,

meeting the problem, of particularl, vulnerable
,ubpopulattons (e.g unaccompanted children,
singles, and the aging/.

guaranteeing the r ugees. legal rights, and the
elimination of lega.iv sanctioned discrimination
against them,

presetting the cultural integrit,, of refugee
populations, and

providing a wide range of services in a cost
effectil,v manner

the resources available vary from program to program,
and are usually hard to a,se,s. Phis is particularly true
of the resources the refugees bring with them a desire to
succeed, A willingness to work, and the human capital of past
trait ig and work experience It is somewhat easier to measure
the host nation', allocation of resources to a refugee movement.
(hose of the public sector, however, are much easier to quantify
than those of the private sector some of the most valuable
resource, the time, energ% and LOntdCti of concerned sponsors
and other volunteers are the most difficult to measure.
While all this is true, It is al,0 clear that some refugee
movement, attract many more resource, per kapif, than others,

I Si)
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e g., the Indochinese and Soviet lews on one hand, compared
to the Kurds and the Lhilvans on the other

the services provided to arilving .efugees range from
the minor to the major, from the crude Americanization program,
of past generation, to the more sophisticated offerings of
today such as the specialized programs to facilitate the
return to medicine of refugee physicians). The extent of
availability of refugee services has also differed from time
to time, and from movement to movement.

The manner in whi,h services are provided to refugees
has changed to ,-)me extent over time, in the sense that the
Federal 'eovernment's inv.iluement ha, grown substantially, and
the relative, if not the absolute, role ot the private recto.
ha, declined The provision ot serviees to refugees,
however, has usually hcen conducted on an ad hoc basis,
resulting in sub,tantial inequities iMung refugee populations,
4, well a, between them Other nition,, as we will note, tend
to pa,kage their ,ervi,e drliveri ,stem, in different ways
tnan the I/ S doe,

the bottom line of this analyst, 1, a troublesome one
It 1, difficult to ',se., th, effectiveness of refugee re.ettle-
ment programs, A dilti,g1ty whi,h has been severlv aggravattd
by the almost total ah,en,e of easy-to mount longitudinal
ytudiee whi,h would track the services provided to refuees,
and the degree of their adjustment to U S. society is --,uoject
which will be covered in the final e,tton of the report)
Although it is riot easy', thre are measure, that could he applied
to any refugee population lor any other group ot peoples, fur
example

lob t term need measures

income sex and age specitit median
earnings, labor torte
participation, receipt of
welfare pavillents

health morbidity, mortality rate,:

mental health institutionalization,
,utctde rate,

linguisti, -41114 ability to speak English

It is also possible to measure the tort per eapita to
the federal hoyernment of refugee resettlement p.ogi im, and to
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note the termination ot, or the long life of, special refugee
resettlement programs

While such measures would all he extremely helpful in an
assessment of the relative success of refugee resett'ement
programs, or portions of them, their desirability is more
apparent than their availability Still, enough Is known or
can he extrapolated so that certain rough assessments an and
will be ,......ae ,,t the sarious refugee resettlement programs
descrioed in the charters which follow
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PART II

CHAPTER 1 THE HUNGARIAN REFUGEE PROGRAM

In October 19S6, student demonstrations in Budapest,
Hungary led to riots when police began arresting the demonstra-
tors. Groups of workers, intellectuals and individuals who
had long resented repressive conditions in Hungary joined the
upheaval A declaration of martial law and the ar..eal of
Soviet troops ;parked a general insurrection which wa-
vigorousie repressed During the next few days the revolutionary
government fell and refugees began streaming into Austria and
Yugoslavia.

The large numbers of refugees arriving in Austria (21,000
during the first three weeks after the uprising), in addition
to the thousands of refugees remaining from World War II,
led Austria to reque,t assistance from the Covernmental
Committee for European Migration (1LEM) and the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugee, fUNHCR), At the utging of the
High Commissioner, offers of asylum were received from numerous
governments, and, on November 2, 1956, President Eisenhower
anreaunced twat as man,. as 5,01.10 Hungarians would he admitted
to the U S

By late November, -,000 Hungarians were crossing the
border daily, however, the numbers of refugee, crossing the
frontier gradually began to decrease as tighter military controls
were established in Hungary By March 1937, refugee movement
from Hungary into Austria and Yugoslavia had stopped By
late winter of 1951, 200,119 Hungarian refugees had fled their
country and over 170,000 had been resettled in third countries
the United stites incepted 18,121 of them.-

While there were similarities hetween the Hungarian
movement and earlier resettlement programs fuse of the voluntary
resettlement agencies, and assistance from international agencies,
for example), there was one significant way in which the Hungarian
program differedthe speed with which it occurred. The sense
of urgency which developed was the result of the need for quick
relief to Austria which already carried a major refugee burden,
and the need to take idvantage of the wide spread offers to
assist the Hungarian refugees.

Markowitz, "Humanitarianism Versus 4estrfctiouium," op.cit.

2Data furnished by ICfII to the American Council of Voluntary Agencies for
Foreigo Servite, Inc., Report_ of pact Finding Committee of the Committee on
Migration and Refugee Problems_on the Hungarian Refuge ProAram (New York: ACVAPS.
May 1958, mimeo).
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Within the United States, the refugees received a warm
reception. Positive reaction in the press appeared to he an
important factor in creating support for the refugees, as
did the existence of substantial Hungarian ethnic communities

This chapter examines the resettlement experiences of
the 9ungarian refugees and review, the activities of the public
sector, particularly the Federal Government, and the over
whelmingly receptive rote of4the private sector

A Resettlement The Federal Response

The first s,00n Hungarian refugees were admitted under
the provision= of the Refugee Relief Act of II53. As amended.
There were no specific criteria for selection Initially,
the earliest admissions appeared to he on a first come-first-
served halls Responding to the continuing buildup of refugees
in Austria. the President authorlled on No ember 2b. 1956,
the +dint...sloe of an idditional l6.;00 Hungarians, 15.000 as
paroled aliens, and 1,500 under the provisions of the 1953
legtslation.3

The selection system for Hungarian refugee, evolved over
time, 4 proses, which seem, to occur in all emergency refugee
movements to the United 'tile, In January 195', refugee
admission priorities were !lased on family reunion and person,
with special skills, in February parolees alreadv in the United
State, were authors-ed to suhmit affidavit, of relationship for
husband', wives, minor children and parent- of minor children.
to April admission priorities were hardship cases gamily
reunificattonsi and "special interest" ,rises (scientists and
engineer, whose skill, and backgrounds would enable them to
easily integrate into American COmmunitlesl, finally. In
Aay. ,atrizories and priorities were redefined and expanded
for Hungarian escapees in Austria as well as those in furopean
countries of second asylum 4

I The President.- iommit'ec for Hungarian Refugee Relief

Shortly after announcing the deci,ion, to admit an additional
lo, 0o Hungarian refugee, Ind to e,tahltsh a reception and
professing center at iamp kilmer, the rrestdent created the
President' iommtttee for Hungarian Refugee Relief to ensure
coordination if.and provide ts,i,tance to, the various government,
military. civil And voluntary organizations concerned with
the resettlement of the refugees

44arkowite. -}lasanirariantara Veraua Reatci.tionicm." rit.
'AI VAFS. Rep...rt of the Fact Find An& (oinmittee. I t Sort Ion 11, pp 2-1.
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he work of (ommittee at Kilmer was under
the direction of Ito ( Bethe, haze Chairman of the Committee
Mr Beebe was responsible for three operational areas
government <igen..., coordination, voluntary resettlement agency
coordination, and coordinating the activities of the cooperating
agencie, 'those agencies not directl$ concerned with sponsoring
refugees 7ut who provided supportive services) In addition,
Mr geeh was a,sistrd oy four ,taff departments public
int,rmation, almini,tritiye ser%Itei, data processing services,
And ef_i_itional

) It we, not, however, the re ponsi
nilit, tne iummittee to rat, tends, that was accomplished
by volA-Itar, Ind ,hiritanl,. organizations all over the country.

,t tfa., more difficult problem, for buth the President',
'.ommittee inl 'he traditiqnal re,etticment agencie, was the
prolitratiAn of orginizatiin, that wanted to assist the
Hungarian ret Igo., Man. of th,se Arganizations had had no
xprien_e with displaced p.r,on, ind did not clearly understand,
1,pit, their general altiuisti, mitivations, the requirements
it this refugee populatiin how to mesh their services with
th re,ettlemAt ien, i , the numerou, .00perating agencies

rdit,1 to lamp Kiln. r ,...ultriouted to in atmosphere of
_,,f And inalglite ,00peratiAn earl, in the program 6

_ rho ,4M2 Rilm,r f <per I' nt e

il! ! If,. *I, ! to prepir,. (amp Kilmer to
f, i. and thi H.n, ari an retagee. A, the% it ri ved in
th, t, 1114 first grup of .tats refugee, arrived at Kilmer
tr'm V1,tri r I $0, the Government
re pie fed Ii IM t, pr .1,1de and inordinate t t if -.port it ion and,
for tae mo.t part, rtugee, irrid at 4,_!.P.71. Air 1-0!"(C.

w Ter-A.,: on It IM chartered airlines, i 1 th ,ugh of' yr ret ugee,
it rived at JAld ma li,Ary ship. And planes. Irrangement, were
made through It IM for not i it teat ion it flight arrivals
t rom I uro/. ,o that tn Irani ills processing agencies at Kilmer
wool 1 he re id: for new arr 1 1,A Is While this sv,tem worked

fe, t:v 'I, :)cemh, wit ;, t 1 ight wc r. coa.ng in at the
rate of about ten a 11,, 1, later slipped out of control resulting
in ...m,iderable contu,ion and did not work ver, well thereafter.
the rei.on appeared

t he a constant turn over of personnel a
recurring problm in togee movements.

51.1.C. Roseau ,1 PIAY,11, Asqlstanre. out 1 the of the Orkaniz4tIon and
Work of the P csident '.4 (omitttee for Hungarian lief ogee Relief In Assisting
in lievettlerne. t if H,InAdrfan aefo4ees. (MamitIngton. lanuary 7, 1957 trainer)), pp.
1-1

a hA(VAFS, Report 'he Fatt Htuttnit.opalittee. op ,1!-
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Refugee processing at camp Kilmer began with the U S
Publt, Health Service CMS), which provided health screening
and medi.a1 examinations, paying particular attention to Lases
of tuberculosis In the early days of processing, some
tubercular refugees were released from Kilmer and 1, ter had to
he hospitalised Later PHS improved the procedures or screening
and treating suspected tuberLulosts patients. Iliere as some
crtti,..tim that fifYi as a whole should have been i od earlier
to the program and widened its scope beyond the t..oerculosis
problem

the next processing step was done by the U.S. Employment
Service ONES) of the Department of labor. Refugees 16 vears
of ige and older were interviewed and classified aLcordIng to
o,Lupation, education, language, training, and o-cierred areas
of resettlement. A doh aval4abilitv inventory was used
whi,h identified occupational demands And Job offers throughout
the nation rhe DhFS also provided an inventory of housing
ayallaSiliti Information con,erning Job offers, housing,
retugee qualiti,ati,r, , lei resettlement,destres were then matched
by an 1RM de.ignel and financed sv,tem, which resulted IL a
-Suggested Disposition for implo,ment and/or Housing" form
these tom. were then giten to the sponsoring voluntary agencle,
-01 that the, old prompt), utilize offers of assistance.1 The
II-4S _ontinued to pro,ile assi,tince in locating acceptable
emulo,m,T. iittr (amp Kilmer closed Some Us1S offices assigned
rwr,onfol ItiLillv to work on Hungarian pla,ement.

An Ingli,h lingulge ,ourse was set up At Kilmer using
,fight aertified t,a,her,, none of whom ,poke Hungarian 'he
program W3, mly moderately succe:stul since there seemed '9 he
no pressure on the refugee. to learn lnglish Consequenti
only about fib af the refugees attended Llasses. The Army had
films avillahle for orientrtion, and a handbook entitled "Lite
in America" was published by the tommon tountil for American
Unity mid made available to the refugee,. rhe re was no concerted
or integrated effort to roytd, these orientation services,

shah lv ,hie to the anti.ipared very hort sta., in camp of the
refugees

rhe tins) refugee, lett (amp Ki'mer in Nay 11;7 which marked
the Llosing of the emergen,v operation. Hungarian refugees whu

71BM also provided te,hni,a1 and design assistance for the indorhInese
program in 197',

8%er President's Committee for Hungarian ilefugft Relief, Report to the
President (Washington U P n , 514/ 1957).

1 t)
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were admitted to the U.S. after that time transited throughNew York where many of them %ere provided temporary lodgingin Brooklyn paid for by INS

It is apparent from all available documents that rapid
integration of the Hungarians was due to the mobilizat ton ofthe privAte sector in the U.S the voluntary resettlementagencies" and their local affiliates, working in cooperationwith local charitatle and service organizations, led thenational effort both at Camp Kilmer and in communities through-out the country

In fact, the federal Government was explicit about itsrellan,e on the private sector to resettle the Hungarian
retugee,. There was no provision for Federal resettlementexpenditures beyond protesting some health care funding andpaving transportation costs. The International CooperationAdministration allocated 51.5 million to defray domestictran,portation ,o,ts but not to exceed an average for eachresettlement agency of SF: per refugee In explaining thenature of the lederal expenses, one Federal document statedthat

"As st.ch, the payment's do not n any vay constitute a precedent
for itylng oafment to the voluntary agencies for similar costs
for /tiler refugee movements.

"beyond the orgy:4ton of financial assistance to care for
excludable health ,onditions and transportation costs, there
Is no present expectation that additional special provisions
for Federal financial assistance will be needed. By and large,
the Hungarian refugees represent a high level of educations'
and vocational attainment, and It Is expected that the voluntary
sponsoring agencies will be able to make provision for any
immediate assistance and service that might be requited. As the
refugees are abaurbed into the community, any needs presented by
them are expected to be met as for any other person on the basis
of indIvidual fIrr.sutsnres A^i oligibt!!ti f.r sncni,es from
reciour. es 41V4/141110.10

Ithe voluntary agencies credentialed to resettle refugees at CampKilmer were the American- Hungarian
Fedsration, Catholic Relief Services,

Church World . Service, International Rescue Committee, Lutheran Refugee
Service, Tolstoi. Foundation, United HIAS

Service, and the United Ukranlan
American Relief Commission.

1°U S Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Social Security
Administration. Bureau of Public Assistance, Hungarian Rffugee_prpwam.
(State Letter M0 290, February i9, I957), p. 2.
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b. Resettlement Ihe Private Sector Response

After the resettlement agencies and their staff members
at Kilmer had located sponsors and (usually) employment, the
refugees were sent to the receiving communities and were met
by relatIves, friends or agency workers. Typically, the
initial reception was arranged by the local affiliates of
the resettlement agencies. Initial shelter varied, local
hotels, YMCAs and YMCAs and schools were utilized. In some

communities refugees went direct') to temporary homes. Numerous
groups provided financial assistance until a refugee was actually
employed -councils of churches, ndividual congregations,
Catholic and Jewish organizations and other charitable groups
Community fund-raising activities were generally not coordinated,
with the exception of some local coordination by Mayor's
Committees. In addition to cash, material assistance was
given th.ough donations of furniture, clothing and food.

1 Employment

As with all refugee movements, employment was indispensable
to ensuring effective resettl-ment. As noted earlier, unemploy-
ment rates were generally low and most of the Hungarians were
sufficiently skilled so that jobs were quickly found for the
majority of them. Knere tne inevitable problems did occur,
they were usually caused by a refugee having to accept a
position for ,hich he or she may have heen overqualified by
previous position or training, or felt that this was the case.
English ability was a problem for some refugees, but often
employment was arranged in plants where there were other
Hungarian speaking workers, or where lack of English was not
a serious impediment

HoulLng,

'Housing, like employment, is necessary for eftective
resettlement n Iiii S1, housing was not a serious prohlem
since usually alequate housing was available in the resettlement
communities 1.,po.allv, refugee assistance groups arranged
permanent housin? with friends and relatives and sometimes
with employers. to some communities, the usual residence
requirements were waived and public housing was made available.
Although housing was available, the refugees' unfamiliarity
with American life presented some problems. Household appliances
that American, take for granted had to he demonstrated and
explained, and refugees had to he taught that in a free enterprise
system hills for rent, gas and ele,tricity had to he paid by
the tenant Solunteers and relatives provided the orientation.
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S Language Difficulties

For the Hungarians, as for other refugees, the language
harrier was one of the most difficult obstacles to resettlement.
Few of them spoke Fr.glish, nplicating their search for
employment and presenting d, ilculties for agency social
worker, who were attempting to aid and counsel them. Inability
to speak Englisn prevented refugees from either being made
aware of or actually receiving many community services. The
linguistic problem was approached in a variety of ways special
Engli.h classes were established by public school systems and
hy private agencies, private tutoring was made available hy
Some resettlement agencies, and the Hungarian communities
in the U.S. provided tutoring and interpreter services at no
cost. There were problems, of course some of the women found
it more difficult to learn English than men, possibly because
they did not have as much contact with wider society as did
the men, some refugees were impatient with traditional methods
of teaching Inglish and wanted nore vocationally-oriented
English training and less grammar and syntax, other refugees
had difficulties attending classes regularly because of full-time
yobs, and there were a few Hungarians who simply did not want
to learn English at all. Despite the prohlems, there appeared
to he a general eagerness to master enough of the new tongue
,o that barriers to resettlement could he eliminated.

4 Academic and Vocational

Other major prohlems for many in refugee movements are the
abrupt interruption in aLilemic training. principally at the
secondary and university level,, or the need for refugees with
professional training to transfer their skills to a new setting.
The latter problem is frequently difficult and requires
professional relicenure, refresher training or skills upgrading.
and meeting manditory U S professional standards. Occasionally
the skills problem is insurmountable as in the case of lawyers
whose foreign legal training is not transferrahle to the U.S.
Solving the former problem, by finding ways to allow Hungarian
students to continue their educ tion in the U.S., was also
difficult even though American (alleges and universities were
generous in providing them with scholarships. Dr. John A. Krout,
a member of the Preident's Committee and Provost of Columbia
University, was instrumental in helping Hungarian university
students into American educational institutions. He was assisted
by the Institute for International Educatioo and World University
Service. Although these voluntary efforts were substantial,
they did not meet all the needs of all the refugee students.
Nevertheless, the relatively small si:e of this refugee

rt
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population eased thi, problem considerabl, ll As the study
indicates in later chapters, t-insferrirg .kilt, and
education is a problem in all refugee movement,

Health And Welfare

When Hungarians arrived in the U S. in 19Sh and 115'
most were admitted as parolee, The practical effect was that
the Hungarians were not eligible for State or Federally financed
public health and welfare assistance, a hough the Federal
Coverimsnt paid the tuberculosis diagnosis and hospitalization
costs '- Thus, to the extent that the Hungarian refugees
required health, welfare and social service assistance, 'hese
services had to be provided through voluntary efforts by the
communities in which they resettled

Refugees arriving with virtually nn personal resources often
have a variety of acute medical needs the Frivate voluntary
effort, that were undertaken to meet these need, included a
range of free or low co,t medical and physician services; many
public hospitals waived residence requirement, for the refugees
In addition, private financial assistance was obtained for
widowed or working mothers and separated families, to supplement
low incomes and for a variety of emergencies. Organizations
affiliated with the voluntary resettlement agencies and other
local organizations such as the YMCAs, YWLAs, Red Cross, the
Salvation Army, and the International Institutes, made financial
and adjustment ,ervi,e available

A January loSi stud), of the Hungarian resettlement program
Jonc uded

"Although the ways in which the retugeea' needs were met differed
from community to community, such difference is inevitable and
probably all to the good American:. are characteristically ingenious
in tackling their problems in a wide variety of ways. A common

11See generally Committee on Educational Interchange Policy,
Hungarian Refugee Students and U S. Colleges and Universities: One Year Later.
(New York, June 1958), outline or the Organization and Work of the President's
Ccamittee, Amerhan immigration confereme andFNationzl Council on
Naturalization and Citizenship, Hungarian Refugee Resettlement in the United
States (Yew York, January, 1958).

1211 January 1957, a government ruling determtced that the INS would be
rsoons ble for payment of the first six weeks of hospital costs. INS declared
that prior authorization was required and in few instames declined to
abso,' hospital costa that had not been previously authorized.
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denominator appears perhaps in this one observation. Where there
is some kind of coordinated community action, spearheaded by a
mayor's committee, a Health and Welfare Council, or a given agency,
both the refugee and the community are better off."I3

6 Unaccompanied Manors

One of the most difficult sub-groups of any refugee
population to help is unaccompanied minors. There are
immigration requirements, specific legal and guardianship
concern, and general child welfare obligations which must he
obsery.-.1 Social work professionals have always insisted that
,pedal consideration he accorded to unaccompanied minor, and
rightly ,o. The unaccompanied minors among the Hungarian
refugees were no extent ion

An Ad Hoc Committe: on Children was created by the
American council of Voluntary Agencies, with memhers from the
Catholic Committee for Refugees, Church horld Service, Inter-
national Rescue Committee, International Social Service and
United HIAs Service On August 105', a contract was signed
between the United States Iscapee Program of the State Depart-
ment Ind ACkA "to insure the su.o.essfol resettlement of
unaccompanied Hungarian youth "4 It was decided that the
foll)wing riterii would apply

the program would he administered solely under the
lirisdiction of INS,

the parole of the children would he to the District
Nirector of INS rather than to the relative snorts(); or
the voluntary agency.

the child had to he under 1' seats of age and then
living in Austria slater changed to 15 years and
extended to children residing in lugoslayial,

Illalnt Committee on integration of the American Immigration
(onferen:e and the National Comm(' on Naturalization and Citizenship,
Hungarian Referee Resettlement In the United States: An Inquiryinto
Selected Problems. Trends and Solutions at the Community Level (Nee York,
January, ma),

14Amerlean Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service, Inc.,
Report of the Ad Ho. Committee on Children on Programs for Unaccompanied
flunsprian Minor: (New York, April 25, 1958).
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the child must come to reside with a relative sponsor,
and

siblings, where one was over the age limit, would be
admitted on an individual basis.

In addition, a home study of the relative sponsor was required
by the voluntary agency as well as a separate investigation
by INS

There were a number of problems that resulted from the
initial policy decisions. The dual dome study requirement
frequently produced a situation where INS disagreed with the
result, of d home study completed by the voluntary agency.

INS disapproved a large number of cases because they
would only approve sponsor-relatives if they were U.S citizens
or permanent resident aliens, refugee parolees were not eligible.
Some of these cases were appealed, but INS declined to reverse
It, decisAons In addition, the resettlement agencies
completed their home studies in many cases long after the INS
investigation was completed. This resulted in lengthy delays
in obtaining final approval to admit a child. Despite these
problems, lin Hungarian children were resettled in the United
States under this program.

t (LeoLapnical Settlement Patterns

The Hungarian refugees were channeled through Camp Kilmer,
New Jersey, as the tuban refugees were to he through Miami,
yet the Hungarians were soon spread over many of the Nation's
industriali:ed states, while 4 large proportion f the (Alban,
remained .n the Mimi Arca One suspects that tai)tors other
than the relative ittri trueness of New Jersey and Florida
were at work

Perhaps one ot those factor, was the dIstribution of the
Hungarian horn population of the U S at the time As
table h indicates, close to three quarters of the Hungarian
horn re,idents of the Milted States in loSO were contentrated
in the four adjacent northeastern states of New York, New
l,rsey, Pennsylvanra And Ohio Nearly sex out of ten arriving
refugees, as tar as one can tell from sutviving data, settled in
those ;Arne t state, (Table 6 also indicates that the newly
arrived retugees in the recent American tradition- were more
likely to settle in California and Florida than the previously-
arrived Hungarian born population )
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!AIMS 6

Distribution of U.S. Residents Born in Hungary. 1950,^nd of
Hungarian Adjusting Refugees and Immigrants,

FY 1959, by Selected States

(as percents; ranked in order of 1050 data)

STATES 1950 1959

New York 24.4 28.5
Ohio 16.2 10.1
Pennsylvania 12.0 8.1
New Jersey 11.5 11.8
Illinois 7.1 5.5
Michigan 7.0 3.0
California 5.0 9.9
Connecticut 3.2 4.5
Indiana 2.5 1.7
Wisconsin 2.3 0.9
Florida 1.3 1.6
Missouri 1.3 1.1
West Virginia 0.9 0.2
Maryland 0.6 0.9
Minnesota 0.6 0.6
Massachusetts 0.4 2.9
All Others 3.7 8.7

TOTAL 100.0 100.0
N 268,022 30,098

Note: The second column indicates the f residence of
the 25,424 parolees who adjusted to permanent resident alien
status in FY 1959, together with state of intended residence
of the FY '59 cohort of immigrants from Hungary, 4,674. These
data are used as a proxy for the f resettlement of the
Hungarian refunaJa, as of 1959, since it is not elsewhere re-
corded. The, ee were selected on the basis of having
1,000 or more natives of Hungary recorded in the 1950 Census.

Source: 1950 Data: U.S. bureau of the Genius; United States
Census of Population: 1950, Volume IV, Special Reports_Part
3, Chapter A.. Nativity and Parentage (Washington: U.S.G.P.O.
1954), Table 13, page 3-A75. 1959 Data: Immigration and
Naturalization Service, Annual Report, 1959, Table 12A.

68.439 0 - 80 - 13
193
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New Jersey, as a matter of fact, was the state in the
1950 Census which had the highest concentration of Hungarian-
born residents in the nation.1S Deciding to place the refugee
resettlement camp in this state, which is also cdjacent to two
other states with large numbers of natives of Hungary, was
either an extremely wise decision on the port of the U.S. Army,
or It stroke of luck.

D. Analysts

Using the five-pain analytical framework described earlier,
this section assesses the goals, resources, services,
institutional arrangements, and _pparent results of the Hungarian
resettlement program.

The goals of the Hungarian program were, in keeping with
the social philosophy of the time, modest. The thrust was
first to remove the Hungarians from Austrian camps and to
transport them to the U.S., and, secondly, to move them

.
swiftly out of Camp Kilmer into the welcoming arms of the
American private sector. Complex and continuing support systems
were not mounted for these refugees, fn fact, there is little
evidence that they were even discussed.

While the goals of the program were modest, the resources
available to and the advantages of the Hungarian refugees were
impressive. For example:

he-Hungarians-weve-viewelLas_lieroes, easily the most
popular group of refugees in U.S.-Eli-tiny, because of
their battle with Communism. 16

Their numberI-were small.

There was a well-established community of their landsmen.

Their labor force participation rates were high, and
there were relatively few dependents.

Unemployment in the U.S. was low.

151611ile the nation me whole had 268.022 Hungarian-born persons, or
0.182 of the total population. New Jersey had 30,731 of them, or 0.642 of

the state's population.

16Who over the age of 40 can forget that wire - service photo of the
Hungariantornagere throwing rocks at a Russian tank?
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Their plight attracted Presidential attention.

There was, however, relatively little civilian
governmental support.

There was very Substantial private sector support.

In terms of services offered, they were limited, too, fR
keeping with the goals of the program. Short-term services,
transportation from Europe, initial reception, screening and
some basic medical services, we-e supplied by the Federal
Government. Longer-term services, often orchestrated by
the voluntary agencies, were provided in the private sector.
Because of the relatively smell cutural gap between the refugees
and the host population (certainly as compared to the Indochinese),
the booming economy, and the labor force characteristics of the
new arrivals, extensive services were not as urgently needed
as they were with later groups of refugees. It should also be
pointed out, however, that some important Federally-fianded
services, such as cash assistance, were not available to the
majority of the refugees because of their status as parolees,
and that services provided to unaccompanied minors were
handicapped by a lack of sufficient advance planning.

The structure of the program was simplicity itself; all
Federal activity was managed by a single entity, the President's
Committee, which also was charged with mobilizing the nation's
resources, public and private. It is extremely important that
a single administrative structure be used in suchpc-egvaers-;

It is also essential to encourage substantial support for
refugee movements from within the private sector, which was the
case in the Hungarian program. -The private sector made its

.

contributions through a flurry of entities, some national
(including the voluntary agencies) and many local, and, as is
inevitable in such short-term, intense 'Efforts, there were some
conflicts, and some waste, as well as a great deal of meaningful
assistance. In this connection, it was clear that the work at
Camp Kilmer was complicated by the lack of criteria regarding
the qualifications needed by organizations seeking to serve
as voluntary resettlement agencies. Fortunately, those agencies
traditionally involved in resettlement succeeded in establishing
their sponsorship functions, while all other agencies were
allowed to cooperate in a more supportive capacity.

Can one measure the success of this program? If so
what appeared to work, and what did not?
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The nearly total lack of data which one might use to
measure tno success or failure of the Hungarian program probably
reflects, among other things, its -eative success. That no
government agency worried nbout expenditures of money; no
pressure group worried about the fate of the Hungarians; no
data were collected in unemployment, morbidity, institutionalization
rates, or on funds spent to cope with such problems, may be
more eloquent than reams of statistics. The quick terminatiol
of the President's Committee was a rare example of an institutional
structure which motilized for a specific purpose, then completed
its assigned tasks and abolished itself. This characteristic
is the complete antithesis of the Cuban program, which is the
subject of the next chapter.

1 9 C
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PART II

CHAPTER 2: THE CUBAN REFUGEE PROGRAM

On January 1, 1959. Fidel Castro assumed leadership of
the Cuban Government after overthrowing the. Batista regime.
This event precipitated a refugee movement with three prominent
characteristics:

it was the largest in U.S. history, i-xluding (from
1951 to the present) approximately 7:0,000 persons.

it had a highly concentrated impact, geographically,
with a majority of the currently identifiable Cuban-born
population of the U.S. living in a single state (Florida),
and with most of that group living in Miami and
surrounding Dade County.

it has created the longest-lived refugde resettlement
program in U.S. history; a baby born at the time of
its inception would uow be of voting age.

This chapter provides a brief history of the Cuban refugee
programand the environment in. vhich it operated, with an
emphasis on the services available to the refugees and the
systems that were utilized to deliver them. The chapter also
includes an examination of the-evolving division of labor
between the private and puhlic sectors and how these roles
changed from previous refuge^ movement The chapter concludes
with an assessment of these refugee ast once programs.

A4 Sack/round

In earlier programs, such es thost for t;e displaced persons
and for the Hungarians, refugees were processed for movement
to the U.S. from European camps. The overseas processing centers
permitted advar.. preparation by the sponsoring voluntary
agencies and tno receiving communities prior to the refugees'
arrival. Most of the Cubans, how simply came directly to
the U.3. This was the firAt time in its history that the U.S.
had become a nation of first asylum for a large movement of
refugees. The decision of the Government"not to establish a
refugee camp for the Cubans was due, in part, to the distaste
for the post-World War II European refugee camps and the
objections of those who were involved with Camp Kilmer in
1956-57. Thus the Cuban refugees were permitted to become
"free livers," in theollostern European terminology of the time,
and no restrictions were placed on them with regard to movement,
residence or employment. Consequently, most of then remained
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in Florida becaiise of the similarity of climates, the large
number of persons there who spoke Spanish, and a feeling that
Castro would be in power -.hi), briefly and that an cirly return
to Cuba would be possibie.

significant numbers of Cuban refugees (i.e., more than
10000 a year) entered the U.S. every year between 1959 and
1974, with the size of that flow being controlled more by
Castro than by decisions of either the U.S. Government or of
the individual refugees. The first to leave, largely close
associates of Batista, did so in 1958. They were not regarded
as refugees by INS, and hence are not included in the annual
refugee entry figures in Table 7.

The flow expanded rapidly after Castro took power, and
peaked in FY '62 when there were 78,611 entries. Castro cut
off regularly scheduled travel in October, 1962 which resulted
in a sharp decline of refugee entries. Refugees who did come
were either the more than 9,000 Cuban "boat people," who risked
their lives by crossing to Florida in often unseaworthy boats,
or those whbmigfited to the U.S. via other nations. In
September 1965, Castro decided to permit the "Freedom Flights"
into Miami, and for the next six years a steady flow of
refugees, about 50,000 a year, cane to the U.S. The flights
terminated in 1973. and relatively few refugees have arrived
since then.

As Table 7 indicates, most of the refugees arrived as
parolees, but others came as visitors (or in other nonimmigrant
categories) and subsequently adjusted their status; still others
arrived with immigrant visas in hand. The data in Table 7,
incidentally, is for those arriving from Cuba as the county
of last residence; were the data it be'calculated on
the nation of-birth, the totals would be larger, probably in
the neighborhood of 750.000: (In 1965, for example, 19,760
immigrants reported that they had been born in Cuba.' but only
13,160, the total used in Table 7, identified Cuba as the nation
of last residence.)

8. Resettlement . The Local Setting

The arrival of large numbers of Cuban refugees in Dade
County caused a substantial drain on the already hard-pressed
county public agencies as well as the local religious and
private charitable agencies. Moreover, Florida was in the grip

It% Amnia Anon. l%5, Ta616 6.
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TANIS 7

Cubans Arrived in the United States, by Class of Admission,
'January 1, 1954-September 30, 19771

Fiscal Year Total Isman Nonimmigrant. Parolees

1959
3

26,527 2,832 23,695

1960 60,224 8,126 52,098 -

1961 49,961 11,239 34,822 3,900

162 78,611 6,534 13,447 58,630

1963 42,929 5,073 1,082 36,774

1964 15,616 9,561' 665 5,390

1965 16,447 13,160 965 2,322

1966 46,688 13,319 827 32,542

1567 52,147 5,464 754 45,929

1968 55,945 9,618 1,191 45,136

1969 52,625 7,408 982 44,235

1970 49,545 2,331 1,358 45,856

1971 50,001 1,889 2,042 46,670

1972 23,977 1,192 1,845 20,949

1973 12,579 1,151 2,027 9,401

1974 13,670 711 1,382 11,577

1975 8,488 361 1,167 6,940

1976 4,515 859 1,315 2,341

1976 (TQ) 1,439 381 645 413

1977 3,135 900 1,655 580

TOTAL (35,069 102,109 143,984 416,976

1
Cuba, country of last residence.

211ot reported price to October 1, 1960.
3
January-June, 1959.

Source, Unpublished data compiled by 198.

19u
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of recession, and Unemployment in Mani was relatively high.
In 196u, for example, unemployment in Miami was 7.31 compared
to the national figure of %51.2

According to the 1960 census, the greater Miami area had
a population of about one million people. Approximately 121
of this population had been born overseas, principally in
Central and South America. Over 101 of the population spoke
Spanish and over one-half of the Swish speaking population
was Cuban-born or of Cuban descent.'

The educational facilities in Dade County were compreheasive
and included elementary and secondary schools (public, private
and parochial), a County junior college with about 3,000 students,
and an adult education program offering general and vocatidnil
education. The University of Miami provided undergraduate)
training and graduate studies in law, medicine-and the arts and
sciences. This educational infrastructure provided a sufficient
base from which to provide educatiod and training activities
for the refugees.

On the'bther hand, welfare and social services in Dade
County were far from adequate in 1958. According to a 1959
report of the Welfare Planning Council, these services did not
meet the needs of Dade County residents. Florida participated
in the Federally supported programs of Aid to Dependent Children
(ADC), Old Age Assistance, Aid to the Blind, and Aid to the
Pernanehtly and Totally Disabled. However, assistance was
provided only to those meeting strict eligibility reqdirements
and payments were very low, e.g., 275 a month per family under
the ADC program. Moreover, no assistance was available for
unemployed persons who were physically able to work. People
who were unemployed and not collecting unemployment insurance
generally had to request assistance from the private agencies.
In addition, there was a five-year residency requirement that
made many recent citizen arrivals to Dade County, as well as
the refugees, ineligible for State or Federally-supported
assistance programs.

41Iami data from U.S. Department of Commerce. County and Citi_19Ma look:
1%2 (Whehington: U.S.0.P.O.. 1863), item 333-348; national .lets from
ligjpeamelemd Treatise Resort of the President. 1978, Table A-1.

3Noy L. Upkeep, The Cuban Refute. Program: Report of its Development'
aad hemlemintettom With Particular Emphasis on Proem Policies and Administra-

tion. Januer/ 1. 1958, throuth June 30. 1113. (Washington. October
25, 1967 mimic), p. 9.

4/he courts subsequestly overturned these residency requirements.
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Given these circumstances, and the fact that most of the
Cubar refugees arrived with only a change of clothes and a few
dollars, their situation .1. precarious at best. They all had
common problems and r,cltred assistance upon their arrival:
money for basic Nurvival needs, housing, help in obtaining
employment, medical care, counseling and guidance to get
through a period of stress--all the services required for the
process of adjustment to a new life. Providing these services
was simply beyond the capabilities of the public agencies
in the greater Miami area. consequently, the initial burden
of providing refugee assistance fell to the private charitable
and religious organizations in Dade County and the resident
Cuban community in Mramt.

The civic leadership of Miami was concerned. In September
1960, the Miami Herald held a round-table discussion at which
it was agreed that -hunger, unemployment and other social problems`
were increasing among the refugees. Accordingly, the Miami ,

leadershi decided in October to form a Cuban Refugee Committee
to make a peals for Federal assistance. In addition, the State
was requested to open a refugee employment office, and the Cuban
Refugee Emergency Employment Center was opened with a State
appropriation of $35,000. During thi period the Cuban
R..fugee Committee asked President Eisenhower for a special survey
of the refugee situation in Miami and suggested that the refugee
problem should not be considered merely a local matter, that it
had national implications. A White House meeting on the issue
was held on October 24 with personnel from the relevant
Federal agencies and a delegation from Florida.

C. Resettlement the Federal Response

Towards the end of 1950, President Eisenhower responded to the
pleas of the Cuban Refugee Committee and acknowledged that this
was a problem that required Federal action. Accordingly, he
appointed Tracy S. Voorhees to inveittgite the Cuban refugee
situation.

Mr. Voorhees, presumably relying on his experience with
the Hungarian program, stated that Federal financial responsibility
should be limited to paying the costs of transportation and
resettlement away from Miami, and funding a proposed temporary
Cuban Refugee Emergency Center to refer incoming refugees
to private agencies for assistance. Moreover, he believed that
private contributions and charitable organizations should he
responsible for general refugee assistance. The Miami community,
however, was requesting a substantially ligher level of Federal
participation than Mr. Voorhees had contemplated.
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On December 2, 1960, the President authorized the allocation
to Mr. Voorhees, personally, of $1 million from the contingency
fund of the International Cooperation Administration (ICA),
the forerunner of the Agency for International Development (AID),
to assist the Cuban refugees. Mr. Voorhees used the funds in
January 1961 to establish the Cuban Refugee Corporation of
Miami, Inc. ICA provided administrative and legal services
to the Corporation, which also eceived substantial funding
from the Rockefeller Foundation, Texaco, Cardinal Spellman,
and others.S These funds were spent to meet immediate refugee
need., such as food, housing, and clothing.

1. The Nine Point Program

After President Kennedy was inaugurated in January 1961,
he asked HEW Secretary AbrCiam Ribicoff to assume responsibility
for Cuban refugee activities. The next month, Secretary Ribicoff
recommended an immediate and comprehensive program for the Cuban
refugees. His recommendations, far more sweeping than those
of Voorhees, were approved by President Kennedy who made an
additional allocation of $ million From the ICA Contingency
Fund. The Nine Point Program consisted of the following
components:

"1. Provide all possible assistance to voluntary relief agencies in
providing daily necessities for many of the refugees, for resettling
as many of them ss possible, and for securing jobs for them.

-2. Obtain the assistance of both private and governmental agencies
to provide useful employment opportuniticv for displaced Cubans,
consistent with the overall employment situation prevailing in
Florida.

3. Provide supplemkatal funds for the resettlement of refugees in other
areas, including transportation and adjustment costs to the new
communities and for their eventual return to Miami for repatriation
to their homeland as *eon as this is again possible.

4. Furnish financial assistance to meet basic maintenance requirement*
of needy Cuban refugee families in the Miami area as required in
communities of resettlement, administered through Federal, state,
and local channels and based on standards used in the community
involved.

5. Provide for essential health services through the financial asuistance
program supplemented by child health, public health services, and
other srrangementA as needed.

Slivnioop,Ths Cuban Refuges Program, 22.cit., p. 30
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6. Furnish federal assistance for local public school operating costs
related to unforeseen impact of Cuban refugee children on local
teaching ities.

7. initiate nee d smasures to Invent training and educational :
opportuaries for Cuban refugees, including physicians, teachers,
and those with other professional backgrounds.

O. Provide financial aid for the care and protection of unaccompanied

children--the most defenseless and troubled group among the refugee
population.

9. Undertake a surplus-food distribution program to be administered
by-the county welfare, department, with surplus foods distributed
by pubrz and voluntary agencies to needy rofugees."6

This nine point effort marked the real beginning of the
Cuban Refugee Program and the first deliberate and substantial
involvement of the Federal Government in a major refugee
roo.rrl.ment activity. The following policies were established
to implement the Cuban Refugee P- ograa:

e gelatine public and private agencies were to be used, when feasible.

a Refugees would be entitled to the benefits of domestic programs
on the some basis as U.S. citizens in need.

Only refugees entering through mieni would be entitled to benefits.

Refugees were free to more about the V.T. and were encouraged not
to isolate themselves, but to become part of the U.S. community.

Refugees should be permitted to fully utilise educational potential
and experience.

Refuses* were to be used as au..h as possible in the administration
of the program.

The Co missiooltr of Social Security was responsible to the
Secretary of XXV for all aspects of policy formulation and
implementation including welfare, health, and educatton.7

The delegation of authority from Secretary Ribicoff to the
Commissioner of Social Security was designed to provide a unity

6"Fresident 01,climea Measures for Aiding Cuban Refuse's,"
1ilel211Aeltidkciettwo, February 27, 1961, p. 309f.

7WYmhoop, ge.cit., pp. 153-159.
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of command to enable him to utilize the Bureiu of Family
Services to provide financial assistance, the Children's Bureau

to aid unaccompanied children, the Public Health Service to
furnish medical services, and the Office of Education to make
available education programs for children, loans and scholarships

4for advanced study, and English°and job-trainir programs
for adults. The Department of Agriculture made available
surplus food, and the Department of Labor provided job placement

services.

2. The Cuban Refugee Emergency Center

After the ICA funds arrived the Cuban Refugee Emergency 4

Center became the focal point for refugee assistance in Miami.

Its main task'was to register and process all refugees who

requested assistance. Only those who registered at the Center
were eligible for benefits such as Lash assistance, hospitalization
and medical care, counseling and employment assistance. Some

'benefits, of course, such as cash assistance, were available
only to refugees who demonstrated need.

Initial processing after registration included medical
screening (particularly for tuberculosis and venereal disease),

an evaluation of employment potential, and an interview with

one of the voluntary resettlement agencies to encourage resettle-

ment away from Miami. In addition, refugees needing financial
assistance were referred to the State Department of Public Welfare.

3. Financial Assistance

In developing a financial assistance program, HEW decided
that existing Federal, State and local agencies would be used

to prevent duplication, and that the assistance provided to
refugees must be based on the eligibility criteria utilized
for U.S. citizens. Funding for the refugee program, unlike
that for other welfare programs, was 1001 Federal. la February .

1961, HEW contracted with the Florida State Department of Public
Welfare to administer the Federally financed programs for cash
assistance, hospita:itation, child welfare services, and the
distribution of surplus foods to eligible refugees. When the

program began, an eligible single applicant (or head of
household) was entitled to a payment of up to $100 per month.
This was later reduced to $60 per month for a single individual
but remain.? at $100 per month for a refugee.family. Actual

payments were made on sliding scale based on available
income. During FY '65, for instance, average monthly payments
for single individuals were $55, and were $95 for family groups.
Although the payments were low, even for 1965, they corresponded

20 4
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with fineetial essistence payments made to Floridians under
State programs.'

Other State welfare departments were requested to provide
Federally roimbursed.eaststance to eligible refugees who had
resettled outside of Florida. Over theyears._every-State
except Arisona has participated in this program.

---------
Unlike Florida, the other State agencies did not immediately

bogie these spocialixed cash assistance programs, perhaps because
thstite settling iu other areas included a lower percentage of
potential welfare recipients than the Cuban population In

Por whatever teem., va June 30, 1965, toughly 201
of the Cuban refugee population in Miami were receiving welfare,
sis erased to 4.0 ofithese lirius outside the Miami area.y

Sy 1975, kowever, this situation had changed, and,
proportionately, the Widest, of-Cuban coitus.* recipients in
nitride was less than it was in many other states, as Table 9
indicates. Cubans in Mew York, California and Massachusetts
wore much mere likely to he receiving.. cash assistance than
**tams in Florida; clehrly Cuban refugees did not choose to
stay ja Florida Wirelike of the generosity of the State's.
welfare system. This proportionately uneven distribution of
welfare recipients among the states--despite the fact that the
programs are totally Poderelly financedoccurred in the Indochinese
program as well (see Part II, Chapter 4).

4. Health Services and Medical Assistance

.Health and medical services were provided by the Dade
Couilly'Public Health Office, and were funded by the Public
Health Service. The services-Dr.:vide& through tho-refugee
medical clinic included outpatient 'services, denial; maternal
and child health. Eligibility for outpatient services varied
over time. Throush,the middle of 1962, only the "mesiizally
indigent" were eligibles as determined on a case-by-case review.
During the next year, June 1962 to June 1963, free treatment
at the clinic was authorised for ell Cuban refugees who had

ad_llaterest the Refute* Center. This determination was -

on the grolinds that an,assumptionof medical .1digency was
less expensive than an actual review of assets.

There was enother policy reversal in Juiy 1963, when eligi-
bility for outpatient c're was made contingent on eligibility fc

.. PP' 99-97.
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YA
_

MS
Distribution of Cuban Welfare Assistance Population and Cuban

Alien Population, 1975, by Selected States

(as percents)

S

Persons in Cuban negivtared
Variation pros

Norm
arms, Welfare Programs Cuban Aliens (norm1.00)

Florida 44.9 56.6 .79

California 17.1 7.6 2.25

New York 15.0 10.1 1.49

WM Jeresy 11.6 11.6 1.00

Illinois 2.6 2.7 .96

Massachusetts 2.1 .7 3.00

All Others 6.7 10.7 .63

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 1.00

K a 28,861 324,729

'excludes sal beatific/arias.

Sources, Data on Cuban refugee welfare' ret.ipients from Report:

**view cf the Cuban Refugee PrO9V8M, prepared by an NSW Review Team
for the Administrator of the Social and Rehabilitation Service, Slept's-
bur 1976, Appendix pogo le. Data an Cuban registerad alisns from INS
161nual Report, 1975, Takao 35.
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financial assistance since many of the refugees were obtaining
employment. Hospitalization was provided to eligible refugees
under contracts hetweenthe Florida State Department of Public
Welfare and Dade Count) hospitals. Except in emergencies,
however, thc Refugee Program reimbursed hospitals for medical
services only when a refugee had heen referred If the Refugee
Center.

In recent years, HEW's Cuban Refugee Program has continued
to reimburse State and local agencies for the costs of medical
care provided to eligible refugees. Outside Dade County,
Florida, reimbursement is made through the Medicaid system.
In Dade County, however, two separate systems are used. -

Medical services are provided through the State Medicaid system
for Cuban refugees who are recipients of AFDC or SSI. For
Cuban refugees who are receiving general assistance payments,
the State of Florida has a contract with a health maintenance
organiiition (HMO) (the International Medical Center) which
provides medical and hospitalization services for refugee gen-
eral assistance recipients in Dade County. The cost of the HMO
program (555 per month per refugee) is borne by the Federal Cc.v-
ernment. In 1977, the average.wonthly Medicaid payment per
recipient in Florida was $115.1" It would appear that, while
there may be substantial differences between the HMO and Medi-
caid populations in this situation, the HMO system is more cost-
4effective than Medicaid.

S. Surplus Food and Fuod Stamps

A food distribution office was opened for refugees in
April 1961 by the Floridz Welfare Departme,J. The cost of this
program was reimbursed by the Cuban Refugee Program. Refugees
receiving cash assistance were eligible to receive surplus foods
once a month. Approximately 601 of thc eligible refugees
participated in the surplus food program. This program was .

subsequently replaced by the Food Stamp program.

6. Education and Training

Assistance to Dade County Schools - Federal impact
assistance n used to help Dade County finance the
education of Cuban refugee children. The numbers of refugee
children have ranged fit's+ 4,675 (in the second semester of
the 1961 school year) to a high of 31,292 in FY '70. Since

10B.5. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census, Statistical.-
Abstract of the United states, 1978. (Washington:

u.S.G.F.0.. 1978.).'-Table 551.
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1966, only those Cuban refugee children who have been enrolled
in U.S. schools for less than 45 months are eligible to be
included in the pupil count T1 A variety of reimbursement
methods have been in nfi.:ct over the years between HEW and
Dade County Pursuant to the agreement in 1961, the Federal
Government agreed to make a one-time payment of $360 for
classroom facilities plus one-fourth of the annuar cost fr
cach refugee chill enrolled during the 1961 spring term. This
was later changed to a subsidy based on the pupil count multiplied
by a stipulated percentage not to exceed S0% of the average
district per pupil cost of instruction." Since FY '74, a set
amount 1$12.4 milliln) has been included in the Federal oudget
for this purpose, and this amount will decrease annually as
the program gradually phases out and terminates in 1983.

Adult Education - The Federal Government, through tbe
Cuban Refugee Program, continues to make funds available for
adult educatior and vocational training for Cuban refugees, but
not outside of Florida. Because of the importance of English
ability in obtaining employment, great emphasis was plated on
adult English courses by the Refugee Program, even to the extent
of paying the costs of transportation to classes. In addition
to English training, many refugees took advantage of trade and
vocational training. There is still strong interest in
developing additional training opportunities for Cuban refugees
who are on cash assistance, and English and vocational training
activities will be necessary for the Cuban polAical,prisoners
who are currently arniving in Miami.

Student Loan Program - In order to assist college students
who otherwise would have been forced to terminate their studies,
interest-free loans of up to $1,000 were made available to-
students during the 1960-61 academic year. In 1963 the program
vas, modified so that loans to refugee students were made on the
same basis as to all other students--at a 31 interest rate
payable within ten years of graduation.

Professional Training - Like the Hungariam refugees
before them, the Cuban refugee professionals had the same
problems with respect to certification, licensure and meeting
U.S. prbfessional standards. For refugee physicians, the
University of Miami organized English and professional refresher

1111eimrt: 1..ntiew of the Cohan Refugee Program, prepared for the Administra-
tor of all Social and Rehabilitation Service by an eight-member terse. engeged in
a five-vesk review of the Cuban Refugee yogram" (Washington, September 1976,
mimeo), p. 57.

-alb 1963, the Federal- Government proposed a policy of providing a Federal
subeidt only for children whose patents were -*aceiving public assistamm.
Samovar, this proposal was rejected by Congress. See Wynkoop, p. 112.
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courses which were initially funded by a combination of
University and foundation fuilds. Subsequently, HEM paid
virtually the entire cost.. sly mid 1964, 15$ of the 1,600
physicians who participated in this program werc qualified to
practice in hospitals as interns or residents. By the spring
of 1967. the average cost per Cuban physician in this program
was only about 5300 - -a remarkable social investment.13
Almost all of the Cuban refugee physicians who entered
the U.S. heve-been or are now being licensed to practice
medicine.

A program for Cuban dentists das begun in 1964 under which
they were admitted to third year standing in several Eastern
dental schools and ieceived maintenance grants and tuition
loans of up to $2,000 a yeir. Florida passed a law in 1974
which made it easier for Cuban professionals to be licensed
after successfully completing a training program, passing a
board examination in Spanish and showing some language ability
'in English.

7. Unaccompanied Minors

One of the mast important and difficult aspects of the
refugee program was the presence of large numbers of unaccompanied
children. Although the Federal Government funded the program
for these children, it was implemented almost exclusively by
private agencies.

C.oan parents, worried that Castro's government would
attempt to indoctrinate their children or force the older ones
into military service, began to send their children to the U.S.
Legal custody for the children remained with the parents in
Cuba since it was anticipated that the separation would he brief.

The unaccompanied - children who arrived in 1960 and early
1961 were sent either directly to relatives or friends, or
were cared for by the Catholic Welfare bureau in Miami. As It
became clear that the numbers of unaccompanied children would
increase dramaticIlly; President Kenrikdy ordered the creation
of a special program for these children. As part of the overall
refugee contract negotiated betWeen.HEW and the Florida
Department of Public Welfare; it was agreed that,the ratter
would develop an emergency progtam for the unaccompanied children.
In turn, the Florida Welfare Department awarded contracts to
four voluntary agencies to provide foster care for these

132:An V. Thomas, "Cuban boluses. in the United Statas" International
Mimatian Sevin., 1 (Spring 1967): Si.

26,9
$11-651 0 - SO - 14
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children.14 The contract provided for Federal reimbursement
of the costs of child care at the rate of $6.50 per day for
those in group care, and $,.Su per day for thosc in foster
care. The direct cmr., costs were for shelter, clothing,
food and other essentials. The voluntary agencies were also
reimbursed for transportation costs and incidental expenses
in relocating children outside of Miami and for the actual
costs of medical treatment for serious illnesses.

Between 14.009 and 15,000 unaccompanied children hod
entered the enUntry by 1965. Half of these children were
quickly reunited with family members, relatives or friends.
The remainder were cared for through the efforts of the voluntary
agencies and their affiliates. By April 30, 1967, 8,331 children
had been provided foster care with the largest number (7,041
or 84.51) being assisted by the Catholic Welfare Bureau of
Mani. Federal ,reimbursement for both foster and institutional
care, and for transportation and special se:vices, amounted
to $28,531,489, or an average of $3,425 per child.1S

When the airlift from Cuba to the U.S. began in December
1965. special priority was given to reuniting Cuban parents
with their children already in this country. As part of the
resettlement planning, the voluntary agencies attempted to
resettle and reunite a family in the location where the
child was already living. By April 30, 1967, 62,861 Cuban
refugees had arrived on the airlift and the number of children
in foster tare had been reduced to 375 cases.16

8. Federal Expenditures on Cuban Refugees in Retrospect

Looking back at thi patterns of Federal spending in the
Cuban program, over the years, one is struck by three salient facts:

14Thase agencies were the Catholic. Welfare Bureau of Miami, the Children's,
Service Sureau of Dade County, The lowish Family and Children's Service of
Nisei and Witted NW Service in New York. ; .....,

15Department of Health, Eduction and Wiliam; Simla). 461 **habilitation -

Service, Children' luroau, Cuba's Children .in'Exil*: The Story of the
.'

Ilasccomgenied Cuban Refuse* Childrenle troop.. (Washington; 0.8.6.1..0., 1960).
0-29/-602. p. 6. Federal Expenditures for the Cuban IlefulteeProgrem, II of
FY 400, ea unpublished document obtained from the 111W Refugee Prograt,
i.dicates that $29,3060100 was expended o the unaccimpauied ehiliyen thioush
the end of FT 1966. '

m
, . , ,

16Cubs's Children in exile, 21.cit., p. S.

t
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the program was expensive, an estimated $1.4 billion
dollars! or about $1.161 pay capita;

there appears to be a stbstntil lag time between
increases and decreases in the flow of refugees, and
in the related expenditure patterns;' and

there were substantial changes in the mix of programs
funded by the Cuban Rofugee Program over the years,
mostly related to the aging of that population.

Table 9 shows Federal expenditures for each year between
PT '61 and FY '$0 (estimated), as the program grew from
modest $4.019.000 in FY '61 to a peak of $143.686.000 in
FY '74, and back down to about 145.000.006 for FY '80. Were
these data to be converted to constant dollars, the increases
between 1961 and 1974 would not appear to be as dramatic, and
the decline since then would be more drastic.

Chart 1 displays the lag time between refugee arrivals,
the receipt of cash assistance and total Federal expenditures.
It should be noted that the number of cash assistance recip-
ients also includes an estimated number of SSI recipients.
The chart shows that refugee entries fell sharply between FY
'62 and FY '63; the number of welfare recipients dropped
12 months later, and at that time Federal. expenditures began
to decrease, slightly. Similarly. between FY *65 and FY '66
entries increased sharply, 12 months later the welfare case
load rose substantially, and Federal expenditures rose more
gently. The tides turned in 1971 when entries fell rapidly,
in FY '72 when the number of welfare recipients dropped and in
FY '73 when, belatedly. Federal expenditures declined.

The gap between changing levels of entries and numbers
of welfare recipients seems to, relate to a number of factors;
one of then must that private sector resources (friends.,
relatives, refugee savings, if any, and voluntary agency
assistance) must postpone the visit to the Welfare office for

'man/ refugees, wliile'uaking it unnecessary for others.
..;i1110 lag time between 'entries and expenditure levels also
represents, of course, the all too well known molasses-like,
process used to make Federal funding decisions.

In order to show the-changing patterns of,Federal
expenditures - -(r terms of what Was purchased--Tsble10 displays

21
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TABLE 9

Federal Expenditures for the Cuban Refugee Program,
FY '61 FY '80

(In thousands of dollars)

Fiscal Year Expenditure

1961 4,089
1962 38,502
1963 56,028
1964 46,012
1965 32,532.
1966 35,825
1967 45,594
1968 55,227
1969 70,649
1970 87,412
1971 112,125
1972 156,726
1973 143,686
1974 114,843
1975 84,236
1976* 82,645
1977 80,511
1978** 71,950
1979** 52,000
1980** 45,264
TOTAL 1,395,856

Y

46

*Excludes transitional quarter.

*01978-1979 data are budget estimates;
1980 figure -is the zero based budget estimate.

Source; Unpublisheedat secured from The
MVP. Program Staff, Office of Family
Assistance, SSA, HEW.
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TABLE 10

Distribution of Federal Expenditures for the Cuban Refugee Program, by Type of
Assistance, FY '61-'65, FY '66-'70, and FY '71-'75 (five

year totals], and FY '76 and '77

(as percents)

FY '61- FY '66- FY '71-
Type of Assistance 65 '70 '75 FY '76 FY '77

Cash Assistance 48.5 45.7 64.9 32.3 31.4Medical Assistance 4.7 7.8 12.8 43.6 42.4Other Social Services 3.5 4.7 3.8 8.9 8.6Education 19.9 27.7 14.3 13.8 16.2Unaccompanied Children 14.7 2.2 0.7
Administration 8.6 11.9 3.4 1.4 1.3

TOTAL '99.9 100.0 99.9 100.0 99.9

N. ($000) 177,163 294,707 591,616 82,645 80,511

Source: Unpublished data secured from the Refugee Program Staff,
.Office of Family Assistance, SSA, HEW

2.14
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the percent distribution of funds spent on Cuban refugees by
six categories of assistance. It shows that in the first five
year of the program 49% of the funds were spent for cash
assistance, 101 on education, and 1St on unaccompanied minors.
Sy 1977 Pineal care had become the most expensive single item,
at 421, while 311 was spent on cash assistance, education had
declined to 161 of the-total, and the unaccompanied minors
had ceased to be a factor. Stated another way, the mix of
services and assistance purchased by the Federal Government
changed over the years to reflect the aging of the target
population, which, as mentioned earlier, was an older than
average refugee populatica even when it arrived. The unaccompanied
children found parents and grew up, cash assistance dropped
as people found jobs (or their way onto SSI rolls, which are
excluded from these tabulations), and medical costs rose as
people grew older, and as the cost of medical care grew more
rapidly than the cost of living generally.

9. Cuban Refugee Program Phaseout

During the 17 years since the enactment of the Migration
and Refugee Assistance Act of 1961, the legislative basis for
the Cuban Refugee Program, the Cuban refugees have made great
economic progress. While there are still Cuban refugees who
require assistance (particularly the currently arriving political
prisoners), the majorit- of this refugee population has become
selfsufficient. Accordingly, the need for a continuing special
program to assist the States in providing services for these
refugees has declined substantially. Congress approved a six-year
phasedown of this program, beginning in ry '78. The phasedown
percentages are as follows:

Fiscal Year Federal Share of Funding

1977 1001
1978 9Si
1979 8S1
1980 751
1981 601
1981 451
1983 151
1984

Thus, during FY '79, MEW is, reimbursing the States 851 of
lefisgee cash and medical assistance costs and State and local
administration and social services costs.17 The phasedown of

17
Wring ft '70 Ifeiliclef4 coots for yellow III recipients were yeti-

horsed 514002. This exception to the phastdowo level woe authorised in
the progrils ...proprieties for FT '74.
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education cost reimbursement to Dade County is based on the
same percentages used in the welfare assistance program, but
applies them to costs in FY "7. Hence, the education grants
to Dade County for FY .7n Are MSS of actual 1977 costs.

One of the reasons why Dade County has been so successn
ful in resisting the efforts cf Federal officials to phase-
down the program has; no doubt, been the fortuitous committee
assignments of its legislators in Washington; one of the
State's senators is a majority member of the Senate Appro-
priations Subcommittee for HEW-Labor, and one_of the County's
three Congressmen is, similarly, a majority member of.the
House Appropriations Committee

Moreover, Florida has used a separate accounting and fiscal
management system for Cuban Refugee Program funds. Thus, the
administrative mechanisms for the program are differentirom the
mechanisms for the regular State and local financial asfistance
programs. The dual system approach has made_the State program
highly visible and clearly distinct from similar State assistance
programs. This procedure has reinforced the State's perception
of Federal fiscal responsibility for the Cuban Refugee Program.13

D. Resettlement - The Private Sector Response

The Cuban Refugee Program was the first in which comprehen-
sive Federal financial assistance was provided to refugees
ouXside a refugee reception center. Despite thwcash assistance,
social and medical services and training programs financed by
the Federal Government, the traditional voluntary agencies had
a major role in the resettlement effort. A- they had in the
past, the resettlement agencies and their affiliate organizations
provided the actual resettlement services in relocating refugees
and assisting, them in their struggle for self-sufficiency.

As the numbers of refugees arriving in the Miami-area began
reaching crisis proportions, the political solution was to
seek to resettle refugees throughout the United States. Thus,
"resettlement" in the Cuban Refugee Program was defined as
resettlement of refugees Diaz from Miami. Contracts to provide
such resettlement services were signed with the four voluntary

. agencies that had initially received contracts-to provide

latoview of the Cuban gamma Primus, eR, cit., p. 39.

,t
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assistance to the Cuban Lotuses Emergency Center in Miani.10
These contracts were concluded first by Mr. Voorhees and rater
extended by Secretary Ribicoff. The Federal Government agreed
to reimburse the agencies for the costs of transportation to ,
the new ',settlement location and for "reasonable expenses
incidental to such travel." Moreover, the government agreed
to pay per capita 'mom of $60 for resettlement and "miscella-
neous costs." The contracts clearly stipulated that the resettle-
mot agencies would not be reimbursed for expenses which were

,

not covered by the contract.

In 1964. the contracts were renegotiated and contained
new provisions. The government continued to pay for transporta-
tion costs and incidental expenses, plus the $60 per capita
payment; however, these costs and expenses were more precisely
defined. The contracts also defined the responsibilities of
the public agencies and the resettlement agencies and were more
specific about the types of services. to be performed by bothgemties. In addition, the contracts contained an "Adjustment
of Payments for Assistant* and Services" clause. This clause
permitted the resettlement agencies to request an adjustment
of payment from the Government, but not to exceed ISS of the
660 per capita resettlement grant. 40 The contracts also required
record-keeping and accounting procedures According to representa-
tives of some of the voluntary agencies, the administrative
mechanisms were quite burdensome. This was the principal reason
why in subsequent non-Cuban refugee movements the agencies,
requested per capita grants frenthe Department of,State which
would not require detailed cost- reimbursement accdkhting procedures.

The four resettlement agencies operated independently *
and developed thiir own resettlement methods for ;Kt Cuban Refugee
-Program tossed on past resettlement activities end-their national
and affiliate agency structures.

11 Theen poetics Were the Catholic Relief Service of the National catholic
waiter' Cosigns= (cRS), Church world Service (CHI), Melted MIAS Service

' MAO, and the /atereetiosal Mean Committee (IRC).
2

211he1Oer capita remettlemeat great did Met cover all the coots 'incurred
by the voluntary demotes for rasettleeant services. SIAS nstimsted; for
instance, that for the period 1961-1964 their costs exceedet Federal
reimOnraimmeta by.abeit 000.000. Jo addition.,IRC spent about 3350,000

Ica' owe funds on refugee operations ille1140 and 1961 prior to the creation
, if the Cuban letups program.

1
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Since most of the refugees were Catholic, the Catholic
Relief Service carried the heaviest burden. CRS organized
its program through the diocesan resettlement offices, each

- of which is autonomous. Special offices were set up in
New York City and New Orleans to assist large numbers of
Cohen refugees in those cities who had nut entered the U.S.
through Miami and who were thus hot eligible for the Federal
program.

Church World Service activities were- coordinated through
its New York office ,and resettlement activities were undertaken
by local denominational representatives: the parishes, synods,
and congregations of the denominations re resented in CWS.
CWS initiated flights fromcMiami, in which &reefs, of refugees
were resettled simultaneously in the same city to rrovide
the cultural reinforcement gild mutual support that night
otheriise have been lacking.

United H1AS ServiCe,, because of its long experience
..4n resettlement work and the extensive network of comprehensive
social service programs around the country, was active in
resettling the small number of Jewish refugees. HIA$'s approach
included the use of extensive pre-planning (i.e., developing a
comprehensive resettlement package prior to moving a refugee
family).

\The International Rescue Committee was the Only non-sectariAn
agency involved ip the Cuban Refugee Program. Unlike the other
agencies; it did not have local affiliates; however, it opened
several branch,offices and established working relationships
with such groups is the Nationalities Service Centers, Travelers
Aid, Chamberseof Commerce and other service organizations.

,

As in the Ntiorgarian program, the voluntary reset:learn:
agencies relied on their local affiliates to develop sponserS.
Unlike the Hengatiahptogram, however, the availability of
Federal assistanciwgeterally precluded the need to provide as 0
ektensive voluntarycommunity -based services to refugees.

There were; *f c"sise. problems in the attempt to resettle
refugeei away SrowMiAti. Many thought that Castro would be
:overthrown, and tfieittitAld return to Cuba. °the 's refused to
leave Miami becauke ox were waiting for frien. s and relatives.

many,ny, jobs had be located,and there was 8.0 financial
pressure to leav- Sae fehred.thaCthey wouIa be unable to
receive financial assistsach if they left Miami. Many refugees
did not watt tb keive the. Cuban atmosphere of Musa', and some
were afraid of the'cOider winters in other parts of America.
lettattse of the reticence to resettle outside Miami, the Federal

a

a
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Severenat seive decieleetiat financial assistant, and other
peesenibintitsgem34 be denied to refteres who'rofund to

eloet-imet illy this policy wee enforced; on t!.., other

es *tate resettlement opportnity. -It is not

' heed, a very embetential-eimetity (almost h..1f)._of the Cuban
tolegen, roolttied inn*, the State of Floride.!1

a..112 a a IILI Mem I a
Met Mere the seographical pattern of the Cuban rentile.eon? =Old they ails ly stay is Son Comity, as some caebal °observere might Table 11 :hods sage light on these

VOW'S*, Oral thee* it does an through a complex proxy measure.. ._...Aden ea the cal distribstion of -bora possesses* eetpblithed ire the
iMe

Coons,- so a proxy is used
..cepeiniag of the total amber of -Cebea-bets persona who were
Oeturallied_betweett llel and 1977 as well as the Cuban 'lions
viii registered 40 Till in January, 19T7.)

despite its limitation, Table 11 *attests several treads
is the year* cement. Mot, the majortty of all ideatifiablo
Cuban la-tbe i117 lived it Florida. Snead, the Cuban'spaniels of Florida :*creased idly,ey more than 450, but
se did thentesiga_gspulatin of . Third, the Cuban
_papolatlas 11-SOMI-Itatee incroantauck more rapidly than it
444 le Florida; note the percentage lacreaseffigures in the
tale* loot semen tar the states of Califerne (Haft),_Tenn Wit), and Now Jersey (Mt). Fourth-, there was a
imhetontiel Osborn coleay in Now Tett at the hastening of therefugee

's
sevemeet but it appereetly attracted very few of theeow *riles.

While this table wee not constructed to study the
satereliaation esstate of eaturalititioa data were used
for the lash 1ef -ether, herd data ea the current location of
the roftoses-?seme state-by-state astutalisation trends are
widen, feepertiosetely, there appears to be a relatively
law rate et Cass 114tealifitiORS in Florida sad relatively
high retes,ia Sew York sad in POOTtO Rico. he can offer no

ties for <this phomeenen.

the peels of the Cubes refugee resettlement prosran weremeteor* ambition than then of the Hungarian erogran. thoush

nursimp.42411., p. 1!0-51. and soeveresties with Me. Phil blase,
lareates. Opiciel Poems Stat, OSA4 V.
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pietributiom of Cebanlorm Populations, by Selected States, 1161 and 1977

Nelatime

Ommulai*ms-
,

'greenest Rseblent
Naturalisations TotalNallatered Aliens

1961-1177 cols.
Abaoluts
Increase
(4) -(1)

Increase
(4) :!(1)

kW All4--,
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Ii sr Percent

'tote (1) (2) q3) (4)
(6)

Florida 56.751 32.7 176,256 56.6 66.123 45.5 2115.181 52.4 206.430 451.41

New Jersey c 7.563 6.6 37.657 12.1 19,003 9.7 56.660 11.2 49.0117 749.2

NOW York 29.0611 26.1 30.172 9.7 31.714 16.3 62,506 12.3 33.417 214.9

California 2,765 2.S 23.976 6.3 9,262 4.8 35.316 ) 32.551 1268.9

Puerto Rico 11,021 3.5 16.442 6.4 27,463 5.4 Ws Sea

Illinois 2,375 2.1 6,047 2.6 6.216 3.2 14,265 2.6 11,610 600:6

Texas 614 0.6 3.159 1.0 2.630 1.4 5.109 1.2 5,305 675.6

Other States 10.274 9.2 16,616 6.1 20,676 10.6 39.574 7.6 29,300 3115.2

TOTAL1 111.521 100.0 311,1114 11.1 195.246 99.9 506.436 100.1 314,913 454.1

Puerto Rico included in all other.
1Pacceatimes any net add to 100 dew to roemdeff.

.curet, column 1 trap BiLmmaggaam. Table 35, Column 2 from INS Amami Nemect. 1977. Table 351 and
Color* 3 from inn the roars cited, Table 42.

Net Column 4 covers ea Coo filed aliem address reports la 1977 and those who were naturalised betimes 1661
and 1977. Not covered are those aliens who died without naturalising, those aliens who left the country, those
in parole status. those aliens wiro did ant report to INS is 1977, and those who were naturalised before 1961.

IJ
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the time log between fhs ---":;:lot the Huagarian program and the
booluming of the Collmteme cam be measured in months. There
were three basic reasess'for this situation: first, there were

_____Jitletsstarsmbels.-It y Awe, 1060 there were twice as many Cuban
de the ematry as Nomgarions, and eventually thert

were flees as moony: clearly, the private sector alone
geld net mil _mieltsLchallonge. -Secondly, there-wawa

% ra::2,1, adviser, and that of
is Oil betweee that of Prosideat

Prosidomt lammed', end his ;Meer 'Secretary nibicoff; and
Wray, there ma the amen, sad thus 'as attempt to do sous-
Shia, Meets the sencoutratiee of this large and growing
Wipe pageletiem is a single city.. fortunately, the
Severameatls Seal,' teaseled in Secretary Ribicoff's nine-point
stetemmet, were clearly spelled out, which is not always the
cue is seek situations.

The reseeress utilised in the Cuban resettlement program
wove embeteatiel and ceasisted primarily of federal dollars..
close to $1.4 billies of then. Considerable private resources
Ma some local govermmeatel resources were utilised,

I:Z=1y early in the program, but by 1961 the federal
t was beetles the mob burden.

The services offered to the Cubans wore much mere comprehen-
sive thee these offered to the Niegariaas. Whereas the Hungarians
had bees ollmiasted from the cash ass stance programs because
of their parole status, Cubs were gives access to 100%
federally funded assistance preorems. Sisilarly, broad range
of publicly uppsn IA medical and other supportive services
were aide oval labto to the Cubans. Moog the lessons one can
draw from the Cuban seperieece in terms of service delivery werethew

It is Ifitilmle to disperse popelatiss. no muter whet lces-
times see teed MI suttees effaced, if it ewe not tent to
disperse itself.

If westiog testitatieme an soltorally sensitive to the refuses
11011441am. so meat Imre la the Miami arse. they ere be used
le offer Os sposial surdas seeded by the refugees.

Providiss lassess tteludag and skills upsirdift t. Male
asps plefeastatele is a pertieslarly seat-effective service
so a velegue porelati

Imo eM. heaves. as Waren ecilisetios of the lessees
loaned eelerdteg the use 0 massessealed Nurseries children,
nest as a result, this was as explosive not difficult impact
of the rsettlreert program.

ei
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e Parole status reasIsed a problem, though it was alleviated to
asst' Moot by spacial ledlelatlas. Similarly, the decision
le asks ealy these sae realatsred at the Center is Waal
eliEtble der Cabot Setups Proirsa services created ammelless
lasqultlaa sad amy bow, aarlttlasly, helped r,ocestrats Cubass

As

Im time of the institutional setting for the Cuban program,
it single Federal structure emerged, this time the Department
of Health, Education and:Welfare. No other Pectoral agencies
wore involved WO the exception of the usual admissions,
adjustment and nattmtlizatien functions of INS; some employment
&Distance from DOL; and surplus food distribution by the
Agriculture Department), and HEN worked out fairly clear-cut
contractual arrangements with State and local governments and
with voluntary agencies, to handle specific ripbcts of the
resettlement process.

There were, however, some noticeable institutional
weaknesses in staffing patterns and in the funding process.
The Miami Center had four directors during the period February
1161 to September 1964, and staffing turnover continued,
albeit at a slower rate, thereafter. This was not only a
feature of the Cuban program, but also of other Federally
c.Jisted refugee efforts.

As with many other Federal programs, it was difficult
to start the funds flowing when the Cubans' needs were urgent,
and then, later, it was difficult to terminate the flow when
the needs were fulfilled. It took more than three years to
establish a normal appropriations process for the Cuban program,
which was first funded by the extraordinary act of the President
of the U.S. allocating SI million to an individual citizen, and
subsequently funded through a series of transfers from ICA
(now AID) to HIM. It was not until July 1963 that HEW received
its first direct appropriations which permitted more adequate
program financing and staffing. Once the program was operating,
however, it reacted only slowly to the decline in urgency and
the successful resettlement of most of the Cuban refugees.
It may be necessary, in order to better control costs of tuture
refugee programs, to put a limit on the number of years an
individual refugee may receive services rather than to try to
phase out the program, per se, as has been the case v.th the
Cuban program.

Unlike the Hungarian program, some efforts were made to
measure the results of the Cuban resettlement program, and to
evaluates them. There have been several internal HEW
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Stildits.22 and records continue to be kept ma the number of
welfare recipients sad the sweat of mowiapent on welfare and
other aspects of the'progree. These show that one year otter
the number of arriving refugees dropped off, in 1973, rel..re
rolls began to decline as well, and that this tend it still

-------Mthanrghwome-osoful data have been collected on the
Cubasillifigoe Pregram, and although we CIS derive some lessons
from those data (such as the utility of the physician-training
or ), it would have been helpful if some of the fairly
remdi ly accessible cost - benefit data had been collected and
analysed. For example, although the Cuban community in Dade
County is a emporium ono, morally, and has helped make
Mama a business and cultural center for Latin America,
relatively little research has been done on contributions made
by this community to the nation as a whole. It would be
interesting to know for example, bow the income tax contributions
La by this community over the last twenty years, which are
mamma, compare to the better-documented data on Federal
expenditures.

is the final analysis the major indictment against the
Calm refugee program is that it served its clients, too long.
it Federal expense, not that it served then ineffectively.

221gyakoop. . rit.; liana tures for the Cuban Refuge Pro-
mo. a.. att.; is, the Man Se umm hearse, .e. cit.
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PART II

CHAPTER 3; CHILEAN, KURDISH AND SOVIET REFUGEE PROGRAMS

Ity-way of contrast to the refuse* programs for the Haitian,
Cuban, and Indochinese refugees, it is instructive to briefi.
examine the arrangemeet* made for Kurdish pad Ch: lean infuse!,
on the one hand, and for the Soviet refugees on the other.
assorts for the first two groups of-reiugoes were-moinrred
with minimal resources, and for the latter with very substantial
support. -

A. RaChlreand.

Kurds are a non-Arabic,MUslim people residing i1 seveiil
Middle Rosters nations, is all of which they are alsinoriv.
Conflict between the Kurds and the majority populations break
out from time to time, and during the early 197Cs the Kurds
mounted a full scale rebellion again, the Government of Iraq,
clearly with the support of Iran. Iran withdrew her support
from the Kurds, the rebellion collapsed, and some Iraqi Kurds
(who fit the 196S Amendments' definition of a Middle
Eastern refugee) managed to travel to Tehran and apply for
admission to the U.S. as conditional entrants. Between 100 and
900 o' them arrived, largely during 1976 and 1977.

In September 1973 the President of Chile, Salvador Allende,
who had bees elected by a leftist coalition, was assassinated in
a rightist coup led by General Augusts Pinochet. A militery
junta took power, and killed, imprisoned and expelled thoOsands
of Allema's supporters. The U.S.. which has been most receptive
to those fleeing from left-wing dictatorships, was less than
enthusiastic about admitting the Chilean political refugees.
liVentually, however, permission for 400 of them to enter i'ith
their families was grated in 1975; a decision to admit ZOO more
Chileans was mode the following year. Most recently the U.S.
initiated a Memispheric Program which allows the entry of SOO
sore political refugees and their families from South American
natives. The latter program, however, appaently has not been 1-
utilized widely.

The U.S.S.R. maintains one of the world's longest and most
tightly controlled borders; international travelers, in both
directions, are carefully scrutinized. A Soviet citizen wanting
to leave that land must secure an exit visa, and until 1971 so
few were granted that emigration was virtually non.existent.
Since then, the Soviets have made it somewhat easier to secure
the exist visa, and many Soviet dissidents, including relatively
large numbers of Jews, have left the nation, transiting through
Austria en route to Israel, the U.S., and other Western nations.
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During the years 1971 through 1973, more thin 901 of the
77,345 Jewish migrants leaving the U.S.S.R. went to Israal,
but following the You Kippur Mar of 1973, increasing percentages
of those leaving the Soviet Union opted to come to the U.S.
This trend is reflected in tile following table:

Path of 8avfet Refuaees. 1971 -1926

Refugee.
Refugees Visiumess Resettled

Calesdar from MAW to is °the%
--IINW-- AMU_ .Ivapi Percent Countries Percent

1971 11,704 8,3112 96.4
1972 32,496 31,606 97.5
1973 36,235 - 33,2410 91.8
1974 22,084 76.3
1975 15,500

,16,846
8.395 53.9

1976 13.061 7,238 45.9

TOTAL 130,7110 103,757 80.9

312 3.6
SOO 2.3

2,955 8.2
- 5,238 23.7

7,195 46.1
8.323 54.1

25,023 12.1

While departing Soviet dissidents were showing a growing
preference for the U.S. (as opposed to Israel), the United
States pressed the Soviets to grant exit visas more freely.
This was reflected in both President Carter's human rights ini-
tiatives and in the Jackson-Vanik Amendment to the Federal Trade
Act of 1974, which linked the lowering of trade barriers to
Soviet goods to a lore liberal exit policy. Since the U.S. is
pressing the U.S.S.R. to permit more dissidents to depart, the
U.S. has adopted an open-door policy towards the admission of
such dissidents--all who can secure exit visas and who want to
come to the U.S. are granted permission to enter, usually as
conditional entrants or parolees.

According to INS, refugee entries (conditional entrants
and parolees) from U.S.S.R. have increased sharply in recent
years:

FY '75 3,241
FY '76 (including TQ) 5 035
FY '77 4,647
FY '71 9 175
FY '79 (first nine months) 16 349

Ilacludes sx-soviets returning from Israel. Sources Comptroller
General of the U.S., assort to the Conroe.: U.S. Assistance Provided for
breettltea Soviet Refutes. (weshisatos: U.S.G.A.O., June 20, 1977), p. 3.

68439 Io . is
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.1. Pwblic Sector Activities

Per ell Practical purposes there was nu public sector
support foethe resettlement of the Kurds and the Chileans
when these two groups arrived. Such movements in the future,
',hemmer, are scheduled to be partially supported by the State-
..Departs:

ed
:Department's flat $250 per capita reception and placement
grant to resettlegeat agencies (which covers all non -Cuban
sad sea-Indochinese refugees). Oita:ember 1, 1979 this grant
is scheduled to-be increased to $350.

Although me special softie* programs were created for:the
Kurds and Chileans, such as the expanded support services.
provided to the Indochinese and Cubans, they htd the sane rights
as other alines to various social service and income transfer
preteens. From what little date exist on the subject, it
appears that they have participated only ieinally in such
programs. For example, of the 160 Chileans who have settled
in Seattle, Vashiegton, esel one person was receiving public
assistance in Nay, 1979 according to statement made at the
Belmont Seminar by Patrick Terme, Director of Seattle's
Chilean Refugee Resettlement Program. (reran, incidentaliy,
managed to secure several full -tine workers paid for by CETA
funds to support the activities of his voluntary program.)

The resettlement of the Soviet refugees in the U.S., on the
other hand, is supported by substantial public as well as even
more-substantial private resources. Since the beginning of the
Soviet program, the voluntary agencies resettling the Soviets
have had access to et* State Department's per capita reception
and placement grant.' It is interesting to note that although
the grant is nominally for $250, the actual amount is related
to the availability of appropriated funds divided by number of
anticipated refugee arrivals rather than reflection of the
actual costs of services. In addition to the reception and
placement grants, since the beginning of PT '79 interested
-2encies have been able to secure matching grants from HEW
for up to $1,000 per capita for language and vocational train
ing, cash assistance, orientation, and other resettlement
services. $20,000,000 was appropriated for this resettlement

2rbe O.S. has Lmeeeted heavily is the resettlement of Soviet Jews in
Israel, providing $120,615,000 for that perinea in the years 1973 through
1676. See p. 2. Memo am interesting program, it le beyond the scope
of this 'spurt.

'the O.S. also supports the Soviet dissidents is Vienna and Saes at the
east of shame 95.4 per day per capital U.S. funds are also med, indirectly,
to help support ladochimeee refugees im Southeast Asian refugee camps, at
an aperanimue cast of $1.25 per day per espies.
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initiatibe because of the lack of other special categorical
aid such as was available for the Indochinese and Cuban
refugees. ,

Voluntary agencies handling Soviet diskidents appear to be
makingFstroag efforts to keep those-refugees off the welfare
001111, despite the fact that the Soviet emigrants may receive
public a ;sistaace if they meet categorical eligibility. The
GAO, for'example surveying SSS refugee families in New York
City 1114917 found that 134, or 241 of the families, had secured
some form-of public assiitaacc-, This -rote is -about -the- sane
as that experienced by the Indochinese at the.same time, bearing
in mind the differing eligibility criteria. Them* data,
incidentally were for a period prior to the $14090 matching
g reat program.

Current estimates by the seven voluntary agencies participating
in the mouthing grant program indicate that SS% of the combined
Federal and voluntary contribution of $2,000 would be used for
cash and medical assistance. Assuming that the agencies fulf4 &1
their &sumac, that these refugees will not go on AFDC, the
SS% investment is significantly lower than the 101 inyestment
currently made-on these 'services for the Indochinese.3

C. Private Sector Support

Clearly, what leant assistancc was provided to the
K urds and to the Chileans was done within the private sector.
The national voluntary agencies were active, though sometimes
&arias mixed reviews. Amnesty International, which is not a
resettlement agency but in keeping with Ils focus on political
prisoners, has served as advocates for the admission and resettle-
ment of the Chileans. The Lutheran Immigration and Refugee
Service (LIRS) had a special interest in the Chileans as well,

,,,,because their church has been active in Chile, and its leaders
Mitre were deeply ifivolved in seeking to help the political
larisoners.6 Church World Service and the Interuational Rescue
Committee have also sponsored these refugees.

4Cemptroiler amoral, 0 -16_04sistamee Provided for Resettlinslovint

hefoomes p. 42.(A heedful of the Soviet refuse*s had collected
SS1, bat they are exelvided free the statistics above to arks them comparable
with data om the Iadoehimee.)

5Cenversatiom with Mr. Phil blew.

(lei:berme Ismdsratioe and Refuges Service, Mils: The Lead eed_tte
?,2Lie (New York: LIDS, Upset, 157S).

1
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Much of the private sector's efforts on behalf of the Kurds
and Chile'ss was the result of highly localized efforts, such

4 as those of either Moriarty's Roman Cktholic ChurCh of the Sacred
Heart in San ,lose, California; the lay Area Program in San Francisco
sad Sorkeley,California; and the Chilean Refugee Resettlement
Program in Seattle, Washingtoi. The existence of sympathetic
cemmaitios with clusters of Chiles*, has shown that localized
efforts such as these are extremely helpful in the resettlement
process. The extent to which national voluntary agencies will 66,

assign future South Americas refugees to these existing communities
will be an important indication of their culural sensitivity.

Frtestreectorsupport-for-the resettlement-of the Soviet
refugees, largely generated through the well-established network
of Jewish community service agencies, is extensive and intensive.
On the national level, HIAS is the most active of the voluntary
agencies, resettling most of the Jewish refugees. Others
involved are Ravtov,ishich handles religiously conservative
Jewish refugees to a lesser extent, and, seven non-Jewish agencies
(listed in Table S).

Each of the voluntary agencies uses its own community networks.
HIAS relies on the Council of Jewish Federations to mobilize
agencies such as the New York Association for New Piericans in
that city, the Jewish Family and Community Service is Chicago,
and other Jewish family and community service organizations in
140-160 cities across the country. The range of these services
is broad enough, in the specific instance of Chicago, that the
Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago has published a 51-page
book, in both English End Russian, outlining the services available
to the refugees there./

A fairly typical summary of the services offered to the, Soviet
refugees, in this case covering the New York and Chicago agencies,
follows:

"-- limited Unsocial assistance for such items as rem, food,
clothing, sad other basic needs;

--cement ommesliss to aid with adjustment and family relationships;

--feeds of Onglisb instruction, although both agencies prefer to
use public ecbeel facilities; sad

socialised end adoestiesal services, iecluding evaluation of vocational
skills, Job amd adocatiosel maseellem and Job placement.

7 J e w i e h hieratic. of Metropentes Chimp, Welcome t o t eems A Guide
hr Row Rossini imiarante *millets is Chinese (Chicago: JVHC, April 1676).
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Istkagencim also used the facilities of Other *realisations
to moist the refugees. The gee Ferk.Amociation used city waver-
sit) Sect/Mee, training costars fveded by the Federal Goverment.
Wow Fork:14ste employment offices, sealer cities casters, end
municipal boopitale. Tka Jewish Family Service, except for 99191
midis ashools for Smell* instructing. preferred to use various
Jewish WWI'S segmlastions such as the Jewish Vocatimal-Service.
Commit it Jewish Elderly, and Jewish &enmity Centers...8.

The particularly difficult problem of the Soviet emigres--
who have spent their entire lives in a tightly-controlled and
highly structured society in which individuals are rarely left
In the typical sink-or-swim American environment have created
concern in academic as well as social service circles. As a
result, there tends to have been proportionately more research
and sore critical - analysis about the problems of this refugee
movement than others.

D. Geographical Distribution

The Chilean refugees have, understandably, settled where
there are suppert4ve,local communities, notably in San Jose
and San Prancisco. California, and Seattle. Washington. Although
no hard data are available, it appears that the largest single
concentration of Kurds is in Nashville, Tenalssee; apparently
one of the early arrivals settled successfully in that city and
drew others to that somewhat unlikely place far immigrants.

Similarly the Sovieti have settled where communities were
most receptive to them. Of the more than 10,000 U.S.S.R. vagrants
resettled by HIAS in the years 1971-107S, the principal areas
of resettlement were as follows:10

40.S. aggistmes Provided for gesettlipalmiet_ Maumee. p. 37.

'See. for ample. Oiliien. Iniare. as. cit., in
Nigh a very frisk discussion, at a 19711 liationel Symmiem as the Integration
of Soviet Jam into the Maricee Jewish community. lecludes these coosacts:
"...the...participeciee let academics is the Symposich) sew also be useful
ie wederttsedisa why Soviet ismisreate often seem to he more attracted to
counterproductive behmier them earlier grime. for example, while wattle' in
Italy fee their gapers to be premised may dillesetly learn me Impasse.
but they leave Ulf* Italia. thus Sogliebi or they say get locked into aseptiatioas
with their etcher (end the seamy hierarchy) aver who is Win to my the extra
Wits of Merge transfer aid sterane--amd their energy is diverted from the
major took e finding suitable entering jobs and preparing themselves to mom
mord." p. 1)9.

"Owlet Jews is the U.S.." Americas Jewish Tear look, 2p.cii.,
p. lbS.
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au York 43.211-

Loa Angeles 7.7
Philadelphia 3.2
Chi 4.6

3.1

11/11-11"-I
AN
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This pattern more closely resembles the distribution of immigrants
;morally a gsneratioa ago--when the overwhelming majority
came to the northeast quadrant of the U.S.--than it does the
most influxes of either Cuban or Indochinese refugees.

8. Amairsis
3

There are too little data on the Kurdish and the Chilean
resettlement efforts, and the populations themselves are too
smell, for more than the most rudimentary kind of analysis.
Clearly it is possible to conduct grassroots resettlement programs
with little or no help from the national level, if the numbers
are small, and if the community groups are sufficiently motivated.
(The small numbers involved, however, may have been a major
teeter in the absence of national attention.) Perhaps the most
useful lessens from this experience have already been at least
partially acted epos. Those are: Othe provision that reception
and placement greats, henceforth, will be available for all
refugee movements, no matter bow obscure; 2)that under the
proposed motional refwgee policy 14gislatiom all refugees would
be entitled to federally bladed support services on the same
basis; and 3)that resettlement in sympathetic communities which
are culturally compatible eases the resettlement process for
refugees.

The' is of the Soviet refugee program are ambitious and
structur while these for the Chileans and Kurds were modest
and fragmentary. Per *mole, regorging cash assistance, the
following quotatiom is instructivelsl

"The emirs ebjestisa of the numtlameet 41144444444 described
frf boom S. Suits, eneestive direeter of the Clcrwolood Jewish
Panto bowies, is as Mime at the mood moth* of the &missal
esotessoes of Jewish cmememal Services is Joss 1273;

she bowie life ooppoctive oetvicoo is out rosottlomost grams--
the portioios of h000log ass Lamaism oalatoomoce, clothing,.1.

111110.,p, 171 sod footooto 6 esetaised therein; "the loviot Isfugoot
ChaLloogo Softie Alitlaa Meta Comoomitg hosottloomot System," &mina ofmiamingintsa M. 2, 1275, p. HAL 3
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medical seeds --an all ammid to the concept that them
tameable Ammo of mmdecome are cum-limited emergency
earldoms modsg tamed casework pmle sad objectives of
iedse end salt-emment. We see the acumnitetr
mat of dime mmdm ass alga of health met growth of
Megivtived adjustaant.a.

Pee the sawommem, skis Nay mess placement is jobs which do not
pay tee well awl mush they say meallisr below,-the level of Maids

quelifimodhea. 'A moiler of communities have set time limits
wields? Ala they are gime the opportunity of flailing employment
of their Undue. If than fail, they are squired to accept the
first available job, et Use roomy ficiecial mmdsuume. to
Las amples, the refugees are gives thyme lemmas, is baton up
to Pew. Phumaidei-reppet ia,eleonithdren-44 they refuse
am ex three job offers during that period without pod reason."

The goals of the Soviet %Ian*** resettlement program are
as comprehensive as--if not more so than--any other in U.S. history.
The resources available to meet these goals are a mixed bag.
Those appear to be extensive privets resources available through
the Jeulah community agencies (and to a lesser extent other
resettlement agencies and their allies). Federal money appears
to be loss available than it is to the Indochinese, but far more
titan used on the Hungarians. Finally the group to be resettled.
because of timir lifetime exposure to a totally different kind
of society, is, to say the least, a challenge. Perhaps the
emancial and community support resour es brought to bear on
this resettlement effort by the ?viva sector are sufficient
to overcome the relative lack of Pods al support and the adaptation
difficulties that accompany this grou of refugees.

The services provided to the S met emigres are as comprehen-
sive as those offered any group of r fusses to the U.S. and are
probably as fine-tuned to the needs f the refugees and the
employment opportunities within the ommunity as can be arranged.

Further, the institutional str ctures providing the services
are about as stable as refugee -semi g organizations can be in the
U.S. Largely separated (presumably ppily) from the unpredicta-
bility of the Federal funding proce s, free of Federal, state.
.ssmi local civil service procedures, and supported by a traditionally
generous and steady source of fundi g, the agencies in this
program, particularly the Jewish on s, are in a strong position
to Assist the new arrivals.'

What can be said in svalustin these programs? Again onewishes for more data, particularl
services 'were made available to w

ongitudinal data. on what
and what the results were,
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in terms of the degree of dependency, extent of 1Lone as
well as the less, quantifiable variables of health and happiness.

Concerning the Soviets, it is particularly important to
know whether or not the traumas of resettlement in the U,S.
is more or less traumatic than continuing to live in the Soviet
Union or resettling in Israel, This refugee group, more than
any other, kas an aura of theovolunteer about it--they really
had more of a choice than most refugees. Did they make the
right one for tbeaselveSt A 1975 study of Soviet Jews resettled
in Detroit indicates:

"...Only 11 percent would not leave the U.S.S.R., ad they to do it
all INK, cod while oely 11 percent green that ;left expectations
of the U.S. have Men coepletely fulfilled, tau-thirds say that
May have Mom at least partially fulfilled or 'more or
fekftlled.112-

If this is any indication, as it may well be, of effective
resettlement, then the Soviet program is accomplishing its goals.

On a much narrower scale, cost-effectiveness in terms of U.S.
'dollars, the, results of the program compare favorably with those
of other, on-going Federally-funded refugee resettlement programs,
in that the Federal investment is not large, and the incidence
of public assistance cases (in the one study conducted by GAO)
appears to be comparable to,a recently-arrived group of
Indochinese -refugees. - V

One nut note, however, that the special matching grant.
is available only for Soviets and other Eastern Europeans.
Voluntary agencies wishing to initiate a similar effort for
Cubans and Indochinese may not do so under the current auth-
orization. If this approach proves to benefit the refugee
more than the on-going support systems for non-Soviet and
non-Eistein Europeans, the Federal Government should open up
the matching grant mechanism for all refugees. This3 would
not only avoid charges of discrimination but also would give
other refuiess access to an enrichedomckage of social services.

o

t.

122vi 01telese, "Demographic, Cultural. and Attitudinal Character-
istic* of Soviet Jewel toplications for the Integration of soviet
leniareate," The Soviet Selma, ov. cit., p. el.
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PART II

CNAPTIIR 4: THS INDOCMINSSI REMUS RISITTLIMSNT FROGMAN

latroduction

The collapse of the Government of-South Vietnam in April
117$ plectpitated the largest en rgemcy mass migration of refugees
to the V.I. in see history. Prom April through December of that
IT ever 130,040 ladethimese Wows were paroled into the

adnitaind am average of WOO entered eer math between
4076 and Jameary 1070, en additiemal 64,000 were

mod July 10710. Mast reseetly. the President has
risad &Will Mu of 14,00W refugees per month to our

eherims. The iteatimulag f!'w of Laotian and Cembedians into
Thaillemd, as well as the tisglc exodus of -etmemese boat people
hive otallen the number of Lndochtmese re oes is camps in
Southeast Asia to meetly 466,0011.s

The *rowing umbers of these refugees have crested major
=strains es the U.S. capability 40 fond the rapid movement of
the reties. into the V.E. as well as resettlement services
once they arrive.

This chapter 411 discuss the genesis of
c
the Indochinese

referee resettlement program and will trace its development
,to the reseal. This review instades description of the early
stages ef this refugee flew, the role of the refugee reception
castors, the mature of public and private resettlement efforts.
she the centimaing policy issues. It concludes with an ass -sment
of the 4iVOTs0 rosettlemsat strategies utilised for this reiuges
Preens.

16.The Political. Climate

Whim the ladathinese refugees flit! Southeast Asia in April
1071, the pervepttems and attitudes of the American people toward
theist's* well as the domestic economic sittation, did not augur
well fir their welcode. The long and frustrating military involve-
ment in South Vietnam vas partly responsible for an initial
teens. Of ombiValeace---even hostility-- about these refugees.
This attltude was much more pronounced than for any of the
earlier refugee movements to this country. A Gallup Poll taken

leffetimust Osseral, P.
103. Irus sweat assimate savriP11448.411krilsecifi,moms? Oa MON
smeettled is she P.O. ae of Jima 1, 1,79 is 204.22$.

amass provilod bi the Office 0 the Caordisstor for lotuses Attain.
Illwestomet of State. July 30, 1115.
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in May indicated that Americans were opposed to admitting
Vietnamese refugees by 541 to 361.3'A front page article in
the 1511 Street Journal Cited the high unemployment rate
(11.9 the trim/macs language barrier. the previously cited
Gallup Poll, and insufficiont.government follow-up as factors
that would substantially frustrate resettlement efforts.*

Confessional reaction in May and June 1975 was mixed.
Substantial concern was expressed about health and employment
issues and the fiscal impact so many refugees on American
oommuaities. Despite these r_servations by some Members of
Congress, the Judiciary Committees of both Mmises moved very
quickly with the Administration to design me refugee legislation
which was enacted on May 22, 197S. The Indochina Migration and
Refugee Assistance Act (FL 94-23) authorised a massive Federal
role in reception and resettlement for aperiod of two years.
A total of 1503 million was made available for the first year.
about 191,000,000 in AID funds by Presidential determination,
$305,000.000 appropriated to the State Department, and 1100,000,000
to NBC Over half of the money, some 1275,000,000, was spent on
evacuation of the refugees and the operation of reception centers
overseas and in the U.S. Approximately 175,000,000 was allocated
to the voluntary agencies and other State-Department funded
domestic activities, while 1153,000.000 (including $53,000,000
transferred from remaining State Department funds) were channeled
`,rough HIV.

Responsibility for coordinating and managing the Indochina
refugee program was assigned by the President on April is to
the Interagency Task Force for Indochina Refugees (IATF).5
The Task Force. which had its operational base in the State
Department, was composed of 12 Federal agencies.6 It was the
single authority for allocating all appropriated funds, for
refugee evacuation from Southeast Asia. for their reception
and processing in Pacific and Stateside centers, and for organizing
resettlement strategies with public and private agencies.
'ambassador Dean Drown served as the 1ATF Director from April 18-
Aay 27 and was sucommimFley Julia Vidal-a-Taft who-directed the
effort until it terminated on December 31, 1975.

/IVA. May 19. 1975, ps." 9.

4nfietssmose Refugees Vied Starting Antra is a Frustrating Ordeal,"

4011 Street penal, Way 22, 1975, p. 1.

5.'llsserarius from the White Nettie National Security Advisor) establishing
the Isteragesep Task Ports for Indochina mftem." April 111, 1975.

howl's represented on the Task force were the Departments of State,
r Jwattce, Treasury, Defense Interior, Labor, ISM, MOD, and Transportation; AID;

Office of Menagemont and SUdget; and the CIA.
0
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la addition to the Task Force, there was a President's

focusing public attention on the refugee resettlement effort
and in emablishiag liaison with labor unions, national civic
organizations, and professimml associations.

j. RefalgtO IvacuAtion and 'Monition

The evacuation and logistics support provided by the U.S.
military at ;testa' sites in the Western Pacific was a remarkable
achievement. Refugees began arriving on Guam on April 23,
priziarily by military airlift and commercial airlines. By
April 24, one day prior to the final evacuation of Saigon, there
wore 24,221 refugees on Guam in twelve different locations.
Because of the rafts** population pressures on the island,
Wake Island was designated as a bolding center, and 15,359
were processed through Make before the site was closed in early
August.

Guam'i refuge, population continued to grow, even though
an average of 1.000 refugees a day were -helps transferred to

Ilium stages sites wars located on Guam; Rake Island; Subic Say,
Philippiem; Clark Air force Seee. Philippissa; lemkok, Thailand; and Rickaa
Air Force lose. Newell. The fallowing provides a esnes of the magnitude
of the glittery effort during the first fen seeks of the emergency prosram:

"...SOO agree of Led ears cleared at Crete Point (Guam), 3,200 tents
g reeted. 1111 toilet buildings imitallad. 300 shover facilities constructed.
20 *Item of ulster pipe were Vold. two adios of priaery electric cable
and @glee of secondary electric lines ours installed, 35 transforming
were consectad. 16 miles of telephone cable and 16 miles' of distribution
wire for a FA system were brought is, S field kitcheme vete tIvoght in
and lastalled.

Ilem-seessmabit camp material air lifted in 16, flights or brought by
S surface lifts includieg 11,143 tots. 3.4,0.26' s 32' teats. 614 10'
s 12' teats. 73,235 bleshate. 2,6 field ramps, 24,133 mess kits,
463 emirates bummers, 5,272 'mattresses, 3,516 6.1. cans. 144 fire
oftlagaishems. 42.261 S-palloa ONO. 3,540 steeples bags. 3,511 ponchos,
2.132 spume, 60.260 towels; theme Imre jest ems of the Imes brought
is along with 2,500 two of rice and 15.071 sheets of plywood."

S ources V.I. Campoma. imiats. *mitts. an the Judiciary. Subcommittee
to lausetigmte Problems Commacted with Refusess and iscapess. Study
Magian lapsrt of Nimerity Cassel. Indochina lefusse Resettlement Program,
July 5, 1976. p. Off.
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mainland rece tion centers. On May 14, Guam's refugee population
W W4 ittimg-oa-the-Ialand-___Withnnz_

the lope participation of the military, the evacuation
amelnitlal reception of the refugees in the Western Pacific
;bolding center] would not have been possible.

1. Mainland °retaliation and Proccssin

Four Stateside reception centers were organized and managed
by a joint civil-military structure with Task Force having the
final responSibility. The Marine Corps at Camp Pendleton,
California; the Army at Fort Chaffee, Arkansas and Fort Indiantown
Gap, Pennsylvania; and the Air Force at Eglin Air Force Dase
Florida,werts responsible for logistical support including food
services, housing, clothing, security, and other support services.
The Task Force's civilian representatives were responsible for
the refugee processing activities at the centers, including the
coordination of all civilian governmental agencies as well as
a large number of private agencies.

Processing activities at each center were basically the same.
First biographical data was collected from arriving refugees;
than they were sent to INS for fingerprinting, where a preliminary
determination of parole eligibility was made. INS also processed
security checks, a cumbersome process lehich delayed the release
of many of the refugees from the centers for several weeks.

NEW was next in the processing chain with medical screening.
assignment of SOCial Security-hUabers--rasource determination to
see if the refugee had adequate funds to be released without
voluntary agency sponsorship, providing assistance on family
reunification, and explaining the role of the resettlement agencies.
NEW also made arrangements to provide educational services at the
reception centers and arranged for the placement of unaccompanied
children.

The Deportment of Labor's (DOL) involvement was modest,
although important. DOL provided resettlement agencies with

*Am refuge* populatioerfiewrim from the Gum After-AttlAm Report, an
mtdeted aseweeript es the history of the refines flow OR ROM.

%Meths initial tromvotrefsameirtscluded a umber- of prominent-
former political ad lemeiesee leaders from South Viettmi who left with
pots of their swings, it wee determined that any ramps who had $4,000 or
mime wield he ratammed by the center without volostary agency eponsorehip--
eithenelt all reboots still had to await security clearances prior to their
release.
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lists of high unemployment areas, where resettlement would-be
articularly difficult, and, on the other hand, identified
ar s lized and job opportunities
were present. DOI. representatives at each center assisted in
evaluating and coding the skills of each refugee to assist
voluntary agencies in matching refugees to job offers.

Throughout the operation of the centers, civilian Indocaina
experts from the Department of State, AID, and the U.S. Information
Agency played useful roles due to their language skills apd
understanding of the cultural nuances of the Indochinese.lu

2. Sponsorship and Placement
.

With the few exceptions noted earlier, refugees could not
leave the centers unless they were officially sponsored. The
responsibility for locating sponsors fell primarily on the
traditional voluntary resettlement agencies. Under broadly
stated contracts with the State Department, the nine resettlement
agencies (whose operations were described in Part I, Chapter 4)
received a grant of. $S00 for each refugee they led."

Due to the highly visible nature of the refugee plight,
more than 20,000 offers of assistance from irdividuels flooded
the Task Force's toll-free line during the first few weeks of
operation. These offers were turned over to the voluntary agencies
for verification. Because of the large number of refugees
needing sponsors, several agencies accepted indivimal sponsors
in addition to utilizing their existing networks. (That
process proved to be quite unsatisfactory because of the inability
of the agencies to- verify the caplbility of the would-be sponsors.
After several unfortunate placements to non-verified sponsors,
neat agencies refused to utilize individual sponsors, believing
that- the burdens of sponsorship can be borne more effectively
by church groups and other organizations, rather than individuals.)

At the reception centers, the voluntary agencies interviewed
refugees to match them with available sponsors. When a match was

For additional informetion on the activities of the reception canters,
see laterassmoy tut Iona for Indochina nefumzeo. Report to the Comma. of
June 15. 1575 and September IS. 1575; the unitary After Action Imports for

_each receptive center; and the relevant reports of the General Accounting
Offiee. (lifer to the bibliography for full titles.)

lidomrican Council for nationalities Service, American Fund for Czechoslovak
n elnisee. Church World Service, International Rescue Committee. Luthiran
:migmatite and 'slums* Service, toletoy Foundation, Travelers Aid-International
S ocial Services, Mated MIAS Service, LAC., U.S. Catholic Conference Migration
asd Oases* Service*.

4
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arranged the refugee wes released from the center and sent to
his sponsor. The resettlement agencies had a continuing
moral, rather than legal, responsibility to assist the refugee

.o,. .

of support subsequent to placement with a sponsor has often
resulted in quite different _resettlement experiences for the
refugees - -a situation which merits closer examination.

Initially the voluntary agency sponsorship processing was
slow as each agency had to hire staff and gear up its operations.
This led Task Force officials to question whether the existing
networks had tbecapacity to resettle all the refugees within
* reasonable amount of time. For this reason, the Task Force
authorised the participation of States and local governments _as
direct resettlement agencies. This was a sharp departure
from previous refugee.movements and created a great deal of
Misty on the part of the voluntary agencies. In spite of the
effort to generate additional resettlement vehicles, only
Washineton, Maine, Iowa and Oklahoma agreed to becose State
resettlement agencies. Iowa is the only State that continues
to play this role. Jackson County, Missouri and the City of
Indianapolis also received grants for resettling refugees, as
did the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Associations (CCM) in
California and New York City. The probleas associated with the
CCM, as well as the slued results of the State and local
spOnsorship efforts are discussed in the analysis section of
this chapter.

3, Center Activities

Life at the reception centers consisted of a number of
activities designed to ease the refugees' eventual transition
into the new society. While awaiting placement interviews with
the voluntary agencies, refugees could participate in English
language instruction, recreation programs, orientation sessions
and in their own cultural events. Daily camp newspapers in
Vietnamese and Cambodian, dictionaries, and a wide variety of
'Specially printed orientation material were available. Parades,
movies, asst visiting celebrities helped to create an atmosphere
of welcome and to diminish the incidence of "camp syndrome,"
despite an average stay of 100 days in the reception centers.

Media coverage of life in the centers was extensive And
helped focus the nation's attention on the need for sponsors
and new homes for the refugees. By early autumn public opinion
seemed more supportive, and the voluntary agencies had more
sponsors than refugees. The last refugee, was processed oat of
Fort Chaffee on December 20. 1973 and on that day Chaffee, the
Only center still operating, was closed.

'238
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C. ResettlementFederally Supported Programs

From the outset, the Federal .Government established a

=----1111--11918Ziaiai-atinciPals-io_guide_1_asettlenemt Activities.
These principals were:

* Scary attempt should be made to have the voluntary agencies
seeellee the distributioa of refugees throughout the country
so that as State or local jurisdiction would receive as
inordinate share of refugees.

For the imam of che sw0..year grogram, States should not
suffer may fiscal impact. Titus ldST of the costs for cash assistance,
smodleal care and recta services would be funded by the Federal
Covariant.

The program head continue only for two years and not develop
into the protracted Federal effort which characterised the Cuban
refugee proves.

The volustery agencies should be responsible for ensuring that refugees
w ere set placed es welfare, except iq particular hardship cases.

The iscramentil educational costs to school systems should be covered
by Federal funds for the first year.

Special Seglish laaemems and social service prover should be
available to refugees to assist them in achieving economic *elf-
e ufficiaecy.

* To the extent possible, refugees in seed should be served by the

asiestress hums service programs, rather than creating new institutioual
service mechanisms.

Although the authorizing legislation expired on September
30, 1977, the continuing admission of Indochinese, as well as the
clustering of refugees in California, Louisiana, and Texas,
precipitated the extension of the Indochina Migration and Refugee
Assistance Act of 1975. The extension (PL 95-145) authorized
a continuation of 1008 reimbursement for cash assistance, medical
assistance, social services and State-local administrative costs
during FY '7S, phasing down to 251 in 1981.12 Special Project
funding was also authorized to assist refugees in gaining skills
and language training. In September 1976 Congress passed another
bill which abolished the phase down and extended the 1001
reimbursement only until 54putaber SO. 1979. Congrenszurndated.

12Res Program Instruction, Action Transmittal SSAmAT-77-11 (OVA).
Deessier 2, lf77.
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that the Administration develop comprehensive national refugee
legislation which could be enacted prior to the 1979 deadline.
In spite of the'varions legislative amendments, little variation
existed in the range of services provided to Indochinese refugeesairartioramr-rawrev- -
components.

1. Cash Assistance and Medicaid

One of the main concerns expressed by the Congress in 1975
was that the refugees not-become a burden on State or local
resources. Accordingly, full Federal funding for cash and
medical assistancejprograms was made available to the Indochinese
refugees. This assistance is provided by HIN's Indochina
Refugee Assistance Program (TRAP) through the State human resource
agencies in a system described in Part I, Chapter 4.

Some State-by-State expenditures data for these IMP - funded
progress are now available. Given the-uneven distribution of
Indochinese refugees around the nation, it is more useful to
*compare ter capita expenditures for these programs, than gross
dollar figures, State-by-State.13

Table 12 shows for 11 selected States the wide disparities
in per capita expenditures in the two categories that account
for about three quarters of the IMP monies, cash and medical
assistance.

Thus, while the average nationwide per refugee expenditure
for medical assistance was $155, the expenditures for the selected
States ranged from $13 per capita in Mississippi to $479 in Hawei.
Other southern States (Texas and Louisiana, for example) tended
to be low in this category, while other western States
(Arisen', California, and Washington) tended to be high.

Are the refugees in Mississippi that such healthier than
the ones on the West Coast? Is the variable the cost of health
care in the two fegions? Or do the differences relate to the
approach to publicly-funded medical care by the State agencies?
It should be repeated that both the medical and cash assistance
programs here described sre totally Federally- funded, and that the
State governments involved are not spending State funds.

Similarly, there are wide variations in cash assistance
costs, again worked out on a per capita basis for each State.
(The total State expenditure on cash assistance is divided by
ihe-Writee population of the State. These are, in shoft--

"The adjusted 'marry 1, 1571 distributiom of the refugees, from
NM, hjituiigAgimgyme, December 31,.1171, 2t.01.. Table 2 was used
for this purpose.

24
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USW 12

Per Cavite Medical'ind Cash Assistance Payments, Indochinese
Mimeos Assistance Psalmit, fl 1977, by Selected States

(states raged by par capitanedicalmmistamm
Palmate)

KATE NIDICAL ASSISTANCE Can ASSUrraMCS

Dwell
$479 $927

Arleen.
309 35

Maellianton
241 512

California 235 489

Oralme 231 567

Imes
226 298

Illinois
180 228

Time
73 81

Peensylvsnia
41 221

LOUIS/AM
23 71

Nieetesippi
13 21

NATIZIAL MUM 135 303

Sources Calculated from data provided by the 'seething.' flatus's
Assistance Program, Office of legally Assistance, Social Security
Adelal ttttt lee, Department of

Seattle, Education, sad Welfare.

Note: Tbe metloma1 averimeanoted
above are for all SO state',not for the *elected states listed above.

241
88.438 0 . SO 1$
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per capita figures, not per case figures.) Table 12 shows that
Mississippi, again, is low, with a $21 per capita cash assistance
expenditure (for the year) as are several other southern States,
while the totals were the highest in Hawaii ($927) and Oregon
(067).

expenditures may relate either to tolfrGerentialincidePi""aket=11"----
cases or to differential amounts u: money spent on each case
of both. With this in ind, the amount of money spent on MAP
cash assistance is FY '77 vs. divided,by the number of cash
assistance cases the States had on August 1, 1977,14 for
few selected States. Roughly comparable AFDC data (dealing with
individual recipients r:.ther than cases) was also secured. The
annual benefit levels were as follows:1s

PER CASE IRAP PER INDIVIDUAL
STATES CASH ASSISTANCE. 1977 RECIPIENT. AFDC. 1976

California $3,010 $1,020

Pennsylvania 2,814 1,020

Texas 1,528 384

Mississippi S03 168

Cliirly, the Stste-by-State patterns are similar; if more
money is spent on IRAP cash assistance. more is spent On AFDC,
and vice versa. Clearly, also, California was expending six times
as much per IRAP case as Mississippi, but the per capita cost
differential shown in Table 11 was 23 sifts as high for California
as Mississippi. The States with the higher per capita IRAP cash
assistance payments, thus not only pay more per case, but they
must also have a disproportionate number of the cases. The
distribution of IMP cash assistance cases can be compared to the
distribution of the Indochinese refugee population. In such a
comparison, the ratio of 1.00 would indicate the the State hsd the
same proportion of the Ration's refugees receiving cash assistance
as it had of the nation's refugee population. California, with

14 Ati., p. Tole 4.

abarmis IRAP data calculated fromilig., Table 4 sed unpublished
data; AFOc data from Statistical Abstract of the 0.S., 1978, Table 567.

212
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rat of 1.8S, had a disproportionately large number of cash
assidTVICe cases (almost twice the ratio of the nation as a
whole); while Texas, with ratio of .37, had a disproportionately
low case to d. (The use of a ratio here, as the use of per
capita ex
population si
include Guam (

itures earlier, eliminates the variable of refugee
.) Other jurisdictions with high ratios
SO), Hawaii 1.88) Massachusetts which ranked

regon
assistance cases than
(.)4.11). Idaho and
.206-

1 anThesewith much lower incidence of cash
population include Wyoming (.10), Arizona
Montana, both (.1S) and South Carolina

Woking at the c
time, one finds that
cash assistance has rise
1975 to momentary peak
to 33.11 in Plust, 1978,
in May, 117:.lf A persisti,
on cash as ictance is troubl
close to 4,t00 SSI cases are
that some of those on cash ass

h assistance program nationwide, and over
percentage of the refugee population on
from 11.91 shortly after arrival in
f 36.01 in May 1977, dropping slightly
d then increasing again to 40.41
pattern of one-third of the population
ome, particularly when we-note that
t included in these data. Granted
canes are newly arrived refugees,

that many use cash ass.stance to supplement earnings, and that
* ley of ace are accepting cash sistance while engaged in
training to make them more svcceis ul in the labor market, and
treated the very real difficulties at they all face in a new
nation; nevertheless, it is legiti to subject for concern.

2. Supportive Services

A series of supportive services for efugees is purchased
with 1001 Federal (MAP) funds through two different channels.
Is general, the objectives of these program is to reduce refugee
depeadency through counseling, English tang training, skills
traipimtead other supportive services. Snci 1 services are
proVidalin accordance with,the State's approv Title XX plan,
and thus these decisions are made by the State n Services
Agencies. About 313.8 million was spent in this anner in FY0 '78, and a larger expenditure is expected in FY '

The other group of services is called Special Projects, end
these are funded directly by MEW, generally through rngional

*This analysis wee prepared to generate Aletweeiee at traneCeetury's
lamina ea leeevetieee le Melees* besettleseat; for more on this, see David
S. Werth. "Federal Repeedituree on Indochinese lefueeset An overview and
hots p000titme, (inesinatoe:

Roe TreasCmatury Poundation. nay 1379).
See apoendie S for state -by -state social service and cash assistance expert-

17
18W, Report to the Congress, December 31, 1978. Table 7, and unpub-

lished data.
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offices. In FY '79, 97 million was spent for employment
related projects, and another $2.1 Million for mental health,
projects.

Where there is an effective training program there should
be corresponding decrease in cash assistance caseloads and
an increase in refugee employment. Montgomery County, Maryland,
is i example of such situation. Maryland ranks llth
aso A i _____------------------
refuge. residents, more than 2000 o whom live in Montgomery
County. Social service mad Special Project funding has been
utilised by the County for about two and one half years to

id* refugees with compreheasive program of career counseling,
lish training, rotational training, job placement, Joh upgrading
supportive social services. In a letter to the Senate

Judiciary Committee from the Director of the Indochinese Refugee
Program (a program of the Montgomery County Department of
Social Services) dated April 111, 1979, the relationship between
employment trinincprograms and decreasing public assistance
is discussed.

"Swims the year *dies Smoot 1, 10716 the (Isdoehimese) Public
kulataes cow-load statewide (et when the majority live is this
County) dropped more than 404. while the refuses pepulatios isereased
sppregiestaly SI. Only 1112 el the tedschinese refuses populating
act **ivies each sesletsmes. this meat he lersely credited to
seer imaged* social ad escleyesst-related services."-

3. 14Mcstion

In order to minimise the fiscal impact of refugees on local
units of government, transitional financial assistance to education
agencies was made available to help with the incremental costs
of educating refugee children. to the 1975-1976 school year
Nelf- MO to local education agencies for each refugee
child entering school district. A school district Whi1h
Welled more than 100 refugee childrea, or 1$ of the total
sehoel *basin's enrollment (whichever was less), mitred
$000 per child for each child above the 100 or 11 level. -
In May 1977, funds were'approprietiod mailer the Indochinaritfugte
Children Assistance Act of 19)0 to provide assistance to State
departments of education in continuing education services to
Indochinese refugee children. Funds were also appropriated for
discretionary project grants for Dogfish and vocational training
for adult refugees. Through FY '79 approximately $29 million
had bees spent for. education Of Indochinese children and adults
is addition to the transitional program of $11.9 million.I8 In
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October 1878, the children' program was extended for three years,
and the sent program was extended for five years. However, no.
funds have been requested by the Administration nor appropriated
by Congress for either program authority.

*mother effort with regard to Indochina refuge' education
activities is a Continuing contract between IRAP and the
Cotter for Applied Linguistics. The Center operates National
Odechisese Clearinghouse to assist with language and educational
tables, of the Iadochi *1 oos learin ho hNI OM ec ca -ass stance an n ormat on on L,
ilinguel mitcatioq, Witham's linguae* and culture, and has
provided assistenco in such problem areas as cross-cultural
differences, techniques for language teaching, and the differences
between Asian and American educational systems.IS

The Indochinese community has wade only the slightest impact
on Nil's oa-going, $94,000,000 a year bilingual education program,
which is dosigaid to help ease non-English speaking children into
mainstream classrooms. Of the 167 prograa awards made this year
most are made to school districts which offer services in only
ome Ittaguage, usually Spanish; in a minority of cases instruction
Is offered iii-mer* than an language. Only li rant ;wards
were lade to school districts which offered an Indochinese
language (Vittaimess, Khmer, Lao), tint in most of these cases
to Indochinese language was one of four, or more languages offered.
Of 62 different languages offered in these 18 districts, 20 of
the offerings are Indochinese, and the balance, 42, are other
languages. This is a ratio of about one to two, so it can be
estimated that the division of the money allocated to these 18
districts would be roughly on that *rder. With this in mind, it
is estimated that of the $3,417,000 granted the 16 districts,
only about $1,000.000 or so was to be spent on Indochinese children.
Interestingly, no bilingual programs exist for those children
in such major Indochinese communities as Los Angeles, New York
City. Chicago, or anywhere in the State of Texas.20

di 'Vital Health

An increase in mental health problems has been observed in
' the Indochinese refugee population who resettled here in 1975.

leltatiamal lalechiamo Cloariagbooms, Indochinese Mimeo Alert dullstin.
Ureter fee Ali Lismistics, 161? North taut Street. Arlington: virsinia
), andated, p. 1.

"DienWriation mid Amassment Cantor for Bilingual Ideation, Gelds to
licultoral Proem*. performed under coottott to the

Oft:. of melee. Waabinotoa, Monty 1878.
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There are many causes for mentaletress, as cited below, many of
which show delayed symptoms after a refugee's initial survival
needs have been met.

a

Recognizing these problems,-HEW provided $2.8 million under
the Special Pciojects grant program in FY '79 to fund mental
health programs across the country. The emphasis of these
programs has been to train Indochinese mental health
paraprofessionals, to sensitize American mental health professionals
to the specific needs of the Indochinese refugees, and to link .:.-

---wdaullna-coMMUltitintto existing public and private mental health
A

systems. The special grants for mentinfelittlrinegrints-ere ----------
expected to continue in FY '80 if there is a new refugee program
authorization and appropriation.

Norman V. Lourie, the Executive Deputy Secretary of the
Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare, suggests that the
sudden uprooting of populations is

"...accompanied by extreme sad often lisperininhysical, psychosomatic,
sad social stress.:..The Indochinese refugee* ebb have arrived in the
pelted States have been kaolin to face a similarly broad range of both .

acute and chronic problems of identification and adlustevent. Whether
forced'or voluntary, the precipitous departure from hoes and homeland
has evoked the satiety and insecurity inhareat in the new sod unknown.
These respiases are often reisformed by other evidence: the sense of
isolation and abandonment felt by many Indochinese is exacerbated in
the face of the unpredictable avalanche of social, vocational and
scometic problems. Apathy and depression, disappointment and anger,
these and other psycholosical aspects of stress ries be experienced
aloes with a range of psychosonstic complaints.""

These delayed stress reactions and other "psychosomaticscomplaints"
have6bscoem increasingly evident in refugees who have been in the
U.S. for mere than two years. The challenge to professionals in
the.field.will be in developing appropriate treatment based on
Indochinese perspectives of mental health rather than established
Western traditions of counseling and therapy.

S. Unaccompanied Minors

le with the Hungarian and Cuban refugees, the Indochinese
included a number of unaccompanied minors. From April 1975
to De r 1978 approximately 800 unaccompanied children were

,n admit the U.S. About SOO unaccompanied children have been

11Neemene V. Lonnie, "vletnamese Refugees' Mental nsalth Issues," taper
delivered to the world Campus. on Mental neilth, Vancouver, Canada (Soviet
21-16, lVVV). seed to the World Congress of Psychiatry, Sonolulu. Sewalltihquat_216mpt_
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clawed few ovary into the United States so far in 979 spd
estimates range as kith as 1.600 for this calendar year."

/hens unaccempas -.Jaen resurrected the earlier problems
ed castodp, guardianship, malatemanCe and lotus of respOnsibility
far providing writes ter thou children. In the confusion

11171, sere *Icor* simply loft the reception centers- with
unrelated oefegess or with Americas sponsors before issues of
Dged oaetrriy weft resolved. Despite an early decision :of the

44111110teut to provide 104%, reisbursement for the cars
ofilmon Okildrem, they were caught between U.S. fmmigration

41Seseandlitatorichm_laws-irdwelfa Thus, die issue of legal
thiMten remained clouded. Thisproblem-

mai fie cestreversial that auras; the summer of 1970 the voluntary
rasottlenent agencies refused to bring any more unaccompanied
Children into the country until the Pederil Government determinedwho weld be tospessIble for 'hem. This probles was not adequately
Addresimed tomtit February 197P when NEW issued an action transmittal
esillaing the determinates of legal custody and funding arrange-ments for unaccompanied minors. This policy states that:

`FbdonmualtresettlaWeet ceder contract with the Stets aspartame,satlesilitste the sMMestt boil placement of times ebildees, Before
vatemery resettlenet softy places as onstoompaded child to a

sommenSIS. (it) *All googols with appropriate state er local public
child valfere antbstitise." Mere *ball be arramemests side wherebythe stare or local 'Alia gamey establishes

legal esepoesibility
for the IMO amdmeihtemece of

the mescelmeesled whew. The purpoes
of setalishies less' respesetitlity is to insure that the meaccompadTdshilibisi sedates the full ;ammo of segietasee, ears. sod orrice. to
data amp Mull is s stets isseotitled,

sod to desiseete a legal authority
di est if plow of the child's verrellable parents): This action should.
tallow Abe preemie ne,gally required by Wte hie to establish protective
191P, sesseestbatty let miser ehild."z3

--The transsittal can .... rifles that 1001 of theocost'fOr child
welfare services will be reinbursed by IMP. Services includefoster care malatenance

medical assistance, social services, and1/Administrative costs".

; 21aristeis Public Welfare Association. "tomes Soaped' from Indochina
lase Sedge Wawa families." Report. 14 (April 1979): 1. lone of
the above fiestes Lailude approsSest y 2.000 childrsn.uho are flown to the U.S.
im April. 1175, im Operetta* lebylift.

Wee of those children are placed with
mlepttee hieriems families.

23 See Pepin, Imatvoctioa. ties Tramewittel Ssic40-79-04 (OPA).
"todoefoosoilofosot ileac minors: Child Welfare Service. for
issessepmeisidtedoehiesee Refuses Children." Mawr, 6. 1979.

24 7
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Poster care appears to be the preferred method of assisting
these children; however, other arrangements are being utilized
depending on the situation. There have been a few cases of placing
foster children in the care of-Indochinese families, especially
for children who feel particularly isolated or require more
cultural support than they could obtain in an American foster
home. Additional experience is needed to determine the effecttve-
noes of this foster care arrangement. Placement in small group
homes seems to be appropriate for young people who will soon be
18. Also far older unaccompanied minors, an independent living

-r- eneA by a ifollinAimeirmgiggtx._
members of an Indochinese community would appear to e ap

24

6. Domestic Program Expenditures: Summary

eletween the fall of the South Vietnam Governmentaind February
27, 1979, according to the General Accounting Office, the

4' U.S. appropriated a little over one billion dollars to aid the
refugees, who numbered 170,698 by November 1, 1978.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare,was allocated-to e
Almost exactthalf of this money, 505.4 million doliers,

w
and 513.1 million llars was allocated to the Department of
State. )The funds to pay the voluntary agencies for their
resettlement activities are drawn from the State Department ,

allocations, as were those used to transport theorefugees and to
run the centers is the Western Pacific and in the U.S.

Clearly, most of the money spent on refugees is not
channeled through the resettlement agencies, who have-Bien allocated
1300-500 per refugee to help them settle in the States. A
substantially larger sum, about $2,950 per capita, has been

0 appropriated for the HEW progress for refugees. Thus, approximately
$3,250 to $3,450 per capita heel-been spent on domes, Aspects of
the Indochinese Refugee Program by November 11178.

D. Resettlement-Private Sector Activities
a

'------ -DeSpiti-the central-role of the Federal estabrisNifffiit
this refugee program, the private sector, once again, had an

,essential function - -the placement of the Indochinese refugees in

Istria Walter, Resettlement la tie United States of Unattathed end

sea Mfyee
StmecolipenietilsolochinieelefueneltieoreltD-1,70 Lutheran Immigration

Service, January 1979). go. 16-17; and American Public Welfare

Ameociaelee, "Teenage Rmeopees." gt.elt, PP. 6-7.

25 Comptroller General, Reepouee to the Indochinese Exodus,

2/.11.. p. 00.
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American communities. This section will examine the roleof the
resettlement agencies, the efforts of the private sector to
coordinate amd integrate services at the community level, and
other priests' sector resettlement activities.

4, The Voluntary Resettlement Agencies

The basic resettlement strategies of the roettlement
asencies were described earlier. The emphasis of this section

- will be on the program and financial relationships of the voluntary
agencies and the Federal Government at the national level, and
the quality of the traditional and nontraditional

$
resettlementmethods used in the Indochina program.

The formal relationship between the vollintary resettlement
agencies and the Federal Government is contractual. Each of the
restplemen: agencies which were and are active in the Indochina
proiram are under contract to the Department of State (see TableS). The contracts art broadly defined, highly flexible and are
neetiated with and signed by the international offices of the
voluntary agencies which'ire based in Geneva. (The national
resettlementeagencies whose contracts are signed in the U.S. are
the AmericanrCouncil for Nationalities Service, Lutheran
Immigration had Refugee Service and World Relief Services.)

To assist these agencies, the Federal Government provided
a per capita resettlement grant. which has fluctuated between$300 and $500. When the Indochina program began in-1975, it wasassumed that the lenient agencies,vould be able to provide thetraditional level of services with substantial amounts of in-kind,private sector assistance. In addition, the availability of a
variety of sophinticated Federally-funded services bolthis (+Wain'. Thus, the prevailing view of Federal officialsin 1975 was that the per capita

resettlement grant of $500 wouldcover the entire cost of resettlement, and substantial pressurewas placed on the lament agencies to ensure that refugees
did npt go on welfare and to handle cases in which a refugee

_placement_ did eat -wor: and-a teeond-placement had lo-he arranged-.--

The 000 grant continued from 1975 to 1977,.and with contribu-
klons from the resettlement agencies and the private sector, this

level of funding seemed to be sufficient. When the grant was
At the $300 level in 1577 and the $350 level in 1978, funding
consttaintt"began to develop and the qualit; of rrettlement
began toodtteriorite (defined by the resettlement agencies asincreased use of public assistance prbgrams). It is clear that
inflation, coupled with the per capita resettlement grant decrease,
has required the resettlement

agencies to bear more of a financialburden. The agbncied contend that the per capita resettlement cost

21,9
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for Indochinese refugees for the first nine monthi of 1977 was

$077, only $300 of which was provided by the Federal Government.

They argue:

N...neeh Amity uses the temettleet grant to help st the initial

costa of seeuriag apomeorehle sod for rrnmption mad placement oilman*.

After hevlegl emend the beets of food, clothing, rent, rent - security,

flogt(m4 adalOof, bealtb cooed pocket gooney, little if anything

remidme to mew the ammo of profeeeicaal staff to find jobs and moist

with lateatation ommeelllee serviqp, allot which are essential

elemeate of the mummtlesmet process." "

Many of the local affiliates of the voluntary resettlement

agencies are indeed understaffed and overworked, and this situation

does adversely affect the quality of resettlement. Moreover,

the increasing numbers of Indochinese refugees who will be coming

to the U.S., and the changing nature of the refugee population,

will probably tend to aggravate this situation.

It is clear that Federal financial assistance to the voluntary

resettlement agencies should reflect prevailing economic conditions

and the numbers of refugees they are requested to resettle. What

is not clear, however, is the nature of services the Federal

Government should expect for its per capita investment, or the
extent to which HEW Special Project funds for English language

employment services and mental health projects, duplicate services

which should be provided by the agencies. The resettlement agencies

have advocated vigorously, and effectively,that because they are
the principal agencies in contact with refugees and have a
longstanding ability to deal with the complex issues of resettle-

, most, that the majority of Special Project funds should be given

tethers. Congress directed that in FY '79 these funds be
administered principally by the voluntary resettlement agencies.
NEW has interpreted this, direction to mean that private non-profit

agencies (including the lenient agencies) should receive

SI percent of the Special,Project funds.2' Moreover, the purChase

-01 servitiiiirf*Clcoa which me funded. througlt -the State human_

services agencies have also helped the voluntary agencies.

2. Non-traditional Resettlement kqivities

Traditional resettle^ent activities have involved the voluntary
resettlement agencies on he national level and their various

26Correepodeace from Oil Passim Council of Voluntary Agencies cc the
Secretary of State, January 19, 1979, p. 2.

2 7lietise of Grant nude Availability for English Language and
lieloyusat Services Projects," The Federal Moiater, April 26, 1979.

0
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networks of non-profit entities and sponsors on the local level.
In the course of the Indochinese resettlement program efforts
were made to seek additional approaches, to alleviate the
burden on traditional structures. In one such initiative
already discussed. State and sub,.tate gorernments were recruited
to play, essentially, the role of the national voluntary agencies.

Other mon-traditional approaches have included the use of
1)commercial, for-profit organizations in lieu of the traditional,
charitable organizations and 2)a variation of the traditional
approach in which unaffiliated.community-based

organizations agreeto work locally on behalf of a national voluntary agency.
These alternative arrangements have ranged in effectiveness from
the abysmal to the highly successfUl.

Corporate resettlement schemes have generally fallen intothe former category, although a few of thew appear to have worked
reasonably well. These schemes have run the gamut from chickenplucking to mushroom farming, from lumbering schemes to the creation
of questionable businesses designed solely to employ refugees.
The major difficulty with corporate resettlement packages was that
they usually did not have available the other important components
of an effective resettlement, such

as English training, skills up-
grading, and opportunities for ward mobility. Employment isobviously a critical component

of effective resettlement, but itis only one'of many components.

One of the largest and reasonably successful corporate
resettlements& that of the Spence Brdthers Fish Company If Niceville,
Florida, provided soma of these other services (particularly
English training and housing) in addition to employment. Atthe ether end of the spectrum was the Golden State Gardening
Company in Garden Grove, California,

which reportedly secured$10,000 from the Toletoy Foroditisa to sponsor 225 refugees,
including SI working for the firm. The operation collapsed, the
California State Labor Depar:ment held hearings on charges that
S7,000 in vases had hot been paid to the companyls workers, and
local grand jury and HEM investigations ensued."

Fortunately, most of the resettlement agencies appear tohave lost interest in corporate
resettlements--which were oftenexploitive.

The coordinated community
resettlement projects appear toprovide a better potential for good refugee integration. One of

26
Wally ilabello,-Imerzin to loco Burins on Refugee Wages," Soo Sornadloo

(CC) 1664-161oArms. February 9. 1076.
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the best of the early projects was the Freedom Flight Task Force
in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The Task Force included the World
Relief Agency of the Christian Reformed Church, the Litheran -
Immigration and Refugee Service, the human Relations Commission
of the Catholic Diocese, the Grand Rapids Public School System,
the Departments of Health and of Social Services of lent County,
Michigan, and representatives of locil industry. As of March
1977, sponsorship commitments developed by the Freedom Flight
Task Force had taken care of 14S families, or about 700 refugees.
because of the intense community involvement, and because this
program included the necessary service components, the welfare
rat. of refugees resettled in Grand Rapids was only 10%,(compared
to a rate of 311 fpr all other Indochinese refugees in Michigan)
as of March 1977." The Task Force is still resettling Indochinese
refugees in Grand Rapids; the current refugee population'is 1,200-
1,300. Despite an increase in the refugee population of approximately
one-third, the percentage of.Grand Rapids refugees on'welfare:has
dropped to BS in July 1979.'"

Earlier this year the American Council for Nationalities
Service entered into en agreement with the Indochinese Resettlement
and Cultural Center of San Jose, California, to provide -direct
resettlement services. This center is sponsored by the'Sociel
Planning Council of Santa Clara county and is a multi-service agency,
that has a program of English and vocational training, mental health,
counseling and social services for the refugees. Similarly, the
American Fund for Czechoslovak Refugees and Church World Service
has an agreement with a special program at the Houston YMCA for
resettlement services in the Houston area. These innovative
resettlement methods appear to be effective in assisting refugees,
Slate the local organizations are able to react to and design
resettlement opportunities around the specific needs and desires
of their communities.

In general, the trend in resettlement has,been away frost-the,
use of individual or family sponsors, and toward greater-reliance
on local agencies and congregate sponsors, particularly through
churches, which continue to provide a majority of the resettlenint
appnfInnitieS. The emphasis ii on. sponsors that have the institu-
tional capacities and a coneunity base to ensure the most eiliitive,
resettlement opportunities.

"Thomas J. Mn,.,a Of All Cho 36 AlternativMs: Indochinese Reeettlemit
in America (Department of State: Seelor Seminar in Foreign Policy, 19th
Semate, April 1977). pp. 15-16.

Telephone conversation with Rev. Seward Schipper, COeitemn of the
Freedom Flight Task Farce, Grand Rapids, Michigan. July 31, 111.
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S. Local Coordination

With federal and some private funds flowing into communities
through a variety of channels, and with many voluntary agencies
active, through their networks, in the same communities, there has
semettmes4wen conflict and confusion as various organizations
seek to help the refugees. Given the lack of a Federally-imeosed
coordlastiag structure at the local level, number of communities
around the nation have sought to build their own, grass-roots
coordination machinery.

Tore is, for example, the Puget-.'Sound Resettlement FOrUM,
I coalition of ,refugee- serving agencies in the Seattle-Takoma area.
At the time of the study's site visit, the Forum was in the process
of organizing, and representation appeared to be mostly from
private groups, although the meeting was chaired by a representative
of NEW Region X. This Forum appears to have the potential to
develop into a useful coordinating mechanism for refugee programs
in the Seattle-Takeo* area.

The most effective Forum encountered was the Indochinese
Refugee Forum of Grasse County, located in Santa Ana, California.
Orono' County is probably the most heavily impacted refugee county
in the U.S., with current County estimates at about 23,000.
Membership in this Forum consists of representatives of 1
departments of the County Human Services Agency. local affiliates
of the voluntary resettlement agencies, refugee self-help groups, .

the local community college and other private service-providers.
Two of the four elected officers,bf the Forum are refugees.

Perhaps the most effective endeavo. of the Forum has been the
joipt development of a county-wide coordinated refugee manpower
And social services proposal for ten Untied funding of both-public
and private 'vivre projects in Orange County. The proposal
was developed under the auspices of the Forum and all the program
components are related to each other. The participating
&sonatas are each responsible for developipg and implementing
their program components, but the unified proposal seeks to
eliminate duplication of services and integrate service deliveryin the comity. (It could be assumed that sinilarcounty-wide

---,-- coordinated proposalsforhighly impacted allalrimarldHiteke-ftrndimir--
-decisions easier for HEW.) Orange County appears Ao be somewhat
more advanced in JO coordinating efforts than most other localunits of government. This model certainly appears to warrant
further study and replication elsewhere.

j. Geographical Distribution of the Indochinese.:

r Federal policy in 1975 was to disperse the Indochineseg' . refugees around the country to minimize the economic impact on

25
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resettlement communities, and to avoid the political complications
which might arise were th re to be a repetitionof the level of
geographic concentration rienced in the Cuban resettlement.-
Further, the decision to ma e use of the volunlary resettlement
agencies implied a decision to use their nationwide networks
of local organization and religious groups, making the dispersion
of the refugees inevitable. A more detailed description of the
initial distribution of the Indochinese refugees and an analysis
of the secondary migration which ensued appears in Appendix 2.

Given the size of this secondary migration, such of it
South and West and such of it towards existing communities of
Indochinese, it appears that a general dispersal policy may have
been ill-advised (albeit understandable) and that consideration
should have been given to the development of clustered resettlement
opportunities.

F. Analysis

1. Goals

The goals of the Indochinese refugee program were shaped more
than those of any other U.S. refugee program by wartime conditions,
and an overarching concern for the survival of our former allies.
A full-scale war was raging in Saigon and its suburbs in the spring
of 1975 as many of the refugees left; U.S. policymakers, while
aware of a possibility of a "blood bath" following the expected
fall of the Governments of South Vietnam and Cambodia seemed
reluctant to set in motion a planned evacuation of refugees for
fear of sealing the doom of those governments; As a result of
these factors, the first goal of the ''efugee program was to get
as many of our allies out of Vietnam as quickly as possible.

Subsequent short-term goals of the program were to move the
refugees through the Western Pacific transit sites to Stateside'
centers rapidly, then to process and orient the refugees in
the four Silfteside locations thoroughly, but expeditiously,
and then to, close camps by December 31, 1975.

Another goal was to disperse the refugees around the nation
lot reasons_: cited eafIle-r-, And: the most fundamental goal yl
all was to resettle the refugees in this society as thoughtfully,
as compassiohately, and as inexpensively as possible.

22. :Resources

Given the obvious urgency of the situation, if not the
universal public support enjoyed by the Huhgarian program, the
Federal Government moved swiftly (much more quickly than it did
for the Cubans) to make ships, planes, military b.ses and pinds
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available to take care of the refugees. The Federal Government
has already made more money available per capita for domestic
aspects of this refugee movement than any other, and shortly
will allocate more to it, cumulatively, than to even the long,
drawn-out Cuban program. Private sector resources were tapped
as well, but not to the extent that they were for either the
Hungarian or the Soviet prdgram. The Federal Government was
de,tined to pick up most of the costs.

In terms of utilization of these Federal funds, aft analysis
of the expenditures for FY '78, a fairly typical year,-" shows
that more than 801 of the funds channeled through the SocialSecurity Administration were spent on maintenance (cash and medical
assistance and State-level

administration) while less than 201was invested in human resources
development (vocational andlanguage training).

Meanwhile, identifiable Office of Education
expenditures for this population have virtually ceased, except
for token amounts within the bilingual education program.

Another characteristic of the Federal funding has been a
perhaps not atypical lack of predictability. Thus Congress
authorized funds to assist-in the education of Indochinese childrenbut did not appropriate

them in recent years; there was a five-month interruption in HEW-IRAP funding in the winter of 1977-78;
Congress decided, in late FY '78, to drop its earlier plans for
a three-year phase down,of the program, and authorized its
extension only through the end of FY '79. Similarly, in thelate spring and summer bf 1979 reception and placement grant.funds from the State Department dried up as increasing numbersof refugees came to the U.S.

3. Services

A few of the many comments that can be made about the provisionof services to refugees from the IndoChinese,program wouldinclude the follow

OrientatiodN While there was time and the opportunitywit n the teside reception centers to providemeaningful ientation services to the refugees,
orAentatio for more recent arrivals has ranged fromnon-exist t barely adequate. The creation of either__holding tiei4 in'the Pacific, or some kind of Stateside
facilities for Newly- arriving refugees would make itpossible to provide the refugees with more adequateorientation.

31
Sim Watt 1, Molnar 4.
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Cash assistance. Federal eligibility criteria for
cash assistance for Indochinese refugees are more
generous for this group of refugees than for any other,
perhaps.,too generous, but in operation, the size and
incidence of such benefits varies sharply state-by-state.

leducation for children. Unlike the Cuban program, in
which it can he 'arsuei that specialized Federal assistance
continued for too long, in the Indochinese program the
assistance was cut off quite abruptly.

Linguistic and vocational training for adults. While

some IRAP tunas have been allocated for these purposes,
a strong case can be made for substantial additional
investments along these lines. Unfortunately, there has
been no specialized outreach from the Department of Labo

on a national basis to the workers and potentialworke
among these refugees.

Health. The Indochinese refugees probably have more health

promo leas than either the Hungarians or the Cubans did,
often having spent months or years in Southeast Asian
camps, and often suffering from malnutrition and parasitic.
diseases (conditions which adversely affect the individuals
concerned, but which do not constitute major public health

problems). A more intensive and assertive health program
for Arriving refugees probably is needed. Further, the
principal technique used by NEW to funds services is to enroll

individual refugees in Medicaid which thus links them
with the welfare, system."

Mental health. Some efforts have been made to provide
mental health services to the refugees. Service-providers
have discovered that problems in this area are slow to
emerge, and that specialize& services may be needed for

.several years after arrival.

4. Institutional Framework

Three groups of issues merit attention: first, the'internal
organization of the public sector (primarily the Federal Government);
secondly, the relationship between the public and the private
sector (primarily between the U.S. Government, on the one hand,
and the voluntary agencies, on the other); and-thirdly, the= role
of the State and local governments in the resettlement efforts.

On the first point, during the Indochinese program the U.S.
Government has organized itself differently in each of three _

phases. Initially, there was the IATF which had centralized
authority Over all evacuation, reception and resettlement

25c
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A
activities. During the second period, from January 1, 1976
through the creation of the Refugee Coordinator's Office in

the State-Departmeat in the spill, of 1979, HEM 'mimed nest
domestic efforts and the State Department controlled off-shore
activities and the contracts with the voluntary agencies, for
both their off-shore and domestic programs. It is not yet
cleat how the lines of authority will emerge in the third, and
current period.

At the moment there is not only a lack of government-wide
coordination of domestic activities, but also there are
institutional weaknesses within the HIV framework. For example,
there appears to be relatively little liaison between potentially
related programs in IRAP and OE. Within IRAP, similar programs
are funded though two channels, social services through the
state agencies, and Special Projects primarily through the regional
offices. The Office of HumakDevelopment Services in HEM has
primary responsibility for title XX funding but has had little
involvement is the IRAP Title XX effort. Because Medicaid and
Cash assistance are extended through state human service agencies,
and because of the varying practices of these agencies, a refugee
with a problem in one state may be treated qiiite differently
from a refugee with the identical problem to another state

It appears that there is relatively little Federal monitoring
of any of these Federally- funded activities, whether it is the
voluntary agency's use of State Department funds, or of State,
local and private agencies'use of various HEM - channeled funds.

Further, Federal and sub-Federal Government personnel
prictices are such that it is, needlessly diffieult for public
refugee-serving agencies to employ refugees to serve refugees,
or to iirovide non-refugee staff with the cultural sensitivity
training that is so necessary in these programs.

As faith* relationship between the Federal Government and,
the voluntary agencies, discussion of the remarkable ability of
these agencies-to secure receptive sponsorships must be balanced
with some appraisal of the weaknesses of the network. Each
participating agency4s accepted as an equal, in spite of the
widely differing capabilities. The 'milieu agencies, the American
Fund for Czechoslovak Refugees and Tolstoy, resettle a small number

.

of refugees, but even these refugees often have no access to local
voluntary support services because of the general absence of local.
affiliates. In those cases when qualified, non-profit local
agencies have entered into agrittnents_to_serve, in effect, ens
local affiliates, the reailts have generally been excellent.

. In spite of the importance of language training, only one
national agency (the Lutheran immigration and Refugee Service)

249
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retains an ESL 5.7 lalist. In addition, the extent of pro-
fessional orientation to cross-cultural issues varies exten-
sively, although almost every agency has hired refugees who

provide soma-sensitivitt to these_issues-

Since the resettlement grants provide broad discretion to
the recipient agency, the mix of services runs the gamut from
little to extensive. Even the quality of resettlement within
an agency varies considerably from location to location, depending
on the initiative and capability of the local affiliate leadership.

The lack of quality control and monttoring, as well as the
absence of,any minimum performance standards, have perpetuated
an inequitable system in which two refugees sponsored by different
agencies in the same location can receive a totally different
resettlement package.

The agencies also have differing policies on how much of
the grant will be retained by Headquarters for administrative
purposei and emergency aid, and how such of the funds, if any,
are actually given to the refugee or his sponsor. The differing
patterns of distribution have created some distrust among local
affiliates toward their.nationals and by refugees who do not
understand why some agencies provide more funds than others.
(In 1975 the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Associations
non-traditional resettlement agencies authorized to sponsor
ethnic Chinese in 1975, passed through the entire $500 but provided
no other resettlement services. This was clearly unacceptable,
and in violation of the terms of the contract.) This study
does not suggest a level at which-funds should be passed through,
but it does conclude that there should be a rations' system which
results in equitable treatment for all refugees regardless of
their sponsoring agency. The diversity of resettlement agencies,
in many instances, can be viewed as a strength because it is
flexible and innovative and taps a broad constituency of support,
Within this framework, h it is arguable that some consistency
is necessary.

In an era when Federal support for those agencies may reach
$14.000.000 in FY 'SO, the agencies should no longer have full
discretion to provide whatever assistance they wish. On the
other hand, it is important for the Federal Government through
its contractual mechanism, to delineate those services which it
expects the agencies to provide and to not hold them accountable
for services for which the Federal Government does not reimburse
them. Recommendations for improving the performance of agencies
under contract to the Federal Government are outlined in Part III
of tnis :sport.
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-There is some ambivalence regarding a related matter
whether the special project and Title TX-type social se cos
duplicate efforts for which the voluntary agencies already were
paid per capita resettlement grants. It is the conclusion

et-thst-suthorsthet-exietintretetetementegenziesdo-tiot------
have uniform capability to provide the intensive, specialized
services reqpired by this population group and that the initial
great has been inadequate to fund the extensive services. For

Only left helpful, but has been essential in providing needed
these reasons, the Federal funding of social services has no

services.

As mentioned earlier, several States and localities served
as resettlement contractors in 1975. While initially it was
helpful to have the political and humanitarian supports from the
Governors, thp_results were quite mixed. The State of Washington,
on the one hind, utilized the 100% reiebursement policy for
cash assistance as the initial vehicle for eneueee aid, rather
than relying-on the charitable contributions and the initial
resettlement- grant to cover resettlement expenses. As result,
the refugees had an extremely high dependency rate. After the
period of initial resettlement, the Governor abandoned his
special effort, andiall further assistance was provided by
the State Welfare agencies.

An opposite tack was taken by the State of Iowa which--if
per capita expenditures are an indication of effective resettlement- -has one of the best records in the country. In 1975 the State
agreed to cluster the resettlenent of 1,500 Thai Dam, a group of
refugees who fled from Laos. Ethnically and culturally, this
group was quits distinct fro* the Vietnamese, which made clustering
very appropriate. The State established the Iowa Refugee
Service Center, as part of the Department of Job Service with
resettleavnt grant funds. In addition to serving those refugees
it directly sponsored, the Center aft° served refugees who were
placed in the State by other voluntary agencies. The Departmentof Job Service coordinated the full range of support that other
agencies provided, i.e.,,housing, orientation, English language,etc. Orientations were held for the individual sponsors so theywould be aware of their.responsibilities as well as cross - culturaldifferentes.

Results: We are too close in time and have too little'
sopirrEirlita to offer any firm conclusions on the results of
the adochinese refugee program, but perhaps three tentative
Comments can be made.

25)
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First in the 1975 resettlement effort, disinterested
observersm were favorably impressed with IATF's performance
in getting the refugees through the transit sites in the Pacific,
through the reception centers in this country, and on into the
resettlement process. For example, the then-chairman of the House
Subccemmittili-On migration ti-senstrip- and International law_
said:

"With a sere of comaratiom by those involved, the task of resettling
140,000 rifeness has been almost colated. 'Alin Member cannot help
but reflect upon the demonetrated iutergovernmsocal cooperation and
hopes this experieace is evideme of how our country, when committed,
cam iudeed achieve its pal." JJ

Second,' in 1975 an effort was made.tb distribute refugees
equitably around the nation--wherever s2msoring organizetioni
and communities could be found. There was subsequently a great
deal of secondary migration, often away from the cold areas and
often towards other larger groupings of fellow countrymqv and,
perhaps,'to more generous cash assistance arrangements.J4- It
would probably be advisable in the future to avoid dispatching
.refugees to locations where there would be fewer than 100 other
refugees.

3 _

Third, there is &troublesome question of dependency. There
are indications that the. cash assistance programs--despite the
very tight administration in some statesmay-have caused some

\-.,riqugees to opt for welfare payments rather ttan work. 'Mere is
-abundant, published data suggesting, no matte how one examines-

(
ma

,them, that the age-and-sex-specific labor force participation
rates of the Indochinese refugees are less than those of Americans

, generally.

Table 13 offers Seven separate labor force participation
rate calculations, for seven comparable U.S. and Indochinese

-

32 tke authors cannot pretend to be disinterested in this one phase of U.S.
/Nettlesome programs, becaule two of thou were deeply involved in the IATF.

33
Treestript of Subcommittee heating. Decemger 19, 1,75 (two days bacon

the laic of the camps closed; the comps, in fact, closed ten days ahead or
schedule). For s discussion of recommeaded principles for managing levee scale
refugee reception programs, based on expariences6during 1973, see Appendix 3.

34tt is impossible, in the current state of the art, to sort out the
extent to Mich each of these three factors caused migration. .1t is in resting
that lie weralexisdiotioneidth pastures welfare policies, Guam and &Leif,
have mo, attracted secondary migration stomas, while two ware Jurisdictions-lunch
frigid welfare policies. Two' end lonisiena, have attracted such streams.
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TAMS 13

Sates, Various U.S. and Indochinese Refugee iwulaticest 1976-1978

LAMA FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES

POPULATIONS U.S. Refugees Difference

1.

All Persons All Ages 45.9

,78.3

48.5

85.8

55.9

92..6

58.9

35.4

74.4
49.4

77.8

53.4

87.0
54.0

-7.5

-3.9
fo.e

-5.0
-2.5

-5.6
-4.9

Persons 16 and Over
Sells

female

Persons 16-65
Nal.
Female

Persona 20-59 0
Hale
Feral.

rel2 All Persons All Apo: Per U.S. workers, population of U.S. In 1977 Iron Statistical Abstract of t11.11ALL
able 2, divided by total U.S. labor force. 1177, from implement and Tratnina import of the President. 1975"

Table A-1; for Indochinese workers, calculated fro. NSW, Mport to the ee Psi

Millat the thesidmat, Table A1 (1977 data); workers (1978 eau) from !Wort Co the Commas._

December 31. 1978, Tables 8 and 10. Persons ; or U.S. workers frog

1.
cit., Tables $ and 10. tat s U.S. workers, 1977 data calculated from Implotment and Training
1. 1978, Table A-2 and S 7171711F r 7 , Table 29; Indochinese workers, 1117i,dats, calculated from
tp the Congress. ISAP, Tab es i.e., telephone survey data). The latter data ware adjusted to

wee 63 and 64 year olds; all Isdechismse workers over the age of 65 are treated as if they were under 65,
time slightly overstating the refuses lobos force participation rate. Perms, 2049: for U.S. workers from
Oggiommtnd Tiaialoa Resort. 191$, Table A2 sad Statlitical Abstract. 1977, Table 28; Indochinese workers,
1976 data [ram Social Sorority BulejLe, Ibuch 1979. p. 29.
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populations. In six of the seven comparisons, the refugee labor
force participation rates are below those of comparable U.S.
populations. Indochinese male labor force participation rates
range from S.9 to $.0 points behind those of their U.S. peers,
while the female rates lag less sharply. It should be borne
in mind that while there are some methodological problems with
these comparisons, virtually all of fen tend to overstate
the Indochinese particlpation raters."

In summary, the Indochinese refugee resettlement effort has
mobilised hundreds of public and private agencies to help fulfill
the needs of this population group. In spite of the diversity
and creativity which such networks provide, the magnitude of
Federal resources involved should carry with it mare stringent
accountability on the part of service-providers and greater
Federal leadership in establishing program priorities.

It must be stressed, however, that the contributions from
the private sector of our society have been absolutely essential
in easing the adjustment of the more than 200,000 Indochinese.
These contributions are unmatched by the experiences of any other
M-stern nation, as the following chapter illustrates.

35
Vith one exception (not taking into account the higher percentage of

children away thecladochisses refugees char moose Americans in the all- persons
data) al,k of the methodological biases is Table 13 inflate Indochina& labor
force participatton rates. In the first three comparison, the Indochisese
Walt folds participation data, but not that of other komricans, are based
on a telephone survey, and it is probable that persona without telephones
era less likely to be in the labor force than those with phones. In the last
comparison tie attest of the hiss can be estimated more exactly, as the measure
of labor force participation for the Isdochissee but not for other Americana
is the swat to which they eel* social security tea contribution.. This seasure
produces a cumulative total of worbare during a year, as individual with
Iwo weeks of work counts as much as cos with full year's work; the measure
used for other Americas' is the a sip of the labor force during the entire
year. If one mere to for this discrepancy, ae we have not done in
Table 13, one would adjust the labor force participation rates downward in
the 11111111101111 20-39 comparison by five points for the Indochinese men, and by
about three poises for the woman.
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PART II

CHAPTER S: RESETTLEMENT MODELS OP OTHER WESTERN NATIONS

Introduction

The United States is not the only industrialized democracy
experiencing the resettlesaif of refugees from another culture.
As in ',ay public policy spheres, the U.S. can learn much
free other nations facing roughly similar situations, as other
nations con, and have, from us. The U.S. is not even the
nation taking on,tbe largest number of Indochinese refugees
per capita, as Senator Kennedy pointed out in March of this
year; that distinction belongs to Australia.1

While-we can learn much from other nations, particularly
those of ultimate resettlement, as opposed to nations of first
asyluM, not all refugee resettlement programs are of equal
applicability. For differing reasons, five resettlement models,
to be mentioned in passing, offer such incomparable situations
that this study will not discuss them further:

the return of the colonial. The back-to-the-homeland
movement Of termer British, Dutch, Bel elan, French, and,
most recently, Portugese colonials, and the resulting
resettlement programs, are not helpful models because
the individuals generally are of the same ethnic
and linguistic backgrounds as the host society, and are
often citizens as well. The return of the ethnic Germans
from Eastern Europe falls somewhat into the same category,
although they have left other cultures (and socialist
political systems) and probably have a more difficult
resettlement than,the colonials.'

resettlement of subsistence farmers. Many of the refugees
in Africa are rural- people, moving from one agricultural
site to another, often across a boundary but into an
area occupied by members of the :ame tribal or ethnic
group. Under these circumstances, if the land is
available, they can reconstitute their way of life with
less difficulty than some other groups of refugees.

400644. COMMAS 40 the Judiciary. tba &donee Act of 1979,
itag. AWBES. 2144.1-. P. 38.

Nan1 of this costuming flow of poet World War II refugees includes
descendents of nerumns ubo settled in tussle at the time of Catherine theGrist.
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temporary. war-time movements. Some refugee movements
are quite transient, spillover of civil war which
continues, with some of the "refugees" as active
participants. Although there were some minor exceptions
during the early years of the Cuban movement, most
refugees in the U.S. are here for good, the war that
they fled being clearly a matter of history.

o resettlememl in socialist nations. Resettlement programs
in Eastern Europa for the Chileans, for example, have
little applicability for the U.S. because the social and
governmental structures of the East and West are so
different--although both are welcoming refugees from the
same land.

the Israeli experience. Immigration is of such crucial,
life-or-death significance to sparsely-populated Israel,
scarred by frequent wars and outnumbered by Arab neighbors,
that her treatment of refugees (and other immigrants)
is a unique phenomenon. Israel lavishes, with some U.S.
help, special services on immigrants, and she gives them
privileges above and beyond those of her own citizens
in an effort to encourage the immigrants to stay.

If these resettlement programs are not useful models,
which ones are? The -most relevant are programs in which there
_are substantial numbers of permanent refugees who are
ethnically and linguistically different from the host society,
which, in turn, is nindustrialiPed democracy. Given this
definition, there are, potentially, lessons to be learned from
the resettlement programs designed for Indochinese and other
non-European populations is. and Australia (on which we
have the most information) 3 as well as is_ Prance, the United
Kingdom and Sweden. The rest of the chapter is focused on
these programs.

3For sample, as the Canadian @wariest*, vs have had gaserow conversations
with William Neuss, Director General, Settlotent areach,,Sejleriseest and Under.-
ties Gouda, ad ammo to stay pevernment publications, se* ass Deployment
sad Iumigratiss Canada. "Creeds Volcano Val Song Setugess." Femora= 1 (January
11174)111 Canada Soplayneat and Immispratiou Coanissies, Woes Provisions

liatioa Oct Proclaimed /lash 1(0, 197(1 (Ottawa, July
MI: ioynnsas mad lemisratioa, 'Notes for an Address by
led Cullen, *Water of Soploymmit Awed Immigration Canada to St. Paul's
gaited thumb, LIMAS, datario, February 114 1117111m Employment and Immigration

Conds, "Immigrant Settlement and Adaptation Progress as well as Gerald S. Ditto,
Ofiegig Montreal sad leadoes
..4hatese University Press, 1 77), which deals largely with admissions issues.

(footnote continued on next page)

2&`4
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Since the subject of this report is not refugee admissions
policies in the U.S., these will not be discussed abroad,
either. Rather, the next three sections concentrate on the
legal status of refugees (once admitted), on the organization
of resettlement systems in other nations, and finally on the
resettlement strategies of ether nations.

A. Status.

As noted earlier, in the U.S. all refugees are not treated
equally; and in many circumstances they are simultaneously
treated worse than (the parole status) and better than (special
programs) other immigrants. Other nations handle this natter
differently.

Australia and Canada (and Israel) make no legal distinctions
between immigrants and refugees; various assistance programs
Sr. available to all newly-arriving migrants, and all are equally
eligible for citizenship. Although admissions policies for
refugees and immigrants are quite different in both Canada and
Australia (as they are in the U.S.); once the refugee has been
accepted by the host country, he has the same legal status as
any other immigrant.

On the other hand, some European countries (e.g., Denmark,
Holland and Sweden) make distinctions between invited and
spontaneous refugees. The former are refugees who meet the
standards of the Geneva Convention and who are invited to live
in the host nation; the latter appear, as it were, on the
countries' doorsteps and convince the authorities that they
should be admitted. The Dutch and the Danes find it logical

On Australia, see Onpartmest of Immdgration and Ethnic Affairs, "facts
About Australia's 'WNW Policy," (Canberra, April 1979); Australian
Population and Inaleration Causal', "Population Report No. 3," (Canberra,
many 1979): "Ieettgrents or Refueseer paper delivered by the Son. M.J.R.
Nseiellar, gleistor for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, at the
Australian Institute of International Affairs Seminar on '!emigrants or
Refugees,' Sydney, August 19, 19711; and Ministry of Immigration and Ethnic
Affair., The Cabala inforeatios Kit (Canberra, April 1979).

A useful comparison of Australian and Canadian policies is contained
is "lemigrante end Refugees: The Canadian and Australian Experience,"
s fairer submitted to Cameros:names Elisabeth Noltsmen, Chairwomen, Subcommittee
on Immigration, Refugee*, and International Lem, U.S. Souse of Representatives,
by Professor Freda Simkins. University of Toronto, May 1979.
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to extend sore supportive programs t9 the former group of
refugees than they do to the latter.

B. Or1anization of Resettlement Systems.

Although the relative importance of the private sector in
U.S. lament programs has dropped sharply since the time
of the Hungarian movement, the role that non-governmental
organizations play in American resettlement efforts, to this
day, is far more important than that played by nongovermental
agencies in the other nations of interest. This may well
reflect a larger set of issues than that of assisting refugees.

In the five resettlement nations, we found no accounts of
the voluntary agencies facilitating the selection process and
working with the refugees before their arrival in the host
country. With the exception of the partially government-funded
British Council for Aid to Refugees, we found few nationwide
refugee assistance organizations. Generally reisgee assistance,
at the national level, is a governmental activity, with voluntary
and non-government activities occurring only at the local level,
and often on a community-by-community basis.'

It is perfectly possible, however, for refugees resettling
in other nations to receive services from a cluster of agencies
despite the fact that all the agencies are public ones; in at
least one nation, Canada, however, this is not the case.
Different governments, in short, organize their service-delivery
systems in different ways.

The Australian modul, according to a government publication,
is organized as follows:

4 Joint Working' Group for Refugees Prom Chiba. in Britain, Refugees

iron Chile, (Joint Working Croup, Landon: 1975) Appendix 111.

,for comparison of B.S. and Canadian voluntary agency activities,
on Prod. Bwklas, Canada aid Ismdlration: Public Policy and Public Concern,
(Montreal and London: Mall-Qua University Press, 1972) Part V.



Initial accommodation

Peyote% of social wellsre
and smemploysest benefits

As astarbee to fled
employment

Chilli education

14)114s-up medical. dental

Commonwealth Accommodatiom 6
Castles Service. Ltd.6

Department of Social Security

Department of Employment 6
Louth Affairs

education Departments of States/
Territorise

ealth Departments of Statue/
Territories

Refugees in SWeden--which is remarkably supportive of
refugees and of immigrants of all types (allowing then to vote
and run for regional and local office, for example)--tend to
face the same multi-agency situatio., As the Joint Working Groupputs it:

"...the way work is carried out among refugees in
Sweden has both advantages and disadvantages. So
many authorities are involved that it is son/Aims
difficult to draw the dividing-lines between their

iprivate company under Covenant &voices. The initial accommodation
Os is generally that of a hostel, which gill be described shortly. Sources

excerpted from luotrolia. Mauve Orientation and l000ttlamout Programs,"
as undated. =toned, four -pegs &comma secured from the Australian Embassy.
Deohingto., D.C. Spring, 1915.
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fields of action. However, it is an advantage that
the work with refugees is an integral part of each
authdrity's ordinary work. "?

Unlike the U.S., Australian, and Swedish models, Canada
has devised a refugee program that places virtually all
aspects of the refugee selection, admission, reception and
resettlement processes in the hands of a single agency, the
Employment sad Immigration Commission. That Government
agency has thi equivalent of the manpower programs of the U.S.
Department of Labor (including placement, unemployment insurance
and occupational training programs), as well as the immigration
control functions of the U.S. State Department (visa issuance)
and of the U.S. Justice Department (those of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service). Further, unlike the U.S.
Department of Labor, which runs its placement and unemployment
insurance activities through one decentralized system (the U.S.
Employment Service) and its training and counseling activities
through another decentralized system (the CETA prime sponsors),
the Canadian Employment and Immigration Commission (E 4 I) runs
its programs through a network of directly-operated Canadian
Employment Centres.

This administrative structure reflects the usual Canadian
rationality and offers a made-to-order framework for providing
services to refugees. A summary of the Canadian and United
States refugee assistance structures can be found in Table 14.

Refugees arriving at Canadian ports of entry, like all
other travelers, go through the inspection procedure. In this
instance, however, the immigration inspector not only plays
the usual role of checking the newcomers' documents but also
welcomes the refugees to Canada and sets the reception process
in motion. Typically the inspector is aided-at this point
by someone from the provincial immigrant-aiding agency.
Together they see to it that temporary housing is arranged and
that the refugee ,brows how to get to the Employment Centre,
which will play key role in his resettlement.

The Employment Centre handles many of the central problems
of the refugees directly, such as language and skills training

7 Joist Markin Group, leflise, from Chile, .cit. p. 67. Sae also,
Ilimistry of Labour, *Suedes amd Isfueses: A Soulew o aastone Cementing
the Selection sad Cam of Sefuleee. Comptlad by a Study Group at the
Swedish Mloletty of Labour" (Iltedin let Ingertenestene Off. central, 197$);
and the 'wadi* Inetitate. *Fact Sheet es Sweden: immtexasto iq Sweden"
(Stoe-holm: The sweat* Institute, IWO).
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TAILS 14
A Summary of Aylmer AOMPOUSAALlitili in the Raesttlament of Indochina.

Rafueess, United States and Canada, 1979

RESPONS.eLs

011111117 STATES CANADA

susCriam rm. (with Volag assist.) Kai

VOLAG ASSIGINIERT Volagi n/a

TSAR= I= SU and ICEN

FONT OF SIM INS (with Volag assist.) Mil

INCEPTION Volag and Sponsors
RAI, provinces and Volago

NOOSING Volag and *moor.
mr, Provinces and Volags

ORTINISTION

--I

Volag and Sponsors Ila, Provinces and Volags

INITIAL CAIN ASSISTANCE Volag and Sponsor. t&I

K-12 EDOCATICN School districts with
sporadic SRO funding

Provinces, no national
funding

VOCATIONAL TRAINING, AND
ESL FOR POTENTIAL NOIIIIIII

various, mostly funded
with OAF funds through

Naas

Eiii funded.

OINER SOCIAL SERVICES,
cahiscuuo, iutshoseth-
TION, REFERRALS

o, above, plus Volaim

LEI -faded axial sec..'
vice agencies also Provis-
mo, secretary of State

JOS FLACON: NT various agencies, 'Pelage,
sponsors, MilAm

LSI

(MALIN CARE

--.

RA., through IRON-fundegProvitacial
Medicaid

health CST*.

11:1:rIne11:1:: with
Canada funding

COMMIX= CASH
ASS/STANCE

Nap,' through imp-funded
AFDC varies

ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS INS (with Volag assist.) n/a

NATURALISATION INS Department of the
Secretary of State

ASORIVIATIONS. AFDC - Aid to Families with Dependent Children
RI - laployment and Immigration Canada
ESL - English as Second Language
NSA, - State Duman Sorilces Agencies
ICIM - Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration
INS - Immigration A Naturalisation Service
IRA? - !Machias Refuges Assistanc ?retrain
Volag-Voluntary Resettlement Agencies
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for the labor force participants, job placement and cash
assistance; E 4 I, and sometimes the Province as well,
purchases various social services from community agencies,
such as providing interpreters, counseling, and assistance
in locating permanent ".ousing. (It should be noted that
the provincial involvement in Unbent in Canada, unlike 8
the involvement of most U.S. States, islrovincially-funded.)

A key element in refugee resettlement in Canada is full-
time stipended English or French language instruction, plus
similar skills training when needed. As soon as possible,
workers among the refugees are assigned to language training.
W hile they are in training they are paid a standard weekly
wage just as are other Canadians undergoing skills training.
The stipend is roughly comparable to those paid to Americans
in CETA training.

Since Canada has a universal health care program covering
all residents, the refugees are simply enrolled in these
programs, which are run by the provinces. Under some circumstances,
the provincial funding scheme (e a special sales tax) is
such that no premium utast be paid for the refugee; in others,
if the refugee cannot meet'the health care payments, they are
mad. by Health and Welfare, Canada. In no case is the newly-
arrived refugee brought into the Canadian welfare system in
order to provide him with medical care, as is the case
generally in the U.S. system.

Refugees who need cash assistance, either over and above
the training stipend or in periods when they are not in training,
can secure it from the Employment Centre. E 4 I has a flexible
system in which the Centres determine what the refugee needs,
what his assets are, and then (within reason) provides cash
assistance to fill the gap. The E 4 1 cash assistance is
supposed to -ide the refugee over until he lands his first job.
For long-term depcndency cases, the refugees must turn to the
Canada Assistance P1:n, a welfare program funded SO-SO by the
nation and by the provinces. Sometimes transferring cases from
totally-federal E 4 1 cash assistance to partially-federal
Canada Assistance is awkward, .4.1 under these circumstances,
E 4 I continues its support on a case-pi-ease basis.

Canada has recently added a new dimension to its refugee
program cuts across both admissions and resettl

°The Ontario Ministry of Culture and alleviation, for example,
ha. published a very useful (albeit in English) 261-page Nevromere Guide
to Services Is Ontario. Toronto, 1574.

i'ü
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policies. In the context of its new policy of setting levels
of immigration, a concept which is more reminiscent of the
Australian target levels of immigration than it is of U.S.
ceilings or quotas, the Canadian Government recently announced
its intention to admit 3,000 Indochinese per month through the
end of 19,0, totaling 50,000 refugees. (Since Canada has
about one-ninth the population of the U.S., this would be the
rough equivalent to our acceptance of 450,000 refugees during
the same 15 -month period.) The new concept is that the Govern-
ment will admit additional refugees above the 3,000 level, if a
private organization or voluntary agency is willing to provide
resettlement services for a year.

Even under these special circumstances, however, the
Federal Government remains responsible for number of significant
services to the sponsored' refugees, and after one year, the
Federal Govetnment re-assumes all responsibility if the refugee
has not become self-sufficient. The following is s quotation
from a Canadian Government publication regarding the division
of responsibilities for the new class of sponsored refugees:

Divisiop of Responsibilities of Public and Private aunties
is Providing Resettlement Services

in Canada's Sponsored lauee Programs

The epoesorina coup
is responsible for:

material Assistance - accommodation
(including household affects). food,
clothing and Lacideetels, until such
time within the first year that refuse*
families can support themselves. It
refugees become continuously felt-
s:deporting daring their first year in
Canada the eponearing group will no
longer be responsible for providing
material assistance. But, if for any
reason working members of the families
cannot continue in employment,
sponsoring group will be responsible
for usintesance for the remainder of
that first year.

While refuses, who have worked may be
eligible for sone work-related benefit.
it laid off, they will not become
eligible for welfare benefits during
their first year in Canada.

The Federal Government
is responsible for:

Temporary W.dical Assistance -
emergency hospital, medical and
/easel care for refuse*. in the
interval between admission to
Canada and arrival at their final
destination.

Smployment Services - job placement
services from local Canada
Imployment Centres.

Language Training - full-time
league', training for adult refugees
destined to the labour force it lack
of knowledge of either English or
French prevents their placement in
suitable employment.

Occupational Training - full-time
training, if required and available,

271
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is rsaireere for:

264

(Although refugee* will be eligible to
tylater under provincial hospital
and medical pleas, upon their arrival,
it way be noceasery in some provinces
for the wore w. to provide privets
immaramce coverage until the provincial
'dam comes into effect.)

Ap Caporal Orientation and Moral Support -
retie( families ow eeri_vel in the
coenmeity, providing twittel rieeption,
coumeelliag sod settlement assistance;
belpies mortise members-11nd Wiplownet;
and *wearing that rebore. are Aware of
all the federal, provincial and municipal
'TOWN= available to them.'

By July 1, 1979, the Commission had signed a number of
contracts with church organizations, some national and some
regional or local, calling for the sponsorship, to implement
tht.expanded admissions program. It will be interesting to
see how well this program works.

C. ReseitlemenI_Strategies.

In reviewing other nations' refugee resettlement programs,
one is reminded that while all refugee populations have clusters
of severe problems, some groups of refugees have special
advantages as well, which should be borne in mind as resettlement
strategies are planned. To cite just three examples:

Chileen refugees in Britain include many displaced
socialist activists and academicians; as a result,
British socialist and academic communities were particu-
larly helpful in the resettlement process. (In the
U.S. the Hungarian Freedom Fighters carried with them
some of the same kinds of advantages.)

There are numerous French speakers among the Indochinese
refugees, and they have been particularly welcomed by
the province of Quebec.

The Federal Goverment
is responsible for:

under existing federal training
program.

Trameportation Loans - repayable
interest-free loans,for all
refugees requiring financial
assistaam to meet necessary
tfiSIWOrtAlti0O expanses.

9Source: tmeerpted free Employment and Immigration Canada, "Sponsoring
lefuseest facts for Canadian Groups mid Organitatioae," (Ottawa, March 1979,
mimes). P. 7.

ti
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The Mons tribesmen appear to be a refugee group with
extremely modest expectations, which eases the resettlement
process.

Looking more broadly at the resettlement strategies of
other nations, two themes were noted which were much more
significant in other nation's programs than in our own. The
first of these is the prevalence of specialized residential
communities, often called hostels, for housing refugees during
their first few months is a nation. The second is a deliberate
and substantial pattern of investment in language (and often
skill) training for the refugee which we call front-end-loading,
(i.e., the Canadian model). In contrast, the U.S. tends to
push refugees immediately into jobs (though offering, particularly
in some states, relatively generous indome'trinsfer payments)
and places them directly in whatever housing can be secured
in the broader community..

The theory behind a hostel is that it plays-the role
of a half-way house and eases the transition for the refugees.
Although they are living in a strange land, they are living
with countrymen with whom they can discuss their experiences.
Generally, since there is supposed to be a constant flow in and
out of such facilities, the newly-arrived refugee can learn from
the experiences of those who arrived in the hostel earlier.

Among the nations using these arrangements are Austria,
Australia, France, Italy, Yugoslavia, Sweden and Switzerland,
but not Canadal0 or the United Kingdom. The dozen Australian
hostels, mostly located in major cities, can accommodate as
many as 10,000 persons and were established to ease the transition
problems of the immigrants recruited in the years after World
War II. On the average, refugees,spend five months in the
Australian hostels, and then move out into the community.
There are, of course, always the hesitant or particularly dis-
advantaged individuals who are reluctant to leave the hostels.

The hostels are not only housing facilities for the refugees,
but orientation, counseling, and education centers as well.

10
however, plans to begin using transit facilities in August,1979. In Owe centers refugees will stay from two days to a week for

pest -admisaioe amidieal screening and treatment, when needed. Re-assignment
to new destinations within Canada, when appropriate, wili be arranged during
this, period, and some orientation

services will also be provided.

01-430 0 - eo - is
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Those in residence are given extensive courses in how to cope
with dal new society, and how to speak its,language. While
this approach to refugee resettlement appears to be wide-spread,
no comparative studies of the relative value of the hostel
strategy to that of simply immeesing the refugee in the mainstream
of- the host society were encountered in this study.

Often the hostel-housing arrangement is linked with the
previously-described front-end-loading strategy. This strategy
appears t4:), be based on the hypothesis that refugees ate a
diiadvantaged population, and that a strong initial investment in
human capital will pay off in the long Tun because it will
decrease the likelihood of long-term dependency and major,
continuing welfare costs. This strategy also presumably relates
to, among other things, the generosity of a nation's income
transfer programs. e higher tha perceived costs of such programs,
the greater the interest in this strategy.

Australia recently launched an extensive study of
immigrant and refugee resettlement policies, assi the study

--

to a four-member tommission headed by Frank ally. Thef resulting Galbally Resort called for Ine` n more extensive

or about $55 milli° .S.) over the next three years. The

Government ad

and supportive resettlement pro an then in place, which
the commission estimated cost about $50 million (Aust.)

the recommendations almost en toto, and is
moving rapidly to implement them.

Undergirding the Galbally Commission's recommendations was
this central concept:

..The Report recognizes that newly;arrived migrants require
a period of adjustment and that financial support should be
provided during that period. There should be no pressure on

thew to enter the work forts until the initial orientation and
settlement program ham been eompleted..."11

Both Canada and Australia make it quite clear that these
processes cost money. The Australian Minister for Immigration
and Ethnic Affairs, M.J.R. MacKellar; announced that it would
cost, on average, $1,800 (Aust.) to move refugees to Australia
and assist they during the first five months of their stay in
the country. This translates to aboUt $2,000 (U.S.) per

11Mleiatry of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, Galbally Information Fat,

p. 3-2.

2, 4
it
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reftigeo.113Canada, in its household furnishings program alone,
sots a max.mium of $1,500 (Canadian) per couple, plus $S00
(Can.) for each dependent; indicating an investment of about
*1,710 (U.S,) for s family of four.13 This is in addition to the
Win ailessace for :ood, clothing and shelter, and funds to
enable ace's! to,the-labor market.

As with the hostel gy, no cost-benefit studies of
the front-end -loading strategy have been encountered, and
such studies would be worthwhile.

D. 144111sis.

It would appear, from this brief examination of other nation's
resettlement experiences, that the following precedents could be
evaluated for their application to U.S. refugee programs:

- the use of a single administrative structure, as in Canada,
to manage most of the refugee-related progress;

the uSO of hostels or similar facilities as transitory
housing and orientation centers for newly-arrived refugees,
a system used in many nations;

similarly, very short-term transit centers, primarily
foe health screening, as in Canada;

the avoidance of s legal distinction between immigrants
Md refugees. as in many nations;

!substantial, deliberate investment 41 language and skills
training, i.e., front-end-loading, as in Australia and
Canida; and

the separation of the provision of incline' care from
participation in the cash assistance program, as in Canada.

illaa rtroners. Amotralla Offer at U.N. Talk.; 1,500 More ae2414:1
This TAW,' bASEMEEtBalnigl. 12 December 197D.

3"Gu4dolIses - Settl.00st Adjostamot A201.2t4OCS PTOVIII" (Ottawa!
IMp10111011t mad Immitootloo reload., oodoted, ol000, internal document),
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PART III: MAJOR FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Part I has described the broad context in which refugees
have been admitted to the United States and the nature of the
public and private institutions which have attempted to meet
their special needs during resettlement. Part II has identified

and analyzed the different refugee resettlement strategies
used by the U.S. during the past twenty-five years, as well as
selected programs of other countries. Part III of this study
deals with the complex challenge of how public policymakers
and practitioners can apply the lessons learned from the
experiences of previous and current resettlement efforts to
develop more equitable and effective refugee assistance in the
future.

The major findings and recommendations of this report are
outlined under three general headings:

A. The New Context for Refocusing Services to Refugees;

B. Strenstherirti institutions That Serve Refugees; and

C. The Need for a Broader Base of Knowledge.

A. The New Context for Refocusing Services to Refugees

For the first time in our nation's history, the Executive
and Legislative Branches are advocating a bold, comprehensive
national apprOach to refugee resettlement which would provide
equity of treatment to all refugees, regardless of their country
of origin or the method of admission. The goals- envisioned
would strive to enable refugees to achieve rapid economic
self-suffictency and social adjustment in the new society through
collaborative efforts of Federal, State and local governments
working,Sith the voluntary resettlement agencies and Other private
non-profit groups. Und, lying these overarching goals are three
prevailing, or perceived philosophies: 1) that refugees should be
trsated no worse than, nor any better than, all other needy persons
in our society; ) that States should not suffer any undue financial
hardship as a result of the resettlement of refugees; and 3) that
existing mei:stream service systems should be used, rather than
treating new institutional structures.

The implementation of the proposed national refugee policy
as expressed in the FY 't0 budget requests, relies heavily on
1001 Federal support for cash assistance and medical care, and
some funding far vocationally-oriented serviices which would be

27G
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provided by existing public and private social service agencies.
Thus, the philosophies of treating refugees in the same manner
as citizens in need, through existing service mechanisms (pri-
marily welfare), and the desire to relieve States from any finan-
cial liability, are met.

To proceed along this course of action, however, without
refocusing efforts on the unusual and differing resettlement
needs of refugees, may result in a drawn out period of
dependency which serves neither the refugee nor the U.S. tax-
payer well.

Two basic policy issues are at stake: 1) how the Federal
Government wishes to view the refugee, and 2) the nature of
the Federal commitment to lead him toward adjustment in this
society. This study proposes that we modify our nation's per-
ception of re/ lees in a way that does not necessarily require
either a change in the proposed statute, nor a change in the
general goals auephilosophies outlined above. What is suggested
is:

should

unemployed who need specialized types of systems,
such as language training, cultural orientation, and the
ability to transfer skills from their former socioeconomic
system to that of the 11:5.

One only needs to review the general background of refugees
during the past twenty-five years to understand that they are
not necessarily a dependent population. Most of the refugees
were formerly employed, contributing members of their own society,
often intellectuals, scientists, politicians, or skilled crafts-
men who were, or believed they would be, persecuted by prevailing
political forces. That is why they fled their homelands. They
sre "survivors," that is why they were successful enough to
escape and find asylum in another country. While, generally,
any of them have enormous internal resources, such as educa-
tion and work experience, few possess capital resources when
they first come to the U.S. For this reason, they need tran-
sitional assistance to enable them to reconstruct their tempor-
arily disarrayed lives to` become, once again, self-sufficient,
contributing members of society.

The tools needed to rebuild their lives and to adapt to
the new society include the following: language training,
Vocational upgrading, emergency cash assistance, some cash
supplementation while developing their skills, medical ser-
vices, cultural orientation and mental health services. While
there are mainstream programs for others in our society who
need some of the same tools, it is arguable that those programs

27
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are not typically equipped to handle the cultural, linguistic,
emotional and educational distinctions posed by a refugee pop-
ulation. Therefore, while some on-going programs can be
tapped and "sensitized," new approaches are necessary in other
human service fieldst

Unlike temporarily needy persons in our society, refugees
who cannot obtain self-sufficiency within a matter of weeks
must, as a matter of first recourse, turn to the welfare offices.
They are unlike temporarily unemployed persons in our own soci-
ety who have several alternative support systems, such as rela-
tives, savings or back loans, unemployment compensation-then
welfare. Refugees seldom have access to any of these other
systems. Refugees thus are drawn into the U.S. welfare system
which, in spite of periodic changes, continues to be a source
of cricicis by virtually all knowledgeable practitioners,
policyltakers and recipients, and is the subject of continual
roform attempts In an effort to remove the inequities, disin-
centives to self-sufficienty, and the stigma which unfortunately
prevails about the progras. The welfare system promotes depen-
dency for its American recipients and to depend on that "system"
to help the refugees become contributing members of society
seems a burden to them, at Jest, and unwise public policy, at
worst.

In an effort to put i Ito perspective the weaknesses of4
the existing approach, thc following discussion of appropriate
services, within the new context, is organized into three
sections, dealing with

1. Fronomic Adjustment
2. Health Needs
3. Social Adjustment

In each section there are brief findings, summarized from the
previous nine chapters, i .lowed by recommendations.

la. Economic Adjustment Findings

Economic adjustment is the process by which refugees move
from (usually) economic self-sufficiency in their homeland
through a transition period to economic self-sufficiency in
this country. Often during the transitional phase--and some-
times for such lr ,er periods of time--the refugees are depen-
dent on public funds.

Our principal findings in this field are that:

the economic adjustment process is difficult and
expensive (though that burden can be placed on
different sets of shoulders); ad

2 7s
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that the prospects for dependency are increased
by recent U.S. resettlement practices.

While on: could construct any number of models of
refugee economic adjustment, the four illustrated in
Chart 2 are offered for consideration. The first, that
of short-term dependency. is essentially that which the
Hungarian refugees experienced and is the model most at-
tractive to U.S. pclicymakers. The notion is that rela-
tively minimal expenditures are needed to convert the
refugie into a full-fledged taxpaying member of our
society. It works for some, but not all, refugees.

The second model, of sustained total dependency, is
clearly the one to be avoided. Obviously, at least a minor-
ity of any population, such as the 21 of the Indochinese
refugees on SSl, will fall into this mold. How many contin-
ue to be in this category, perhaps needlessly, is the
major question.

The third model, of sustained partial dependency,
apparently applies to a substantial fraction of the cur-
rent group of refugees, in that some member of the family
has some earned income but not enough to remove the family
from the welfare rolls.

The fourth model, of front-end loading, is the one,
used, consciously, by the Canadians and the Australians.
They recognize that resettlement is a costly and difficult
process, nd they seek to make substantial initial invest-
ments in numan capital to avoid sustained dependency.

The United States, while hoping that the first model
will prevail, often slips into the second and third pat-
terns, as the relatively low labor force participation
rates for Indochinese refugees indicate. It may well be
that the fourth model is not only more co ..t- effective than
the second and the third, bdt better for the morale of the
refugee and the long-tern viability of his resettlement.

To some extent the complexities of the U.S. budgetary
process tend to mask the costs of the resettlement process.

funds are voted through the State Department's budget,
and others are appropriated to HEM. Some HEW funds (such
as those for IRAP) are clearly earmarked for refugees;
others, such as the estimated $8,000,000 or so in SSI bene-
fits to Indochinese refugees paid in lq '71, are lost from
view.
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Economic Adjustment Models

(a schema)
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Despite these complications, it is the Federal Trea-
sury which is paying most of the costs of the major recent
resettlement programs, not the private sector, which sup-
ported the Hungarians (and more recently the Kurds and
Chileans), and not the sub-national governmental organiza-
tions, which tend to play a larger role in Canada than
they do here.

In summary, the U.S. appears to be increasing Federal
costs and the prispecte for dependency, unwittingly, by a
series of unrelated actions: providing cash assistance
through the welfare network; providing medical services
through that network; nvesting relatively little money in
human capital development; and finally, the near-automatic
practice of some refugee-serving agencies of referring ref-
ugees to the nearest welfare office.

lb. Economic Adjustment - Recommendations

An ideal system for short-term economic assistance to
refugees contains the following ingredients:- 1) it should
establish a national benefit standard with regional differ-
entiuls based on cost of living lo that the level of payments
would not encourage secondary migration or dependency; 2)
eligibility rules should be simplified and standardized
with uniform, if any, assets tests; 3) it should provide
incentives for self-sufficiency without penalizing the work-
ing poor; 4) it should recognize the temporary nature of
the needs of refugees; S) it should not stigmatize the ref-
ugee recipient; 6) it should provide the ability to link the
refugee into employment and training systems; 7) it should
take into account the varying demographic compositions of
refugees, such as large families; and 11) it should be .as
cost-effective as possible to the U.S. taxpayer.

The design of such an ideal system is beyond the scopeof this study. H it is believed that the general
models of two existing systems merit extensive study totest their applicability. Those systems include an Unem-
ployment Insurance model and a Social Security Administration-operated model for the majority of any refugee moveient that
is potentially self-sufficient.

The following recommendations are offered:

RECCOMENDATION Cl: That HEM ini6ate a study of the appli-
cability of a program run directly
through the Social Security Administra-
tion offices to replace the current AFDC
model for employable refugees. The model
should provide temporary assistance dur-
ing which the refugee should be enrolled

'
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in language and skills upgrading pro-
grams. The model should provide a
national floor for uniformity in pay-
ments, perhaps at level higher than
current SSI. State supplementation
could be a State expense. Other in-
gredients outlined under the "ideal
system" should be included in the nodal
design.

That the Department of Labor initiate
a similar study to test the applica-
bility of a DOL-administered system
based on the Unemployment Insurance
model, although it, too, would be
Federally financed. The job-related
services funded through the U.S.
Employment Service and CETA could be
a major linkage feature of the U.I.
model, as well as other ingredients
outlined under the "ideal system" dis-
cussion.

That the Administration and the Congress
consider using the refugees as a special
pilot group, providing them with a model
welfare reform package and testing the
results, in terms of their broader appli-
cability to the entire welfare popula-
tion. (For more than a decade, the
Executive and Legislative branches have
struggled with welfare reform. None has
been implemented because of the unpredic-
table and dramatic impact hich any re-
form initiative might have on the
Treasury or on the 10,00,000i welfare
recipients, or both. Thus, pilot
effort such as using refugees as a model
should be considered.)

That potentially unemployable refugees
in non-intact families who would normally
be eligible for AFDC (such a a single
head of household with children under 6
years of age) be enrolled in existing
State-administered programs, and that the
Federal Government support the program
1001 for three years.

Illeeipleata of AFDC cash assistance payments in September, 1978,
Bulletin 42 (march 1979): 64.

2 cd
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RECOMMENDAIION IS: That the aged, blind and disabled refugee
who wctld otherwise qualify for SSI be
enrolled in that program on the same basis
as others who are categorically eligible,
but that the definition of disability as
it applies to refugees be flexible enough
to adjust for chronological age differ-
entials (e.g., an Indochinese refugee
at SS years of age may be the equivalent
of a 6S year old American due to pre-
existing nutritional deficiencies and
environmental conditions).

RECOMMENDATION 46: That the duration of 100% Federal reim-
bursement for cash assistance to poten-
tially employable refugees be provided
for up to three 7.11111 after the refugee
has been admitted to the U.S. If the
refugee has not become self-sufficient
by that time, and if otherwise eligible,
he should be enrolled in general assis-
tance or AFDC programs without full Fed-
eral funding.

Transferring the cash assistance program, for workers
among refugees, to a non-welfare related network should help
reduce dependency, but this cannot be accomplished unless
there is a simultaneous investment in the tools needed by
refugees to succeed in the labor market. Those tools include
the knowledge of English, vocational

counseling, skills up-grading, and placement assistance.

All refugee movements have documented the fact that
the most critical element to effective resettlement is theability to speak English. In spite of the universal nevi
for such language skills, it has been one of the glaring
shortfalls of Federal assistance. If the resettlement effort
seeks to encourage self-sufficiency, there has to be a dra-
matic realignment of resources and a new emphasis on ESL and
basic literacy for refugees who are pre-literate.

ReCOOMENDATION 07: That funding be provided for three types
of language instruction: 1) ESL linked
to employment or employment training; 2)
survival English for those not potentially
employable; and SI ESL training for school
children for two years. With regard to
all language training, it should be noted
that refugees appear to become most high-
ly motivated from four to six months
after their arrival. Ideally, all ref-
ugees should have access to language train-
ing no later than that tine period.
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RECOMMENDATION ta: That employers be given incentives to
grant release time to refugees enrolled
in intensive language training.- Such
training should last from four to six

months.

RECOMMENDATION 09: That States be encouraged to generate
language training programs in community
colleges.

RECOMMENDATION 010: That funding be continued for a national
linguistic clearinghouse which: 1) devel-
ops and disseminates instructional mater-
ials and information on models and cur-
ricula; 2) provides bilingual counselors
and training sessions; and 3) serves as a
center for translation services.

RECOMMENDATION Ill: That the Office of Education be required
to monitor and evaluate all programs it
funds. Specific projects should be funded
for at least two years in order to provide
adequate start-up time.

RECOMMENDATION 012: That service strategies include outreach,
involvement of refugees in planning,
linkage to employment, and transportation
to_child care services. Individual
evaluation and testing should be a pre-
requisite in educational placement.

Contrary to the role formeily played by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor in the Hungarian program and the comparable
role currently played by Canada's !employment and Immigration
Commission, DOI. has not been substantially involved in recent
refugee resettlement programs. This is unfortunate because
DOL,plays a major role in the labor market and has devoted

its energies to a series of other disadvantaged populations,

ranging from migratory farm workers and Native Americans, to
the displaced aeronautical engineers of a decade ago. The

Department has substantial experience and facilities in the

very areas in which the refugees need help most, if they are

to participate fully in the labor market and become economic-

ally self-sufficient.

The following recommendations are offered:

RECOMMENDATION 013: That the Department examine the possibil-
ity of creating an additional national
program under CETA Title III, for recently
arrived refugees, complementary to similar

2 4
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programs for farm workers, Native
Americans, and other specialized groups.

RECOMMENDATION 014: That tNe Department take assertive
action vis-a-v.! *rime sponsors of the
rETA programs, to ensure that refugeei
are included in on-going programs and,
where there are substantial clusters of
them, ensure that specialized programs be
sad* available to them.

RECOMMENDATION #15: That the Office of Research and Develop-
ment of the Employment and Training
Administration (DOL) consider funding
experimental job training programs for
refugees to evaluate the relative utility
of such approaches as front-end loading,
immediate on-the-job training in employ
sent locations where there are clusters
of other refugees, DOL-funded language
training at the work place, etc.

RECOMMENDATION #16: That the Department initiate a major ef-
fort on the part of the U.S. Employment
Service to provide counseling, g,
placement and training services to ref-
ugees with an incentive funding program
similar to that now available for the
placements of veterans.

In addition to providing work-related services to ref -
ugees, it is equally important to provide both incentives to
,eMpIejetrit to Mee refugees and to refugees to work. ,Fortu-
_nattily, two models are readily available.

RECOMMENDATION #17: That the definition of workers ,ligible
for targeted jobs tax credits be
amended so that employers will receive
a tax benefit for employing recent ref-
ugees. just as they do now for hiring
embers of other disadvantaged classes
(e.g., AFDC recipients, former convicts,
etc.).

RECOMMENDATION 118: That the earned income tax credit (EITC)
program be publicized in the refugee com-
munity. The EITC is designed to reward
the corking poor with additional Federal
dollars for working--as much as $400 a
year for families with incomes under
$8,000 a year in 1978. Many of the more

2 85
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recent refugees have incomes within
this range, but the resettlement agency
field staffs do not seem to be
this program which is tailor-made for
many of the refugees.2 This recommenda-
tion would not require changes in laws or
regulations.

Although refugees are entitled--and encouraged--to work,
the existence of the parole status has been cited throughout
this study as a major legal impediment to employment for ref-
ugees in Federal, State, and local governments and in certain
professions. The new refugee legislation abolishes this
status for all refugees who are admitted as part of the
"normal flow" of refugees but provides that any additional
.refugees would be..aditted as conditional entrants, which
carr'es with it the same problems as parole status.

RECOMMENDATION 19: That all refugees admitted to the U.S.
be given permanent resident alien
status.

RECOMMENDATION 020: That the President rescind Executive
Order 11935, which prohibits Federal
employment of permanent resident aliens.

2a. Medical Care - Findings

Due to the variety of means through which refugees
escape from their homelands, it is difficult to anticipate
the full nature of health-related problems. However, certain
generalizations are valid. Emergency medical care, partic-
ularly for tuberculosis and malnutrition, is commonly re-
quired. Dental care seems tq be a problem for all, refugees,
and parasitic illnesses are common for refugees languishing
in Southeast Asian camps. There is A dual problem related
to medical assistance to refugees: 1) access to quality care;
and 2) the financing of such care.

Once the refugee has been admitted to the U.S., the
principal problem is the financing of health care. An exam-
ple of this arose in 1975 when there was extensive concern
by potential sponsors of Indochinese refugees that extra-
ordinary medical expense., might occur, thus posing a poten-
tial impediment to the voluntary agencies in their placement
efforts. To resolve th s situation, the Federal Government
agreed to reimburse Strtes for 1001 of the medical care for

2V ere there Is knvoledne of ZITC, it is mentioned in connection
with filing tamee tax returns; no one discussed it in terms of its
utility a an additio.al inducement for work, rather than dependency.
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needy refugees, the implication being that the refugees
most be eligible for a State Medicaid program, thus being
categorized as either indigent or working poor.

Two comments bear mentioning here; first, the kinds
of entry level or seasonal jobs refugees tend to get ini-
tially, and the fact that their arole status excludes them
from some of the sore lucrative 1 obs, limits access of ref-
use*, to employer-employee heal plans. Secondly, since
Medicaid is provided through the local welfare agencies,
a refit.** seeking to enroll in Medicaid is quickly linked
into the welfare system which may tend to promote further
dependency. The latter point is particularly pertinent.
One pattern consistently evident in the surveys of Indochinese
refugees was the fear of losing Medicaid should they become
employed. Thus, some refugees do not accept jobs, oven
though the salaries'would be more than the welfare payment.

2b. Nelical Care - Rocommendations

In an effort to recognize the importance of early and
accessible health care, but not linked into the welfare
structure, the following recommendation is offered:

RECOMMENDATION 021: That the Federal Government sep
eligibility for medical care from cash
assistance and income. This could be .

done through universal medicaid entitle-
sent without regard to IEL categorical
eligibility, or through a group health
insurance plan (such as Blue Cross/Blue
Shield, Aetna, Prudential, etc.) offered
by the voluntary agencies and paid for
by the Federal grant.

In response to other health considerations, the follow-
ing are suggested:

RECOMIENDATION 022: That overseas surveillanCe and inoc-
ulations recently implemented for ref-
ugees in Southeast Asia by the Public
Health Service be a regular feature of
all refugee processing.

IACOMMENDATION 023: That State and local health officials
be apprised of the health status of all
refugees being resettled in their geo-
graphical area, with specific information
provided on the nature' of any health
problems, the type of medication the
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refugee is using, if any, end sug-
liestld follow-up sent.

. -

RECOMMENDATION 024: That in medical screening, physicians
and other health practitioners be
sensitive to cultural problems, par-
ticularly the reticence of persons in
certain cultures to be examined by
someone of the opposite sex.

RECOMMENDATION 025; That special health'needs not current-
ly covered in some States by Medicaid,
such as dental care and parasite screen-
ing, be covered by all States as a
reimbursable expense.

3a. Social Adjustment - Findings

Longstanding provisions of the Social Security Act
have enabled the Federal Government to fund variety of
social services targeted to the general welfare population
and others in need. Under Title XX of the Act, each State
prepares an annual plan outlining the services it will pro-

, vide, such as family planning transportation, day care,
counseling, services to the aging, outreach and referral
to other services, employment assistance, etc. The Federal
Government plans to provide a ceiling of 82.9 billion in
FY '$0 to the States for these services. Because of the
flexibility within the authorizing legislationo States have
broad discretion on the nature of the services they provide.
If otherwise eligible,reiugeec may receive these services
although some States have no Special, culturally-sensitive
services for Inclohinbse refugees. In others. the services

.are quite extensive.

In addition to the States' normal- Title XX entitlement,
TRAP funds 1001 of the costs of services<proVided to Indo-
chinese refugees under the State Title XX plan. However,
any of the services are of an outreach and referral nature,
and have not necessarily been designed for needs that are
refugee-specific, such as cross-cultural orientation, mental

a health, translation, or language skills development.

In 4 partial effort to compensate for the variety in
the quality of these services, TRAP Special Project funds,
adaini d directly by,HEN, have focused on orientation,
language, and mental health needs, without requiring the
beneficiary to submit to needs tests and other eligibility'
criteria, as is the case with Title XX.

2

Alm
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TABLE 6

Distribution of U.S. Residents Born in Hungary, 1950, and of
Hungarian Adjusting Refugees and Immigrants,

FY 1959, by Selected States

(as percents, ranked in order of 1950 data)

STATES 1950 1959

New York 24.4 28.5
Ohio 16.2 10.1
Pennsylvania 12.0 8.1
New Jersey 11.5 11.8
Illinois 7.1 5.5
Michigan 7.0 3.0
Califorlia 5.0 9.9
Connecticut 3.2 4.5
Indiana 2.5 1.7
Wisconsin 2.3 0.9
Florida 1.3 1.6
Missouri 1.3 1.1
West Virginia 0.9 0.2
Maryland 0.6 0.9
Minnesota 0.6 0.6
Massachusetts 0.4 2.9
All Others 3.7 8,7

TOTAL 100.0 100.0

N 268,022 30,098

Note: The second column indicates the state of residence of
the 25,424 parolees who adjusted to permanent resident alien
status in FY 1959, together with state of intended residence
of the FY '59 cohort of immigrants from Hungary, 4,674. These
data are used as a proxy for the state of resettlement of the
Hungarian refugees, as of 1959, since it is not elsewhere re-
corded. The states were selected on the basis of having
1.100 or more natives of Hungary recorded in the 1950 Census.

Source: 1950 Data: U.S. Bureau of the Census, United States
Census of Population: 1950, Volume IV, Special Reports, Part
3, Chapter A., Nativity 1(1 Parentage (Washington: U.S.C.P.O.
1954), Table 13, page 3-A75. 1959 Data: Immigration and
Naturalization Service, Annual Report, 1959, Table 12A.

-
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New Jersey, as a matter of fact, was the state in the
1950 Census which had the highest concentration of Hungarian-
born residents in the nation.15 Deciding to place the refugee
resettlement camp in this state, which is also adjacent to two
other states with large numbers of natiies of Hungary, was
either an extremely wise decision on the part of the U.S. Army,
or a stroke of luck.

D. Analysis

Using the five-part analytical framework described earlier,
this section assesses the goals, resources, services,
institutional arrangements, and apparent results of the Hungarian
resettlement program.

The goals of the Hungarian program were, in keeping with
the social philosophy of the time, modest. The thrust was
first to remove the Hungarians from Austrian camps and to
transport them to the U.S.,` and, secondly, to move them
swiftly out of Camp Kilmer into the welcoming arms of the
American private sector. Complex and continuing support systems
were not mounted for these refugees, in fact, there is little
evidence that they were even discussed.

While tie goals of the program were modest, the resources
available to and the advantages of the Hungarian refugees were
impressive. For example'

The Hungarian were viewed as heroes, easily the most
popular group of refugees in U.S. history, because of
their battle with Communism.lb

Their numbers were small.

There was a well-established community of their landsmen.

Their labor force participation rates were high, and
there were relatively few dependents.

Unemployment in the U.S. was low.

1%While the nation as a whole had 268,022 Hungarian-born persons, or
0.182 of the total population, New Jersey had 30,731 of them, or 0.642 of
the state's population.

16Who over the age of 40 can forget that wire-service photo of the
Hungarian teenagers throwing rocks at a Russian tank'
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Their plight attracted Presidential attention.

There was, however, relatively little civilian
governmental support.

There was very substantial private sector support.

In terms of services offered, they were limited, too, in
keeping with the goals of the program. Short-term services,
transportation from Europe, initial reception, screening gaud
some basic medical services, were supplied by the Federal
Government. Longer-term services, often orchestrated by
the voluntary agencies, were provided in the private sector.
Because of the relatively small cutural gap between the refugees
and the host population (certainly as compared to the Indochinese),
the booming economy, and the labor force characteristics of the
new arrivals, extensive services were not as urgently needed
as they were with later groups of refugees. It should also be
pointed out, however, that :one important Federally-funded
services, such as cash assistance, were not available to the
majority of the refugees because of their status as parolees,
and that services provided to unaccompanied minors were
handicapped by a lack of sufficient advance planning.

The structure of th,. program was simplicity itself; all
Federal activity was managed by a single entity, the President's
Committee, which also was charged with mohilizing the nation's
resources, public and private. It is extremely important that
a single administrative structure be used in such programs.

It is also essential to encourage substantial support for
refugee movements from within the private sector, which was the
case in the Hungarian program. The private sector made its
contributions through a flurry of entities, some national
(including the voluntary agencies) and many local, and, as is
inevitable in such short-term, intense efforts, there were some
conflicts, and some waste, as well as a great deal of meaningful
assistance. In this connect.on, it was clear that the work at
Camp Kilmer was complicated by the lack of criteria regarding
the qualifications needed by organizations seeking to serve
as voluntary resettlement agencies. Fortunately, those agencies
traditionally involved in resettlement succeeded in establishing
their sponsorship functions, while all other agencies were
allowed to cooperate in a more supportive capacity.

Can one measure the success of thi, program? If so,
what appeared to work, and what did not?
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The nearly total lack of data which one might use to
measure the success or failure of the Hungarian program probably
reflects, among other things. its relative success. That no
government agency worried about expenditures of money; no
pressure group worried about the fate of the Hungarians; no
data were collected on unemployment, morbidity, institutionalization
rates, or on funds spent to cope with such problems, may be
more eloquent than reams of statistics. The quick termination
of the President's Committee was a rare example of an institutional
structure which mobilized for a specific purpose, then completed
it assigned tasks and abolished itself. This characteristic
is the complete antithesis of the Cuban program, which is the
subject of the next chapter.
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PART II

CHAPTER 2: THE CUBAN REFUGEE PROGRAM

On January 1, .1459, Fidel Castro assumed leadersnip of
the Cuban Government after overthrowing the Batista regime.
This event precipitated a refugee movement with three prominent
characteristics:

it was the largest in U.S. history, including (from
195B to the present) approximately 750,000 persons.

it had a highly concentrated impact, geographically,
with a majority of the currently identifiable Cuban-born
population of the U.S. living in a single state (Florida),
and with most of that group living in Miami and
surrounding Dade County.

it has created the longest-lived refugee resettlement
program in U.S. history; a baby born at the time of
its inception would now be of voting age.

This chapter provides a brief history of the Cuban refugee
program and the environment in which it operated, with an
emphasis on the services available to the refugees and the
systems that were utilized to deliver them. The chapter also
includes an examination of the evolving division of labor
between the private and public sectors and how these roles
changed from previous refuge' movement The chapter concludes
with an assessment of these refugee as mice programs.

A. Background

In earlier programs, such as thos. for the displaced persons
and for the Hungarians, refugees were processed for movement
to the U.S. from European camps. The overseas processing centers
permitted advance preparation by the sponsoring voluntary
agencies and the receiving communities prior to the refugees'
arrival. Most of the Cubans, however, simply came directly to
the U.S. This was the first time in its history that the U.S.
had become a nation of first asylum for a large movement of
refugees. The decision of the Government not to establish a
refugee camp for the Cubans was due, in part, to the distaste
for the post-World Mar II European refugee camps and the
objections of thou, who were involved with Camp Kilmer in
1956-57. Thus the Cuban refugees were permitted to become
"free livers," in the Western European terminology of the time,
and no restrictions were placed on them with regard to movement,
residence or employment. Consequently, most of them remained
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in Florida because of the similarity of climates, the large
number of persons there who spoke Spanish, and a feeling that
Castro would Le in power miy briefly and that an early return
to Cuba would be pos.ibie.

significant numbers of Cuban refugees (i.e., more than
10,00 a year) entered the U.S. every year between 1959 and
1974, with the site of that flow being controlled more by
Castro than by decisions of either the U.S. Government or of
the individual refugees. The first to leave, largely close
associates of Batista, did so in 1958. They were not regarded
as refugees by INS, and hence are not included in the annual
refugee entry figures in Table 7.

The flow expanded rapidly after Castro took power, and
peaked in FY '62 when there were 78,611 entries. Castro cut
off regularly scheduled travel in October, 1962 which resulted
in a sharp decline of refugee entries. Refugees who did come
were either the more than 9,000 Cuban "boat people," who risked
their lives by crossing to Florida in often unseaworthy boats,
or those who migrated to the U.S. via other nations. In

September 1965, Castro decided to permit the "Freedom Flights"
into Miami, and for the next six years a steady flow of
refugees, about 50,000 a year, came to the U.S. The flights
terminated in 1973, and relatively few refugees have arrived
since then.

As Table 7 indicates, most of the refugees arrived as
parolees, but others came as visitors (or in other nonimmigrant
categories) and subsequeatly adjusted their status; still others
arrived with immigrant visas in hand. The data in Table 7,
incidentally, is for those arriving from Cuba as the country
of last residence; were the data to be calculated on Cuba as
the nation of birth, the totals would he larger, probably in,
the FFFborhood of 750,000. (In 1965, for example, 19,760
immigrants reported that they had been born in Cuba,' but only
13,160, the total used in Table 7, identified Cuha as the nation
of last residence.)

B. Resettlement - The Local Setting

The arrival of large numbers of Cuban refugees in Dade
County caused a substantial drain OA the already hard-pressed
county public agencies as well as the local religious and
private charitable agencies. Moreover, Florida was in the grip

INS Annual Report. 1965, Table 6.
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TABLE 7

Cuban* Arrived in the United States, by Class of Admission,
January 1, 1954-September 30, 19771

fiscal Year Total PIELISEM! Nonimmigrants Parolees2

1959
3

26,527 2,632 23,695

1960 60.224 8.126 52,098

1961 49,961 11,239 34,822 3,900

1962 78.611 6.534 11,447 58,610

1963 42,929 5,073 1,082 36,774

1964 15,616 9,561 665 5,190

1965 16,447 13,160 965 2,322

1966 46.688 13,319 827 32,542

1967 52,147 5,464 754 45,929

1968 55.945 9,618 1,141 45,136

1969 52,625 7,408 982 44,235

1970 49.545 2.331 1,358 45,856

1971 50,001 1,889 2,042 46,070

1972 23,977 1.192 1,845 20,949

1973 12,579 1,151 2,027 9,401

1974 13.670 711 1.382 11,577

1975 8,488 .61 1,187 6,940

1976 4.515 859 1,315 2,341

1976 (9121 1,439 381 645 413

1977 3.115 900 1,655 540

TOTAL 665,069 102,109 143,984 418,976

1
Cuba, country of last residence.

2
Not reported prior to October I, 1960.

3
January-June, 1959.

Source: Unpublished data compiled by INS.

1 9 o
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of recession, and unemployment in Miami was relatively high.
In 1960, for example, unemployment in Miami was 7.3% compared
to the national figure of ',5t,2

According to the 1960 censas, the greater Miami area had
a population of about one million people. Approximately 121
of this population had been born overseas, principally in
Central and South America. Over 101 of the population spoke
Spanish and over one-half of the Spanish speaking population
was Cuban-born or of Cuban descent.'

The educational facilities in Dade County were comprehensive
and included elementary and secondary schools (public, private
and parochial), a County Junior college with about 3,000 students,
and an adult education prtiram offering general and vocational
education. The University of Miami provided undergraduate
traning and graduate studies in law, medicine and the arts and
sciences. This educational infrastructure provided a sufficient
base from which to provide education and training activities
for the refugees.

On the other hand, welfare and social services in Dade
County were far from adequate in 1958. According to a 1959
report of the Welfare Planning Council, these services did not
meet the needs of Dade County residents. Florida participated
in the Federally supported programs of Aid to Dependent Children
(ADC), Old Age Assistance, Aid to the Blind, and Aid to the
Permanently and totally Disehled. However, assistance was
provided only to those meeting strict eligibility recoirements
and payments were very low, e.g., $75 a month per family under
the ADC program. Moreover, no assistance MdS available for
unemployed persons who were physically able to work. People
who were unemployed and not collecting unemployment insurance
generally had to request assistance from the private agencies.
In addition, there was a five-year residency requirement that
made many recent citizen arrivals to Dade County, as well as
the refugees, ineligible for State or Federally-supported
assistance programs.

%mai data from U.S. Department of Commerce, County and City Data Book:
1962 (Washington: U.S.G.P.O., 1963), item 333-348; national data from
llsolorment aad Training Report of the President. 1978, Table A-1.

31toy L. Wynhase, The Cuban Refugee program: A Report of its Develment
and Implementation With Particular Emphasis on Program Policies and Administra-
tion. Period January 1. 1959, through June 30, 1965. (Washington, October
25, 1967 mimeo), P. 9.

4The courts subsequently overturned these residency requirements.

ry ti
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Given these circumstances, and the fact that most of the
Cuban refugees arrived wtth only a change of clathes and a few
dollars, their situation an precarious at best They all had
common prohlems and tyqyired assistance upon thcit arrival.
money fcr basic -arvival needs, housing, help in obtaining
employment, medical care, counseling and guidance to get
though a period of stress--all the SenlCi'i required for the
process of adjustment to a new life. Providing these services
was simply beyond the capabilities of the public agencies
in the greater Miami area. Consequently, the initial burden
of providing refugee assistance fell to the primate charitable
and reltgioas organizations in Dade County and the resident
Cuban community in Miami.

The civic leadership of Miami was concerned. In September
Vito, the Miami Herald held a rould-table discussion at which
it was agreed that hunger, unemployment and other social problems
were increasing among the refugees. Accordingly, the Miami
leadership decided in October to form a Cuban Refugee Committee
to make appeals for Federal assistance. In addition, the State
was requested to open a refugee employment office, and the Cuban
Refugee Emergency Employment Center was opened with a State
appropriation of $35,000. During this period the Cuban
Refugee Committee asked President lisenhower for a special survey
of the refugee situation in Miami and suggested that the refugee
problem should not be considered merely a local matter, that it
had national implicati,ns. A White Pause meeting on the issue
was held on October 21 wits, personnel from the relevant
Federal agencies and a delegation from Florida.

C. Resettlement the Federal Response

Towards the er.d of 1960, President lisenhower responded to the
pleas of the Cuban Refugee Committee and acknowledged that this
was a problem that required Federal action. Accordingly, he
appointed Tracy S. Voorhees to investigate the Cuban refugee
situation.

Mr. Voorhees, presumably relying on his experience with
the Hungarian program, stated that Federal financial responsibility
should he limited to paying the costs of transportation and
resettlement away from Mtami, and funding a proposed temporary
Cuhan Refugee Emergency Center to refer incoming refugees
to private agencies for assistance. Moreover, he believed that
private contributions and charitable organizations should he
responsible for general refugee assistance. The Miami community,
however, was requesting a substantially higher level of federal
participat.on than Mr. Voorhees had contemplated.
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On December 2, 1960, the President authorized the allocation
to Mr. Voorhees, personally, of $1 million from the contingency
fund of the International Cooperation Administration (ICA),
the forerunner of the Aency for International Del.elopment (AID),
to assist the Cuban refugees. Mr. Voorhees used the funds in
January 1961 to establish the Cuban Refugee Corporation of
Miami. Inc. ICA provided administrative and legal services
to the Corporation, which also received substantial funding
from the Rockefeller Foundation, Texaco, Cardinal Spellman,
and others.S These funds wcre spent to meet immediate refugee
needs, such as food, housing, and clothing.

1. The Nine Point Program

After President Kennedy was inaugurated in January 1961,
he asked HEW Secretary Abraham Ribicoff to assume responsibility
for Cuban refugee activities. The next month. Secretary nibicoff
recommended an immediate and comprehensive program for the Cuban
refugees. His recommendattont, far more sweeping than those
of Voorhees, were approved by President Kennedy who made an
additional allocation of $4 million from the ICA Contingencl,
Fund. The Nine Point Program consisted of the following
components:

"I Provide all possible assistance to voluntary relief agencies in
providing daily necessities for many of the refugees, for resettling
as any of them as possible, and for securing jobs for them.

2. Obtain the assistance of both private and governmental agencies
to provide useful employment opportunitic, for displaced Cubans,
consistent with the overall employment situation prevailing in
Florida.

3. Provide supplemental funds for the resettlement of refugees in other
. including transportation and adjustment costs to the new

communities and for their eventual return to Miami for repatriation
to their homeland as soon as this is again possible.

4. Furnish financial assistance to meet basic maintenance requirements
of needy Cuban refagee families in the Miami area as required in
communities of resettlement, administered through Federal, state,
and local channels and 6/teed on standards used in the community
involved.

5. Provide for essential health services through the financial assistance
program supplemented by child health, public health services, and
other arrangements as needed.

5Wynkoop, the Cuban Refugee Program. p. 30
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6. Furnish federal assistance for local public school operating costs
related to the unforeseen impact of Cuban refugee children on local
teaching facilities.

7. Tfliti4Ce needed measures to Augment trainilg and educational
opportunities for Cuban refugees, including physicians, teachers,
and those with other professional backgrounds.

8. Provide financial aid for the care and protection of unaccompanied
children --the moat defenseless and troubled group among the refugee
Population.

9. Undertake a surplus food dietribntion trogram to be adminiateted
by the county welfare department, with surplus foods distributed
by public and voluntary agencies to needy refugees."6

This nine point effort marked the real beginning of the
Cuban Refugee Program and the first deliberate and substantial
Involvement of the Federal C..ernment in a major refugee
resettlement activity. The following policies were established
to implement the Cuban Refugee Program:

Existing public and private agencies were to be used, when feasible.

Refugees would b.. entitled to the benefits of domestic programs
on the same basis as U.S. citizens in need.

Only refugees entering through Miami would be entitled to benefits.

Refugees were free to move about the U C. and were encouraged not
to isolate themselves, but to become parr of the U.S. community,

Refugees should be permitted to fully utilize educational potential
and experience.

Refugees were to be used as much as possible in the administration
of the program.

The Commissioner of Social Security was responsible to the
Secretary of HEW for all aspects of policy formulation an"
implementation including welfare, health, and education.7

The delegation of authority from Secretary Ribiceff to the
Commissioner of Social Security was designe-' to provide a unity

6"President outlines Measures for Aiding Cuban Refugees,"
Department of State Bulletin, February 27, 1961, p. 309f.

7Wynkoap, pp.cit., pp. 153 -119.
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of command to enable him to utilize the Bureau of Family
Services to provide financial assistance, the Children's Bureau
to aid unaccompanied children, the Public Health Service to
furnish medical services, and the Office of Education to make
available education programs for children, loans and scholarships

for advanced study, and English and job-training programs
for adults. The Department of Agriculture made available
surplus food, and the Department of Labor provided job placement

services.

2. The Cuban Refugee Emergency Center

After the ICA funds arrived the Cuban Refugee tmergency
Center b,:...ame the focal point for refugee assistance in Miami.
Its main task was to register and process all refugees who
requested assistance. Only those who registered at the Center
were eligible for benefits such as cash assistance, hospitalization
and medical care, counseling and employment assistance. Some

benefits, of course, such as cash assistance, were available
only to refugees who demonstrated need.

Initial processing after registration included medical
screening (particularly for tuberculosis and venereal disease),

an evaluation of employment potential, and an interview with
one of the voluntary resettlement agencies to encourage resettle-

ment away from Miami. In addition, refugees needing financial
assistance were referred to the State Department of Public Welfare.

3. Financial Assistance

In developing a financial assistance program, HEW decided
that existing Federal, State and local agencies would he used
to prevent duplication, and that the assistance provided to
refugees must be based on the eligibility criteria utilized
for U.S. citizens. Funding for the refugee program, unlike
that for other welfare programs, was 1001 Federal. In February
1961, HEW contracted with the Florida State Department of Public
Welfare to administer the Federally financed programs for cash
assistance, hospitalization, child welfare services, and the
distribution of surplus foods to eligible refugees. When the

program began, an eligible single applicant (or head of
household) was entitled to a payment of up to $100 per month.
This was later reduced to $60 per month for a single individual
but remained at $100 per month for a refugee family. Actual
payments were made on a sliding scale based on available
income. During FY '65, for instance, average monthly payments
for single individuals were $SS, and were $95 for family groups.
Although the payments were low, even for 1965, they corresponded

A
J
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with financial assistanie payments made to Floridians under
State programs.8

Othlr State welfaic departments were req,estA to provide
Federally reimbursed assistance to eligible refugees who had
resettled outside of Florida. Over the years, every State
except Arizona has participated in this program.

Unlike Florida, the other State agencies did not immediately
begin these specialized cash assistance programs, perhaps because
those settling in other are-s included a lower percentage of
potenttal welfare recipieniA than the Cuban population in
Miami. For whatever tease', on June 30, 1965, roughly 20%
cf the Cuban refugee population in Miami were receiving welfare,
as opposed to 4.51 of those living outside the Miami area.9

By 1975, however, this situation had changed, and,
proportionately, the incidence of Cuban welfare recipients in
Florida was less than it was in many other states, as Table 8
indicates. Cubans in New York, California and Ma_sachasetts
ere much more likely to be receiving cash assistance than
Cubans in Florida; clearly Cuban refugees did not choose to
stay in Florida because of the generosity of the State's
welfare system. This proportionately uneven distribution of
welfare recipients among the statesdespite the fact that the
programs are totally Federally financedoccurred in the Indochinese
program as well (see Part II, Chapter 4).

4. Health Services and Medical Assistance

Health and medical services were provided by the Dade
County Public Health Office, and were funded by the Public
Health Service. The services provided through the refugee
medical clinic included outpatient services, dental, maternal
and child health. Eligibility for outpatient services varied
over time. Through the middle of 1962, only the "medically
indigent" were eligible, as determined on a case-by-case review.
During the next year, June 1962 to June 1963, free treatment
at the clinic was authorized for all Cuban refugees who had
registered at the Refugee Center. This determination was
made on the grounds that an assumption of medical indigency was
less expensive than an actual review of assets.

There was another policy reversal in July 1963, when eligi-
bi:ity for outpatient care was made contingent on eligibility for

8 Ibid., pp. 66-67.

9
Ibid., p. 159.
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VISLE 8

Distribution of Cuban Welfare Assistance Population and Cuban
Alien Population, 1975, by Sele-ted States

(as percents)

lersons in Cuban Registered
Variation From

Norm
clATES Welfare Programs Cuban Aliens (norm -1.00)

Florida 44.9 56.6 .79

California 17 1 7.6 2.25

New York 15.0 10.1 1.49

New Jersey 11.6 11.6 1.00

Illinois 2.6 2.7 .96

Massachusetts 2.1 .7 3.00

All Others 6.7 10.7 .63

TOTAL 100.0 100 0 1.00

N 23,861 324,729

Excludes SSI beneficiaries.

Sources Data on Cuban refugee welfa-e re ipients from Report.
Review of the Cuban Refugee Program, prepared by an HEW Review Team
for the Administrator of the Social and Rehabilitation Service, Septem-
ber 1976, Appendix page 14. Data on Cuban registered aliens from INS
Annual Report, 1975, Table IS.

21iÛ
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financial assistance since many of the refugees were obtaining
employment. Hospitalization was provided to eligible refugees
under contricts between 0,c, Florida State Department of Public
Welfare and Dade Count, hospitals. Except in emergencies,
however, the Refugee Program reimbursed hospitals for medical
services only when a refugee had been referred by the Refugee
Center.

In recent years, HEW's Cuban Refugee Program has continued
to reimburse State and local agencies for the costs of medical
care provided to eligible reWees. Outside Dade County,
Florida. reimbursement is made through the Medicaid system.
In Dade County, however, two separate systems are used.
Medical services are provided through the State Medicaid system
for Cuban refugees who are recipients of AFDC or SSI. For
Cuban refugees who are receiving general assistance payments,
the State of Florida has a contract with a health maintenance
organization IHMO) (the International Medical Centerl which
provides medical and hospital,zation cervices for retugee gen-
eral assistance recipients in Dade County. The cost of the HMO
program ($55 per month per refugee) is borne by the federal Gov-
erment. In 19, the average To-thly Medicaid payment per
recinient in Florida was $115.1" It would appear that, while
there may be ;ubstintial differences between the HMO and Medi-
caid populations in this situation, the HMO ,v,tem 1, more cost
eftectile than Medicaid.

J . Surplus lood and food Stamp

A food distribution office was opemd for refugees in
1pril lqn1 by the Florida Welfare Departmear. the cost of this
program was reimbursed by the Cuban Refugee Program. Refugees
receiving cash assistance were eligible to receive surplus food,
once a month. Approximately h0S of the eligible refugee,
participated in the surplus food program. This program was
cub%equentl, replaced by the Food Stamp program.

b. Education and Training

Assistance to Dade Count Schools federal impact
a,,Istance ha, been used to help Davie Count, finance the
education of Cuban refugee children. The number, of refugee
children have ranged from .1,6'; (in the second semester of
the 1961 school year) to a high of 11,202 in IY '70. since

10U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Lenmis, Statistical
Abstract of the United States, 1478. (Washington:

U.S.C.P.O., 1978 ), Table 551.
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1966, only those Cuban refugee children who have been enrolled
in U.S. schools for less than

1

4; months are eligible to he
1included in the pupil coup' A variety of reimbursement

methods have been in Pf.,,t over the years between HEW and
Dade County Pursuant to the agreement in 1961, the Federal
Government agreed to make a one-time payment of $160 for
cla,sroom acilities plus one-fourth of the annual cost for
ach refu,:e child err oiled during the 1961 spring term This
was 'ater changed to a subsidy based on the pupil count multiplied
by . stipulated percentage not to excee4,501 of the average
district per pupil cost of instruction." Since FY '74, a set
amount (SIZ.4 million) has been included in the Federal budget
for this purpose, and this amount will decrease annually as
the program gradually phases out and terminates in 19113.

Adult Education The Federal Government, through the
tuhan Rerigee Program, continues to make funds available for
adult education and vocational trarnrlig for Cuban refugees, but
not outside of Florida. Because of the importance of Inglish
ability In obtaining employment, great emphasis was placed on
adult English courses by the Refugee Program, even to the extent
of paving the costs of transportation to classes In addition
to Inglish training, many refugee, took advantage of trade and
vocational training. There is still strong interest in
developing additional training opportunities for tuban refugees
who ate on cash assistance, and Fnglish and vocational training
activities will he necessary for the Cuban politiial prisoners
who arc currently arriving n Miami

student loan Program In order t assist college students
who otherwise would have been forced to t, iminate their studies,
interest free loans of up to $1,000 were mado available to
students during the 4160 61 academic yea! In 1161 tile program
was modified ,o that loans to refugee students were made on the
same basis as to all other students -at A 31 Interest rate
payable within ten sears of graduation.

Professional Training Like the Hungarian refugees
helofe !TWAT, the CJ-Uri Tel-ogee professionals had the same
problems with respect to certification, 1ivensure and meeting
11.b, professional standards. for refugee phy,iiians, the
University of Miami organized English and professional refresher

11
Report: Bevies, of the Cuban Refugee Program, prepared for [hi Administra-

tor of the Soctal and Renabilitation Service by an eight-member team engaged in
a rive-week review of the Cuban Refugee Program" (Washington, Septtmber 1976,
mimeo). P. Si.

12
1n 1965, the fedetal Governmer' proposed a policy of providing a Federal

subsidy only n'r children whose parents were receiving public anaietance.
Rowe'er, this ploposa1 was rejected by Congress. See Wynkoop, p. 112.
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courses which were initially funded by a combination of
University and foundation funds. Subsequently, HEW paid
virtually the entire cost By mid 1964, 1151 of the 1,,b00
Physicians who partrzip.ted in this program 4ert qualified to
practice in hospitals as interns or resie

, s. By the spring
of 1167, the average cost per Cuban physician in this program
was only about 5300 - -a remarkable social investment.13
Almost ail of the Cuban refugee physicians who entered
the U.S. have been or are now being licensed to practice
medicine.

A program for Cuban dentists was begun in 1964 under which
they were admitted to third year standing in several Eastern
dental schools and received maintenance grants and tuition
loans of up to $2,000 a year. Florida passed a law in 1974
which made it easter for Cuban professionals to Le licensed
after successfully completing a training program, passing a
hoard examination in Spanish and showing some language ability
in English.

Unaccompanied Minors

One of the most important and difficult aspects of the
refugee program was the presence of large numbers of unaccompanied
children. Although the Federal Government funded the program
for these children, it was implemented almost exclusively by
rrivate agencies.

Cuban parents, worried that Castro', government would
attempt to indoctrinate their children or forte the older ones
into military service, began to send their children to the U.S.
Legal custody for the children remained with the parents in
Cuha since it was anticipated that the separation would be brief.

The unaccompanied children who arrived in 1960 and early
1961 were sent either directly to relatives or friends, or
were cared for by the Catholic Welfare Bureau in Miami. As it
became clear that the numbers of unaccompanied children would
increase dramatically, President Kennedy ordered the creation
of a special program for these children. A, part of the overall
refugee contract negotiated between HEW and the Florida
Department of Public Welfare, it was agreed that the latter
would develop an emergency program for the unaccompanied children.
In turn, the Florida Welfare Department awarded contracts to
four coluntary agencies to provide foster are for these

"John F. Fhosaa, "Lubin Refugees in the United States," International
Migration Reviev, I (Spring 1967): 56.

65-419 1 - en - 14
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children." The contract provided for Federal reimbursement
of the cost% of child care at the rate of $b.50 per day for
those in group care, and per day for those in foster
care. The direct car, costs were for shelter, clothing,
food and other e,entials. The voluntary agencies were also
reimbursed for ransportation iost., and incidental expenses
to relocating children outside of Miami and for the actual
cost, of medical treatment for serious illnesses.

Between 14,000 And 5,000 unaccompanied children had
entered the country by 1965. Half of these children were
quickly reunited with tamily members, relative, or friends.
The remainder were cared for through the efforts of the voluntary
agencie, and their affiliate,. By April 30, 1967, 8,331 children
had been provided foster care with the largest number (7,041
or 84.31) being assisted by the Catholic Welfaie Bureau of
Miami. federal reimbursement for both foster and institutional
_are, and for transportation and special services, amounted
to $28,5S1,489, or an average of $3,423 per child.IS

When the airlift from Cuba to the U.S. ben in December
IgnS, special priority was given to reuniting Cuban parent,
with their children already in this country. A% part of the
resettlement planning, the voluntary agencies attempted to
resettle and reunite a family in the location where the
child was a:read' living. By April 30, 967, b2,861 Cuban
refugee, had arrived on the airlift and the number of children
in foster care had been reduced to I'S tases.16

8. federal_ILIpendijures on Cuban Refugee, in Retrospect

Lookinr hack at the patterns of lederal 'pending in the
Cuban program, over the years, one is struck by three salient fact,

"These agencies were the Catholic Welfare Bureau of Miami, the Children's
Serviie Bureau of Dade County, The Jewish Family and Children's Service of
Miami and United HIAS Fervice in New York.

1SDepartment of Health, Educ tion and Welfare, Social and Rehabilitation
Service, Children's Bureau, Cuba's Children in Exile: The Stou_of the
Unaccomenied Cuban Refugee Childrirrs Program. (Washington: U.S.G.P.O., 1968),
0-297-602. p. 6. Federal Expenditures for the Cuban Refugee Program, FY '61 -
FY '80, an unoubliahed document obtained from the HEW Refugee Program,
indicates that S29,306,000 was expended on the unaccoimanied children through
the end of FY 1966,

16Cuba'a Children in Exile, op.fit., p S.

2
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the program was expensive, an estimated $1.4 billion
dollars, or about $1,861 per capita.

there appears t' or a substantial lag time between
Increases and decreases in the flow of refugees, and
in the related expenditure patterns; and

there were suhstantial changes in the mix of programs
funded by the Cuban Refugee Program over the years,
mostly related to the aging of that muilation.

Table 9 shows Federal expenditures for each year between
FY '61 and FY '80 (estimated), as the program grew from a
modest $4,089,000 in FY '61 to a peak of $143,686,000 in
FY '74, and back down to about $45,000,000 for FY '80. Were
these data to be converted t( constant dollars, the increases
between 1961 and 1974 would Jot appear to be as dramatic, and
the decline since then would be more drastic.

Chart 1 displays the lag time between refugee arrivals,
the receipt of cash assistance and total Federal expenditures.
It should he noted that the number of cash assistance rec.p
tents also includes an estimated number of SSI recipients.
The chart shows that refugee entries fell sharply between FY
'62 and FY '63, the numher of welfare recipients dropped
12 months later, and at that time Federal expenditures began
to decrease slightly. Similarly, between FY '65 and FY '66
entries increased sharply, 12 months later the welfare case
load rose substantially, and Federal expenditures rose more
gently. The tides turned in 1971 when tntrte, fell rapidly.
in FY '72 when the number of welfare recipients dropped and in
FY "3 when, belatedly, Federal expenditures declined.

The gap between changing levels of entries and numbers
of welfare recipients seems to relate to a number of factors.
one of them must he that private sector resources (friends,
relatives, refugee savings, if any, and voluntary agency
assistance) must postpone the visit to the Welfare office for
many refugees, while making tt unnecessary for others.
The lag time between entries and expenditure levels also
represents, of course, the all too well known molasses like
process used to make Federal funding decisions.

In order to show the changing patterns of Federal
expendituresin terms of what was purchased -Table I0 diqplav,

2 14 1
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TPiLE 9

Federal Expendttares for the Cuban Refugee Program,
FY '61 FY '80

Ln thousands of

Etical Year

dollars)

Expenditure

1961 4,089
1902 38,502
1963 56,028
1964 46,012
1965 32,532
1,,66 35,825
196' 45,594
1968 55,227
1961, 70,649
19'0 87,412
1971 112,125
19'2 130,726
1J-3 143,686
19'4 114,843
1975 84,236
19'0* 82,04519 80,511
lq.'811 71,950
19'9** 52,000
1981144 45,:64
torm. 1,395,856

*Exclude, transitional quarter.

*41978 lu-o data are budget estimates;
1980 figure is the zero based budget estimate.

Source Unpublished data secured from the
ear Program Staff, OffiLe of imtlilv

Assistance, SSA, 111W

a

ry
4I
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TABU 10

Distribution of Federal Ixpenditures for the Cuban Refugee Program, by 1,pe of
tssistance, FY 10-'n3, FY '66 -7rWan3 F1' 1-''; (five

year total;), and FY '70 and-

(as percents)

FY 'bl FY '60 F1 "1
Type of Assistance '65 '70 '73 11 '711 FY :7
Cash Assistance 48.3 43.7 n4 . )1 32.3 31.4 11..i.Medical Assistance 7.8 12.8 43.0 42.4

:::Other Social Services 3.3 4.7 3 8 8.1, 8.0Education 19.4 2'.' 14.3 13.8 10.2
, ,

0Unaccompanied Children 14.' .....

Administration 8.0 11.9 3.4 :.4
...1.3

TOTAL 99.9 1110.0 90,9 100.0 39.9

N. ;$000) 17",103 294,707 591,616 82,645,

Source Unpublished d.ta secure,' from the Refugee Program Staff,
Office of Family Assistance, SSA, 11LW

9 j I.
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the percent distribution of funds spent on Cuban refugees by
six categories of assistance. It shows that in the first five
years of the program 49% .4 the funds were spent for cash
assistance, 201 on edueat.ln, and 1St on unaccompanied minors.
By 197' medical are had become the most expensive single item,
at 421, while 311 was spent on cash assistance, education had
declined to 161 of the total, and the unaccompanied minors
had ceased to be a factor. Stated another way, the mix of
services and assistance purchased by the Federal Government
changed over the years to reflect the aging of the target
population, which, as mentioned earlier, was an older than
average refugee population even when it arrived. The unaccompanied
children found parents and grew up, cash assistance dropped
as people found jobs (or their way onto SSI rolls, which are
excluded from these tabulations), and medical costs rose as
people grew older, and as the cost of medical care grew more
rapidly than the cost of living generally.

9. Cuban Refugee Program Phaseou'

During the 17 years since the enactment of the Migration
and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962, the legislative basis for
the Cuban Refugee Program, the Cuban refugees nave made great
economic progress. While there are still Cuban refugees who
require assistance (particularly the currently arriving political
prisoners), the majority of this refugee population has become
self-sufficient. Accordingly, the need for a continuing special
program to assist the States in providing services for these
refugees has declined substantially. Congress approved a six -year
phasedown of this program, beginning in rY '78. The phasedown
percentages are as follows:

Fiscal Year Federal Share of Funding

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

100%
9S1
851,

751
601
4S1
251
-0-

Thus, during FY '79, HEW is reimbursing the States 851 of
refugee cash and medical assistance costs and State and local
administration and social services costs.[' The phasedown of

17
During FT *13 Medicaid costs for refugee SSI recipients were reim-

bursed at 1001. This exception to the phasedown level was authorized in
the program appropriation for TY '78.

2 I
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education cost reimbursement to Dade County is based on the
same percentages used in the welfare assistance program, but
applies them to costs in FY Hence, the education grants
to Dade County, for FY '7n are 851 of actual 1977 costs.

One of tie reasons why Dade County has been so success-
ful in resisting the efforts of Federal officials to phase-
down the program has, ro doubt, been the fortuitous committee
assignments of its legislators in Washington, one of the
State's senators is a majority member of the Senate Appro-
priations Subcommittee for HEW-Labor, and one of the County's
three Congressmen is, similarly, a majority member of the
House Appropriations Committee

Moreover, Florida has used a separate accounting and fiscal
management system for Cuban Refugee Program funds. Thus, the
administrative mechanisms for the program are different from the
mechanisms for the regular State and local financial assistance
programs. The dual system approach has made the State program
highly visible and clearly distinct from similar State assistance
programs. This procedure has reinforced the State's perception
of Federal fiscal responsibility for the Cuban Refugee Program.l8

D. Resettlement The Private Sector Response

The Cuban Refugee Program was the first in which
t

compreher.-.

stye Federal nanLtal assistance was provided to refugees
outside a refy e reception center. Despite the cash assistance,
social and medical services and training program, financed by
the Federal Government, the traditional toluntary agencies had
a major role in the resettlement effort. A they had in the
past, the resettlement agencies and their affiliate organizations
provided the actual resettlement services in relocating refugees
and 1,ststIng them in their struggle for self-sufficiency.

As the numbers of refugees arriving in the Miami area began
reaching crisis proportions, the political solution was to
seek to resettle refugees throughout the United States. Thus,
"IrtsFttlement" in the Cuban Refugee Program was defined as
resettlement of refugees away from Miami. Contracts to provide
such resettlement serviLes were signed with the four voluntary
agencies that had initially received contracts to provide

18Revtew of the Cuban Refugee Program, op, cit., p. 39.
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assistance to the Cuban Refugee Emergency Center in Miami.19
These contracts were concluded first by Mr Voorhees and later
extended by Secretary Ribicoff. The Federal Government agreed
to reimburse the agencies for the costs of transportation to
the new resettlement location and for "reasonable expenses
incidental to such travel." Moreover, the government agreed
to pay a per capita amount of $60 for resettlement and "miscella-
neous costs." The contracts clearly stipulated that the resettle-
ment agencies would not be reimbursed for expenses which were
not covered by the contfact.

In 1964, the contracts were renegotiated and contained
new provisions. The government continued to pay for transporta-
tion costs and incidental expenses, plus the $60 per capita
payment; however, these costs and expenses were more precisely
defined. The contracts also defined the responsibilities of
the public agencies and the resettlement agencies and were more
specific about the types of services to be performed by both
agencies. In addition, the contracts contained an "Adjustment
of Payments for Assistance and Services" clause. This clause
permitted the resettlement agencies to request an adjustment
of payment from the Government, but not to exceed 15% of the
$60 per capita resettlement grant.49 The contracts also required
record-keeping and a -tinting procedures. According to representa-
tives of some of the Joluntary agencies, the administrative
mechanisms were quite burdensome. This was the principal reason
why in subsequent non-Cuban refugee movements the agencies
requested per capita grants from the Department of State which
would not require detailed cost-reimbursement accounting procedures.

The four resettlement agencies operated independently
and developed their own resettlement methods for the Cuban Refugee
Program based on past resettlement activities and their national
and affiliate agency structures.

19 These
agencies were the Catholic Relief Service of the National Catholic

Welfare Conference (CIS), Church World Service (CWS), United HIAS Service
(NIAS), and the International Rescue Committee (IRC).

2°The per capita resettlement grant did not cover all the costs incurred
by the voluntary agencies for resettlesent services. RIAS estimated, for
instance, that for the period 1961-1964 their costs exceeded Federal
reimbureamments by *bout S100,000. In addition, IRC spent about 6350,100
of its own funds on refugee operations in 1960 and 1961 prior to the creation
of the Cuban Refugee Program.

21,
4
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Since most of the refugees were Catholic, the Catholic
Relief Service carried the heaviest burden. CRS organized
its program through the diocesan resettlement offices, each
of which is autonomous. Special offices were set up In
New York City and New Orleans to assist large numbers of
Cuban refugees in those cities who had not entered the U.S.
through Miami and who were thus not eligible for the Federal
program.

Church World Service activities were coordinated through
its New York office and resettlement activities were undertaken
by local denominational representatives: the parishes, synods,
and congregations of the denominations represented in CWS.
CWS initiated flights from Miami, in which groups of refugees
were resettled simultaneously in the same city to provide
the cultural reinforcement and mutual support that might
otherwise have been lacking.

United HIAS Service, because of its long experience
in resettlement work and the extensive network of comprehensive
social service programs around the country, was active in
resettling the small number of Jewish refugees. HlASs approach
included the use of extensive pre-planning (i.e., developing a
comprehensive resettlement package prior to moving - refugee
family).

The International Rescue Committee was the only non-sectarian
agency involved in the Cuban Refugee Program. Unlike the other
agencies, it did not have local affiliates; however, it opened
several branch offices and established working relationships
with sucl groups as the Nationalities Service Centers, Travelers
Aid, Chambers of Commerce and other service organizations.

As in the Hungarian program, the voluntary resettlement
agencies relied on their local affiliates to develop sponsors.
Unlike the Hungarian program, however, the availability of
Federal assistance generally precluded the need to provide as
extensive voluntary, community-based services to refugees.

There were, of course, problems in the attempt to resettle
refugees away from Miami. Many thought that Castro would he
overthrown, and they could return to Cuba. Others refused to
leave Miami because they were waiting for friends and relatives.
For many, jobs had been located and there was no financial
pressure to leave. Some feared that they would he unable to
receive financial assistance if they left Miami. Many refugees
did not want to leave the Cuban atmosphere of Miami, and some
were afraid of the colder winters in other parts of America.
Because of the reticence to resettle outside Miami, the Federal

2 Ls
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Government made a de-15ton that financial assistance and other
program benefits would be denied to refugees who refused to
accept an appropriate resettlement opportunity. It is not
clear ho vigorously this policy was enforced; on the other
hand, a very substantial minority (*least half) of the Cuban
refugees, resettled outside the State of Florida.21

E. Geographical Distribution

What were the geographical patterns of the Cuban resettle-ment? Did they all simply stay in Dade County, as some casual
observers might suppose? Table 11 sheds some light on these
questions, even though it does so through a complex proxy measure.
(Hard data on the geographical distribution of Cuban-born persons
was not published for the 1970 Census, so a proxy is used
consisting of the total number of Cuban-born persons who were
naturalized between 1961 and 1977 as well as the Cuban aliens
who registered with INS in January, 1977.)

Despite its limitations, Table 11 suggests several trends
in the years covered. First, the majority of all identifiable
Cubans in the U.S. in 1977 lived in Florida. Second, the Cuban
population of Florida increased rapidly, by more than 4501, but
so did the national population of Cubans. Third, the Cuban
population linTarstates increased much more rapidly than it
did in Florida; note the percentage increase figures in the
table's last column for the states of California (12691),
Texas (0701), and New Jersey (7491). Fouith, there was a
substantial Cuban colony in New York at the beginning of the
refugee movement, but it apparently attracted very few of thenew arrivals.

While this table was not constructed to study the
naturalization process--state of naturalization data were used
for the lack of other, hard data on the current location of
the refugees--some state-by-state naturalization trends areevident. Proportionately, there appears to be a relativelylow rate of Cuban naturalizations in Florida and relatively
high rates in New York and in Puerto Rico. We can offer no
explanation for this phenomenon.

F. Analysis

The goals of the Cuban refugee resettlement program were
such more ambitious than those of the Hungarian program, though

Plwynkoop.
.cit.. p. 15041, and conversation wich Mr. Phil Kalman,

Director, Special Progress Staff, SSA, NEW.
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TABLE 11

Distribution of Cuban-Born Populations, by Selected states 1961 and 1977

Absolute
Increase
14)-(1)

Relative
Increase

(11):7(1)

011
Is;

fv

Permanent Resident
Registered Aliens

Cumulative
Naturalizations

1961-1977
Total

cols. 12)13)1961 1977
Humber Percent Number Percent

(1) 12)

Number Percent
(3)

Number Percent

14)
(5)

206,430

49,097

33,417

32,553

n/a

11,890

5,305

29,300

(6)

451.4%

749.2

214.9

1268,9

n/a

60016

875,6

385.2

Florida

New Jersey

New York

California

Puerto Rico

Illinois

Texas

Other States

58,751 52 7 176,258 56.6

7,563 6.8 37,657 12.1

29,089 26.1 30,172 9.7

2,785 2.5 25,976 8.3

11,021 3.5

2,375 2.1 8,047 2.6

684 0.6 3,159 1.0

10,274 9 2 18,898 6.1

88,923 45.5

19,003 9.7

31,794 16.3

9,362 4..

16,442 8.4

6,218 3.2

2,830 1.4

20,676 10.6

265,181 52.4

56,660 11.2

62,506 12.3

35,338 7.0

27,463 5.4

14,265 2.8

5,989 1.2

39,574 7.8

TOTAL1 111,521 100.0 311,189 99.9 195,248 99.9 506,436 100.1 394,915 454,1

Puerto Rico included in all other.
Percentages may not add to 100 due to roundoff.

Source' Column 1 from INS Annual Report, 1961, Table 35, Co
Column 3 from INS Annual Report, for the years cited, Table

Note_ Column 4 covers those who filed alien address reports
and 1977. Not covered are those aliens who died without mat
in parole status, those aliens who did not report to INS in

lumn 2 from INS Annual Report, 1977, Table 35: and
42.

in 1977 and those who were naturalized between 1961

uralizing, those aliens who left the country, those
1917, and those who were naturalized before 1961.
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the time lag between the end of the Hungarian program and the
beginning of the Cuban one can be measured in months. There
were three basic reasons for this situation: first, there were
the numbers. gy June, 1960 there were twice as many Cuban
refugees in the country as Hungarians, and eventually there
were twenty times as many; clearly, the private sector alone
could not handle such a challenge. Secondly, there was a
pronounced change in philosophy between that of President
Eisenhower and his advisor, Tracy Voorhees, and that of
President Kennedy and his advisor, Secretary Ribicoff; and
thirdly, there was the concern, and thus an attempt to do some-
thing about, the concentration of this large and growing
refugee population in a single city. Fortunately, the
Government's goals, included in Secretary Ribicoff's nine-point
Statement, were clearly spelled out, which is not always the
case in such situations.

The resources utilized in the Cuban resettlement program
were substantial and consisted primarily of Federal dollars- -

close to 11.4 billion of them. Considerable private resources
and sem. local governmental resources were utilized,
particularly early in the program, but by 1962 the Federal
Government was bearing the main burden.

The services offered to the Cubans were much more comprehen-
sive than those offered to the Hungarians. Whereas the Hungarians
had been eliminated from the cash assistance programs because
of their parole status, Cubans were given access to 1001
Federally funded assistance programs. Similarly, a broad range
of publicly supported medical and other supportive services
were made available to the Cubans. Among the lessons one can
draw from the Cubit; experience in terns of service delivery were
these:

It is difficult to disperse a population, no matter what incen-
tives are used and services ofterad, if it does not want to
disperse itself.

If existing institutions are culturally sensitive to the refugee
population, as most were in the Miami area, they can be used
to offer the special service needed by the refugees.

providing language training and skills upgrading to health
can professionals is a particularly cost - effective service
to a refugee population.

There wee, however, no apparent utilisation of the lessons
learned regarding the care of unaccompanied Hungarian children,
and as result, this was an expensive and difficult aspect
of the resettlement program.
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Parole status remained problem, though it was alleviated to

sons extent by special legislation. Similarly, the decision
to mate only those who registered at the Center in Miami
eligible for Cuban Refugee Program services created needless
inequities and may have, unwittingly, helped concentrate Cubans
in Miami.

In terms of the institutional setting for the Cuban program,
a single Federal structure emerged, this time the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare. No other Federal agencies
were involved (with the exception of the usual admissions,
adjustment and naturalization functions of INS; some employment
assistance from DOL; and surplus food distribution by the
Agriculture Department), and HEW worked out fairly clear-cut
qntractual arrangements with State and local governments and
with voluntary agencies, to handle specific aspects of the
resettlement process.

There were, however, some noticeable institutional
weaknesses in staffing patterns and in the funding process.
The Miami Center had four directors during the period February
1961 to September 1964, and staffing turnover continued,
albeit at a slower rata, thereafter. This was not only a
feature of the Cuban program, but also of other Federally
assisted refugee efforts.

As with many other Federal programs, it was difficult
to start the funds flowing when the Cubans' needs were urgent,
and then, later, it was difficult to terminate the flow when
the needs were fulfilled. It took more than three year% to
establish a normal appropriations process for the Cuban program,
which was first funded by the extraordinary act of the President
of the U.S. allocating $1 million to an individual citizen, and
subsequently funded through a series of transfers from ICA
(now AID) to HEW. It was .sot until July 1963 that HEW received
its first direct appropriations which permitted more adequate
program financing and staffing. Once the program was operating,
however, it reacted only slowly to the decline in urgency and
the successful resettlement of most of the Cuban refugees.
It may be necessary, in order to better control costs of future
refugee programs, to put a limit on the number of years an
individual refugee may receive services rather than to try to
phase out the program, per se, as has been the case with the
Cuban program.

Unlike the Hungarian program, some efforts were made to
measure the results of the Cuban resettlement program, and to
evaluate them. There have been several internal HEW
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studies,22 and records continue to be kept on the number of
welfare recipients and the amount of money spent on welfare and
other aspects of the program. These show that one year after
the number of arriving refugees dropped off, in 1973, welfare
rolls began to decline as well, and that this trend is still
Continuing.

Although some useful data have been collected on the
Cuban Refugee Program, and although we can derive some lessons
from those data (such as the utility of the physician-training
programs), it would have been helpful if some of the fairly
readily accessible cost benefit data had been collected and
analyzed. For example, although the Cuban community in Dade
County is a prosperous one, generally, and has helped make
Miami business and cultural center for Latin America,
relatively little research has been done on contributions made
by this community to the nation as a whole. It would be
interesting to know, for example, how the income tax contributions
made by this community over the last twenty years, which aie
unknown, compare to the better-documented data on Federal
expenditures.

In the final analysis the major indictment against the
Cuban refugee program is that it served its clients, too long,
at Federal expense, not that it served them ineffectively.

22 Wynkoop, op. cit.; Federal Expenditures for the Cuban Refugee !ro-
la!, op. cit._; and Review of the Cuban Rewatie Prove., op. cit.
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PART II

CHAPTER 3 CHILEAN, KURDISH AND SOVIET REFUGEE PROGRAMS

By way of contrast to the refugee programs for the Hungarian.
Cuban, and Indochinese refugees, it is instructive to briefly
examine the arrangements made for Kurdish and Chilean refugees
on the one hand, and for the Soviet refugees on the other.
Efforts for the first two groups of refugees were mounted
with minimal resources, and for the latter with very substantial
support.

A. Background.

Kurds are a non Arabic Muslim people residing in several
Middle Eastern nations, in all of which they are a minority.
Conflict between the Kurds and the majority populations break
out from time to time, and during the early 1970s the Kurds
mounted a full scale rebellion agains the Government of Iraq,
clearly with the support of Iran. Iran withdrew her support
from the Kurds, the rebellion collapsed, and some Iraqi Kurds
(who fit the 1965 Amendments' definition of a Middle
Eastern refugee' managed to travel to Tehran and apply for
admission to the U.S. as conditional entrants. Between BOO and
900 of them arrive, largely during 1975 and 1977.

In September 1973 the President of Chile, Salvador Allende,
who had been elected by a leftist coalition, was assassinated in
a rightist coup led by General Augusto Pinochet. A military
junta took power, and killed, imprisoned and expelled thoesands
of Allende's supporters. The U.S., which has been most receptive
to those fleeing from left-wing dictatorships, was less than
enthusiastic about admitting the Chilean political refugees.
Eventually, however, permission for 400 of them to enter with
their families was granted in 1975; a decision to admit 200 more
Chileans was made the following year. Most recently the U.S.
initiated a Hemispheric Program which allows the entry of SOO
more political refugees and their families from South American
nations. The latter program, however, apparently has not been
utilized widely.

The U.S.S.R. maintains one of the world's longest and most
tightly controlled borders; international travelers, in both
directions, are carefully scrutinized. A Soviet citizen wanting
to leave that land must secure an exit visa, and until 1971 so
few were granted that emigration was virtually non-existent.
Since then, the Soviets have made it somewhat easier to secure
the exist visa, and many Soviet dissidents, including
large numbers of Jews, have left the nation, transiting through
Austria en route to Israel, the U.S., and other Western nations.
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During the years 1971 through 1973, more than 901 of the
77,345 Jewish migrants leaving the U.S.S.R. went to Israel,
but following the Yom Kippur War of 1973, increasing percentage;
of those leaving the Soviet Union opted to come to the U.S.
This trend is reflected in the following table'

Resettlement rns of Soviet Refueees, 1911 -1916

Refugees
Refugees Refugees Resettled

Calendar from Moved to in Other
1Year Muni," Israel Percent Countries Percent

19)1 8,704
1972 32,496

1973 56,235
1974 22,084
1975 15,590
1976 15,761

8,392 96.4 312 3.6
31,606 97.5 800 2.5
33,280 91.8 2,955 8.2
16,846 76.3 5,238 23.1
8,395 53.9 7,195 46.1
7,138 45.9 8 523 54.1

TOTAL 130,780 105,757 80.9 25,023 19.1

While departing Soviet dissidents were showing a growing
preference for the U S (as opposed to Israel), the United
States pressed the Soviets to grant exit visas more freely.
This was reflected in both President Carter's human rights ini-
tiatives and in the Jackson-Vanik Amendment to the Federal Trade
Act of 1974, which linked the lowering of trade barriers to
Soviet goods to a more liberal exit policy. Since the U.S. is
pressing the U.S.S.R. to permit more dissidents to depart, the
U.S. has adopted an open-door policy towards the admission of
such dissidentsall who can secure exit visas and who want to
Come to the U S. are granted permission to enter, usually as
conditional entrants or parolees

According to 1.s, refugee entries (conditional entrants
and parolees) from the U.S.S.R. have increased sharply in recent
years

FY ''S . . . ..... 4,241
FY ''6 (including IQ). . . . 5,045
FY ' . . . . ..... . 4,647
FY ....... . . . . . . 9,175
Ft ''9 itirst nine months(

. . . . 16.449

1
Excludes ex-Soviets returning from Israel. Source- Comptroller

General of the V.9., Report to the Congress: U.S. Assistance Provided for
Resettling Soviet Refugees (Washington U.S.G.R.O., June 20, 1911), p. 3.
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B. Public Sector Activitie.

For all practical purposes there was no public sector
support for the resettlement of the Kurds and the Chileans
when these two groups arrived. Such movements in the future,
however, are scheduled to be partially supported by the State
Department's flat $250 per capita reception and placement
grant to resettlement agencies (which covers all non-Cuban
and non-Indochinese refugees). On October 1, 1979 this grant
is scheduled to be increased to $350.

Although no special refugee programs were created for the
Kurds and Chileans, such as the expanded support s- rvices
provided to the Indochinese and Cubans, they had the same rights
as other aliens to various social service and income transfer
programs. From what little data exist on the subject, it
appears that they have participated only minimally in such
programs. For example, of the 160 Chileans who have settled
in Seattle, Washington, only one person was receiving public
assistance in May, 1979, according to a statement made at the
Belmont Seminar by Patrick Taran, Director of Seattle's
Chilean Refugee Resettlement Program. (Taran, incidentally,
managed to secure several full -time workers paid for by CETA
funds to support the activities of his voluntary program.)

The resettlement of the Soviet refugees in the U.S., on the
other hand, is supported by substan ;ial public as well as even
more substantial private resources.' Since the beginning of the
Soviet program, the voluntary agencies resettling the Soviets
have had access to the State Department's per capita reception
and placement grant. It is interesting to note that although
the grant is nominally for $250, the actual amount is related
to the availability of appropriated funds divided by number of
anticipated refugee arrivals rather than a reflection of the
actual costs of services. In addition to the reception and
placement grants, since the beginning of FY '79 interested
agencies have been able to secure matching grants from HEW
for up to $1,000 per capita for language and vocational train-
ing, cash assistance, orientation, and other resettlement
services. $20,000,000 was Appropriated for this resettlement

2The U.S. has invested heavily to the resettlement of Soviet Jews to
Israel, providing $120,615,000 for that purpose in the years 1973 through
1926. See Ib., p. 2. Though an interesting program, it is beyond the scope
of this report.

Ifhe U.S. also supports the Soviet dissidents in Vienna and Rome it the
cost of about $5-7 per day per capita; U.S. funds are also used, indirectly,
to help support Indochinese refugees in Southeast Asian refugee camps, at
an approximate cost of $1.21 per day per capita.
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initiative because of the lack of other special categorical
aid such as was available for the Indochinese and Cuhan
refugees.

Voluntary agencies handling Soviet dissidents appear to be
making strong efforts to keep these refugees off the welfare
tolls, despite the fact that the Soviet emigrants may receive
public assistance if they meet categorical eligibility. The
GAO, for example, surveying 558 refugee families in New York
City in 1977 found that 134, or 241 of the families, had secured
some form of public assistance.4 This rate is about the same
as that experienced by the Indochinese at the same time, bearing
In mind the differing eligibility criteria. These data,
incidentally, were for a period prior to the $1,000 matching
grant program.

Current estimates by the seven voluntary agencies participating
in the matching grant program indicate that 351 cf the combined
Federal and voluntary contribution of $2,000 would be used for
cash and medical assistance. Assuming that the agencies fulfill
their assurance that these refugees will not go on AFDC. the
55% investment is significantly lower than the 801 investment
currently made on these services for the Indochinese.5

C. Private Sector Support

Clearly, what resettlement assistance was provided to the
Kurds and to the Chileans uas done within the private sector.
The national voluntary agencies were active, though sometimes
drawing mixed reviews. Amnesty International, which is not a
resettlement agency but in keeping with its focus on political
prisoners. has served as advocates for the admission and resettle-
rent of the Chileans. The Lutheran Immigration and Refugee
Service (LMRS) had a special interest in the Chileans as well.
because their church has been active in Chile, and its leaders
there were deeply involved in seeking to help the political
prisoners.t, Church World Service and the International Rescue
Committee have also sponsored these refugees.

4Cosptroller General, U.S. Assistance Provided for Resettling Soviet

Refugees, p. 42.(A handful of the Soviet refugees had collected
SSI. but they are excluded from the statistic, above to make them comparable
with data on the Indochinese.)

S C om ion with Mr. Phil Holman.

4Gutheran Immigration and Refugee Service, chile: The Land and Its
People (New York: LIRS, August, 1978).
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Much of the private sector's efforts on behalf of the Kurds
and Chileans was the result of highly localized efforts, such
as those of Father Moriarty's Roman Cktholic Church of the Sacred
Heart in San Jose, California: the Bay Area Program in San Francisco
and Berkeley, California; and the Chilean Refugee Resettlement
Program in Seattle, Washington. The existence of sympathetic
communities with clusters of Chileans has shown that localized
efforts such as these are extremely helpful in the resettlement
process. The extent to which national voluntary agencies will
assign future South American refugees to these existing communities
will be an important indication of their cultural sensitivity.

Private sector support for the resettlement of the Soviet
refugees, largely generated through the well-established network
of Jewish community service agencies, is extensive and intensive.
On the national level. HIAS is the most active of the voluntary
agencies, resettling most of the Jewish refugees. Others
involved are Ravtov, which handles religiously conservative
Jewish refugees to a lesser extent, and, seven non-Jewish agencies
(listed in Table 5).

Each of the voluntary agencies ust its own community networks.
HAS relies on the Council of Jewish Federations to mobilize
agencies such as the New York Association for New Americans in
that city, the Jewish Family and Community Service in Chicago,
and other Jewish family and community service organizations in
140-160 cities across the country. The range of these services
is broad enough, in fe specific instance of ChacaF that the
Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago has publis.,A a 51 -page
book, in both English and Russian, outlining the services available
to the refugees there.'

A fairly typical summary of the services offered to the Soviet
refugees, in this case covering the New York and Chicago agencies,
follows.

"limited financial assistance for such items as rent, food,
clothing, and other basic needs;

--casework counseling to aid with adjustment and family relationships;

funds of English instruction, although both agencies prefer to
use public school facilities; and

--vocational and educational services, including evaluation of vocational
skills, job and educational counseling, and job placement.

Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago, Welcome to Chicano: A Guide
for Maw guseisu immigrants Settling_in Chicago (Chicago: JPMC, April 1979).
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Both agencies also used the facilities of other organizations
to assist the refugees. The New York Association used city univer-
sity facilities, training centers funded by the Federal Government,
New York State employment offices, senior citizen centers, and
municipal hospitals. The Jewish Family Service, except for using
public schools for English instruction, preferred to use various
Jewish private organizations such as the Jewish Vocational Service,
Council for Jewish Elderly, and Jewish Community Centers."8

The particularly difficult prob.em of the Soviet emigres- -
who have spent their entire lives in a tightly-controlled and
highly structured society to which individuals are rarely left
in the typical sink-or-swim American environment- have created
concern in academic as well as social service circles. As a
result, there tends to have been proportionately more research
and more critical analysis about the problems of this refugee
movement than others.,'

D. Geographical Distribution

The Chilean refugees have, understandably, settled where
there are supportive local communities, notably in San Jose
and San Francisco. California, and Seattle, Washington. Although
no hard data are available, it appears that the largest single
concentration of Kurds is in Nashville, Tennessee; apparently
one of the early arrivals settled successfully in that city and
drew others to that somewhat unlikely place for immigrants.

'arty the Soviets have settled where communities weremost r tive to them. Of the more than 10,000 U.S.S.R. migrants
resett BIAS in the years 1971-1975, the principal areas
of resettlement were as follows-I0

SU.S. Assistance Provided for Resettling Soviet Refugees, 2.cit., p. 31.

9See, for example, Gilison, The Soviet Jewish Emigre, op. cit., in
which a very frank discussion, at 1976 National Symposium on the Integration
of Soviet laws into the American Jewish community, includes these comments:
"...'he. participation (of academics in the Symposium! may also be useful
in u. ending why Soviet immigrants often seem to be more attracted to
counterproductive behavior than earlier groups. For example, while welting in
Italy for their papers to be processed many diligently learn new languages,
but they learn more Italian than English; or they may get locked into negotiation*,
with their worker (and the agency hierarchy) over who is going to pay the extra
costs of baggage transfer and storageand their energy is diverted from the
major task of finding suitable entering jobs and preparing themselves to move
upward." p. 139.

10
Edelman, "Soviet Jaya in the U.S.." American Jewish Year Book, RE.cit..

p. 168.
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New York 45.71
Los Angeles 7.7
Philadelphia 5.3
Chicago 4.6
Cleveland 3.1
Other areas 33.6
TOTAL ITT7

222

This pattern more closely resembles the distribution of immigrants
generally a generation ago--when the overwhelming majority
came to the northeast quadrant of the U.S.--than it does the
recent influxes of either Cuban or Indochinese refugees.

E. Analysis

There are too little data un the Kurdish and the Chilean
resettlement effort, and the populations themselves are too
small, for more than the most rudimentary kind of analysis.
Clearly it is possible to conduct grassroots resettlement programs
with little or no help from the national level, if the numbers
are small, and if the community groups are sufficiently motivated.
(The small numbers involved, however, may have been a major
factor in the absence of national attention.) Perhaps the most
useful lessons from this experience have already been at least
partially acted upon. Those are: Ilthe provision that reception
and placement grants, henceforth, will be available for all
refugee movements, no matter how obscure; 2)that under the
proposed national refugee policy legislation all refugees would
be entitled to Federally funded support services on the same
basis; and 3)that resettlement in sympathetic communities which
are culturally compatible eases the resettlement process for
refugees.

The goals of the Soviet refugee program are ambitious and
stru:tured, while those for the Chileans and Xurds were modest
and fragmentary. For example, regarding cash assistance, the
following quotation is instructive:11i

"The cosmos objective of the resettlement agencies was described
by Burton S. Rubin, executive director of the Cleveland Jewish
family Service, in an address at the annual nesting; of the National
Conference of Jewish Cossuwal Services in June 1975:

The basic life supportive services in our resettlement process- -
the provision of housing and furniture, maintenance, clothing,

ilibid.. p. 171 and footnote 6 contained therein: "The Soviet Refugee:
Challen to the American Jewish Community Resettlement System," Journal of
Jewish Communal Service, No. 2, 1975, p. 198.
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medical needs- -are all geared to the concept that these

tangible forma of assistance are time-limited emergency
services moving toward casework goals and objectives of
independence and self-support. We see the accomplish-
ment of chime goals as sign of health and growth of
individual odjustment.6

For the newcomers, this may mean placement in jobs which do not
pa, too well and which they may consider blow the level of their
qualifications. A number of communities have set time limits
within which they are given the opportunity of finding employment
of their choirs. If they fail, they are required to accept the
first available job, or lose agency financial assistance. In
Los Angeles, the refugees are given three months, in Boston up
to four. Financial support is also withdrawn if they refuse
two or three job offers during that period without good reason."

The goals of the Soviet refugee resettlement program are
as comprehensive as--if not more so than--any other in U.S. history.
The resources available to meet these goals are a mixed bag.
There appear to be extensive private resources available through
the Jewish community agencies (and to a lesser extent other
resettlement agencies and their allies). Federal money appears
to be less available than it is to the Indochinese, but far more
than used on the Hungarians. Finally the group to be resettled,
because of their lifetime exposure to a totally different kind
of society, is, to say the least, a challenge. Perhaps the
financial and community support resources brought to hear on
this resettlement effort by the private sector are sufficient
to overcome the relative lack of Federal support and the adaptation
difficulties that accompany this group of refugees.

The services provided to the Soviet emigres are as comprehen-
sive as those offered any group of refugees to the U.S. and are
probably as fine-tuned to the needs of the refugees and the
employment opportunities within the community as can he arranged.

Further, the institutional structures providing the services
are about as stable as refugee-serving organizations can he in the
U.S. Largely separated (presumably happily) from the unpredicta-
bility of the Federal funding process, free of Federal, state,
and local civil service procedures, and supported by a traditionally
generous and steady source of funding, the agencies in this
program, particularly the Jewish ones, are in a strong position
to assist the new arrivals.

What can he said in evaluating these programs/ Again one
wishes for more data, particularly longitudinal data, on what
services were made available to whom and what the results were,

231
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tn to -ms of the degree of dependency, extent of income, as
well as the less quantifiable variables of health and happiness.

Concerning the Soviets, it is particularly Important to
know whether or not the trauma of resettlement in the U.S.
is more or less traumatic than continuing to live in the Soviet
Union or resettling in Israel. This refugee group, more than
any other, has an aura of the volunteer about it--they really
had more of a choice than most refugees. Did they make the
right one for themselves? A 1975 study of Soviet Jews resettled
In Detroit indicates

"...only 11 percent would not leave the U.S.S.R., had they to do it
all over. and while only 11 percent assert that their expectations
of the U.S. have been completely fulfilled. two-thirds say that
they have been at leAst partially fulfilled or 'more or lose
fulfilled."12

If this is any indication, as it may well be. of effective
resettlement, then the Soviet program is accomplishing its goals.

On a such narrower scale, cost-effectiveness in terms of U.S.
dollars, the results of the program compare favorably with those
of other, on-going Federally-funded refugee resettlement programs,
in that the Federal investment is not large, and the incidence
of public assistance cases (in the one study conducted by GAO)
appears to be comparable to a recently-arrived group of
Indochinese refugees.

One must note, however, that the special matching grant
is available only for Soviets and other Eastern Europeans.
Voluntary agencies wishing to initiate a similar effort for
Cubans and Indochinese may not do so under the current auth-
orization. If this approach proves to benefit the refugee
more than the on-going support systems for non-Soviet and
non-Eastern Europeans, the Federal Government should open up
the matching grant mechanism for all refugees. This would
not only avoid charges of discrimination but also would give
other refugees access to an enriched package of social services.

12Zvt Gitelman, "Demographic. Cultural, and Attitudinal Character-
istics of Soviet Jew*: Implications for the Integration of Soviet
Immigrants." The Soviet Emigre. op. cit.. p. 81.
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PART II

CHAPTER 4 THE INDOCHINESE REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT PROGRAM

Introduction

The collapse of the Government of South Vietnam in April
1975 pre.ipitated the largest emergency mass migration of refugees
to the U.S. 1- our history. From April through December of that
year over 130,000 Indochinese refugees were paroled into the
U.S. Between 1976 and January 1979, an additional 64,000 were
admitted,' and an average of 5,700 entered per month between
January and July 1979. Most recently, the President has
authorized a total flow of 14,000 refugees per month to our
shores. The continuing flow of Laotian and Cambodians into
Thailand, as well as the tragic exodus of Vietnamese boat people
have swollen the wimber of Indochinese refugees in camps in
southeast Asia to nearly 400,000.2

The growing numbers of these refugees have created major
strains on the U.S. capability to fund the rapid movement of
the refugees into the U.S. as well as resettlement services
once they arrive.

This chapter will discuss the genesis of the Indochinese
refugee resettlement program and will trace its development
to the present. This retiew Includes a description of the early
stages of this refugee flow, the role of the refugee reception
centers, the nature of public and private resettlement efforts,
and the continuing policy issues. It concludes with an assessment
of the diverse resettlement strategies utilized for this refugee
program.

A. The Political Climate

When the Indochinese refugees fled Southeast Asia in April
1975, the perceptions and attitudes of the American people toward
them, as well as the domestic economic situation, did not augur
well for their welcome The long and frustrating military involve-
ment in South Vietnam was partly responsible for an initial
feeling of ambivalence- -even hostility-- ahout these refugees.
This attitude was much more pronounced than for any of the
earlier refugee movements to this country. A Gallup Poll taken

1 Comptroller General. Response to the Indochinese Exodus, o° cit., p.
103. The current estimate of the total numhor .f Indochinese re ugees
resettled in the U.S. as of June 1, 1979 is 204,228.

"4Dafi ITM174,1,7"-the Offrce oi tri-cartarruart, for Refugee Atiairs,
Department of State, July 30, 1979.
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in May indicated that Americans were opposed to admitting
Vietnamese refugees by 541 to 361.3 A front page article in
the Wall Street Journal cited the high unemployment rate
(8.9t), the tremendous language barrier, the previously cited
Gallup Poll, and insufficient government follow-up as factors
that would substantially frustrate resettlement efforts.4

Congressional reaction in May and June 1975 was mixed.
Substantial concern was expressed about health and employment
issue, and the fiscal impact of so many refugees on American
communities. Despite these reservations by some Members of
Congress, the Judiciary Committees of both Houses moved very
quickly with the Administration to design new refugee legislation
which was enacted on May 22, 1975. The Indochina Migration and
Refugee Assistance Act (PL 94-23) authorized a massive Federal
role in reception and resettlement for a period of two years.
A total of $503 million was made available for the first year,
about $)8,000,000 in AID funds by Presidential determination,
$105,000,000 appropriated to the State Department, and $100,000,000
to at. Over half of the money, some $275,000,000, was spent on
evacuation of the refugee, and the operation of reception centers
overseas and in the U.S. Approximately $75,000,000 was allocated
to the voluntary agencies and other State-Department funded
domestic activities, while $153,000,000 (including $55,000,000
transferred from remaining State Department funds) were channeled
through HfW

Responsibility for coordinating and managing the Indochina
refugee program was assigned by the President on April 18 to
the Interagency !ask Force for Indochina Refugee, (lAri).5
The Task Force, which had its operational base in the State
Department, was composed of 12 Federal agcnstes.6 It was the
single authority for allocating all appropriated funds, for
refugee evacuation from Southeast Asia, for their reception
and processing in Pacific and Stateside centers, and for organizing
resettlement strategies with public and private agencies.
Ambassador Dean Brown served as the (ATI Director from April 18-
May 2" and was succeeded by Julia Vadala taft who directed the
effort until it terminated on December 11, 1075.

'Time, May 19, 1975, p. 9.

4, 'Vietnamese Refugees Find Starting Anew iy a Frustrating Ordeal,"
The Wall Street Journal, May 22, 1975, p. 1.

54
Memorandum from the White House (National Security Advisor) establishing

the Interagency Task Force for Indochina Refugees," April 18, 1975.

btgz.nciza Tlak ilurcz

Justice, Treasury, Dern., Interior, Labor, NM, HUD, and Transportation; AID,
Office of Management ano Budget, and the CIA.
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In addition to the Task Force, there was a President's
Advisory Committee on Indochina Refugees which assisted in
focusing public attention on the refugee resettlement effort
and in establishing liaison with labor unions, national civic
organizations. and professional associations.

B. Refugee Evacuation and Reception

The evacuation and logistics support provided by the U.S.
military at staging sites in the Western Pacific was a remarkable
achievement. Refugees began arriving on Guam on April 23,
primarily by military airlift and commercial airlines. By
April 28, one day prior to the final evacuation of Saigon. there
were 20,221 refugees on Guam in twelve different locations.
Because of the refugee population pressures on the island.
Wake Island was designated as a holding center, and I5.359
were processed through Wake before the site was closed in early
August.

Guam's refugee population continued to grow, even though
an average of 1,000 refugees a day were being transferred to

/These staging sites were located on Guam; Wake Island; Subic Bay.
Philippines; Clark Air Force Base. Philippines; Bangkok, Thailand; and Rickert
Air force Base. Hawaii. The following provides a sense of the magnitude
of the military effort during the first few weeks of the emergency program:

...500 acres of land were cleared at Orote Point (Goa.). 3.200 tents
erected. 191 toilet buildings installed. 300 shower facilities constructed.
20 miles of water pipe were laid, two miles of primary electric cable
and 9 miles of secondary electric lines were installed, 35 transformers
were connected. 16 miles of telephone cable and 16 miles of distribution
wire for a PA system were brought in. 8 field kitchens were brought in
end installed.

Hon-consumable camp material air lifted in 169 flights or brought by
5 surface lifts including 51,943 cots, 3.490 16' x 32' tents. 619 10'
x 12' tents, 73,239 blankets. 296 field ranges, 24,133 mess kits.
783 emersion burners. 5.272 mattresses, 3.816 G.I. cane. 144 fire
extinguishers. 62.261 5-gallon cans, 3.860 sleeping bags. 3.511 ponchos.
2,832 spoons, 60.260 towels; these were just some of the items brought
in along with 2.500 tons of rice and 15,071 sheets of plywood."

Source: U.S Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee
to Investigate Problems Connected with Refugees and gscapeee. Study
Mission Report of Minority Counsel. Indochina Refugee Resettlement Program.
July 8, 1975. p. 60ff.
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mainland reception centers. On May 14, Guam's refugee population
reached a peak of 50,233 evacuees living on the Island.° Without
the logistical participation of the military, the evacuation
and initial reception of the refugees Sr. the Western Pacific
holding centers would not have been possible.

1. Mainland Organization and Processing

Four Stateside reception centers were organized and managed
by a joint civil-military structure with Task Force having the
final responsibility. The Marine Corps at Camp Pendleton,
California; the Army at Fort Chaffee, Arkansas and Fort Indiantown
Gap, Pennsylvania; and the Air Force at Eglin Air Force Base,
Florida,were responsible for logistical support including food
services, housing, clothing, security, and other support services.
The Task Force's civilian representatives were responsible for
the refugee processing activities at the centers, including the
coordination of all civilian governmental agencies as well as
a large number of private agencies.

Processing activities at each center were basically the same.
First biographical data was collected from arriving refugees;
then they were sent to INS for fingerprinting, where a preliminary
determination of parole -I,gibility was made. INS also processed
security checks, a cumt .some process which delayed the release
of many of the refugees from the centers for several weeks.

HEW was next in the processing chain with medical screening,
assignment of Social Security numbers, resource determination to
see if the refugee had adequate funds to be released without
voluntary agency sponsorship,9 providing assistance on family
reunification, and explaining the role of the resettlement agencies.
HEW also made arrangements to provide educational services at the
reception centers and arranged for the placement of unaccompanied
children.

The Department of Labor's (DOL) involvement was modest,
although important. DOL provided resettlement agencies with

IkAam refugee population figures from the Guam After-Action Report, an
undated liane,!ript on the history of the refugee flow on Guam.

9
Sine. the initial group of refugees included a number of prominent

former political and business loaders from South Vietnam who left with
some of their savIngs, it was deterslned that any refugee who had $4,000 or
pore would be released by the center without voluntary agency sponsorship- -
although 411 refugees still had to await security clearances prior to their
release.
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lists of high unemployment areas, where resettlement would be
particularly difficult, and, on the other hand, identified
areas where special skills could be utilized and job opportunities
were present. DOL representatives at each center assisted in
evaluating and coding the skills of each refugee to assist
voluntary agencies in matching refugees to job offers.

Throughout the operation of the centers, civilian Indochina
experts from the Department of State, AID, and the U.S. Information
Agency played useful roles due to their language skills and
understanding of the cultural nuances of the Indochinese.I0

2. Sponsorship and Placement

With the few exceptions noted earlier, refugees could not
leave the centers unless they were officially sponsored. The
responsibility for locating sponsors fell primarily on the
traditional voluntary resettlement agencies. Under broadly
stated contracts with the State Department, the nine resettlement
agencies (whose operations were described in Part I, Chapter 4)
received a grant of $500 for each refugee they resettled."

Due to the highly visible nature of the refugee plight,
more than 20,000 offers of assistance from individuals flooded
the Task Force's toll-free line during the first few weeks of
operation. These offers were turned over to the voluntary agencies
for verification. Because of the large number of refugees
needing sponsors, several agencies accepted individual sponsors
in addition to utilizing their existing networks. (That
process proved to be quite unsatisfactory because of the inability
of the agencies to verify the capability of the would-be sponsors.
After several unfortunate placements to non-verified sponsors,
most agencies refused to utilize individual sponsors, believing
that the burdens of sponsorship can be borne more effectively
by church groups and other organizations, rather than individuals.)

At the reception centers, the voluntary agencies interviewed
refugees to match them with avail.blc sponsors. When a match was

10
For additional information on the activities of the reception centers,

see Interagency Task Force for Indochina Refugees. Report to the Congress, of
June 15, 1975 and September 15, 1915; the military After Action Reports for
each reception center; and the relevant reports of the General Accounting
Office. (Refer to the bibliography for full titles.)

"American Council for Nationalities Service. American Fund for Czechoslovak
Refuge.., Church World Service, International Rescue Committee. Lutheran
Immigration and Refugee Service, Tolstoy Foundation, Travelers Aid-International
Social Services, United NIAS Service, Inc., U.S. Catholic Conference Migration
and Refugee Sytylues.
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arranged the refugee was released from the center and sent to
his sponsor. The resettlement agencies had a continuing
moral, rather than legal, responsibility to assist the refugee
and sponsor if such assistance were needed. The varying levels
of support subsequent to placement with a sponsor has often
resulted in quite different resettlement experiences for the
refugees--a situation which merits closer examination.

Initially the voluntary agency sponsorship processing was
slow as each agency had to hire staff and gear up its operations.
This led Task Force officials to question whether the existing
networks had thecapacity to resettle all the refugees within
a reasonable amount of time. For this reason, the Task Force
authorized the participation of States and local governments as
direct resettlement agencies. This was a sharp departure
from previous refugee movements and created a great deal of
anxiety on the part of the voluntary agencies. In spite of the
effort to generate additional resettlement vehicles, only
Washington, Maine, Iowa and Oklahoma agreed to become State
resettlement agencies. Iowa is the only State that continues
to play this role. Jackson County, Missouri and the City of
Indianapolis also received grants for resettling refugees, as
did the Chinese consolidated Benevolent Associations (CCBA) in

California and New York City. The problems associated with the
CCBA, as well as the mixed results of the State and local
sponsorship efforts are discussed in the analysis section of
this chapter.

I. Center Activities

Life at the reception centers consisted of a number of
activities designed to ease the refugees' eventual transition
Into the new society. While awaiting placement interviews with
the voluntary agencies, refugees could participate in English
language Instruction, recreation programs, orientation sessions
and in their own cultural events. Daily camp newspaper, in
Vietnamese and Cambodian, dictionaries, and a w.de variety of
specially printed orientation material were available. Parades,
movies, and visiting celebrities helped to create an atmosphere
of welcome and to diminish the incidence of "camp syndrome,"
despite an average stay of 100 days in the reception centers.

Media coverage of life in the centers was extensive and
helped focus the nation's attention on the need for sponsors
and new homes for the refugees. By early autumn public opinion
seemed more supportive, and the voluntary agencies had more
sponsors than refugees. The last refugee was processed out of
Fort Chaffee on December 20, 1975 and on that day Chaffee, the
only center still operating, was closed.
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C. Resettlement--Federally Suireorted Programs

From the outset, the Federal Government established a
number of operating principals to guide resettlement activities.
These principals were

Every attempt should be made to have the voluntary agencies
equalize the distribution of refugees throughout the country
so that no State or local Jurisdiction would receive an
inordinate share of refugees.

For the duration of the two-year program, States should not
suffer any fiscal impact. Thus 1001 of the costs 'or cash assistance,
wettest car- and social services would be funded by tha Federal
Government.

The program should continue only for two years and not develop
into the protracted Federal effort which characterized the Cuban
refugee program.

The voluntary agencies should be responsible for ensuring that refugees
were not placed on welfare, except In particular hardship cases.

The incremental educational costs to school systems should be covered
by Federal funds for the first year.

Special English language and social service programs should be
available to refugees to assist them in achieving economic self-
sufficiency.

To the extent possible, refugees in need should be served by the
mainstream human service programs, rather than creating new institutional
service mechanisms.

Although the authorizing legislation expired on September
JO 1977, the continuing admis.,ion of Indochinese, as well as the
clustering of refugees in California, Louisiana, and Texas,
precipitated the extension of the Indochina Migration and Refugee
Assistance Act of 1975. fhe extension (PL 9S-145) authorized
a continuation of 1901 reimbursement for cash assistance, medical
assistance, social services and State-local administrative costs
during FY '78, phasing down to ZSI in 1981.12 Special Project
fuhding was also authorized to assist refugees in gaining skills
and language training. In September 1978 Congress passed another
bill which abolished the phase down and extended the 1111
reimbursement only until Septembei 30, 1979. Congress mandated

"See Program Instruction. Action Tv 5;A -ei -// -II (on),
1;,7.
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that the Administration develop comprehensive national refugee
legislation which could be enacted prior to the 1979 deadline.
In spite of the various legislative amendments, little variation
existed in the range of services provided to Indochinese refugees
since 1975. Selow is a review of each of the major service
components.

1. Cash Assistance and Medicaid

One of the main concerns expressed by the Congress in 1975
VAS that the refugees not become a burden on State or local
resources. Accordingly, full Federal funding for cash and
medical assistance programs was made available to the Indochinese
refugees. This assistance is provided by HEM's indochtna
Refugee Assistance Program (IRAP) through the State human resource
agencies in a system described in Part I, Chapter 4.

Some State-by-State expenditures data for these IRAP-funded
programs are now available. Given the uneven distribution of
Indochinese refugees around the nation, it is more useful to
compare per capita expenditure for these programs, than gross
dollar figures, State-by-State 1.,

Table 12 shows for 11 selected States the wide disparities
in per capita expenditures in the two categories that account
for about three quarters of the [RAP monies, cash and medical
assistance.

Thus, while the average nationwide per refugee expenditure
for medical assistance was $155, the expenditures for the selected
States ranged from $13 per capita in Mississippi to $479 in Hawaii.
Other southern States (Texas and Louisiana, for example) tended
to be low In this category, while other western States
(Arizona, California, and Washington) tended to be high.

Are the refugees to Mississippi that such healthier than
the ones on the West Coast/ Is the variable the cost of health
care in the two regions? Or do the differences relate to the
approach to publicly-funded medical care by the State agencies?
It should be repeated that both the medical and cash assistance
programs here described are totally Federally-funded, and that the
State governments involved are not spending State funds.

Similar''', there are wide variations in cash assistance
costs, again worked out on a per capita basis for each State.
(The total State expenditure on cash assistance is divided by
the refugee population of the State. These are, in short

"The adjusted January 1, 1978 distribution of the refugees, from
Asert to the Congress, December 31, 197S, op.c1t., Table 2 sae used

for this purpose.
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TABLE 12

Per Capita medical and Cash Assistance Payments, Indochinese
Refugee Assistance Program, PT 1977, by Selected States

(states ranked by per capita medical assistance payments)

STATE
KEDICAL ASSISTANCE CASH ASSISTANCE

Hawaii
$479 $927

Arizona 309 35

Washington 241 512

California 235 489

Oregon
231 567

Iowa
226 298

Illinois 180 228

Texas
73 81

penneylvanis
41 221

Louisiana 23 71

Mississippi
13 21

NATIONAL AVERAGE 155 305

Source: Calculated from data prcvided by the Indochinese RefugeeAssistance Program, Office of Family Assistance, Social Security
Administration, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Note: The national averages
noted above are for all 50 states,not for the selected states
listed Above.

11=110--

21'
66-419 n - 80 - 16
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per capita figures, not per case figures.) Table 12 shows that
Mississippi, again, is low, with a $21 per capita cash assistance
expenditure (for the year) as are several other southern States,
while the totals were the highest in Hawaii ($927) and Oregon
($567).

Differences among the States on per capita cash assistance
expenditures may relate either to differential incidences of
cases or to differential amounts of money spent on each case,
or both. With this in mind, the amount of money spen' on IRAP
cash assistance in FY '77 was divided by the number of cash
assistance cases the States had on August 1, 1977,14 for a
few selected States. Roughly comparable AFDC data (dealing with
individual recipients rather than cases) was also secured. The
annual benefit levels were as follows:1S

PER CASE IRAP PER INDIVIDUAL
STATES CASH ASSISTANCE, 1977 RECIPIENT, AFDC, 1976

California $3,010 $1,020

Pennsylvania 2,814 1,020

Texas 1,528 384

Mississippi 503 16#

Clearly, the State-by-State patterns are similar; if more
money is spent on IRAP cash assistance, more is spent on AFDC,
and vice versa. Clearly, also, California.was expending six times
as much per TRAP case as Mississippi, but the per capita cost
differential shown in Table 11 was 23 times as high for California
as Mississippi. The States with the higher per capita TRAP cash
assistance payments, thus not only pay more per case, but they
must also have a disproportionate number of the cases. The
distribution of IRA? cash assistance cases can be compared to the
distribution of the Indochinese refugee population. In such a
comparison, the ratio of 1.00 would indicate the the State had the
same proportion of the nation's refugees receiving cash assistance
as it had of the nation's refugee population. California, with

14 Ibid., p. Table 4.

"Sources: IRAP data calculated Item Ibid., Table 4 and unpublished
IRA? data; AFDC data from Statistical Abstract of the U.S., 1978, Table 567. .1,0111.
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a ratio of 1.85, had a disproportionately large number of cash
assistance cases (almost twice the ratio of the nation as a
whole), while Texas, with a ratio of .31, had a disproportionately
low case load. (The use of a ratio. here, as the use of per
capita expenditures earlier, eliminates the variable of refugeepopulation size.) Other jurisdictions with high ratios
include Guam (2.50), Hawaii (1.88), Massachusetts (which ranked
similarly in the Cuban program) (1.67), and Oregon (1.58).
Those with a much lower incidence of cash assistance cases than
population include Wyoming (.10), Arizona (.14), Idaho and
Montana, both (.15), and South Carolina (.20).16

Looking at the cash assistance program nationwide, and over
time, one finds that the percentage of the refugee population on
cash assistance has risen from 11 9% shortly after arrival in
1975 to a momentary peak of 36.01 in May 1977, dropping slightly
to 33.11 in August, 1978, and then increasing again to 40.4%
in May, 1979.1' A persisting pattern of one third of the population
on cash assistance is troublesome, particularly when we note that
close to 4,000 SS/ cases are not included in these data. Grantedthat some of those on cash asiitance are newly arrived refugees,
that many use cash assistance to supplement earnings, and that
many of them are accepttng cash assistance whtle engaged in
training to make them more successful in the labor market, and
granted the very real difficulties that they all face in a new
nation; nevertheless, it is a legitimate subject for concern.

2_, Supportive Services

A series of supportive service% for refugees is purchased
with 1001 Federal (IRAP) funds through two different channels.
In general, the objectives of these programs is to reduce refugee
dependency through counseling, English language training, skillstraining and other supportive services. Social services are
provided in accoidance with the State's approved Title XX plan,
and thus these decisions are made by the State 'Liman Services
Agencies. About $13.8 million was spent in thi manner in FY'78, and a larger expenditure is expected in FY '79.

The other group of servtces is called Special Projects, and
these are funded directly by HEW, generally through regional

161h1s analysis was prepared to generate discussion at TransCentury's
Seminar on Innovations in Refugee Resettlement; for more on this, see David
S. North, "Federal Expenditures on Indochinese Refugees: An Overview and
Some questions." (Washington: New Tranicenfcv Fatandatio4
bee Appendix 5 for state-by-state social service and cash assistance expen-
ditures for 1978.

17
HEW, Report to he Cougre,s, pe,ember 31, 19/8, Table 7, and unpub-

lished data.
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offices. In FY '79, $7 million was spent for employment
related projects, and another $2.8 million for mental health
projects.

Where there is an effective training program there should
be a corresponding decrease in cash assistance caseloads and
an increase in refugee employment. Montgomery County, Maryland,
is a good example of such a situation. Maryland ranks 18th
nationally in Indochinese refugee population with 2,856
refugee residents, more than 2,000 of whom live in Montgomery
County. Social service and Special Project funding has been
utilized by the County for about two and one half years to
provide refugees with a comprehensive program of career counseling,
English training, vocational training, job placement, job upgrading
and supportive social services. In a letter to the Senate
Judiciary Committee from the Director of the Indochinese Refugee
Program (a program of the Montgomery County Department of
Social Services) dated April 18, 1979, the relationship between
employment training programs and decreasing public assistance
is discussed.

"During the year ending August 1, 1978, the (Indochinese] Public
Assistance case-load statewide (uf whom the majority live in this
County) dropped more than 602, while the refugee population increased
approximately 6Z. Only 18Z of the Indochinese refugee population
are receiving cash assistance. This must be largely credited to
our intensive 'Octal and employment-related services."

3. Education

In order to minimize the fiscal impact of refugees on local
units of government, transitional financial assistance to education
agencies was made available to help with the incremental costs
of educating refugee children. In the 1975-1976 school year
HEW granted $300 to local education agencies for each refugee
child entering a school district. A school district which
enrolled more than 100 refugee children, or It of the total
school district's enrollment (whichever was less), received
$600 per child for each child above the 100 or 1% level.
In May 1977, funds were appropriated under the Indochina Refugee
Children Assistance Act of 1976 to provide assistance to State
departments of education in continuing education services to
Indochinese refugee children. Funds were also appropriated for
discretionary project grants for Englis! .nd vocational training
for adult refugees. Through FY '78 approximately $29 million
had been spent for education Of Indochinese children and adults

_tn.addilAian to.. tb,e transitional program of $14.9 million.18 In

"Ibid., p. 88.
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October 1978, the =Wrens program was extended for three years,
and the adult program was extended for five years. However, no
funds have been requested by the Administration nor appropriated
by Congress for either program authority.

Another effort with regard to Indochina refugee education
activities is a continuing contract between IRA? and the
Center for Applied Lingu silos. The Center operates a National
Indochinese Clearinghouse to assist with language and educational
problems of the Indochinese refugees. The Clearinghouse has
provided nationwide technical assistance and information on ESL,
bilingual education, Vietnamese language and culture, and has
provided assistance in such problem areas as cross-cultural
differences, techniques for language teaching, and the differences
between Asian and American educational systems,19

The Indochinese community has made only the slightest impact
on HEW's on-going, $94,000,000 a year bilingual education program,
which is designed to help ease non-English speaking children intomainstream classrooms. Of the 567 program awards made this yearmost are made to school districts which offer services in only
one language, usually Spanish; in a minority of cases instruction
is offered in more than one language. Only 18 grant awards
were made to school districts wl'ich offered an Indochinese
language (Vietnamese, Khmer, Lao), but in most of these cases
an Indochinese language was one of four, or more languages offered.
Of 62 different languages offered in these 18 districts, 29 of
the offerings are Indochinese, and the balance, 42, are other
languages. This is a ratio of about one to two, so it can be
estimated that the division of the money allocated to these 18
districts would be roughly on that order. With this in mine, it
is estimated that of the $3,457,000 granted the 18 districts,
only about $1,000,000 or so was to he spent on Indochinese children.
Interestingly, no bilingual programs exist for those children
in such major Indochinese communities as Los Angeles, New York
City, Chicago, or anywhere in the State of Texas.20

4. Mental Health

An increase in mental health problems has been observed in
the Indochinese refugee population who resettled here in 1975.

19Rationel Indochinese Clearinghouse, Indochinese Refugee Alert Bulletin
fl.(center for Applied Linguistics, 1611 North tent Street, Arlington, Virginia
22209), undated, p. 1.

20Diesesination and Assessment Center for Bilingual Education, Guide to
Title 711 ESA Bilingual Bicultural riqarema, perrormed under contract to the
Office of Education, MEW, Washington, February 1979.
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There are many causes for mental stress, as cited below, many of
which show delayed symptoms after a refugee's initial survival
needs have been met.

Recognizing these problems, HEW provided $2.8 million under
the Special Projects grant program in FY '79 to fund mental
health programs across the country. The emphasis of these
programs has been to train Indochinese mental health
paraprofessionals, to sensitize American mental health professionals
to the specific needs of the Indochinese refugees, and to link
refugee communities to existing public and private mental health
systems. The special grants for mental health programs are
expected to continue in FY '80 if there is a new refugee program
authorization and appropriation.

Norman V. Lourie, the Executive Deputy Secretary of the
Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare, suggests that the
sudden uprooting of populations is

..accompanied by extreme and often lingering physical, psychosoeatic,
and social stress.... The Indochinese refugees who have arrived in the
United States hive been known to face similarly broad range of both
acute and chronic problems of identification and adjustment. Whether
forced or voluntary, the precipitous departure from home and homeland
has evoked the anxiety and insecurity inherent in the new and unknown.
These responses are often reinforced by other evidence: the sense of
isolation and abandonment felt by many Indochinese is exacerbated in
the face of the unpredictable avalanche of social, vocational and
economic problems Apathy and depression, disappointment and anger,
these and other psychological aspects of stress can be experienced
along with a range of psychosomatic coeplaints." 21

These delayed stress reactions and other "psychosomatic complaints"
have become increasingly evident in refugees who have been in the
U.S. for more than two years. The challenge to professionals in
the field will he in developing appropriate treatment based on
Indochinese perspectives of mental health rather than established
Western traditions of counseling and therapy.

S. Unaccompanied Minors

As with the Hungarian and Cuban refugees, the Indochinese
Included a number of unaccompanied minors. From April 1975
to December 1978 approximately 800 unaccompanied children were
admitted to the U.S. About 500 unaccompanied children have been

21
Norman v. bowie, "Vietnamese Refugees: Mental Health Issues," Paper

delivered to the World Congress on Mental Health, Vancouver, Canada (August
21-26, 1977), and to the World Congress of Psychiatry, Honolulu, Hawaii
(August 28-September 3, 1977). p. 1.
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cleared for entry into the United States so far ii. '979 aid
estimates range as high as 1,000 for this calendar year."

These unaccompanied minors resurrected the earlier problemsof custody, guardianship,
maintenance and locus of responsibility

for providing services for these children. In the confusion
of 1975, some minors simply left the reception centers with
unrelated refugees or with American sponsors before issues oflegal custody were resolved. Despite an early decision of the
Federal Government to provide 1001 reimbursement for the careof these children, they were caught between U.S. immigration
laws and State child welfare laws. Thus, the issue of legal
responsibility for the children remained clouded. This problem
was so controversial that during the summer of 1978 the voluntary
resettlement agencies refused to bring any more unaccompanied
children into the country until the Federal Government determined
who would be responsible for them. This problem was not adequately
addressed until February 1979 when HEM issued an action transmittal
outlining the determination of legal custody and funding arrange-ments for unaccompanied minors. This policy states that

"voluntary resettlement agencies under contract with the State Department
will facilitate the admission and placement of these children. Before
a voluntary resettlement agency places

an unaccompanied child in a
community, (it) shall consult with appropriate state or local public
child welfare authorities. There shall be arrangements made wherebythe state or local public agency establishes

legal responsibility
for the care and maintenance of the unaccompanied minor. The purpose
of establishing legal responsibility is to insure that the unaccompanied
children receive the full range of assistance, care, and services to
which any child in a state is entitled, and to designate a legal authority
to act in place of the child's unavailable parent(s). This action should
follow the pewees normally required by state law to establish protective
legal responsibility for a minor child."23

The transmittal a'so clarifies that 1001 of the cost for childwelfare services w.11 be reimbursed by IRAP. Services includefoster care maintenance,
medical assistance, social services, andadministratve costs.

22
American Public welfare Association, "Teenage Escapees from Indochina

Face Future Without Families," Washington Report. 14 (April 1979): 1. None of
the above figures include approximately 2,000

children who 'tere flown to the U.S.In A. il, 1975, in Operation Babylift.
Most of these children were placed with

ado; v American families.

23
See Program Instruction, Action Transmittal SSA-AT-79-04 (OVA),

"Indochinese Refugee Unaccompanied Minors: Child Welfare Services for
Unaccompanied Indochinese fiefugee Children," February 6, 1979.
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Foster care appears to be the preferred method of assisting
these children, however, other arrangements are being utilized
depending on the situation. There have been a few cases of placing
foster children in the care of Indochinese families, especially
for children who feel particularly isolated or require more
cultural support than they could obtain in an American foster
hone. Additional experience is needed to determine the effective-
ness of this foster care arrangement. Placement in small group
homes seems to be appropriate for young people who will soon be
18. Also, for older unaccompanied minors, an independent living
arrangement in which they are assisted by a voluntary agency or
etnt rs of an Indochinese community would appear to be appropriate.

6. Domestic Program Expenditures. Summary

Between the fall of the South Vietnam Government .and February
27, 1979, according to the General Accounting Office,4' the
U.S. appropriated a little over one billion dollars to aid the
refugees, who numbered 170,698 by November 1, 1978.

Almost exactly half of this money, 505.4 million dollars,
was allocated to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
and 513.1 million dollars was allocated to the Department of
State. The funds to pay the voluntary agencies for their
resettlement activities are drawn from the State Department
allocations, as were those used to transport the refugees and to
rur the centers in the Western Pacific and in the U.S.

Clearly, most of the money spent on refugees is not
channeled through the resettlement agencies, who have-Ween allocated
$300-500 per refugee to help them settle in the States. A
substantially larger sum, about $2,950 per capita, has been
appropriated for the HFW programs for refugees. Thus, approximately
$3,250 to $3,450 per capita had beer, spent on domestic aspects of
the Indochinese Refugee Program by November 1. 1978.

D. Resettlement Private Sector Activities

Despite the Lentral role of the Federal establishment in
this refugee program, the private sector, once again, had an
essential function- -the placement of the Indochinese refugees in

24
Ingrid Walter, Resettlement in the United States of Unattached and

Unaccompanied Indochinese Refugee Minors 1975-1978 (New York: Lutheran Immigration
and Refugee Service, January 1979). pp. 16-17; and American Public Welfare
Association, "Teenage Escapees," op.elt., pp. 6-7.

25 Comptroller General, Response to the Indochinese Exodus,

22.cit.. p. 100.
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American communities This section will exams.'. the role of the
resettlement agencies, the efforts of the private sector to
coordinate and integrate services at the community level, and
other private sector resettlement activities.

1. The Voluntary Resettlement Agencies

The basic resettlement strategies of the resettlement
agencies were described earlier. The emphasis of this section
will be on the program and financial relationships of the voluntary
agencies and the Federal Government at the national level, andthe quality of the traditional and nontraditional resettlement
methods used in the Indochina program.

The formal relationship between the voluntary resettlement
agencies and the Federal Government is contractual. Each of the
resettlement agencies which were and are active in the Indochina
program are under contract to the Department of State (see Table
5). The contracts are broadly defined, highly flexible and are
negotiated with and signed by the international offices of the
voluntary agencies which are based in Geneva. (The national
resettlement agencies whose contracts are signed in the U.S. are
the American Council for Nationalities Service, Lutheran
Immigration and Refugee Service and World Relief Services.)

To assist these agencies, the Federal Government provided
a per capita resettlement grant which has fluctuated hetween$300 and $500. When the Indochina program began in 1975, it wasassumed that the resettlement agencies would be able to provide the
traditional level of services with substantial amounts of in-kind,private sector assistance. In addition, the availahility of avariety of sophisticated Federally-funded services bolstered
this optimism. Thus, the pievailing view of Federal officials
in 1975 was that the per capita resettlement grant of $500 would
cover the entire cost of resettlement, and substantial pressurewas placed on the resettlement agencies to ensure that refugees
did not go on welfare and to handle cases in which a refugee
placement did not work and a second placement had to be arranged.

The $500 grant continued from 1975 to 1977, and with contribu-tions from the resettlement agencies and the private sector, this
level of funding seemed to be sufficient. When the grant was
at the $300 level in 1977 and the $550 level in 1978, funding
constraints began to develop and the quality of resettlement
began to deteriorate (defined by the resettlement agencies as
increased use of public assistance programs). It is clear that
inflation, coupled with the per capita resettlement grant decrease,has required the resettlement

agencies to hear more of a financialhurden. The agencies contend that the per capita resettlement cost
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for Indochinese refugees for the first nine months of 1977 was

$877, only $,00 of which was provided by the Federal Government.

They argue.

..each agency uses the resettlement grant to help meet the initial

coats of securing sponsorship and for reception and placement expenses.

After having covered the costa of food, clothing, rent, rent- security,

furniture, utilities, health care and pocket e,ney, little if anything

remains to cover the coats of professional staff to find Jobs and assist

with integration and counselling service'', all of which are essential

element, of the resettlement process."'"

Many of the local affiliates of the voluntary resettlement
agencies are indeed understaffed and overworked, and this situation

does adversely affect the vility of resettlement. Moreover,
the increasing numhers of Indochinese refugees who will be coming

to the U.S., and the changing nature of the refugee population,
will prohably te.id to aggravate this situation

It is clear that Federal financial assistance to the voluntary

resettlement agencies should reflect prevailing economic conditions

and the number- of refugees they are requested to resettle. What

is not clear, however, is the nature of services the Federal
Government should expect for its per capita invest%ent, or the
extent to which HEW Special Project funds for English language
employment services and mental health projects, duplicate services

which should be provided by the agencies. The resettlement agencies
have advocated vigorous!y, and effectively, that tecaus2 they are

the principal agencies in contact with refugees and hale a
longstanding ahility to deal with the complex issues rf resettle-

ment, that the majority of Special Project funds should he given

to them. Congress directed that in FY '79 these funds he
administered principally by the voluntary resettlement agencies.
NEW has interpreted this direction to mean that private non-profit

agencies (including the resettlement agencies) should receive

51 percent of the Special Project funds.27 Moreover, the purchase
of service contracts which are funded through the State human

services agencies have also helped the voluntary agencies.

2. Non-traditional Resettlement Activities

Traditional resettlement activities have involved the voluntary
resettlement agencies on the national level and their various

26 Correspondence from the American Council of Voluntary Agencies to the

Secretary of State, January 19, 1979, p. 2.

27"Sotict of Grant Funds Availability for tnglish Language and
Employment Services Projects," The Federal Resister, April 26, 1979.
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networks of non-profit entities and sponsors on the local level.
In the course of the Indochinese resettlement program efforts
were made to seek additional approaches, to alleviate the
burden on traditional structures. In one such initiative
already discussed, State and substate governments were recruited
to play, essentially, the role of the national voluntary agencies.

Other non-traditional approaches have included the use of
11commercial, for-profit organizations in lieu of the traditional,
charitable organizations and 2)a variation of the traditional
approach in which unaffiliated

community-based organizations agreeto work locally on behalf of a national voluntary agency.
These alternative arrangements have ranged in effectiveness fromthe abysmal to the highly successful.

Corporate resettlement schemes have generally fallen intothe former category, although a few of them appear to have worked
reasonably well. These schemes have run the gamut from chickenplucking to mushroom farming, from lumbering schemes to the creation
of questionable businesses designed solely to employ refugees.
The major difficulty with

corporate resettlement packages was thatthey usually did not have available the other important componentsof an effective resettlement, such as English training, skills up-
grading, and opportunities for upward mobility. Employment isobviously a critical component of effective resettlement, but itis only one of many components.

One of the largest and reasonably successful corporate
resettlements, that of the Spence Brothers Fish Company of Niceville,
Florida, provided some of these other services (particularly
English training and housing) in addition to employment. Atthe other end of the spectrum was the Golden State Gardening
Company in Garden Grove, California,

which reportedly secured8100,000 from the Tolstoy Foundation to sponsor 225 refugees,
including 81 working for the firm. The operation col:apsed, theCalifornia State Labor Department held hearings on charges that
$7,000 in wages had not been paid to the company's workers, andlocal grand jury and NEW investigations ensued. 8

Fortunately, most of the resettlement agencies appear tohave lost interest in corporate resettlements--which were oftenexploitive.

The coordinated community resettlement
projects appear toprovide a better potential for good refugee integration. One of

28

Kathy Rebell°, "Martin to Face Hearing on Refugee Wages," San &manta°(Ca.) Sun-Tels ran, February 9. 1976.
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the best of the early projects was the Freedom Flight Task Force
in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The Task Force included the World
Relief Agency of the Christian Reformed Church, the Lutheran
Immigration and Refugee Service, the Human Relations Commission
of the Catholic Diocese, the Grand Rapids Public School System,
the Departments of Health and of Social Services of Kent County,
Michigan, and representatives of local industry. As of March
1977, spwisorship commitments developed by the Freedom Flight
Task Force had taken care of 145 families, or about 700 refugees.
Because of the intense community involvement, and because this
program included the necessary service components, the welfare
rate of refugees resettled in Grand Rapids was only 10% (compared
to a rate of 381 pr all other Indochinese refugees in Michigan)
as of March 1977. The Task Force is still resettling Indochinese
refugees in Grand Rapids; the current refugee population is 1,200-
1,300. Despite an increase in the refugee population of approximately
one-third, the percentage ot.Grand Rapids refugees on welfare aas
dropped to 8% in July 1979."

Earlier this year the American Council for Nationalities
Service entered into an agreement with the Indochinese Resettlement
and Cultural Center of San Jose, California, to provide direct
resettlement services. This center is sponsored by the Social
Planning Council of Santa Clara County and is a multi-service agency
that has a program of English and vocational training, mental health,
counseling and social services for the refugees. Similarly, the
American Fund for Czechoslovak Refugees and Church World Service
has an agreement with a special program at the Houston YMCA for
resettlement services in the Houston area. These innovative
resettlement methods appear to be effective in assisting refugees,
since the local organizations are able to react to and design
resettlement opportunities around the specific needs and desires
of their communities.

In general, the trend in resettlement has been away from the
use of individual or family sponsors, and toward greater reliance
on local agencies and congregate sponsors, particularly through
churches, which continue to provide a majority of the resettlement
opportunities. The emphasis is on sponsors that have the institu-
tional capacities and a community base to ensure the most effective
resettlement opportunities.

29
Thom*. J. Barnes, Of All the 36 Alternatives: Indochinese Resettlement

in America (Department of State: Senior Seminar In Foreign Policy, 19th
Session, April 1977), pp. 15-16.

10
Telephone conversation with Rev. Howard Schipper, Chairman of the

Freedom Flight Task Force, Grand Rapids, Michigan. July 31, 1979.
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3. Local Coordination

With federal and some private funds flowing into communities
through a variety of channels, and with many voluntary agencies
active, through their networks, in the same communities, there has
sometimes been conflict and confusion as various organizations
seek to help the refugees. Given the lack of a Federally- imposed
coordinating structure at the local level, a number of communities
around the nation have sought to build their own, grass-roots
coordination machinery.

There is, for example, the Puget Sound Resettlement Forum,a coalition of refugee-serving agencies in the Seattle-Takoma area.
At the time of the study's site visit, the Forum was in the process
of organizing, and representation appeared to be mostly from
private groups, although the meeting was chaired by a representative
of HEM Region X. This Forum appears to have the potential to
develop into a useful coordinating mechanism for refugee programsin the Seattle-Takoma area.

The most effective Forum encountered was the Indochinese
Refugee Forum of Orange County, located in Santa Ana, California.
Orange County is probably the most heavily impacted refugee county
in the U.S., with current County estimates at about 23,000.
Membership in this Forum consists of representatives of several
departments of the County Human Services Agency, local affiliatesof the voluntary resettlement agencies, refugee self-help groups,
the local community college and other private service-providers.
Two of the four elected officers of the forum are refugees.

Perhaps the most effective endeavor of the Forum has been the
joint development of a county-wide coordinated refugee manpower
and social services proposal for continued funding of both public
and private refugee projects in Orange County. The proposal
was developed under the auspices of the Forum and all the program
components are related to each other. the participating
agencies are each responsible for developing and implementing
their program components, but the unified proposal seeks to
eliminate duplication of services and integrate service deliveryin the county. (It could be assumed that similar county-wide
coordinated proposals for highly impacted areas would make funding
decisions easier for HEW.) Orange County appears to he somewhat
more advanced in its coordinating efforts than most other localunits of government. This model certainly appears to warrant
further study and replication elsewhere.

E. Geographical Distribution of the Indochinese

Federal policy in 1975 was to disperse the Indochinese
refugees around the country to minimize the economic impact on

2 ''iv
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resettlement communities, and to avoid the political complications
which might arise were there to be a repetition of the level of
geographic concentration experienced in the Cuban resettlement.
Further, the decision to make use of the voluntary resettlement
agencies implied a decision to use their nationwide networks
of local organization and religious groups, making the dispersion
of the refugees inevitable. A more detailed description of the
initial distribution of the Indochinese refugees and an analysis
of the secondary migration which ensued appears in Appendix 2.

Given the size of this secondary migration, much of it
South and West and much of it towards existing communities of
Indochinese, it appears that a general dispersal policy may have
been ill-advised (albeit understandable) and that consideration
should have been given to the development of clustered resettlement
opportunities.

F. Analysis

1. Goals

The goals of the Indochinese refugee program were shaped more
than those of any other U.S. refugee program by wartime conditions,
and an overarching concern for the survival of our former allies.
A full-scale war was raging in Saigon and its suburbs in the spring
of 1975 as many of the refugees left, U.S. policymakers, while
aware of a possibility of a "blood bath" following the expected
fall of the Government% of South Vietnam and Caabodia seemed
reluctant to set in motion a planned evacuation of refugees for
fear of sealing the doom of those governments. As a result of
these factors, the first goal of the refugee program was to get
as many of our allies out of Vietnam as quickly as possible.

Subsequent short-term goals of the program were to move the
refugees through the Western Pacific transit sites to Stateside
centers rapidly, then to process and orient the refugees in
the four Stateside location% thoroughly, but expeditiously,
and then to close camps by December SI, 1975.

Another goal was to disperse the refugee, around the nation
for reasons cited earlier, and the most fundamental goal of
all was to resettle the refugee% in this society as thoughtfully,
as compassionately, and as inexpensively as possible.

Z. Resources

Given the obvious urgency of the situation, if not the
universal public support enjoyed by the Hungarian program, the
Federal Government moved swiftly (much more quickly than it did
for the Cubans) to make ships, planes, military bases and funds

25
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available to take care of the refugees. The Federal Government
has already made more money available per capita for domestic
aspects of this refugee movement than any other, and shortly
will allocate more to it, cumulativelY, than to even the long,drawn-out Cuban program. Private sector resources wee tapped
as well, but not to the extent that they were for either the
Hungarian or the Soviet program. The Federal Government was
destined to pick up most of the costs.

In terms of utilization of these Federal funds, ,n analysisof the expenditures for FY '78, a fairly typical year," showsthat more than 801 of the funds channeled through the SocialSecurity Administration were spent on maintenance (cash and medical
assistance and State-level administration) while less than 201was invested in human resources development

(vocational andlanguage training). Meanwhile, identifiable Office of Educationexpenditures for this population have virtually ceased, except
for token amounts wither. the bilingual education program.

Another characteristic of the Federal funding has been a
perhaps not atypical lack of predictability. Thus Congress
authorized funds to assist in the education of Indochinese children
but did not appropriate them

in recent years; there was a five-
month interruption in HEW -TRAP funding in the winter of 1977-78;
Congress decided, in late FY '78, to drop its earlier plans for
a three-year phase down of the program, and authorized its
extension only through the end of FY '19. Similarly, in thelate spring and summer of 1979

reception and placement grantfunds from the State Department dried up as increasing numbersof refugees came to the U.S.

3. Services

A few of the many comments that can be made about the provisionof services to refugees from the Indochinese program wouldInclude the following

Orientation. While there was time and the opportunitywithin the Stateside
reception centers to provide

meaningful orientation services to the refugees,
orientation for more recent arrivals

has ranged from
non-existent to 1,arely adequate. The creation of eitherholding areas in the Pacific, or some kind of Statesidefacilities for newly-arriving

refugees would make itpossible to provide the refugees with more adequateorientation

-T-
31

See Part I, Chapter 4.
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Cash assistance. Federal eligibility criteria for
cash assistance for Indochinese refugees are more
generous for this group of refugees than for any other,
perhaps too generous, but in operation, the size and
incidence of such benefits varies sharply state-by-state.

Education for children. Unlike the Cuban program, in
which it can be argued that specialized Federal assistance
continued for too long, in the Indochinese program the
assistance was cut off quite abruptly.

Linguistic and vocational training for adults. While
some-TRAP funds have been allocated for these purposes,
a strong case can be made for substantial additional
investments along these lines. Unfortunately, there has
been no specialized outreach from the Department of Labor
on a national basis to the workers and potential workers

among these refugees.

Health. The Indochinese refugees probably have more health
problems than either the Hungarians or the Cubans did,
often having spent months or years in Southeast Asian
camps, and often suffering from malnutrition and parasitic
diseases (conditions which adversely affect the individuals
concerned, but which do not constitute major public health

problems). A more intensive and assertive health program
for arriving refugees probably is needed. Further, the
principal technique used by HEW to fund services is to enroll

individual refugees in Medicaid which thus links them
with the welfare system.

Mental health Some efforts have been made to provide
mental health services to the refugees. Service-providers
have discovered that problems in this area are slow to
emerge, and that specialized services may he needed for

several years after arrival.

4. Institutional Framework

Three groups of Issues merit attention: first, the internal
organization of the public sector (primarily the Federal Government);
secondly, the relationship between the public and the private
sector (primarily between the U.S. Government, on the one hand,
and the voluntary agencies, on the other), and thirdly, the role
of the State and local governments in the resettlement efforts.

On the first point, during the Indochinese program the U.S.
Government has organized itself differently in each of three
phases. Initially, there was the IATF which had centralized
authority over all evacuation, reception and resettlement

9r,
J6 4_, C.,
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activities. During the second period, from January 1, 1976
through the creation of the Refugee Coordinator's Office in
the State Department in the spring of 1979, HEW managed most
domestic efforts and the State Department controlled off-shore
activities and the contracts with the voluntary agencies, for
both their off-shore and domestic programs. It is not yet
clear how the lines of authority will emerge in the third, and
current period.

At the moment there is not only a lack of government-wide
coordination of domestic activities, but also there are
institutional weaknesses within the HEW framework. For example,
there appears to be relatively little liaison between potentially
related programs in IRAP and OE. Within 1RAP, similar programs
are funded through two ch.nnels, social services through the
state agencies, and Special Projects primarily through the regional
offices. Int Office of Huaan Development Services in HEW has
primary responsibility for Title XX funding but has had little
involvement in the [RAP T.tle XX effort. Because Medicaid and
cash assistance are exe_nded through state human service agencies,
and because of the varying practices of these agencies, a refugee
with a problem in one state may be treated quite differently
from a refugee with the identical problem in another state.

It appears that there is relatively little Federal monitoring
of any of these Federally-funded ac'ivities, whether it is the
voluntary agency's use of State Department funds, or of State,
local and private agencies'use of various HEW-channeled funds.

Further, Federal and sub-Federal Government personnel
practices are such that it is needlessly difficult for public
refugee-serving agencies to employ refugees to serve refugees,
or to provide non-refugee staff with the cultural sensitivity
training that is so necessary in these programs.

As for the relationship between the Federal Government and
the voluntary agencies, discussion of the remarkable ability of
these agencies to secure receptive sponsorships must be balanced
with some appraisal of the weaknesses of the network. Each
participating agency is accepted as an equal, in spite of thr
widely differing capabilities, The smallest agencies, the American
Fund for Czechoslovak Refugees and Tolstoy, resettle a small number
of refugees, but even these refugees often have no access to local
voluntary support services because of the general absence of local
affiliates. In those cases where qualified, non-profit local
agencies have entered into agreements to serve, in effect, as
local affiliates, the results have generally been excellent.

In spite of the importance of language training, only one
national agency (the Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Service)

2";5
66-419 0 - $10 - 1/
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retains an ESL speciali.t. In addition, the extent of pro-
fessional orientation to cross-cultural issues varies exten-

sively, although almost every agency has hired refugees who

provide some sensitivity to these issues.

Since the resettlement grants provide broad discretion to
the recipient agency, the mix of services runs the gamut from
little to extensive. Even the quality of resettlement within
an agency varies considerably from location to location, depending
on the initiative and capability of the local affiliate leadership.

The lack of quality control and monitoring, as well as the
absence of any minimum performance standards, have perpetuated
an -nequitable system in which two refugees sponsored by different
agencies in the same location can receive a totally different
resettlement package.

The agencies also have differing policies on how much of
the grant will be retained by Headquarters for administrative
purposes and emergency aid, and how much of the funds, if any,
are actually given to the refugee or his sponsor. The differing
patterns of distribution have crcated some distrust among local
affiliates toward their nationals and by refugees who do not
understand why some agencies provide more funds than others.
(In 1975 the Chinese Consol,dated Benevolent Associations,
non-traditional resettlement agencies authorized to sponsor
ethnic Chinese in 1975, passed through the entire $500 but provided
no other resettlement services. This was clearly unacceptable,
and in violation of the terms of the contract.) This study
does not suggest a level at which funds should he passed through,
but it does conclude that there should be a rational system which
results in equitable treatment for all refugees regardless of
their sponsoring agency. The diversity of resettlement agencies,
in many instances, can be viewed as a strength because it is
flexible and innovative and taps a broad constituency of support.
Within this framework, however, it is arguable that some consistency
is necessary.

In an era when Federal support for those agencies may reach
$84,000,000 in FY '80, the agencies should no longer have full
discretion to provide whatever assistance they wish. On the
other hand, it is important for the Federal Government through
its contractual mechanism, to delineate those services which it
expects the agencies to provide and to not hold them accountable
for services for which the Federal Government does not reimburse
them. Recommendations for improving the performance of agencies
under contract to the Federal Government are outlined in Part III
of this report.

_
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There is sore ambivalence regarding a related matter,
whether the special project and Title XX-type social services
duplicate efforts for which the voluntary agencies already were
paid per capita resettlement grants. It is the conclusion
of the authors that existing resettlement agencies do not
have uniform capability to provide the intensive, specialized
services required by this population group and that the initial
grant has been inadequate to 'und the extensive services. For
these reasons, the Federal funding of social services has not
only been helpful, but has been essential in providing needed
Services.

As mentioned earlier, several States and localities served
as resettlement contractors in 1975. While initially it was
helpful to have the political and humanitarian support from the
Governors, the results were quite mixed. The State of Washington.
on the one hand, utilized the 100% reimbursement policy for
cash assistance as the initial vehicle for refugee aid, rather
than relying on the charitable contributions and the initial
resettlement grant to cover resettlement expenses. As a result,
the refugees had an extremely high dependency rate. After the
period of initial resettlement, the Governor abandoned his
special effort, and all further assistance was provided by
the State Welfare agencies.

An opposite tack was taken by the State of Iowa which--if
per capita expenditures are an indication of

effective resettlement- -has one of the best records in the country. In 1975 the State
Agreed to cluster the resettlement of 1,500 Thai Dam, a group of
refugees who fled from Laos. Ethnically and culturally, this
group was quite distinct from the Vietnamese, which made clusteringvery appropriate. The State established the Iowa Refugee
Service Center, as part of the Department of Job Service with
resettlement grant funds. In addition to serving those refugees
it directly sponsored, the Center also served refugees who wereplaced in the State by other voluntary agencies. The Departmentof Job Service coordinated the full range of support that other
agencies provided, i.e., housing, orientation, English language,etc. Orientations were held for the individual sponsors so theywould be aware of their responsibilities as well as cross-culturaldifferences.

Results: We are too close in time and have too little
empirical to offer any firm conclusions on the results ofthe Indochinese refugee program, but perhaps three tentative
comments can be made.

25)
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First, in the 1975 resettlement effort, disinterested
observers3L were favorably impressed with IATF's performance
in getting the refugees through the transit sites in the Pacific,
through the reception centers in this country, and on into the
resettlement process. For example, the then-chairman of the House
Subcommittee on immigrate n Citizenship and International law
said:

"With a sense of cooperation by those involved, the task of resettling
140,000 refugees has been almost completed. This Member cannot help
but reflect upon the demonstrated interemeerneental cooperation and
hopes this experience is evidence of how our country, when committed,
con indeed achieve its goal." 33

Second, in 1975 an effort was made to distribute refugees
equitably around the nationwherever sponsoring organizations
and communities could be found. There was subsequently a great
deal of secondary migration, often away from the cold areas and
often towards other larger groupings of fellow countrymqp and,
perhaps, to more generous cash assistance arrangements. It
would probably be advisable in the future to avoid dispatching
refugees to locations where there would be fewer than 100 other
refugees.

Third, there is a troublesome question of dependency. There
are indications that the cash assistance programsdespite the
very tight administration in some statesmay have caused some
refugees to opt for welfare payments rather than work. There is
abundant, published data suggesting, no matter how one examines
them, that the .4e-and-sex-specific labor force participation
rates of the Indochinese refugees are less than those of Americans
generally.

Table 13 offers seven separate labor force participation
rate calculations, for seven comparable U.S. and Indochinese

32
The authors cannot pretend to be disinterested in this one phase of U.S.

resettlement programs, because two of thee were deeply involved in the 'ATT.

33
transcript of Subcommittee hearing, December 19, 1915 (two days before

the last of the camps closed; the amps, in fact, closed ten days ahem:, of
schedule). for a discussion of recommended principles for managing large scale
refugee reception programs. based on experiences during 1915, see Appendix 3.

34 It is impossible, in the current state of the art, to sort out the
extent to which each of these three factors caused migration. It is interesting
that two warm jurisdi,tions with ,-erous welfare policies, Guam and Hawaii,
hays not attracted secondary migraci,n 'MUMS, while two warm jurisdictions with
frigid welfare policies, Texas and Louisiana, have attracted such streams.



TABLE 13

Labor Force Par,Acipation Pates. various U.S. and Indochinese Refugee Populations. 1976-1978

POPULATIONS

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES

U.S. Refugees Difference

All Persona AAies 45.9 38.4 -7.5

Persons 16 and Over
Male 78.1 74.4 -3.9
Female 48.5 49.4 0.9

Persons 16-65
Male 85.8 77.8 -8.0
Female 55.9 53.4 -2.5

Persons 40-59

"Sale 92.6 87.0 -5.6
Female 58 9 54.0 -4.9

Sources. All Persons All Ages For U.S. worsens, population of U.S. in 1977 from Statistical Abstract of the U.S.
1978, table 2, divided by total U.S. labor fo:ce. 1977, from Employment and Training Report of the Presidenc,1978,
Table A-1, for Indochinese workers, calculated from HEW, Report to the Con Indochinese Refugee Assistance
Program, December 31, 1978, Tables 8 and 10. Persons 16 and .-Aer. for U.S. workers from Employment and Training
Report of the President, Table (1977 data); Indochinese workers (1978 data) from Report to the Congress. ILAP,
op. cit. Tables 8 and 10. Persans 16-65: b.S. workers, 1977 data, calculated from Employment and Training,
Report, 1978, Table A-2 and Statistical Abstract, 1978, Table 29; Indochinese workers, 1978 data, calculated from
Report to the Congress. IRAP Taoles 8 and 10 (i.e., telephone survey data). The latter data were adjusted to
include 63 and 64 year olde: all Indochinese works over the age of 65 are treated as if they were under 65,
thus slightly overstating the refugee labor force rticipation rate. persons 20-59: for U.S. workers from
toployment and Tralnlng,Report. 1978, Table A-2 and Statistical Abstract. 1977, able 28; Indochinese workers,
1976 data from Social Security Bulletin, March 1979, p. 29.

2b1.
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populations. In six of the seven comparisons, the refugee labor
force participation rates are below these of comparable U.S.
populations. Indochinese pale labor force participation rates
range from 3.9 to 8.0 points behind those of their U.S. peers,
while the female rates lag less sharply. It should be borne
in mind that while there are some methodological problems with
these comparisons, virtually all of ;Dem tend to overstate
the Indochinese participation rates."

In summary, the Indochinese refugee resettlement effort has
mobilized hundreds of public and private agencies to help fulfill
the needs of this population group. In spite of the diversity
and creativity which such networks provide, the magnitude of
Federal resources involved should carry with it more stringent
accountability on the part of service-providers and greater
Federal leadership in establishing program priorities.

It must be stressed, however, that the contributions from
the private sector of our society have been absolutely essential
in rasing the adjustment of the more than 200,000 Indochinese.
These contributions are unmatched by the experiences of any other
Western nation, as the following chapter illustrates.

35
filth one exception (not taking into account the higher percentage of

children among the Indochinese refugees than among Americans in the all-persons
data) all of the methodological biases in Table 13 inflate Indochinese labor
force participation rates. In the first three comparisons, the Indochinese
labor force participation data, but not [h&c of other American, are based
on a telephone survey, and it is probable that persons without telephones
are 1.040 likely ku be in the labor force than those with phones. In the last
comparison the extent of the bias can be estimated more exactly, as the measure
of labor force participation for the Indochinese but not for other Americans
is the extent to which they made social security tax contributions. This measure
produces cumulative total of workers during a year, an individual with
few weeks of work counts as such as one with a full year's work; the measure
used [or other Americans is the average size of the labor force during the entire
year. If one were to correct for this discrepancy, as we have not done in
Table ii, one would adfust the labor force participation rates downward in
the persons 20-59 comparison by five points for the Indochinese men, and by
about three points for the women.
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PART II

CHAPTER S: RESETTLEMENT MODELS OF OTHER WESTERN NATIONS

Introduct..on

The United States is not the only industrialized democracy
experiencing the resettlement of refugees from another culture.
As in any public policy spheres, the U.S. can learn much
from other nations facing roughly similar situations, as other
nations can, and have, from us. The U.S. is not even the
nation taking on the largest number of Indochinese refugees
per capita, as Senator Kennedy pointed out in March of this
year; that distinction belongs to Australia.1

While we can learn much from other nations, particularly
those of ultimate resettlement, as opposed to nations of first
asylum, not all refugee resettlement programs are of equal
applicability. For differing reasons, five resettlement models,
to be mentioned in passing, offer such incomparable situations
that this study will not discuss them further:

the return of the colonial. The back-to-the-homeland
movement of former British, Dutch, Belgian, French, and,
most recently, Portugese colonials, and the resulting
resettlement programs, are not helpful models because
the individuals generally are of the same ethnic
and linguistic backgrounds as the host society, and are
often citizens as well. The return of the ethnic Germans
from Eastern Europe falls somewhat into the same category,
although they have left other cultures (and socialist
political systems) and probably have a more difficult
resettlement than the colonials..c

resettlement of subsistence farmers. Many of the refugees
in Africa are rural people, moving from one agricultural
site to another, often across a boundary but into an
area occupied by members of the same tribal or ethnic
group. Under these circumstances, if the land is
available, they can reconstitute their way of life with
less difficulty than some other groups of refugees.

t Senate, Committee on the Judiciary. The Refugee Act of 1979.
S. 843, (Marine, 22.cit., p. 38.

2
IgUrh of this continuing flow of poet World War II refugees inclqdes

descendants of Germans 4ho settled to Russia at the time of Catherine the
Great.
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temporary, war-time movements. Some -efugee movements
are quite transient, a spillover of a civil war which
continues, with some of the "refugees" as active
participants. Although there were some minor exceptions
during the early years of the Cuban movement, most
refugees in the U.S. are here for good, the war that
they fled being clearly a matter of history.

resettlement in socialist nations. Resettlement programs
in Eastern Europe for the Chileans, for example, have
little applicability for the U.S. because the social and
governmental structures of the East and West are so
different--although both are welcoming refugees from the
same land.

the Israeli experience. Immigration is of such crucial,
Tile -or -death significance to sparsely-populated Israel,
scarred by frequent wars and outnumbered by Arab neighbors,
that her treatment of refugees (and other immigrants)
is a unique phenomenon. Israel lavishes, with some U.S.
help, special services on immigrants, and she gives them
privileges above and beyond those of her own citizens
in an effort to encourage the immigrants to stay.

If these resettlement programs are not useful models,
which ones are The most relevant are programs in which there
are substantial numbers of permanent refugees who are
ethnically and linguistically different from the host society,
which, in turn, is anindustrialized democracy. Given this
definition, there are, potentially, lessons to be learned from
the resetrlerent programs designed for Indochinese and other
non-European populations in Canada and Australia (on which we
have the most information)3 as well as in France, the United
Kingdom and Sweden The rest of the chapter is fo,:used on
these programs.

3For example, on the Canadian experience, we have had numerous conversation'
with William Nauss, Director General, Settlement Branch, Employment and Immigra-
tion Canada, and access to many government publications, such as: Employment
and immigration Canada, "Canada Melrose' Mal Song Refugee.," Panorama 1 (January
1979):1; Canada Employment and Immigration Commission, Refugee Provisions
of the New Canadian Immimration Act Proclaimed April 10. 1e78 (Ottawa, July
1978); Minister of Employment and Immigration. "Motes for an Address by
Bud Cullen, Minister of Employment and Immigration Canada to St. Paul's
United Church, Sarnia, Ontario, Robruary 18, 1979;" Employment and Immigration
Canada, "Immigrant Settlement and Adaptation Program; a. well am Gerald E. Dirks,
Canada's Refuse. Policy: Indifference of Opportunism? (Mon and London:
McGill-Queen. University Press, 1977), which deals largely with admissions issues.

(footnote continued on next page)
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Since the subject of this report is not refugee admissions
policies in the U.S., these will not be ciscussed abroad,
eith r. Rather, the next three sections :oncentrate on the
legal status of refugees (once admitted), on the organization
of resettlement systems in other nations, and finally on the
resettlement strategies of Other nations.

A. Status.

As noted earlier, in the U.S. all refugees are not treated
equally; and in many circumstances they are simultaneously
treated worse than (the parole status) and better than (special
programs) other immigrants. Other nations handle this matter
differently.

Australia and Canada (and Israel) make no legal distinctions
between immigrants and refugees, various assistance programs
are available to all newly-arriving migrants, and all are equally
eligible for citizenship. Although admissions policies for
refugees and immigrants are quite different in both Canada and
Australia (as they are in the U S.), once the refugee has been
accepted by the host country, he has the same legal status as
any other immigrant.

On the other hand, some European countries (e.g., Denmark,
Holland and Sweden) make distinctions between invited and
spontaneous refugees. The former are refugees who meet the
standards of the Geneva Convention and who are invited to live
in the host nation, the latter appear, as .t were, on the
countries' doirsteps and convince the auth2rities that they
should be admitted. The Dutch and the Danes find it logical

On Australia, see Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, "Pacts
About Australia's Refuges Policy," (Canberra, April 1979); Australian
Population and Immigration coolie:, "Population Report No. 1," (Canberra,
May 1979): "immigrants or Refugees?" paper delivered by the Hon. M.I.R.
!McKellar, M.P., Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, at the
Australian Institute of International Affairs Seminar on 'Immigrants or
Refugees,' Sydney, August 19, 1978; and Ministry of Immigration and Ethnic
Affairs, The Galbally Information Kit (Canberra, April 1979).

A useful comparison of Australian and Canadian policies is contained
in "Immigrants and Refugees The Canadian and Australian Experience,"
paper submitted to Congresswoman Elizabeth Holtzman, Chairwoman, Subcommittee

on Immigration, Refugees, and International Law, U.S. House of Representatives,
by Professor Freda Hawkins, University of Toronto, May 1979.

2
%,/, It)
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to extend more supportive programs t9 the former group of
refugees than they do to the latter.'

B. Organization of Resettlement Systems.

Although the relative importance of the private sector in
U.S. resettlement programs has dropped sharply since the time
of the :lungarian movement, the role that non-governmental
organizations play in American resettlement efforts, to this
day, is far more Important than that played by nongovermental
agencies in the other nations of interest. This may well
reflezt a larger set of issues than that of assisting refugees.

In the five resettlement nations, we found no accounts of
the voluntary agencies facilitating the selection process and
working with the refugees before their arrival in the host
country. Mith the exception of the partially government-funded
British Council for Aid to Refugees, we found few nationwide
refugee assistance organizations. Generally refugee assistance,
at the national level, is a governmental activity, with voluntary
and non-government activities occurring only, at the local level,
and often on a community -by- community basis.

It is perfectly possible, however, for refugees resettling
in other nations to receive services from a cluster of agencies
despite the fact that all the agencies are public ones; in at
least one nation, Canada, however, this is not the case.
Different governments, in short, organize their service-delivery
systems in different ways.

The Australian model, according to a government publication,
is organized as follows

Joint Working Group for Refugees From Chile in Britain, Refugees
from Chile. (Joint Working Group, London: 1975) Apiendix 111.

Sfor comparison of U.S Ind Canadian voluntary agency activities,
set 'rode Hawkins, Canada and Immiaration: Public Policy and Public Concern,
(Montreal and London: McGill- Queens University Press, 1972) Part V.
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Services Provided to Rafueess in Australia and
Government Menzies Providing Those Services

SERVICES

Transport to Australia

lac:option

Adult Education
Language Instruction
Coordination of on-arrival
Settlement/orientation
prostems

Initial accommodation

Payment of social welfare
and unemployment benefits

Assistance to find
employment

Child education

follow-up medical, dental

GOVERNMENT AGENCY

Department of Immigration 4
Ethnic Affairs

Commonwealth Accommodation 6
Catering Services Ltd.6

Department of Sor4a1 Security

Department of Employment 6
Youth Affairs

Education Departments of States/
Territories

Health Departuents of states/
Territories

Refugees in Sweden--which is r kably supportive of
refugees and of immigrants of all types (allowing then to vote
and run for regional and local office, for example)--tend toface the same multi-agency situation. As the Joint Working Groupputs it:

"...the way work is carried out among refugees in
Sweden has both advantages and disadvantages. So
many authorities are involved that it is sometimes
difficult to draw the dividing-lines between their

(*Private company under Cover. t auspices. The initial accommodation
is generally that of a hostel, which viii be

described shortly. Source:
excerpted from "Australian Refugee Orientation and Resettlement Programs,"
an undated, mtroxed. four -peg* document secured

from the Australian Embaegy,
Washington, D.C. Spring, 1979.

2
V ,
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fields of action. However, it is an advantage that
the work with refugees is an integral part of each
authority's ordinary work."7

Unlike the U.S., Australian, and Swedish models, Canada
has devised a refugee program that plates virtually all
aspects of the refugee selection, admission, reception and
resettlement processes in the hands of a single agency, the
Employment and Immigration Commission. That Government
agency has the equivalent of the manpower programs of the U.S.
Department of Labor (including placement, unemployment insurance
and occupational training programs), as well as the immigration
control functions of the U.S. State Department (visa issuance)
and of the U.S. Justice Department (those of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service). Further, unlike the U.S.
Department of Labor, which runs its placement and unemployment
insurance activities through one decentralized system (the U.S.
Employment Service) and its training and counseling activities
through another decentralized system (the CETA prime sponsors),
the Canadian Employment and Immigration Commission (E b I) runs
its programs through a network of directly-operated Canadian
Employment Centres.

This administrative structure reflects the usual Canadian
rationality and offers a made-to-order framework for providing
services to refugees. A summary of the Canadian and United
States refugee assistance structures can be found in Table 14.

Refugees arriving at Canadian ports of entry, like all
other travelers, go through the inspection procedure. In this
instance, however, the immigration inspector not only plays
the usual role of checking the newcomers' documents but also
welcomes the refugees to Canada and sets the reception process
in motion. Typically the inspector is aided at this point
by someone from the provincial immigrant-aiding agency.
Together they see to it that temporary housing is arranged and
that the refugee knows how to get to the Employment Centre,
which well play a key role in his resettlement.

The Employment Centre handles many of the central problems
of the refugees directly, such as language anJ skills training

?Joint Working Group, mauls.. from Chile, .cit.. p. 67. See also.
Ministry of Labour, "Sweden and &dupes: A Review o Questions Concerning
the Selection and Care of Refugees, Compiled by a Study Group at the
Swedish Ministry of Labour" (Stockholm: Departementens Offsecentral, 1978);
and the Swedish Institute. "fact Sheet on Sweden: Immigrants in Sweden"
(Stockholm: The Swedish Institute. 1578)

r

oj

.11
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TABLE 14
A Summery of Agency Responsibilities in the Resettlement of Indochinese

Refugees, United States and Canada, 1979

PROCESS

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY

UNITED STATES CANADA

SELECTION INS (with Volag assist.) Eat

VOLAI. ASSIGNMENT Volage n/a

TRAVEL ICES Eel and ICEM

PORT OF ENTRY INS (with Volag assist.) Eat

mamma' Volag and Sponsors
ESA, Provinces and Voles*

HOUSING Volag and Sponsors
Pa, Provinces and Voles.

ORIENTATION Volag and Sponsors ESI, Provinces and Volsgs

INITIAL CASH ASSISTANCE Volag and Sponsors ElI

R-12 EDUCATION School districts with
sporadic HEN funding

Provinces, no national
funding

VOCATIONAL TRAINING, AND
ESL FOR POTENTIAL s .

various, mostly funded
with IRAP funds through

HSAs

Eel funded

OTHER SOCIAL SERVICES,
OUNSaLIFIG. INTER PKETA-

TION , man OWA LS
as above, plus Volags

E&I-funded social ser-
vice agencies also Provin
ces, Secretary of State

JON PLACEMENT various agencies. Volegs,
sponsors, NSAs E&I

HEALTH CARL HSAs, through IRAP-funded
Medicaid

ftovincial health care

rIgllrin:°rInf::: with
Canada fundtnly

CONTINUING CASH
ASSISTANCE

HSU, through IMP - funded
AFDC varies

ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS INS (with Volag assist.) n/a

NATUSIALIZATION

...._

INS Department of the
Secretary of State

ABBREVIATIONS AFDC - Aid to rar.11its with Dependent Children
tit - Employeent and Immigration Canada
ESL - English as a Second Language
NSA. - State Human Serttcem Agencies
ITEM - Intergovernmental Cosmittee for European Migration
INS - Immieration 4 Naturalisation Service
IMP - Indochina Refugee Assistance Program
Volag- Voluntary Resettlement Agencies
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for the labor force participants, job placement and cash
assistance; E I, I, and sometimes the Province as well,
purchases various social services from community agencies,
such as proiding interpreters, counseling, and assistance
in locating permanent housing. (It should be noted that
the provincial involvement in resettlement in Canada, unlike 8
the involvement of most U.S. States, is provincially-funded.)

A key element in refugee resettlement in Canada is full
time stipended English or French language instruction, plus
similar skills training when needed. As soon as possible,
workers among the refugees are assigned to language training.
While they are in training they are paid a standard weekly
wage Just as are other Canadians undergoing skills training.
The stipend is roughly comparable to those paid to Americans
in CETA training.

Since Canada has a universal health care program covering
all residents, the refugees are simply enrolled in these
programs, which are run by the provinces Under some circumstances,
the provincial funding scheme (e.g., a special sales tax) is

such that no premium must be paid for the refugee, in others,
if the refugee cannot meet the health care payments, they are
made by Health and Welfare, Canada. In no case is the newly-
arrived refugee brought into the Canadian welfare system in
order to provide him with medical care, as is the case
generally in the U.S. system.

Refugees who need cash assistance, either over and above
the training stipend or in periods when they are not in training,
can secure it from the Employment (entre F 6 I has a flPxible
system in which the centres determine what the refugee ne.ds,
what his assets are, and then (within reason) provides cash
assistance to fill the gap. The E 6 1 cash assistance is
supposed to tide the refugee over until he lands his first )ob.
For long-term dependency cases, the refuge( must turn to the
Canada Assistance Plan, a welfare program I inded SO -SO by the
nation and by the provinces. Sometimes transferring cases frcm
totally-federal E 1 I cash assistance to partially- federal
Canada Assistance is awkward, and under these circumstances,
E 6 I continues its support on a case-hy-case has's.

Canada has recently added a new dimension to its refugee
program which cuts across both admissions and resettlement

The Ontario Ministry of Culture and Recreation, for example,
has published a very useful (albeit in English) 281-page Newcomers Cutde
to Services In Ontario, Toronto, 1976.
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policies. In the context of its new policy of setting levels
of immigration, a concept which is more reminiscent of the
Australian target levels of immigration than it is of U.S.
ceilings or quotas, the Canadian Government recently announced
its intention to admit 3,000 Indochinese per month through the
end of 1980, totaling 30,000 refugees. (Since Canada has
about one-ninth the population of the U.S., this would be the
rough equivalent to our acceptance of 430,000 refugees during
the same 18-month period.) The new concept is that the Govern-
ment will admit additional refugees above the 3,000 level, if a
private organization or voluntary agency is willing to provide
resettlement services for a year.

Even under these special circumstances, however, the
Federal Government remains responsible for a number of significant
service, to the sponsored refugees, and after one yea!, the
Federal Government re-assume, all responsibility if the refugee
has not become self-,ufficient. The following is a quotation
from a Canadian Government publication regarding the division
of responsibilities for the new class of sponsored refugees:

Division of Responsibilities of Public and Private Agencies
in Providing Resettlement Services

in Canada's Sponsored Refugee Programs

The aponsoring group The Federal Government
is responsible for. is responsible for:

Material Assistance - accJmmodation Temoorarl- Medical Assistance -
fincl"ding household effects). food, emergency Lospital, medical and
clothing and incidentals, until such dental care sor refugees in the
time within the first year that refugee interval between admission to
families can support themselves. If Canada and arrival at their tinal
refugees become continuously self- destination.
supporting during their first year in
Canada the sponsoring group will no
longer be responsible for providing
material assistance. gut, if for any
reason working members of the families
cannot continue in employment, t'
sponsoring group will he responsible
for maintenance for the remainder of
that first year.

While refugees who have worked may be
eligible for some work-related benefits
if laid off, they will not become Occupational Ttai.ing - full-time
eligible for welfare benefits during training, if required ano available,
their first year in Canada

Employment Services - job placement
services from local Canada
Employment Centres.

Language Training - full-time
language training for adult refugees
destined to the labour force if lack
of knowledge of either English or
French prevents their placement in
suitable employrent.

271
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The sponsoring vowel
is responsible for:

264

(Although refugees will be eligible to
register under provincial hospital
end medical plans, upon their arrival,
It Rey be necessary in some provinces
for the sponsor, to provide private
insurance coverage until the provincial
plan comes into effect.)

The Federal Government
it responsible for:

under existing federal training
programs.

Transportation Loans - repayable
interest-free loans for all
refugees requiring financial
assistance to meet ne
transportation expenses.

e General Orientation and Moral Support -
meeting families on arrival in the
community, providing initial reception,
counselling and settlement assistance;
helping working members find employment;
and ensuring that refugees are aware of
all the federal, provincial and municipal
programs available to them.9

By July 1, 1979, the Commission had signed a number of
contracts with church organizations, some national and some
regional or local, calling for the sponsorship, to Implement
the expanded admissions program. It will he interesting to
see how well this program works.

C. Resettlement Strategies.

In reviewing other nations' refugee resettlement programs,
one is reminded that while all refugee populations have clusters
of severe problems, some groups of refugees have special
advantages as well, which should be borne in and as resettlement
stratevies are planned. To cite just three examples:

Chilean refugees in Britain include many displaced
socialist activists and academicians, as a result,
British socialist and academic communities were particu
larly helpful in the resettlement process. (In the
U.S. the Hungarian Freedom Fighters carried with them
some of the same kinds of advantages.)

There are numerous French speakers among the Indochinese
refugees, and they have been particularly welcomed by
the province of Quebec.

9Source: Excerpted from Employment and Immigration Canada, "Sponsoring
Refuse's: Facts for Canadian Groups and Organizations," (Ottawa, March 1979,
mimeo), p. 3.
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The Hwang tribesmen appear to he a refugee group with
extremely modest expectations, which eases the resttlement
process.

Looking more broadly at the resettlement strategies of
other nations, two themes were noted which were much more
significant in other nation's programs than in our own. The
first of these is the prevalence of specialized residential
communities, often called hostels, for housing refugees during
their first few months in a nation. The second is a deliberate
and substantial pattern of investment in language (and often
skill) training for the refugee which we call front-end-loading,
(i.e., the Canadian model). In contrast, the U.S. tends to
push refugees immediately into jobs (though offering, particularly
in some states, relatively generous income transfer payments)
and places them directly in whatever housing can he secured
in the broader community.

the theory behind A hostel is that it plays the role
of a half-way house and eases the transition for the refugees.
Although they are living in a strange land, they are living
with countrymen with whom they can discuss their experience,
Generally, since there is supposed to be a constant flow in and
out of such facilities, the newly arrived refugee can learn from
the experiences of those who arrived in the hostel earlier.

Among the nations using these arrangements are Austria,
Australia, Prance, Italy, Yugoslavia, Sweden and Switzerland,
but nor Canadal0 or the United Kingdom. The dozen Australian
hostels, mostly, located in major cities, can accommodate asmany a.% 10,0HA norcrin, 'pd were established to ease the transitionproblems of the immigrants recruited in the years after WorldWar II. On the average, refugees spend five months in the
Australian hostels, and then move out into the community
There are, of course, always the hesitant or particularly dis-
advantaged Individuals who are reluctant to leave the hostels.

The hostels arr not only housing facilities for the refugees,
but orientation, counseling, and education centers as well.

--------
If)Canada, however, plans to begin using transit facilities in August,

1979. In these centers refugees will stay from two days to week for
post-admission medical screening and treateent, when needed. ge-assignmentto new destinations within Canada, when appropriate, will be arranged during
this period, and some orientation services will also be provided.

66.479 0 - 60 - 16
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Those to residence are given extensive courses in how to cope
with the new society, and how to speak Its language. While
this approach to refugee resettlement appears to be wide-spread,
no comparative studies of the relative value of the hostel
strategy to that of simply immersing the refugee in the mainstream
of the host society were encountered in this study.

Often the hostel-housing arrangement is linked with the
previously-described front-end-loading strategy. This strategy
appears to be based on the hypothesis that refugees are a
disadvantaged population, and that a strong initial investment in
human capital will pay off in the long run because it will
decrease the likelihood of long-term dependency and major,
continuing welfare costs. This strategy also presumably relates
to, among other things, the generosity of a nation's income
transfer programsthe higher the perceived costs of such programs,
the greater the interest in this strategy

Australia recently launched an extensive study of its
Immigrant and refugee resettlement policies, assigning the study
to a four member commission headed by Frank Galbally. The

resulting Galbally Report called for an even more extensive
and supportive resettlement process than then in place, which
the commission estimated could cost about $50 million (Aust.)
or about $55 million (U S.) over the next three years. The
Government adopted the recommendations almost en toto, and is
moving rapidly to implement them.

Undergirding the Galbally Commission's recommendations was
this central concept

"...The Report recognizes that newly-arrived migrants require
a period of adjustment and that financial support should be
provided during that period. There should be no pressure on

them to enter the work force until the initial orientation and
settlement program has been completed...""

Both Canada and Australia make it quite clear that these
processes cost money. The Australian Minister for Immigration
and bthntc Affairs, M J.R. MacKellar, announced that it would
cost, on average, $1,800 (Aust.) to move refugees to Australia
and assist them during the first five months of their stay in
the country. this translates to about $2,000 (U.S.) per

11 Ministry of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, Galbally Information Kit,

2
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refugee.I2 Canada, in its household furnishings program alone,
sets a maximum of $1,500 (Canadian) per couple, plus $300
(Can.) for each dependent, indicating an investment of about
$1,750 (U.S.) for a family of four.13 This is in addition to the
basic allowance for food, clothing and shelter, and funds to
enable access to the labor market.

As with the hostel strategy, no cost-benefit studies of
the front-end-loading strategy have been encountered, and
such studies would be worthwhile.

D. Anal/sis.

1t would appear, from this brief examination of other nation's
resett-Timent experienc's that the following precedents c.uld be
evaluated for their pepiication to U.S. refugee nrograms.

the use of a single administrative structure, as in Canada,
to manage wost of the refugee-related programs;

the use of hoste-ls or similar facilities as transitory
sousing and orientation centers for newly-arrived refugees,
a system used in many nations,

similarly, very short-term transit centers, primarily
for health screening, as in Canada,

the avoidance of a legal distin tion between immigrants
and refugees, as in many nations,

substantial, deliberate investment in language and skills
training, i.e., front-end loading, a, in Australia and
Canada; and

the separation of the provision of medical care from
participation in the cash assistance program, a; in Canada.

12
tan Prykberg, "Australia Offer at U.N. Talkt.; 1,500 More Refugees

This Year," Sydney Morning Herald, 12 December 1978.

13"ridelines - Settlement Adjustment Assistance Program" (Ottawa:
Employment and immigration Canada, undated, mime, internal document).
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PART III MAJOR FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Part I has described the broad context in which refugees
have been admitted to the United States and the nature of the
public and private institutions which have attempted to meet
their special needs during resettlement. Part II has identified

and analyzed the different refugee resettlement strategies
used by the U S. during the past twenty-five years, as well as
selected programs of other countries. Part III of this study
deals with the complex challenge of how public policymakers
and practitioners can apply the lessons learned from the
experiences of previous and current resettlement efforts to
develop more equitable and effective refugee assistance in the
future.

The major findings and recommendations of this report are
outlined under three general headings

A The New Context for Refocusing Services to Refugees;

B Strengthening Institutions That Serve Refugees, and

C. The Need for a Broader Base of Knowledge.

A. The New Context for Refocusing Services to Refugees

For the first time in our nat.on's history, the Executive
and Legislative Branches are advocating a bold, comprelvinsive
national approach to refugee resettlement which would provide
equity of treatment to all refugees, regardless of their country
of origin or the method of admission. The goals envisioned
would strive to enable refugees to achieve rapid economic
self-sufficiency and social adjustment in the new society through
collaborative efforts of Federal, State and local governments
working with the voluntary resettlement agencies and other private
non-profit groups. Underlying these overarching goals are three
prevailing, or perceived philosophies: I) that refugees should be
treated no worse than, nor any better than, all other needy persons
in our society, 2) that States should not suffer any undue financial
hardship as a result of the resettlement of refugees, and 3) that
existing mainstream service systems should be used, rather than
creating new institutional structures.

The implementation of the proposed national refugee policy
as expressed in the FY 'BO budget requests, relies heavily on
1001 Federal support for cash assistance and medical care. and
some funding for vocationally-oriented services which would be
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provided by existing public and private social service agencies
Thus, the philosophies of treating refugees in the same manner
as citizens in n-ed, through existing service mechanisms (pri-
marily welfare), and the desire to relieve States from any finan-
cial liability, are met.

To proceed along that course of action, however, without
refocusing efforts on the unusual and differing resettlement
needs of refugees, may result in a drawn out period of
dependency which serves neither the refugee nor the U.S. tax-
payer well.

Two basic policy issues are at stake- I) how the Federal
Government wishes to view the refugee, and 2) the nature of
the Federal commitment to lead him toward adjustment in this
society This study proposes that we modify our nation's per-
ception of refugees in a way that does not necessarily require
either a change in the proposed statute, nor a change in the
general goals ad philosophies outlined above. What is suggested
is

Generally, refugees should be viewed, not as dependent
populations, but rattier as persons who are temporarily
unemployed who need specialized types of support systems,
such as language training, cultural orientation, and the
ability to transfer skills from their former socioeconomic
system to that of the U S.

One only needs to review the general ba %ground of refugees
during the pa,t twenty-five years to underst.ad that they are
not necessarily a dependent population. Most of the refugees
were formerly employed, contriditing members of their own society,
often Intellectuals, scientists, politicians, or skilled crafts-
men wha were, or believed they would be, persecuted by prevailing
political forces. That is why they fled their homelands. They
are "survivors," that is why they were successful enough to
escape and find asylum in another country. While, generally,
many of them have enormous internal resources, such as educa-
tiou and work experience, few possess capital resources when
they first come to the U.S. For this reason, they need tran-
sitional assistance to enable them to reconstruct their tempor-
arily disarrayed lives to betome, once again, self-sufficient,
contributing members of society.

The tools needed to rebuild their lives and to adapt to
the new society include the following: language training,
vocational upgrading, emergercy cash assistance, some cash
supplementation while developing their skills, medical ser-
vices, cultural orientation and mental health services. While
there are mainstream programs for others in our society who
need some of the same tools, it is arguable that those programs
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are not typically equipbed to handle the cultural, linguistic,
emotional and educational distinctions posed by a refugee pop-
ulation Therefore, while some on going programs can be
tapped end 'sensitized," new approaches are necessary in other
human service fields.

Unlike temporarily needy persons in our society, refugees
who cannot obtain self-sufficiency within a matter of weeks
must, as a matter of first recourse, turn to the welfare offices.
They are unlike temporarily unemployed persons in our own soci-
ety who have several alternative support systems, such as rela-
tires, saving, or bank loans, unemployment compensation- -then
welfare. Refugees seldom have access to any of these other
sy,tems. -Refugee, this are drawn into the U.S. welfare system
which, tn 'Spite of period t changes, continues to be a source
of criticism by virtually all knowledgeable practitioners,
pone/makers and recipients, and is the subject of continual
reform attempts in an effort to remove the inequities, disin-
centives to self-suffleienty, and the stigma which unfortunately
prevails about the program The welfare system promote, depen-
dency for its American recipients and to depend on that "system"
to help the refugee, heeome contributing members of society
seem, a burden to them, at best, and unwise public policy, at
worst

In an effort to put into perspective the weaknesses of
the existing approach, the following discussion of appropriate
services, within the new context. is organized into three
sections, dealing with

1 fconomic Adjustment
Health Needs

"c. social Adjustment

In each section there arc brief findings, summarized from the
previous nine chapters, followed by recommendations.

la Economic Adjustment findings

Economic adjustment the process by which refugees move
from (usually, economic self sufficiency in their homeland
through a transition period to economic self-sufficiency in
this country Often durirg the transitional phase--and some
time, for much longer period, of tin. the refugees are depen-
dent or public fund,.

Our principa. findings in this field are that.

the economic adjustmet. oroces, is difficult and
expensive ,though that rden can he placed on
different set, of shoulders), and

9
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that the prospects for dependency are increased
by recent U.S. resettlement pracices.

While one could construct any nue.er of models of
refugee economic adjustment, the four Illustrated in
Chart 2 are offered fi.r consideration. The first, that
of short-term dependency, is essentiall, that which the
Hungarian refugees experienced and is the model most at-
tractive U.S. policymakers. The notion is that rela-
tively minimal expenditures are needed to convert the
refugee into a full-fledged taxpaying member of our
society. It works for some, but not all, refugees.

The second model, of sustained total dependency, is
clearly the one to be avoided. Obviously, at least a minor-
ity o' any population, such as the 21 of the Indochinese
refugees on SSI, will fall into this mold. How many contin-
ue to be in this category, perhaps needlessly, is themaim question.

The third model, of sustained partial dependency,
apparently applies to a substantial fraction of the cur-
rent group of refugees, in that some member of the family
has some earned income but not enough to remove the family
from the welfare rolls

The fourth model, of front-end loading, is the one
used, consciously, by the Canadians and the Australians.
They recognize that resettlement is a costly and difficult
process, and they seek to make substantial initial invest-
ments in human capital to avoid sustained dependency.

The United States, while hoping that the first model
will prevail, often slips Into the second and third pat-
terns, as the relatively low labor force participation
rates for Indochinese refugees indicate. It may well be
that the fourth model is not only more cost-effective than
the second and the third, but better for the morale of the
refugee and the long-term viability of his resettlement.

To some extent the complexities of the U.S. budget.ry
process tend to mask the costs of the resettlement process.
Some funds are voted through the State Department's budget,
and others are appropriated to HEW. Some HEW funds (such
as those for TRAP) are clearly earmarked for refugees;
others, such as the snouted 18,000,000 or so in SSI bene-
fits to Indochinesc -fugees paid in FY '78, are lost from
view.
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Despite these complications, it is the Federal Trea-
sury which is paying most of the costs of the major recent
resettlement programs, not the private sector, which sup-
ported the Hungarians (and more recently the Kurds and
Chileans), and not the sub-national governmental organiza-
tions, which tend to play a larger role in Canada than
they do here.

In summary, the U.S. appears to be increasing Federal
costs and the prospects for dependency, unwittingly, by a
series of ui.related actions: providing cash assistance
through the welfare network, providing medical services
through that network; investing relatively little money in
human capital development, and finally, the near-automatic
practice of some refugee-servirg agencies of referring ref-
ugees to the nearest welfare office.

lb. Economic Adjustment - Recommendations

An ideal system for short-term economic assistance to
refugees contains the following ingredients. 1) it should
establish a national benefit standard with regional differ-
entials based on cost of living so that the level of payments
would not encourage secondary migration or dependency; 2)
eligibility rules should be simplified and standardized
with uniform, if any, assets tests, 3) it should provide
incentives for self-sufficiency without penalizing the work-ing poor, 4) it should recognize the temporary nature of
the needs of refugees; 5) it should not stigmatize the ref-
ugee recipient, 6) it should provide the ability to link the
refugee into employment and training systems; 7) it should
take into account the varying demographic compositions of
refugees, such as large families, and 8) it should be as
cost-effective as possible to the U.S. taxpayer.

The design of such an ideal system is beyond the scope
'his study. However, it is believed that the general

moodls of two existing systems merit extensive study to
test their applicability. Those systems include an Unem-
ployment Insurance model and a Social Security Administration-
tsperated model for the majority of any refugee movement that
is p,t.nttally self-sufficient.

The following recommendations are offered:

RECOMMENDATION II

A

That HE* 17,tiate a study of the appli-
tabtlity of a prvitam run directly
through the Social Security Administra-
tion offices to replace the current ArDC
model for employable refugees. The model
should provide temporary assistance dur-
ing which the refugee should be enrolled

9 c
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in language and skills upgrading pro-
grams. The model should provide a
national floor for uniformity in pay-
ments, perhaps at a level higher than
current SSI. State supplementation
could be a State expense. Other in-
gredients outlined under the "ideal
system" should be included in the model
design.

That the Department of Labor initiate
a similar study to test the applica-
bility of a DOL-administered system
based on the Unemployment Insurance
model, although it, too, would be
Federally financed. The job-related
services funded through the U.S.
Employment Service and CETA could be
a major linkage feature of the U.I.
model, as well as other ingredients
outlined under the "ideal system" dis-
cussion.

That the Administration and the Congress
consider using the refugees as a special
pilot group, providing them with a model
welfare reform package and testing the
results, to terms of their broader appli-
cability to the entire welfare popula-
tion. (For more than a decade, the
Executive and Legislative branches have
struggled with welfare reform. None has
been implemented because of the unprcuic-
tahlp and dramatic impact which any re-
form initiative might have on the
Treasury or on the 10,400,000' welfare
recipients, or both. Thus, a pilot
effort such as using refugees as a model
should no connidercd.)

That potentially unemployable refugees
in non-intact families who would normally
be eligible for AFDC (such as a single
head of household with children under 6
years of age) be enrolled la existing
State-administered programs, and that the
Federal Government support the program
100% for three years.

Recipients of AFDC cash assistanca payments in September, 1978,
Social Socuriti_Sulletin 42 (March 1919): 64,

2
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RECOMMENDATION #5. That the aged, blind and disabled refugee
who would otherwise qualify for SSI be
enrolled in that program on the same basis
as others who are categorically eligible,
but that the definition of disability as
it applies to refugees be flexible enough
to adjust for chronological age differ-
entials (e.g., an Indochinese refugee
at 55 years of age may be the equivalent
of a 65 year old American due to pre-
existing nutritional deficiencies and
environmental conditions).

RECOMMENDATION 56 That the duration of 1001 Federal reim-
bursement for cash assistance to poten-
tially employable refugees be provided
for up to three years after the refugee
has been admitted to the U.S. If the
refugee has not become self- sufficient
by that time,' and if otherwise eligible,
he should be enrolled in general assis-
tance or AFDC programs without full Fed-
eral funding.

Transferring the cash assistance program, for workers
among refugees, to a non-welfare related network should help
reduce dependency, but this cannot be accomplished unless
there is a simultaneous investment in

the tools needed by
refugees to succeed in the labor market. Those tools include
the knowledge of English, vocational

counseling, skills up-grading, and placement assistance.

All refugee movements have documented the fact that
the most critical element to effective resettlement is theability to speak English. In spite of th universal need
for such language skills, it has been one of the glaring
shortfalls of Federal assistance. If the resettlement effort
seeks to encourage self-sufficiency, ther has to be a dra-
matic realignment of resources and a new emphasis on ESL and
basiL literacy fo- refugees who are pre-'iterate.

RECOMMENDATION 417: That funding be prov ded for three types
of language instruction: 1) ESL linked
to employment or employment training; 2)
survival English for those not potentially
employable; and 5) training for school
children for two years. With regard to
all language training, it should be noted
that refugees appear to become most high-
ly motivated from four to six months
after their arrival. Ideally, all ref-
ugees should have access to language train-
ing no later than that time period.
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RECOMMENDATION 08 That employers be given incentives to
grant release time to refugees enrolled

in intensive language training. Such
training should last from four to six
months.

RECOMMENDATION #9. That States be encouraged to generate
language training programs in community
colleges.

RECOMMENDATION 010 That funding be continued for a national
linguistic clearinghouse which: 1) devel-

ops and disseminates instructional mater-
ials and information on models and cur-
ricula, 2) provides bilingual counseirs
and training sessions; and 3) serves as a
center for translation services.

RECOMMENDATIJN 011- That the Offi-e of Education be required
to monitor and evaluate all programs it
funds. Specific projects should be funded
for at least two years in order to provide
adequate start-up time.

RECOMMENDATION 012. That service strategies include outreach,
involvement of refugees in planning,
linkage to employment, and transportation
to child care services. Individual
evaluation and testing should be a pre-
requisite to educational placement.

Contrary to the role formerly played by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor in the Hungarian program and the comparable
role currently riayed by Canada's Employment and Immigration

Commission, DOL has not been substantially involved in recent

refugee resettlerrnt programs. This is unfortunate because
DOL plays a major role in the labor market and has devoted

its energies to a series of other disadvantaged populations,

ranging from migratory farm workers and Native Americans, to
the displaced aeronautical engineers of a decade ago. The

Department has substantial experience and facilities in the

very areas in which the refugees need help most, if they are

to rarticipate fully in the labor market and become economic-

ally self-sufficient.

The following recommendations are off red:

RECOMMENDATION 013- That the Department examine the possibil-
ity of creating an additional national
program under CETA Title III, for recently
arrived refaces, complementary to similar

2C -̂-1
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programs for farm workers, Native
Americans, and other specialized groups.

RECOMMENDATION 014: That the Department take assertive
action vis-a-vis intim sponsors of the
CETA programs, to ensure that refugees
are included in on-going programs and,
where there are substantial clusters of
them, ensure that specialized programs be
made available to them.

RECOMMENDATION 015. That the Office of Research and Develop-
ment of the Employment and Training
Administration (DOL) consider funding
experimental job training programs for
refugees to evaluate the relative utility
of such approaches as front-end loading,
Immediate on-the-job training in employ-
ment locations where there are clusters
of other refugees, DOL-funded language
training at the work place, etc.

RECOMMENDATION 016: That the Department initiate a major ef-
fort on the part of the U.S. Employment
Service to provide counseling, testing,
placement and training services to ref-
ugees with an incentive funding program
similar to that now available fop the
placements of veterans.

In addition to providing work-related services to ref-
ugees, it is equally important to provide both incentives to
employers to hire refugees and to refugees to work. Fortu-
nately, two models are readily available.

RECOMMENDATION 017: That the definition of workers eligible
for targeted jobs tax credits be
amended so that employers will receive
a tax benefit for employing recent ref-
ugees, just as they do now for hiring
members of other disadvantaged classes
(e.g.. AFDC recipients, former convicts,
etc.).

RECOMMENDATION 018: That the earned income tax credit (EITC)
program be publicized in the refugee com-
munity. The EITC is designed to reward
the working poor with additional Federal
dollars for working--as much as $400 a
year for families with incomes under
$3,000 a year in 1976. Many of U.- more
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recent refugees have incomes within
this range, but the resettlement agency
field staffs do not seem to be aware of
this program which is tailor-made for
many of the refugees.2 This recommenda-
tion would not require changes in laws or
regulations

Although refugees are entitledand encoeragedto work,
the existence of the parole status has been cited throughout
this study as a major legal impediment to employment for ref-
ugees in Federal, State, and local governments and in certain
professions The new refugee legislation abolishes this
status for all reiugees who are admitted as part of the
"normal flow" of refugees but provides that any additional
refugees would be admitted as conditional entrants, which
carries with it the same problems as parole status.

REICIMMMATIuN 419 Mat all refugees admitted to the U.S
he given permanent resident alien
status.

RECOMMENDATION 1129 that the President rescind Executive
Order 11935, which prohibits Federal
employment of permanent resident aliens.

2a. Medical Care Findings

Due to the variety of means through which refugees
escape from their homelands, it is difficult to anticipate
the full nature of health related problems. However, certain
generalizations are valid. Emergency medical care, partic-
ularly for tuberculosis and malnutrition, is commonly re-
quired. Dental care seems to be a problem for all refugees,
and parasitic illnesses are common for refugees languishing
in Southeast Asian camps. There is a dual problem related
to medical assistance to refugees 1) access to quality care;
and 2) the financing of such care.

Once the refugee has b In admitted to the U.S., the
principal problem ts the rinancin, of health care. An exam-
ple of this arose in 197*, when there was extensive concern
by potential sponsors of Indochinese refugees that extra-
ordinary medical expenses might occur, thus posing a poten-
tial tmpedtment to the voluntary agencies in their placement
efforts. To resolve this situation, the Federal Government
agreed to r:imbuise States for 100% of the medical care for

21lhere there is knowledge of EITC, it is mentioned in connection
with filing income tax returns; no one discussed it in terms of its
utility ea an additional inducement for work, rather than dependency.
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needy refugees, the implication being that the refugees
must be eligible for a State Medicaid program, thus being
categorized as either indigent or working poor.

Two comments bear mentioning here; first, the kinds
of entry level or seasonal jobs refugees tend to get ini-
tially, and the fact that their parole status excludes them
from some of the more lucrative jobs, limits access of ref-
ugees to employer-employee health plans. Secondly, since
Medicaid is provided through the local welfare agencies,
a refugee seeking to enroll in Medicaid is quickly linked
into the welfare system which may tend to promote further
dependency. The latter point is particularly pertinent.
One pattern consistently evident in the surveys of Indochinese
refugees was the fear of losing Medicaid should they become
employed. Thus, some refugees do not accept jobs, even
though the salaries would be more than the welfare payment.

Zb. Met:ical Care Recommendations

In an effort to recognize the importance of early and
accessible health care, but not linked into the welfare
structure, the following recommendation is offered:

RECOMMENDATION #21: That the Federal Government separate
eligibility for medical care from cash
assistance and income. This could be
done through universal medicaid entitle-
ment without regard to any categorical
eligibility, or through a group health
insurance plan (such as Blue Cross/Blue
Shield, Aetna, Prudential, etc.) offered
by the voluntary agencies and paid for
by the Federal grant.

In response to other health considerations, the follow-ing are suggested:

RECOMMENDATION #22: That overseas surveillance and inoc-
ulations recently implemented for ref-
ugees in Southeast Asia by the Public
Health Service be a regular feature of
all refugee processing.

RECOMMENDATION #23. That State and local health officials
be apprised of the health status of all
refugees being resettled in their geo.
graphiLal are with specific information
provided on the nature of any health
problems, the type of medication the
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refugee is using, if any, and sug-
gested follow-up treatment.

RECOMMENDATION 024 That in medical screening, physicians
and other health practitioners be
sensitive to cultural problems, par-
ticularly the reticence of persons in
certain cultures to be examined by
someone of the opposite sex.

RECOMMENDATION 025 That special health needs not current-
ly covered in some States by Medicaid,
Such as dental care and parasite screen-
ing, be covered by all States as a
reimbursable expense.

3a. Social Adjustment - Findings

Longstanding provisions of the Social Security Act
have enabled the Federal Government to fund a variety of
social services targeted to the general welfare population
and others tn,need. Under Title XX of the Act, each State
prepares an annual plan outlining the services it will pro-
vide, such as family planning, transportation, day care,
counseling, services to the aging, outreach and referral
to other services, enkloyment assistance, etc. The Federal
,.overnment plans to provide a ceiling of $2.9 billion 4n
FY '80 to the States for these services. Because of the
flexibility within the authorizing legislation, States have
broad discretion on the nature of the services they provide.
If otherwise eligible, refugees may receive these services
although some States have no special, culturally-sensitive
services for Indochinese refugees In others, the services
are quite extensive

In addition to the States' normal Title XX entitlement,
IRAP funds 1001 of the costs of services provided to Indo-
chinese refugees under the State Title XX plan. However,
many of the services are of an outreach and referral nature,
and have not necessarily been designed for needs that are
refugee-specific, such as cross cultural orientation, mental
health, translation, or language skills development.

In a partial effort to compensate for the variety in
the quality of these services, TRAP Special Project funds,
administered directly by HEW, have focused on orientation,
language, and mental health needs, without requiring the
beneftciary to submit to needs tests and other eligibility
criteria, as is the case with Title XX.


